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By A. CAMPBELL, B.LITT., M.A.

H E Gesta Danorum of Saxo Grammaticus is well known
to consist of two main parts. The first-occupying
Books I-IX-deals with Danish legendary history in the
heroic age, and has been freely used by all modern
students of Germanic legend. The second main part of
Saxe's history occupies the bulk of Book XI and the whole
of Books XII-XVI. It deals with the history of Denmark
from the time when Sveinn Ulfsson was firmly established
on the throne by the death of his great enemy, Haraldr
Harthrathi, in 1066 down to Saxe's own period, and is
well known to historians as a source of major importance.
Between these two parts of Saxe's work there is a short
section, occupying Book X and the first few pages of
Book XI, which has attracted less attention than the
other two, but which is full of interest, especially to the
English student, for it deals with the period from 925 to
1066, during which Danish and English affairs were most
intermingled, and during a part of which England was a
province of a Danish empire. Upon this part of Saxe's
work, apart from a few rather perplexed references to it in
Freeman's Norman Conquest, modern historians of AngloSaxon England have hardly drawn at all. This is perhaps
understandable: it is often clearly at fault historically and
much of it is derived from Adam of Bremen. Accordingly,
the historian tends to dismiss this part of Saxo as an
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embroidery upon Adam which adds nothing to its source
which can be trusted, and it must be admitted that its
contribution to history is not great. It is the student of
Scandinavian historical tradition, rather than the pure
historian, who has lost by the neglect of the part of
Saxo to which I refer.
The period with which it
deals corresponds to that covered by the great Icelandic
Sagas of the kings of Norway from Haraldr Harfagri
to Haraldr Harthrathi, during which the political
contacts of Denmark and Norway were so close that
Saxo and these Sagas inevitably often handle the
same matters. It is thus the student of the traditions
embodied in these Sagas, and hence the Saga critic in
general, who will find this portion of Saxo of the greatest
value. The major outline of the history contained in the
Sagas mentioned is shown by comparison with the
Norwegian compendia of history;' and with West Norse
poems of about the same date," to represent a fairly
settled West Norse tradition, which already existed
shortly before 1200. Comparison of this tradition with a
non-West Norse tradition is seldom possible. Adam of
Bremen and other German chroniclers are meagre and
disjointed in their allusions to Scandinavian affairs.
English and Celtic chroniclers seldom mention Scandinavian matters, and when they do so it is onlv to horrifv
by the grossness of their misconceptions. Sve'n Aggeson;s
Danish history is brief, and the shadow of Adam of
Bremen lies heavily upon the Aiinals of Roskilde. Saxo
alone offers a connected and fairly detailed account of
any part of the Scandinavian history of the tenth and the
I,e. Theodricus Monachus; Historia iYaYl'cgiac; Aerip.
I refer to Noregskonungaial ; Oldfs drdpa Tryggvasonar ;
Rekstefja;
]6nzsviklllgadrdpa; Bnadmpa ; Geisli. .'.JI these poems are to be placed in
the twelfth or verv early thirteenth century, and are derived from the West
Norse historical tradition independently of the Sagas. Accordingly, their
value to the student of the state of the tradition in question before it recel\'ed
literary form in the Sagas is great, and the general neglect of them is to be
regretted. Their existence seems still entirely unknown to English historians.
1
2
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first half of the eleventh century, which may be profitably
compared with the West Norse accounts of that period.
The Sagas of the Norwegian kings from Haraldr I to
Haraldr II are most familiar in the versions of Snorri in
Heimskringla. Older versions are, of course, extant of
several of them, but these do not differ from Snorri in the
major outline of history presented;' and the same outline
appears in the Norwegian compendia, and to some extent
in the West Norse poems alluded to above, though these
cover only a part of the period. Heiniskringla can,
therefore, fairly be regarded as giving the history of this
period according to a well-established '.Vest Norse
tradition of the twelfth century. I propose to examine
Saxe's account of the same period with two questions in
mind. Firstly, how far does Saxo in dealing with this
period draw upon tradition, and how far does he offer
reproductions or (like the Annals of Roskilde) literary
modifications of Adam of Bremen? Secondly, does Saxo
suggest that the Danish historical tradition was in such
close agreement with the West Norse tradition that this
must be explained as due either to the direct influence of
the one upon the other (and Saxo, it may be remembered,
claims to have had Icelandic informants), or to the two
traditions having risen independently from the same
historical truths; or does he rather suggest that the Danish
historical tradition differed so widely from the West Norse
that neither can be regarded as founded upon long
transmitted memories of real events, but that both have
, Snorr i diverges most in purely historical matters from his predecessors in
H aralds saga H aroraoa, because he elected to follow H dkonar saga j varSOllar •
rather than the earlier Saga of Haraldr preserved in Morkinski.nn« and

Fl.itcviarbok. and summarised in Fagrskinna. Nineteent h-cen t urv scholars
tended to place a high historical value on Hakottar Saga (which is extant in a
late recension in a fragmentary state). but E. Bull, in his recent sketch of the
history of the period iDet Norske folks IIV og historie, II, 97). reverts to the
older Saga of Haraldr as a source. In his article OIl Htikonar Saga the same
scholar has demonstrated its historical unreliability (Edda, I()27. pp. 33-44)'

4
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independently distorted history, or, at least, that one has
distorted history, and the other preserved it, so that we
cannot now decide which should be believed, except when
we have an account in a good non-Scandinavian source to
decide the matter? Should the enquiry lead to the latter
conclusion, it will follow that the Sagas which deal with
Icelandic affairs must also be suspected of presenting a
development from history rather than history itself.
Saxo opens his tenth book with the succession of
Haraldr Blatonn to the throne of Denmark, an event
which he makes practically contemporary with lEthelstan's
succession in England. Both Danish and Icelandic
sources- give Haraldr a reign of fifty years, and Snorri,
F agrskinna, Agn:p, and the Historia N orvegiae regard his
reign as having begun in the time of Hakon Gothi," who
was, of course, a younger contemporary of lEthelstan.
Haraldr died about 986, so there is no difficulty in regarding his reign as extending back into the time of lEthelstan,
though we cannot extend it to the beginning of lEthelstan's
reign (925) as Saxo does. According to Saxo, the king of
Xorway, who is not named but is evidently Haraldr
Harfagri, launched an attack on .Ethelstan when that
king succeeded to the English throne, and the war ended
with a treaty under which .Ethelstan had to bring up
Hakon, the SOIl of the Norwegian king. This story of the
fostering of Hakon is, of course, in remarkable agreement
with a well known story found in the \\'est :\'orse sources,
except that in the latter the relationships of Haraldr of
;\()n\'a~' and iEthelstan are entirely friendly.
On the
other hand, a bellicose expedition of Haraldr to the
British Isles, though not to England, is mentioned by both
Snorri, who quotes apparently eu rlv verse to support his
1 Chronicon Erin; Annals of j'".,kildc; Kuytlinga Saga.
So also Adam of
Bremen, II, .20.
2 Hci mskringlu, Htikonar saga Gada, chap. 10; Fagrskinna; cd, Finnur
Jonsson, p. 31; Agrip, ed. Finnur Jonsson, p. 12; Storm's Xl onusnenta historica
.YurL'cgi~i',

p. 106.
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story." and by a Celtic source." Saxo seems to give a
version in which the stories of the expedition and of the
fostering are combined and it is unlikely that an actual
Clash of arms between England and Norway would have
escaped all reference in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Yet
it is by no means impossible that lEthelstan's fostering of
Hakon was part of a treaty with a possible enemy, and we
have no right to regard Saxo as completely wrong in his
version of the story.
Saxo goes on to describe how Hakon ultimately returned
to Norway, where he became king, whereupon Haraldr,
son of Gunnhildr, asked the help of Haraldr of Denmark.
(Saxo does not indicate precisely who Haraldr, son of
Gunnhildr, was). Haraldr of Denmark places a fleet
under Eyvindr and Karlshofuth at the suppliant's
disposal, and Norway is invaded. In the ensuing battle,
Hakon kills Eyvindr, and one Thoralfr kills Karlshofuth.
Hakon is struck down by a mysterious arrow, some say
owing to the spells of Gunnhildr. The extraordinary
similarity of all this to the West Norse accounts of
Hakon's last fight hardly needs to be pointed out, but it
may be remarked that there also one leader of the Danish
contingent is called Eyvindr, and he is killed by Hakon,
while in Snorri's account the other Danish leader (who is
called Alfr) is killed by Hakon's supporter, Thoralfr the
Icelander. Hakon in both Saxo and the West Norse story
is killed by a mysterious arrow, and though magic is not
hinted at in the West Norse sources," Saxos version shows
that Gunnhildrs reputation as a sorceress, so familiar in
the Sagas, was known to him. With this similarity of
detail in the description of the final battle, the similarity of
1 Haralds saga Hdrfagra, chap. 22; cf. Orkneyinga Saga, chap. 4; La.ndndmab6k (chap. 270, Hauksbok ; chap. 309, Sturlub6k).
2 See the genealogical introduction to Hanes Gruffydd ap Cynal1.
3 Unless the words of Theodricus, quod quulam imputant nul it iae Gunnitdar,
be so taken; but Agrip, which uses Theodricus as a source, has me}
g6rningom,. Gunhildar,
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Saxo's account of the fall of Hakon to that in the West
Norse sources ends. In the latter, the sons of Gunnhildr,
with Danish help, make several major attacks on Hakon
before the final successful one, and it is now necessary to
consider whether this story is in any way better founded
than that of Saxo, in which one immediately successful
attack is made. Theodricus Monachus is very brief in
his account of the matter. He mentions only the final
battle, but says that the war lasted five years. The
Historia Norvegiae mentions, in addition to the final
battle, a serious attack upon Hakon, which he repulsed at
the battle of Frsethi, and with this Fagrskinna agrees.
Agrip, however, like Snorri, has two major invasions
before the final one: the first is repulsed at Ogvaldsnes,
the second at Frsethi, It is obvious that the historicity of
these two battles can be regarded as proved in the face of
Saxe's silence only if skaldic verse can be produced which
definitely alludes to them. N O\Y, of these two battles,
Fagrskinna mentions only Frsethi, and it does not quote
or allude to a single verse in the section devoted to it.
Snorri, in describing the battle of Ogvaldsnes, quotes two
verses said to be by Guthormr Sindri. The first of these
Snorri declares to allude to the death in the battle of
Guthormr Eiriksson, but it only indicates that an unnamed hero killed an unnamed king." The second of these
verses describes how an unnamed hero put all the sons of
his brother Eirikr to flight, and though Hakon is, no
doubt, the hero in question, the incident alluded to may
be the flight of the sons of Eirikr when Hakon returned to
Norway. Snorri produces a further verse by Guthormr
to illustrate the battle of Frsethi, but this is a description
of prowess without names, and it is impossihle to say to
whom or to what occasion it refers. All the Sources which
mention Fr.ethi state that Gamli Eiriksson was killed
3 It may be observed that according to Fa~,",kiIlJla, p. 57, Gutbormr fell on a
viking cruise, not in battle with Hakon.
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there, and Snorri and Fagrskinna quote a fliting of the
poets Eyvindr Finnsson and Chimr Geirason.! which, if
the verses be genuine, shows that Hakon was in some way
responsible for Gamli's death. These verses, however, are
not sufficient to prove that Hakon ever had a major
battle with the sons of Eirikr between the time when they
first withdrew before him and the last battle: Gamli may
have fallen on either of these occasions. Accordingly, it
is not possible by any means at our disposal to decide
whether Saxe's one-battle war or Snorri's three-battle war
is nearer the truth.
Saxo next describes the ill-fated attempt of Styrbjorn
to remove his uncle Eirikr inn Sigrsceli from the throne of
Sweden with Danish help. We have two West Norse
versions of the story, one in Knytlinga Saga, and one in
Stvrbjarnar patty. These two versions differ considerably
from each other and from Saxo in detail, but all three
accounts agree that Styrbjorri's expedition failed because
Haraldr of Denmark deserted him. The main difference
of Saxe's version from the others is that he clears Haraldr's
character, and at the same time neatly links the story to
another one, to which it will soon be necessary to return,
by making Haraldr desert Styrbjorns cause before the
start of the expedition, because the Emperor Otho had
launched an expedition against Denmark. Styrbjorn
goes on alone, owing to the taunts of his foolhardy
campanions. This is probahly a literary re-modelling of
the story, and one may assume that the tradition received
by Saxo did not materially differ from the familiar West
Norse story in which Haraldr deserts Styrbjorn at a
critical stage in the expedition, in which, according to the
pitty, he was from the first an unwilling participant. It is,
however, of considerable interest that Saxo credits
Haraldr with the foundation of j omsborg, and makes him
install Styrbjorn as its first governor, when the Swedish
1

Heimskringla, Haralds saga Grdfeldar, chap.

I;

Fagrskinna, pp.

50-I.
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prince comes to him as a suppliant. In the pattr, Styrbjorn is the leader of the J omsborg vikings, but J omsborg
is not a Danish outpost. Of the West Norse sources only
Fagrskin na and Knvtliuga Sil,;,t make J6msborg a Danish
outpost, founded in Haraldrs time, the other authorities
making it an independent nest of pirates founded before
or after Haraldrs death. Clearly we have considerable
divergence among the West Norse sources, some of them
agreeing more closely with Saxo than others. It may be
noted that Sven Aggesen agrees with Saxo in regarding
J6msborg as a foundation of Haraldrs, but he dates it
from a later period, when Haraldr fled east before his
rebel son. Since the historicity of the J6msborg pirates'
lair is now generally rejected, we do not have to consider
which account of its foundation is the nearest to the truth.
We need only note that again we have found tradition
divided against itself.
It has been remarked above that Saxo connects the
Othonian invasion of Denmark with Haraldr's desertion
of Styrbjorn. Since he connects Haraldrs conversion
with the peace which concludes the war. we may assume
that it is the unhistoric invasion of Otho I which is referred
to, and we may regard the preliminary defeat of the
Emperor described by Saxo as a literary embroidery upon
Adam of Bremen dictated by patriotic considerations.
There is no reason to suppose either that this unhistoric
invasion had any place in Danish tradition, or that Saxo
has used genuine traditions relating to the historic invasion
of Otho II to embellish the unhistoric invasion of Otho J.l
Saxo makes Hakon Hlathajarl, the ruler of Norwav.?
1 On Saxo's story of how Otho cast his spear over the waters of the Limfjord,
see Muller's edition of Saxo, II, p. 2~7. It is merely an amplification of Adam's
statement, that the sea between Norwav and Denmark received the name
Ottinsund from the Emperor's victory, into a story of a familiar type.
2 Saxo does not reproduce Adam of Bremen's statement (II, 22) that Hakon
owed his kingdom to Danish help. He may have thonght this d confusion
with the Danish restoration of Haraldr Gunnhildarson. He, however, accepts
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whom he assumed to he a son of Haraldr Gunnhildarson
(a natural error, since he was his successor), stop his
tribute to Denmark, when that kingdom was in difficulties
owing to the Othonian invasion. The West Norse sources
agree with Saxo on this point, and quote skaldic verses to
confirm that Hakon stopped the tribute. Saxo, however,
dates the origin of this tribute back to the restoration of
Haraldr Gunnhildarson, but the West Norse sources
connect it with the restoration of Hakon Hlathajarl
himself. Once again Danish and West Norse traditions
are in conflict. Saxo, furthermore, regards the attack on
Norway by forces of uncertain composition with Danish
backing, whom tradition identified with the legendary
]6msvikings, as an immediate consequence of the stopping
of the tribute, whereas the West Norse tradition places
this attack after the death of Haraldr Blatonn. Again we
have a disagreement between the Danish and "Vest Norse
traditions, and here several considerations suggest that
the Danish account is correct, and that the West Norse
version places the attack too late.! The description which
Saxo gives of the ]6msviking battle, however, has many
points of similarity with those in the Sagas, especially the
grim story of Hakon's human sacrifice in the course of the
battle. Saxo names several ] 6msborg chiefs, and two of
these, Bui and Sigvaldi, are famous in West Norse
tradition.
I do not wish to dwell at length upon the different
accounts of Haraldr Blatonns deposition and death at
the hands of his son Sveinn and Palnatoki, for it concerns
my subject only to point out that, while in all the
Adam's view that Tryggvi ruled Norway between Hakon and Olafr Tryggvason, and states that this Tryggvi was once expelled from his kingdom
and received Danish help, He does not reproduce Adam's statement that
Tr vcuvi was a son of Hakon, nor does he mention the mysterious Harthildsaid by Adam (Lc.) to have been a son of Hakon, and his immediate successor.
1 See Bjarni Aoalb iarnarson's edition of Heunskringla, I (Reykjavik 1941,
p. cx ii).

10
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Scandinavian accounts the J6msborg vikings playa part.'
in the West Norse accounts Palnatoki, the J6msborg
leader, supports Sveinn, whereas, in Sven Aggesen and
Saxo, Haraldr takes refuge at J6m. In Sven Aggesen,
Palnatoki supports Haraldr, and, although in Saxo he
supports Sveinn, he has there no connection with the
J6msborg settlement. There is very good non-Scandinavian evidence that Haraldr did take refuge in a Slavonic
country at the end of his reign.! so here again the Danish
tradition seems to contain a greater element of truth than
the West Norse. Saxo and Sven Aggeson, while telling
widely different stories, have sufficient agreements on
points concerning which Adam of Bremen is silent to show
that they draw on tradition concerning Haraldrs end, and
that Adam is not the sole source of their versions. For
example, in both these writers, Haraldr is engaged in
erecting a monument to his mother when his son's rebellion
breaks out.
Saxo and Sven Aggeson, the Icelandic Sagas, and the
German chroniclers Adam of Bremen and Thietrnar, all
have stories to the effect that Sveinn of Denmark was
captured and held to ransom by his enemies early in his
reign, The accounts differ so widely that it is not possible
to decide even vaguely the nature of the incident which
underlies them. Nevertheless, Saxo and Sven Aggesen,
while telling obviously independent stories, have in
common the feature that Sveinn was ransomed by the
women of his country with their jewels, and thus show
that they are working on a Danish traditional account
of the matter, and not merely embroidering upon Adam of
Bremen."
1 Except, of course, in Danish chronicles which merely follow Adam of
Bremen,
2 Adam of Bremen, II, 25-6; Encomium Emmae, I, I.
3 Saxo shares with the Annals of Rosk ilde and the Chronicon. Eric i the view
that Sv.-iun was captured three times: Adam sa,', twice, other authorities
(except those which follow Adam) once.
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Adam follows his account of Sveinn's capture with his
famous and now discredited story that Eirikr of Sweden
expelled Sveinn from Denmark soon after the latter began
to reign. Sveinn applied vainly for help to Thrucco, king
of Norway. This Thrucco is Tryggvi, whom Adam,
knowing him to be Olafrs father, assumes to have been
a son of Hakon Hlathajarl, and to have ruled between
Hakon and Olafr, This inept handling of the Norwegian royal genealogy is typical of all non-West Norse
authorities." Next, Sveinn sought help from lEthelred of
England, again in vain, but finally the king of Scotland
entertained him for fourteen years. On the death of
Eirikr, Sveinn returned, but was expelled again by
Eirikr's son, Olafr. At this point, Sveinn underwent a
spiritual regeneration, and the heart of his enemy was
softened, so that he restored Sveinn to his kingdom.
Saxo reproduces this ridiculous story, which seems to have
no better foundation than Sveinn's frequent absences
from Denmark on foreign expeditions, and follows Adam
so closely that there is no reason to believe that the story
had any place in Danish tradition. Saxo, however,
knows that Tryggvi was never king of Norwav, so he
makes Olafr Tryggvason the king whom Sveinn asks for
help. He, however, spoils the effect of this reasonable
alteration by making Eadweard (d. 978), instead of
.Ethelred, the king of England to whom Sveinn turned,
when Olifr of Norway (who did not come to the throne
till 995) rejected his petition." Saxo also omits Sveinri's
clash of arms with Eirikr 's son.
Saxo gives a detailed account of Sveinri's defeat of
Olafr Tryggvason, and, although we have no account of
lOne need only quote as an example \\'illiam 01 ~Ialmesbury's extraordinary
attempt to trace the succession of the kings of :\orway from Olatr Helgi to his
own time (Gesta Regum, III, 260).
e Sa x o , it mu-t be admitted, savs that at the time when Sveinn applied for
help to Olafr, the latter was ruling Norway, but did not yet enjoy the title of
king.

12
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the matter by Sven Aggeson, Saxo has so many details,
which are not found in Adam of Bremen, that we can have
no doubt that he is drawing on Danish traditions which
resembled but were not identical with those found in the
West Norse sources. Adam merely makes Olafr Tryggvason perish in an attempt to end the threat implied in the
good relationships which Sveinn and Olafr of Sweden
have established. He has the well-known story of Olafrs
final leap into the sea. ~ax(), like the \\'est Xorse sources,
traces the beginning of the war to an insult offered by
Olafr to Sigrithr, the widow of Eirikr of Sweden. Olifr
seeks her hand in marriage, aiming at combining forces
with Sweden. Sveinn, however, has the merits of his
daughter Thyri brought to Olafrs attention, and so
Olifr having secured a promise of her hand, when he meets
Sigrithr. has her tipped into the sea, as she is coming on
board his ship. Sveinn then married Sigrithr himself, and
refused to allow the marriage of Ola.fr and his daughter to
proceed. Olafr, robbed of both royal ladies, sets out to
avenge himself, but falls in a sea fight, in describing which
Saxe, like Ada m and the West Norse sources, tells the
story of OIMr's leap into the sea. Saxo also knows the
famous story of Einarr Tharnbarskelfirs bow. As in the
cases of the last battle of Hakon G6thi, and of the
]6msviking battle, we see here that the Danish and \\'est
Xorse historical tra.litions agree to a considerable extent
concerning the details of a great fight, while diverging
widelv concerning the circumstances leading up to it.
In the West Xorse accounts, Olifr actually marries Thvri
(whom they make Sveinn's sister, not his daughter}, and
one cause of the war is the bad feeling between her and
her brother :-;vl:inn. Adam of Bremen appears to
confirm the Wl'st Norse ve-rsion, for he says that Olifr was
married to a noble Du nish lady, who incited him to war
against Denmark. Adam giv1>s her name in the form
Tltorc, :-;igrithr is now held not to have been an historical
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figure, and both the Danish and the West Norse traditions
are historically at fault in introducing her into the story.
Saxo, however, is the more at fault, since he makes her the
mother of Kmitr.
Saxo and Sven Aggesen suggest by their silence that
Sveinri's wars in England were entirely forgotten by
Danish histoi ical tradition, or, rather, were replaced by
legends about his early capture by his enemies. Sven
Aggesen does not mention Sveinn's wars in England at all.
Saxo, however, had before him Adam's story, that Sveinn,
accompanied by his son Kmitr and 613.fr Helgi (whom
Adam believed to be a son of 61atr Tryggvason), conquered
England and expelled lEthelred. Accordingly, Sa xo
felt that a word should be said on the matter, so he makes
Sveinn succeed in making a peaceful agreement that he is
to succeed to England on the king's death. (Saxo, by a
slip, calls the king lEthelstan instead of lEthelred). Saxo
seems to imply that Sveinn succeeded to England under
this pact, for he says that at his death the English made
Eadweard, the Norwegians Olafr, king.
According to Adam, Knutr returned to Denmark on the
death of Sveinn, and there planned a fresh expedition
against England, while the Norwegians made Olafr king.
Kmitr returned to England, lEthelred died in the course
of the siege of London, and Kmitr secured the crown.
Saxo considerably modifies this account. He makes
Knutr undertake various campaigns in the Slavonic area
after Sveinri's death.! and then embark upon a conquest
of England. Saxo, having obliterated the former expedition in which :-;veinn, Kmitr, and 613.fr Helgi
operated together, makes Olafr and his brother Haraldr
join Knutrs expedition. Here, he may be simply rearranging his material, or he may have known the widely
1 These campaigns seem to be a fantastic traditional magnification of a
peac,'ful Journey undertaken to visit his mother by Knutr during the period
b"t\\"'"n his withdrawal from England in IOI4 and his return there in lOIS.
See EJlCoJnlu1n Emmae, II, 2.
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spread European tradition that Olafr Helgi helped
Krnitr to conquer England. Adam mentioned that
Sveinn drove lEthelred out, but he failed to make it clear
that he returned after the death of Sveinn, so Saxo seems
to have thought it an oversight when Adam makes
lEthelred still king during the war with Kmitr.! Saxo
knew the story of the bargain of Eadmund Ironside and
Knutr to divide the kingdom until the one to outlive the
other should succeed to it all, but, in telling it, he
substitutes Eadweard for Eadmund, because Adam
mentions that lEthelred left a son named Eadweard.
Adam mentions Eadmund, but believed he was a brother,
not a son of lEthelred. Accordingly, Saxo not unnaturally inferred that lEthelred did not return after his
expulsion, but that his son Eadweard was the enemy with
whom Kmitr had to contend. He therefore transfers to
Eadweard, not only the story of the treaty of Eadrnund
and Knutr, but two traditional stories about the death of
Eadmund, of a type familiar in English sources. It is
historically regrettable to make the Confessor die early in
Kmitr's reign, but Saxo only does so in an attempt to
reconcile a good stock of traditional material with Adam.
It has already been noticed that Saxo makes Olafr Helgi
accompany Knutr to England, and many sources, both
West Xorse and non-Scandinavian, have a tradition that
Olafr helped Krnitr to conquer England, so Saxo may
here be drawing on tradition. On the other hand, it is
not likely to be more than an invention of his own when
he makes Haraldr Harthrathi take part in the expedition
also. Saxo seems to have thought of Olafr and Haraldr
as regular companions, for he makes Haraldr share
1 The .1nnals of Roskildc, similarly, find Adam difficult at this point: they
solve the matter by duplicating the .Et helreds, so that the first one fights
Sveinn and the second Knutr. They know that iEthelred was succeeded bv
his son Eudmund (this is an ad\'anc~ on Adam, who thought Eadmund was a
brother of :Ethelred), so they put his reign between those of the iEthelreds
He drives out Knutr (who has Ol.ifr with him), but dies, and Kmrtr- returns to
fight the second iEthelred, who is the father of Eadweard.
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Olafrs flight to Russia. When, however, Saxo mentions,
as a possible reason why 6lafr and Knutr parted company,
the seduction by Knutr of A.lfifa of Northampton, with
whom Olafr was in love, he is no doubt giving the Danish
version of the story of the disagreement of Krnitr and
Olafr, of which we know the West Norse form from the
Legendary Saga of Olafr Helgi, Saxo does not reproduce
Adam's error about the paternity of Olafr Helgi, and this
also suggests a use of tradition to correct Adam.
Saxo goes on to note the marriage of Kmitr to Emma
and of Kmitrs sister A.strithr to Emma's brother, Richard
of Normandy. Here Saxo is following Adam, and
reproduces his mistake that it was Richard, Emma's
brother, instead of her nephew Robert, \'iho married
A.strithr. Saxe's next paragraphs deal mainly with four
matters: (I) Knutrs relationships with 6lafr Helgi; (2)
Kmitrs relationships with his brother-in-law, the duke of
Normandy; (3) the story of Earl tlfr; (4) Krnitrs
relationships with the German emperor.
To 6lafr Helgi, Saxo does reasonable justice; he knows
about his miracle with the chips, his flight to the east and
return, and Kmitrs use of internal corruption against
him, all familiar elements in the \rcst ::\orse tradition, but
not found in Adam of Bremen. Nevertheless, Saxo has
quite a different chronology of the outstanding events of
6lafr's last years from the familiar one found in the "'est
Norse accounts, for he places the battle of the Helge-a
after Olafrs return from his eastern exile. I propose to
deal with this matter elsewhere,' so I will here merely
remark that a minute examination of the material derived
by Icelandic sources from the lost Saga of Knutr has led
me to believe that that Saga had a chronology of 6lafr's
later period differing from that of the Sagas of 6lafr Helgi
and in some degree resembling that of Saxo. Tradition
would again seem to be divided against itself.
1

See my forthcoming edition of the Enconuum Enintae Reginae, Appendix

III c.
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Saxe's story of Knutrs two wars with his Norman
brother-in-law is extraordinary. The first war was
undertaken in the cause of Astrithr, for the duke was
a most bitter hater of his wife. The duke was driven from
his country, and Astrithr married Earl UHr. The second
war was intended to wipe out the memory of the same
wrongs. The duke' (who had apparently returned to
Normandy) again fled, but Kmitr died in Normandy in the
course of the campaign. Here we seem to have traditions
derived from the same unknown events, which gave rise
to the stories in the Norman chroniclers concerning the
uneasy relationships of England and Normandy in
Kmitr's time.' One can be confident only that Xorman
and Danish tradition have diverged independently and
widely from the truth. Adam of Bremen only remarks
that Richard (i.e. Robert) died on a pilgrimage taken to
avoid the anger of Kmitr, whose sister he had repudiated.
I will touch only briefly on Saxe's story of Earl Ulfr's
rebellion, his part in the battle of the Helge-a, and his
death, for I have discussed it in detail in a work about to
be published.s and will only remark that, while Saxe's
version has remarkable similarities with those given by
~l1orri and Fagrskinna, it has the peculiarity of making
(:lfr fight against Kmitr at the Helge-a. Here we are able
to confirm the Danish tradition against the West Norse in
its surviving form from the sober evidence of the Old
English Chronicle. For the whole story of UHr, and his
strange descent from a bear (a legend known also from
English sources), Saxo draws upon tradition; Adam of
Bremen knows only that UHr was married to Krnitr's
sister.
Saxo and Sven Agges0n share with the West Norse
tradition the misconception that Henry III was already
emperor when he married Kmitrs daughter. Saxo and
1

See Freeman's Norman Conquest, I, note PPP; Stentori's Anglo-Saxon

EIl~land,

pp.

40~-3.

" Encomium Emmae Reginae, lac. cit.
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Sven, however, have a wild story that Knutr went to Italy
to assist his son-in-law against certain rebels. Sven
places an invasion of France on this journey, thus seeming
to telescope Knutr's alleged Norman and Italian expeditions, which Saxo keeps apart. The West Norse
tradition is that the emperor accompanied Kmitr on a
pilgrimage to Rome. Saxo and Sven seem to have a
Danish traditional story arising from Kmitr's peaceful
visit or visits to Rome. At least one such visit is a wellestablished historical fact, and since it is noticed by Adam,
Saxo appears to have definitely preferred to follow the
more picturesque story offered by tradition. Saxo is also
contradicting Adam when he makes Krnitrs son-in-law
already emperor.
Saxe's story of events after the death of Kmitr is as
follows. Horthakmitr is ruling Denmark as under-king
at the time of his father's death, and Knutrs other sons,
Sveinn, who had been ruling Norway, and Haraldr, who
had been ruling England, are already dead. The Norwegians make Magnus Olafsson king, when Kmitr dies,
and Horthakmitr makes peace with him, the terms being
that whichever outlives the other shall succeed to both
realms. Horthakmitr hurries to England, where he finds
that affairs have been put in good order by his cousin
Sveinn Ulfsson, and invites his half-brother Eadweard to
share the kingdom with him. Since Saxo has already
made Eadweard, the son of lEthelred die, he has to make
this Eadweard the son of the dead one, and Emma has to
be the widow of the former Eadweard, instead of lEthelred,
at the time when Kmitr marries her. After the death of
Horthaknutr, Sveinn returns to Denmark, but the Danes
hold to the terms of the treaty, and make Magnus king.
}I~anwhile Harold Godwinson (whom Saxo apparently
knows to be Sveinn's cousin") holds a slaughter of Danes
3 See Freeman's Norman Conquest, I, p. 744, where, however, a different
interpretation of Saxe's obscure words is preferred.
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(this no doubt is a magnification of the murder of Earl
Bjorn, Sveinri's brother), allows Eadweard only the empty
title of king, and ultimately kills him, and secures the
throne. Sveinn is beaten by Magnus in Jutland both in a
sea and a land fight, and retreats, contemplating flight to
Sweden. The position of Magnus is rendered secure by a
great victory over the Slavs. Before this battle he is
encouraged by a dream, as in the West Norse sources,
though there the character of the dream is entirely
different. He afterwards returns to the pursuit of Sveinn,
but is killed by a fall from his horse, which had been
startled by a hare. This account compares very favourably with that of Adam of Bremen, apart from the wild
story about the murder of King Eadweard, and the
magnification of the murder of Bjorn into a massacre.
Adam, for example, places the death of Sveinn Kmitsson
and the succession of Magnus to the Norwegian throne
after the death of Kmitr, does not know about the pact of
Magnus and Horthakmitr, and has an account of the war
of Sveinn and Magnus more complimentary to the Danish
kings prowess than those of either Saxo or the West
Norse sources, and doubtless derived from Sveinn himself.
Saxo is also able to add to the story the well-established
fact that Horthakmitr associated Eadweard with him in
the government of England. In making Haraldr die
before his father Kmitr, Saxo unhappily deserts Adam in
favour of a bad Danish tradition, which also appears in
Sven Aggesen. That writer is extremely brief in his
treatment of the reign of Sveinn, and extremely illinformed, for he believed that all Knutrs sons died before
him, and that his nephew Sveinn succeeded him at once.
He agrees with Saxo that Magnus was killed by a fall from
his horse, so this story may be presumed to represent a
current Danish version, differing from both the West
Norse tradition and from Adam of Bremen. The \rest
Norse sources are so very much more diffuse than Saxo in
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their account of the wars of Magnus with Sveinn and
with the Slavs, that it is difficult to compare them with
him. The familiar West Norse story that Sveinn was
originally in Magnus' service is absent from Saxo, and
may not be a sound tradition: the only skaldic verse
quoted to support it may be otherwise interpreted.'
It may be said that, in dealing with the period from
the death of Kmitr to that of Magnus G6thi, Saxo
diverges freely from Adam, and frequently (though not
always) improves his story as history by so doing.
Saxo is not in frequent conflict with the West Norse
sources in this period, but, on the one major matter
concerning which he diverges from them (the precise
relationships of Sveinn and Magnus), he is not improbably following a Danish tradition which is more sound
than the West Norse.
In the next period, corresponding to the reign of Haraldr
Harthrathi in Norway, the relationships of Saxo, Adam,
and the Sagas are very much the same as in the one just
discussed. Saxo is able to correct Adam's statement
that Haraldr went to the East before the death of Olafr
Helgi, and agrees with the West Norse tradition that he
went at the time of Olafrs fall. Of Haraldrs adventures
in the East, Saxo tells only the well-known one of the
serpent in his prison. Saxo is less well-informed than
Adam, in that he places Haraldrs return after the death
of Magnus, but, whereas Adam knows only that there was
a protracted war between H araldr and Sveinn, Saxo is
able to describe the battle of Niz from Danish tradition,
and also a battle in the Dyrsa which is unknown to the
1 This is a verse attributed to Thj6th6lfr Arn6rsson, and quoted by Helmskringla, Magmis saga Gooa, chap. 23, and by Fagrsk uuut, p. 207. It records how
Sveinn and ~Iagnus swore oaths, but that their peace was not to be lasting.
Adam of Breme;', III, II, Schol. 62, records that once, during the war of Sveinn
and Magnus, the former, discouraged by defeat, concluded peace, et factus est
homo victoris, [aciens ei sacramentum fidelitatis . If this be true, Thj6th6lfr's
verse would fit the occasion perfectly, and accordingly, it is not conclusive
evidence that Sveinn was in the service of Magnus before the war began.
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West Norse tradition. Saxo had, no doubt, before him
Adam's note of the fall of Haraldr in England and the
death of Harald of England just afterwards, but, like the
West Norse sources, he also tells how Haraldr Harthrathi
and his men were caught without their heavy armour in
their last fight. It may be said that, in this period, Saxo
is able to correct and amplify Adam of Bremen from
traditional accounts of the wars of Haraldr Harthrathi
in Denmark and England, and, while he is far more
brief than the West Norse Sagas which cover the
period, he does not conflict with them on any matter
of fact. It should, however, be observed, that he
does not regard Sveinn Ulfsson as a popular monarch.
whereas his popularity is always stressed in the Sagas,
This is very significant, for the character-drawing of
the Sagas is to be regarded as of even more questionable
historicity than their incidents. One need instance
only the manner in which the characters of Glafr Helgi
and Magnus Gothi may be seen undergoing manipulation
when the earlier and the later versions of the Sagas
concerning them are compared. Accordingly, Saxe's
view of Sveinri's character has as good a claim to
consideration as that in the Sagas.
Early in this paper, I proposed bYO questions. I am
confident that the first, whether SZLXO'S history of the
tenth and earlier eleventh centuries draws on tradition
as well as upon Adam of Bremen, has been conclusively
answered in the affirmative. The second question concerned the relationships of the Ddnish and "'est Norse
historical traditions. I have shown that, when these
diverge, the Danish is often to be preferred to the West
Norse, and that, therefore, when neither probability nor
independent evidence conclusively support the one against
the other, the literary superiority of the Sagas should not
lead the historian to prefer them. I have emphasised
that the West Norse tradition is often divided against
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itself. I have sometimes spoken in this paper of a Danish
historical tradition. One last and familiar question arises.
How far are the traditions which we find in Saxo and to
some degree in Sven Agges0n to be regarded as Danish,
and how far are they derived from West Norse oral
sources? If Saxo had been found generally to agree in
his traditional matter with West Norse sources, it would
be possible to argue that he does not draw on a fully
independent tradition. But, in the portion of his history
that has been studied above, he has so often been found
to diverge from familiar elements in the West Norse
historical tradition, that contact with that tradition need
not be suspected in that part of his work. Saxe's agreements with Sven Aggesen point to the existence of a body
of tradition upon which they both drew, for these, while
striking, are not sufficiently close to be attributed to the
use by Saxo of Sven's book as a source for the history of
the period under discussion." I would finally claim that
the check upon the West Norse historical tradition
provided by Saxe's account of the period 925-I066 is
scarcely to be over-valued, not only for the study of the
Sagas to which it can be directly applied, but as a warning
against the assumption that any Saga represents the only
version of a story which was known to tradition, or that,
faced with divergent traditions, the writer of a Saga will
necessarily choose the one nearest to historical truth.
APPENDIX: SAXO AND SVEN AGGES0N.
The view expressed above, that Saxo and Sven Aggeson
knew independently a certain amount of historical
tradition, seems to me to explain sufficiently the relationships of their accounts of the period 925-I066. It is true
that Saxe's account of the fall of Haraldr Blatonn, and of
Sveinn's subsequent capture by his enemies and release,
might be regarded as modified from Adam of Bremen's
1

See however the Appendix below.
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version, with details added from Sven (and incidentally a
trace of the Annals of Roskilde, in that Sveinn is captured
three times by his enemies, instead of once as in Sven, or
twice as in Adam). Saxo might be regarded as rejecting
Sven's story, that Haraldr founded ]6msborg after he fled
before Sveinn, because he had already introduced the
story of Styrbjom, in which the existence of ]6msborg is
dated back to the time of that prince's exile from Sweden.
It is also true that Saxe's account of Kmitr's Norman and
Italian expeditions might be regarded as developed from
Sveri's and that the story of Magnus' fall from his horse
might be taken directly from Sven (with the hare which
caused it added as an ornament). Other agreements of
the two writers in this period are negative or insignificant.
Sven, however, has, in his account of the period before
Haraldr Blatonn, a long story of how Queen Thyri built
the Danavirki. Saxo does not give this story, but when
he comes to the Othonian invasion he makes the building
of the Danavirki by Queen Thyri a consequence of it.
Here again Saxo might be assumed to have taken the
tradition of Thyri's association with the Danavirki from
Sven, and to have fitted it in where it best suited his
Nevertheless, Saxo has so much good
purpose.
traditional matter which does not corne from Sven, that
there seems no reason why he should be assumed to be
indebted to Sven for the few stories which he has in
common with him, stories which are, moreover, often
handled quite differently by the 1\\"0 writers. The point,
however, does not affect my main argument that Saxo
uses Danish historical tradition in his history of the period
with which I am concerned. It is immaterial if some of
this reached him by way of Sven's book. The relationships of Sven and Saxo in their accounts of L'fto and in
their texts of the Lex Castreusis lie outside the scope of
this paper.
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MABINOGI AND EDDA.
By PROFESSOR GWYN JONES, M.A.

that of the many who are expert in Snorri's
I PRESUME
Edda, few have deep knowledge of the Four Branches
of the Mabinogi; and of the few who are expert in the
Four Branches, still fewer have deep knowledge of the
Edda. Whether this state of affairs should breed confidence or trepidation in one who, like myself, is expert in
neither, must be left to time and charity to determine.
Let me begin by reducing the giant verges of the
theme. Both the Edda and the Four Branches are the
hunting ground rather than the plaisance of the philologist,
the archaeologist, the mythologist, and all the other
-ologists who make medieval studies tender to the feet
of students. In so far as I find it possible, I should like
to consider both these delightful and impressive works
as literature, and establish in our minds such points
of comparison, contrast, and contact as lie unforcedly
in the nature of the subject. But before I attempt
this attractive task, it will be necessary to explain,
very briefly, what these works are.
To speak of the Edda first. We know its author and its
provenance, though we remain respectfully uneasy about
the meaning of its title. The name" Edda " is given to a
treatise on skaldic art written by Snorri Sturluson about
1220. It is neatly divided into three sections, the first,
Gyljaginning, offering a conspectus of Old Norse mythology, the second, Skdldskaparnuil, a discussion of skaldic
diction and figures of speech, enlivened by a number of
narrative passages, the third, Hdttatai, an illustrated
commentary and guide to the skaldic metres. The word
edda to some people is an Icelandic way of spelling" Ars
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Poetica," to others it means "of Oddi,' and to many
over a long period of time it has meant "great-grandmother," -which makes the so-called "Elder Edda "
the most elderly book title in literature. To me, I admit,
edda represents a book, more specifically visualized in a
blue-cloth-bound edition by Finnur J6nsson, and I am
unhesitatingly grateful to the nameless benefactor who
gave it so convenient if enigmatic a title.
The Four Branches of the Mabinogi are to be found in
full in two Welsh collections, the White Book of Rhydderch (Llyfr Gwyn Rhydderch) , written down about
1300-25, and the Red Book of Hergest (Llyfr Cock Hergest) ,
of the period 1375-1425. Some passages of two of the
Four Branches are preserved in MS. Peniarth 6, written
down about 1225. There have been as many attempts to
give a meaning to mabinogi as to edda, but by common
consent of Welsh scholars to-day, the word is equated
with the Latin infantia and the French enfance. It
meant first" youth," then" a tale of youth," and finally
little more specific than "tale" or "story." Thus a
Branch of the Mabinogi is a " portion of the story." It
would be a long story of its own to elaborate a theory why
the term mabinogi should be confined to what the White
and Red Books have to say of Pwyll, Branwen, Mariawydan and Math, but I refer the curious to the writings of
Professor W. J. Gruffydd or to the introduction to
Professor Ifor Williams's Pedeir Keiuc y .11 abinogi, where
they will find the last word on the subject. It is curious
that an earlier attempt to explain niabinogi produced an
attractive but illusory comparison between the two works
which are the subject of this paper. It was expounded
and maintained by Sir John Rhys, Professor Loth, Ivor B.
John and Alfred Nutt , and was thus summarised in the
words of this last: "The literary class in Wales, the
Bards, formed a close corporation, admission to which
was only gained by a long apprenticeship. The bardic
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apprentice was styled a 111 ab:nog, the traditional material
- mythical, heroic, genealogical-swhich he had to acquire
M abinogi, that is, appertaining to the craft of the
ill abinog, This explanation reveals the Four Branches of
the Mabinogi as a digest of a body of romantic tradition
with which the bard was expected to be familiar." 1 As
John says, this, if true, "not only enables us to perceive
that the Mabinogion must, at the outset at least, have
had another object beyond recreation; it also enables us
to equate the \Yelsh collection with another famous
medieval work, the Edda Snorra Siurlusonar," 2 Urifortunately for our present purposes, it is not true; there
is no Welsh great-grandson for the Icelandic greatgrandmother; and other grounds of relationship must be
sought.
In Gylfaginning Snorri did a most remarkable thing.
He was, of course, a Christian. (He married a wealthv
priest's daughter to prove it). Christianity had come to
Iceland two-and-a-quarter centuries before, and in the
thirteenth century heathendom was as dead officially as,
officially, it is dead to-day. Now Snorri was a number
of things together. He was a politician, though not a
general, of }Iarlborough's stamp; if not "as proud as
hell, and as greedy as the prince thereof," he was none the
less a man of affairs, in every sense of that richly connotative word, and " childlike" and " naive" are the last
epithets I should apply to him. To offer one example
only: his biographers are still debating whether it was
virtue in him to betray his promise to betray his country.
A man of parts, clearly. He was also a historian, an
antiquarian, and an artist. By artist I mean that he not
only wrote a very fine prose (he had one of the finest prose
styles of the Middle Ages), but that the turn of his mind in
other than political and economic matters was towards
1 The Mobinogion, '9'0, pp. 330-31.
2 The Mobinogiou, 1901. p. 4.
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harmony and proportion. It is this feeling for the shape
and materials of history which makes him by general
agreement the greatest historian of the North during the
Middle Ages. Heimskringla, the Lives of the Norse
Kings, was not a masterpiece by accident, but by design;
and he had already shown his powers of design, his
selectivity and good taste, in the mythological portions of
his Edda. Artists of Snorri's kind, I believe, do their best
work when their emotions are not too strongly engaged;
when they can cultivate a detachment from some of the
implications of their subject; when they are at one
remove from it. I have said that Snorri was a Christian:
this was invaluable to him when as part of his " Art of
Poetry" he made a survey of the myths which must be
more or less understood if either Snorri's pupils or we, with
our disadvantageous lag in time, are to comprehend the
poetic heritage of the Germanic North. His disbelief in
the divinity of Odinn and Thor saved him from moral
over-earnestness, from sentimentality and enthusiasm (in
the eighteenth-century sense), from the need to propagate
a faith and be improving, and all those other temptations
of the too-devout which for one Pilgrim's Progress have
littered the libraries with ten thousand Tuppers. On the
other hand, Snorri was not antagonistic to the old beliefs.
He was not the man to ask, like Alcuin, ""'hat has
Christ to do with Ingeld ? " and then fit Ingeld out with
horns and a tail. His attitude towards the gods of the old
cosmogony was one of appreciation, tolerance, and irony.
The appreciation and tolerance he shared with many of the
sagamen--the authors of Vatnsdcela Saga and Hrafnkels
Saga come at once to mind-the irony was his own. In
one sense his was a modern mind, in another a fin-de-siecle
product; he was alwuvs commendably free from
prejudices prejudicial to his own interests and enjoyment.
::\"U\y it is clear that for a thinker and writer of Snorri's
type then- can be no mere reproduction of his sources of
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information: he will select, modify, expand, contract and
mould. And not only will he be concerned with the shape
of his work, its outlines and contours, he will give it an
air, an atmosphere, the colouring of what is best in his
own mind. It is significant that many students of the
Old Norse religion and mythology consider that Snorri,
far from clarifying, has confused the issues he presents
with such evidence of loving care. In other words, he has
gone one better than his originals. If I am right, what
Snorri produced should nowadays be considered primarily
as a work of art, and not as an educational treatise, as the
re-creation of a body of myth rather than a blue-print for
poetasters. Because of the art, because of the re-creation,
Snorri as an author is as alive as 6laf Hvitaskald is dead.
The thirteenth century produced a mushroom growth of
treatises on the art of composition; I hope I am not being
unjust to some very worthy gentlemen if I say I have
never considered Snorri as plying the same laborious oar
with Geoffroi de Vinsauf, Gervais de Melkley, Everard the
German, or the English John of Garland.
But what of the Mabinogi? Here we have an author
unknown, but an author de facto. His material was
traditional, Celtic tradition, whether Brythonic or Goidelic
or common to both being nothing to our present purpose.
This author, and by that I mean the man who gave it the
shape in which it is now preserved, was the heir of bards
and story-tellers unnumbered. The material on which
they had worked for many, many centuries, accreting,
rejecting, explaining, smoothing, re-pointing, goes back
to the childhood of the Celtic West. The foundation of the
Mabinogi was Celtic mythology, just as the foundation of
the Edda was Germanic mythology: in the one case as it
formed in the minds of those Celts who eventually were to
speak the Cymric or Welsh tongue, in the other as it
developed in a Scandinavian and more specifically
Icelandic context. But there i" one tremendous difference
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between the Edda and the Mabinogi as we have them.
Snorri dealt with gods and goddesses, human though
many of their attributes were; the Mabinogi deal
with men and women, godlike though many of their
characteristics are. Snorri's personages inhabit the
gleaming halls, the wide meadows of Asgard; those of the
Mabinogi the courts and townships of Wales, in Dvfed
and in Gwynedd. The difference is so fundamental that
I propose to sketch in short space the process which
produced it.
We may begin with Arnold's well-known and muchquoted words. "The first thing that strikes one, in
reading the Mabinogion," is how evidently the medieval
story-teller is pillaging an antiquitv of which he does not
fully possess the secret; he is like a peasant building his
hut on the site of Halicarnassus or Ephesus; he builds,
but what he builds is full of material of which he knows
not the history, or knows by a glimmering tradition
merely; stones . not of this building,' but of an older
architecture, greater, cunninger, more majestical. In
the medieval stories of no Latin or Teutonic people does
this strike one as in the Welsh." What is memorable
here is the sympathy and insight of a poet and critic,
himself half a Celt ; though it will be well to forget the
notion that the cyfariovdd who set down the Four Branches
in their present form was any kind of peasant building a
hut, however gorgeous his stone, however proud his
mortar. But that such personages as BenJigeidfran and
Manawydan, the sons of Llyr, Gwvdion son of Don, and
Rhiannon (to name but a few) are in both the literary and
3 TIll' term Xl ab inogion was used by Lady Charlotte Guest as the title of her
translations from the Red Book, whose publication began in 181", The word
mabynnogvon occurs once only in the Red Book, and is alru.rs.t certainly a
scribal error. The term niabinogi can in any case apply only to the F~ur
Branches, and not to tbe other contents of either tbe '\'hite Book or the Red.
Contemporary opinion in Vvales is divided between regret that this corpus of
tales should be known by a misnomer, and satisfaction that it is so convenient
a misnomer.
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mythological sense of divine origin, is so conclusively to
be proved both from the Pedeir Keinc themselves, and
from their rich and extensive Irish analogues, that it
would be pushing at an open door to pursue the subject
here. Even now they remain invested with a physical
and moral grandeur that bespeaks their godlike state and
superhuman nature. They are great by virtue of more
than kingship and magic. Math is just and magnanimous,
Manawydan forbearing and chaste, Bendigeidfran is
conciliatory, generous and benign; but all three can act
with irresistible power and unanswerable wisdom. \Vhen
the men of the Island of the Mighty cross over to Ireland,
they are borne there by ships, but Bendigeidfran goes
wading, with the minstrelsy on his back. When they
need a bridge to cross the Shannon: ,,', What is thy
counsel as to a bridge,' said they. 'There is none,' said
he, ' save that he who is chief, let him be a bridge (a uo
penn bit pont). I will myself be a bridge,' said he. And
then, after he had lain him down across the river, hurdles
were placed upon him and his hosts passed through over
him." It is rather corollary than analogue that there
should be a passage in Breuddiryd Rhonabwy which shows
how its narrator, or compiler, was at least confusedly
aware of the mightier dimensions of the men of old
compared with the mannikins of his own day. It is that
part of the dream where Rhonabwy and his two warriorfriends have fallen in with Iddawg the Embroiler of
Britain, and are led by him into the presence of Arthur.
" 'God prosper thee,' said Arthur. 'Where, Iddawg,
didst thou find those little fellows?' 'I found them,
lord, away up on the road.' The emperor smiled wrily.
'Lord,' said Iddawg, 'at what art thou laughing ?'.
, Iddawg,' said Arthur, ' I am not laughing; but how sad
I find it that men as mean as these keep this Island, after
men as fine as those that kept it of yore.' "
But that large utterance of the early gods was muted-
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when, no one can say. The mythology, one might almost
say the theology, of which they were the personified
presentment, changed slowly but inevitably with the
revolutions and permutations of humanity itself, and
with it was mingled something of legend, something of
folklore, something of a new vision. It may even be that
we should boldly style some of these new ingredients
history or pre-history, for unmistakably other than divine
exploits are now blended with the oldest material. And
presumably it was now that the gods moved over the
surface of earth, euhemerised as they were, and the
stories received a local habitation and a name. As
Gruffydd puts it: "The material possibly remained for
centuries in this form, gradually, like good wine, growing
mellower and "mellower, and allowing the sour dross to
sink to the bottom. It was now that it received that
indefinable charm of local atmosphere, when the lights
and shades became for ever fixed, when the colours which
it reflected from the complex minds through which it
passed, became its own for all time. And who may tell
what hopes and fears, what love and hatred, what misty
cosmogonies it now holds as it were in solution? It must
be that it keeps, as an integral part of an indissoluble
whole, some portion of the personality of each and every
mind through which it passed, so that when it went
forward to its next stage, it was a complex living organism,
heir to all the ages that had gone before. This is why no
historical novel, however accurate, can ever reproduce the
times it describes-the historical novel is made, not born.
Folklore will ever communicate to us all the essence of the
past, though such a suggestion will be unconscious, and
though we can never trace the path along which it
travels. It is, in fact, what separates the natural from
the literary epic, and for this reason, the l\laginogion are,
in all essentials, the epic of \\'ales."1
1
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Then comes the stage whose full development we behold
in the MSS. The wandering story-teller or minstrel, the
professional bard, carried from court to court tales and
romances adapted to the tastes of his particular audience.
His performance, of course, was oral, and there is no
reason in the world why we should not compare the
references to Gwydion as a story-teller in J1 ath. with such
famous episodes in the sagas as Thorgrim's telling a saga
in Greenland, or Sturla the historian entertaining King
Magnus's men, and later his queen, with the tale of Huld.
When, for example, Gwydion and his eleven companions
set off for Rhuddlan Teifi, to trick Pryderi, they travelled
in the guise of bards. '" Why,' said Pryderi, 'gladly
would we have a tale from some of the young men
yonder.' 'Lord,' said Gwydion, ' it is a custom with us
that the first night after one comes to a great man, the
chief bard shall have the say. I will tell a tale gladly.'
Gwydion was the best teller of tales in the world. And
that night he entertained the court with pleasant tales
and story-telling till he was praised by everyone in the
court, and it was pleasure for Pryderi to converse with
him." The evidence of the Four Branches certainly
does not permit us to think of the bards as men whose
tales were necessarily in verse; besides, the triads and
other later verse, Nennius and Geoffrey of Monmouth,
and once more the Irish analogues, make it certain that
Wales had a rich corpus of prose narrative, of which the
\Vhite Book and the Red preserve precious fragmentsalas, too few I It is reasonable to suppose that the
story-tellers were men of varying ability and differing
purpose. This cyfarwydd was good; that was better;
and surely he whose master-hand has left its print on the
magical disjected fragments of the Four Branches was
best of all. For at last In, mark the transition from
spoken to written stories; the book which was once in the
head is now in the hand; we are at the stage of literary
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composition. It is our good fortune that just as Iceland
produced Snorri at the very time when he might make a
minor masterpiece of his survey of a hundred shifting
myths and stories, so in Wales one of the masters of his
native tongue, probably at the beginning of the second
half of the eleventh century, gave shape and unity and
artistic purpose to the many times redacted tales of gods
grown men. How many such have been lost we may
speculate and deplore. That a few survived, great riches
in a little room, is our present comfort.
I have said a little of Snorri the man. Naturally, one
can say less of the author of the Mabinogi. But they had
literary genius in common. So far as one can judge by the
admittedly perilous test of his remains, the author of the
}Iabinogi was of a penetrating and subtle mind, amply
dowered with lore and learning, agreeably tolerant, and of
wide human sympathy. Like Snorri he wrote beautiful
prose, like Snorri he was an artist who uuld impose unity
on apparently heterogeneous material. Since our concern
with.him is as author, it really matters little that we know
neither his name nor his way of life. If such things can
happen, I doubt not that he and Snorri know each other
very well by this time in whatever elysian sphere or
infernal circle Har and j afnhar and Thridi have reserved
for the world's niakars.
It would be a fascinating task, but one beyond my
purpose as my powers, to discuss the" sources" of both
the Edda and the Four Branches.
Both works would
lend themselves, under the eye of omniscience, to a new
kind of " Road to Xanadu." That both authors were
notably learned men is demonstrable; that they knew
everything and understood everything is not to be
believed. That there were "influences" as well as
" sources," who can doubt? But sources and influences
for men of genius are not invariably as many excellent and
well-intentioned students conceive of them-or students
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would themselves be men of genius. The true sources and
influences of the author of the Four Branches bear much
the same relationship to the folk-motifs which it is both
proper and profitable to detect in them, as do the warm
pulsating wings of the great Red Admiral butterfly,
infused with sunshine and flowers, to his dimmed and
dusty relics spiked by an infamous pin to a vile white
card in a dirty showcase in a grubby museum. It is
because Gruffydd seems strongly to have felt this, that
his brilliant reconstruction of the earlier versions of the
Math story,' although in the nature of the case unprovable,
impresses one as not only exciting in itself but as an
approach to truth. Truth, let me say, as she queens it in
the courts of the imagination rather than the forbidding
handmaiden of the courts of law.
There is hardly any question to which an otherwise
well-educated man will return a less correct but a more
confident answer than: What are the qualities that
distinguish early Welsh writing? For if there is a
Celtic Twilight, it drenches with its mists and half-tones
some other landscape than the \\'elsh; its haze and
melancholy must be sought elsewhere than in the writings
we are now considering. However filled with light and
shadow, with humour, pathos and magic, we discover them
to be, all is clean and sheer and shaped by the fine dry
hand of a craftsman. But the popular Ossianic notions
of the subject suggest that many still underwrite a
conception of old \VeIsh literature no more accurate than
early eighteenth-century conceptions of the blood-swilling
viking, skulls, snake-pits and all. The Four Branches
are not wind-filled, obfusc, gloomy, extravagant,
whimsical, stuffed with sentiment, or garnished with
romance. They are at once delicate and strong, rich in
emotion but devoid of emotionalism, magical yet
1
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matter-of-fact, and their atmosphere is that of rainbowhued Dyfed and Gwynedd. They are as remote from
mysticism as from realism. They show a great love of
colours and contrasts, so that at times the texture of
narrative appears impregnated with a purity and soft
brilliance of greens, blues, reds and yellows. Above all
they are strong and translucent.
If now I praise Snorri for the clarity of his style, for the
charm which accompanies his precision and resilience, I
shall be puzzled to express adequately the difference that
every reader will find between the \'.'elsh writer and
the Icelandic. The Icelander's page is lit with a dry
intellectual light; the Welshman's is refulgent with
imagination. What in Snorri is a clear beam, in his
fellow is a warm glow. That we need not be concerned
to apportion the laurels between them will be apparent
when we compare them in passages where they are doing
the same kind of thing. For example, both Edda and
Mabinogi deal in magic, and one kind of magic is the
disappearance of the seeming solid. Thus when Thor has
heard from Utgardaloki of the illusions practised upon
him, " He gripped at his hammer and raised it aloft; but
when he would swing it forward he saw Utgardaloki
nowhere at all. And then he turned back to the stronghold, and was minded to destroy the stronghold. Then
he saw there a field wide and fair, but no stronghold.
Then he turned back, and went his way, till he came home
to Thnidvangar." Or again, when Gangleri had heard
all that the gods intended him to know, "Thereupon
Gangleri heard great uproar all around him, and looked
about him; and when he looked further about him, he
was standing out-of-doors on a level plain; he saw no hall
and no stronghold. Then he went his way thence, and
came home to his kingdom." But here is the same kind
of thing from Jlani1il'ydan. "And after their return
Pryderi and Manawydan feasted and took their ease.
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And they began a feast at Arberth, for it was a main court,
and thence began all honour. And after the first sitting
that night, whilst the attendants were at meat, they arose
and went forth and proceeded all four to Gorsedd Arberth,
and a company with them. And as they were sitting
thus, 10, a peal of thunder, and with the magnitude of the
peal, 10, a fall of mist coming so that no one of them could
see the other. And after the mist, 10, every place filled
with light. And when they looked the way they were
wont before that to see the flocks and the herds and the
dwellings, nothing of such could they see: neither house
nor beast nor smoke nor fire nor man nor dwelling, but the
houses of the court empty, desolate, uninhabited, without
man, without beast within them; their very companions
lost, without their knowing aught of them, save they four
only. 'Alas, lord God,' said Manawydan, ' where is the
host of the court, and our company too, save for this?
Let us go and look.' Into the hall they came: not a soul
was there. Into the bower and the sleeping chamber
they went: not a soul could they see. In mead-cellar
and in kitchen there was naught but desolation. They
four set them to feasting, and they hunted and took their
pleasure. And they began each one of them to wander
through the land and the dominion, to see if they might
descry house or habitation, and nothing of such could
they see, only wild beasts. And when they had finished
their feast and their victuals, they began to live on the
meat they hunted and on fish and wild swarms. And in
this wise they passed a year pleasantly, and a second.
And at last they grew weary."
Is it fanciful to consider, with the sagas in mind, that
Snorri's way is Icelandic to the last syllable; and,
remembering the other contents of the \\'!lite Book and
the Red, that his felJow-artist's is indubitably Welsh?
Snorri reduces his scene to its bare and effective narrative
essentials; the other fills in his outline with his characters'
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feelings and reactions. The comparison may become
clearer if we set the story of Baldr against a portion of
Branwen; not to praise one at the expense of the other,
but to examine two nearly related and yet subtly
differentiated narrative forms.
THE DEATH OF BALDR.
" That is the beginning of this story, that Baldr the good
dreamed dreams mighty and ominous for his life. And
when he told the gods his dreams, then they took counsel
together; and what was done was to ask peace for Baldr
from perils of all kinds. And Frigg took oaths to this end,
that fire and water, iron and metals of all kinds, stones,
earth, trees, sicknesses, beasts, birds, poison and snakes
should spare Baldr. And when that was done and made
known, then was it sport for Baldr and the lEsir that he
should stand up at the Thing, and all the others should
some shoot at him, some hew at him, and come cast stones.
And whatsoever was done, he got no hurt, and that seemed
a great gain to them all. But when Loki Laufeyjarson
saw that, it pleased him ill that Baldr got no hurt. He
went to Fensalir, to Frigg, and turned himself into the
likeness of a woman. Then Frigg inquired whether that
woman knew what the lEsir were doing at the Thing.
She said that all were shooting at Baldr, but that he got
no hurt. Then said Frigg: 'Weapons nor woods will
hurt Baldr; I have received oaths from them all.' Then
the woman asked: 'Have all things taken oaths to spare
Baldr?' F rigg answered: 'A certain plant grows west
of Valholl ; it is called Mistletoe. That seemed to me
young to ask an oath from.'
Thereafter the woman turned away; but Loki took
Mistletoe and tore it up, and went to the Thing. And
Hodr was standing on the outer edge of the ring of men,
for he was blind. Then Loki said to him: 'Why dosr
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thou not shoot at Baldr?' He answered: 'Because I do
not see where Baldr is, and besides, for I am weaponless.'
Then said Loki: 'Even so, do thou like other men, and
show Baldr honour like other men. I will guide thee to
where he stands. Shoot at him with this wand.'
Hodr took Mistletoe, and shot at Baldr by Loki's
guidance; the missile pierced him, and he fell dead to
earth. And the greatest of mishaps has come to pass for
gods and men. When Baldr had fallen, words failed all
the gods, and hands likewise to lay hold of him. And
each looked at the other, and they were all of one mind as
to who had done this deed, but none might avenge it, so
great a sanctuary was there. And when the .Esir
attempted to speak, then it happened first that tears
burst forth, so that none might tell the others in words of
his grief. But Odinn felt the hurt worst, even as he had
most awareness of what damage and loss there was to the
gods in the death of Baldr. But when the gods recovered
themselves, then Frigg spoke and asked who there might
be among the lEsir would wish to earn all her love and
favour, and ride will he on Hel-way and seek whether he
may meet with Baldr, and offer Hel ransom if she will let
Baldr fare home to Asgard. And he whose name was
Herrnod the Bold, son of Odinn, offered himself for that
journey. Then Sleipnir, Odinn's horse, was taken and
led out, and Hermod mounted the horse and galloped
away.
But the lEsir took the body of Baldr and bore it to the
sea. Hringhorni was the name of Baldr's ship; it was
the greatest of all ships. The gods wished to thrust it out,
and prepare there for Baldrs funeral journey, but the
ship moved nowise forward. Then that giantess was
sent for into Jotunheimar, whose name was Hyrrokin;
and when she came, riding on a wolf, and having vipers
for reins, then she leapt from her steed, and adinn called
upon four berserks to look after the steed, but they could
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not hold it except they threw it down. Then Hyrrokin
went to the prow of the boat, and sent it forward at the
first thrust, so that fire started from the runners and all
the lands trembled. Then Thor grew angry, and gripped
his hammer and wanted to break her head, before all the
gods bade peace for her.
Then the body of Baldr was borne out on to the ship,
and when his wife Nanna Nep's daughter saw that, then
she broke her heart with grief and died; she was borne to
the pyre, and fire laid thereto. Then Thor stood by and
hallowed the pyre with Mjollnir. And before his feet
ran a certain dwarf, whose name was Litr; and Th6r
kicked at him, and thrust him into the fire, and he burned.
And to this burning there came folk of many a kind: first
to be told of is Odinn, how with him went Frigg and the
valkyries and his ravens; but Frey drove in his chariot
with the boar which is called Gullinbursti or Slidrugtanni;
and Heimdallr rode the stallion which is called Gulltoppr;
and Freyja drove her cats. Thither came also a great
company of Frost giants and Mountain trolls. Odinn
laid on the pyre the gold ring which is called Draupnir;
this is the nature attending it, that every ninth night
there dropped from it eight gold rings equally heavy.
Baldrs horse was led on to the pyre with all its trappings.
But it is to be told of Hermod that nine nights he rode
deep vales and dark, so that he saw naught, until he came
to the river Gjoll and rode on to Gjallarbni; that is roofed
with bright gold. M6dgud is the maiden's name who
keeps the bridge; she asked him his name and kin, and
said how the day before five companies of dead men rode
across the bridge-' But the bridge resounds not less under
thee alone, and thou hast not the hue of dead men. Why
ridest thou here on Hel-wav?'
He answered that , 'I
.
must ride to Hel to seek Baldr. And hast thou seen aught
of Baldr on Hel-way?' And she said that Baldr had
ridden there over Gjallarbni,--' But netherwards and
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northwards lies Hel-way.' Then Herm6d rose until he
came to Hel-gate ; then he dismounted from his horse and
tightened his girths, remounted and dug in the spurs, and
the horse leapt so strongly, and over the gate, that he
came nowhere near it. Then Herm6d rode right to the
hall, and dismounted from his horse and went into the
hall, and saw Baldr his brother sitting there in the high
seat; and Herrnod stayed there overnight. But in the
morning Herm6d prayed ReI that Baldr should ride back
with him, and told what great weeping was amongst the
JEsir. But Hel said it should be tested thus, whether
Baldr was so beloved as was said:' And if all things in the
world, quick and dead, weep for him, then shall he fare
back to the JEsir, but he must remain with Hel if anyone
speak against it or will not weep.' Then Rerm6d arose,
but Baldr conducted him out of the hall, and took the
ring Draupnir and sent it to Odinn as a remembrance, and
Nanna sent Frigg linen and further gifts, and a gold
finger-ring to Fulla. Then Herm6d rode his way back,
and came to Asgard, and told all those tidings he had seen
and heard.
Thereafter the gods sent messengers throughout the
whole world, to pray that Baldr be wept out of Hel; and
all things did that, men and beasts and earth and stones
and trees and all metals; even as thou wilt have seen that
these things weep when they come out of frost and into
heat. \Vhen the messengers were faring home, and had
sped well with their errand, they found in a certain cave
where a giantess sat; she gave her name as Thokk. They
bade her weep Baldr out of Hel. She answered:
Thokk will weep with dry tears
Baldrs funeral-faring.
Alive or dead, I care naught for Karl's son.
Let Hel hold what she has!
But men think this, that Loki Laufeyjarson was there,
who has wrought most ill among the gods."
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THE DEATIl OF BRANWEN.
The preliminaries of tLt Branieen story are necessarily
much longer. She is wooed by Matholwch king of Ireland,
and they sleep together at Aberffraw. But her brother
Efnisien, angered because his consent was not sought to
the marriage, mutilates Matholwch's horses. Peace is
restored, however, and Matholwch and Branwen cross to
Ireland, where her son is born. "And then in the second
year, 10, an uproar in Ireland, on account of the insult
which Matholwch had suffered in Wales, and the shameful
trick played on him over his horses. For his fosterbrothers taunted him therewith, and that without
concealment. And, 10, an uprising in Ireland, till there
was no peace for him unless he avenge the disgrace. The
vengeance they took was to drive away Branwen from the
same chamber with him, and compel her to bake in the
court, and to cause the butcher after he had been cutting
up meat to come to her and give her every day a box on
the ear. And thus was her punishment carried out."
But she sent a starling back to her brother Bendigeidfran
at Caer Seint in Arfon, and the men of the Island of
Britain set out to avenge her wrongs. Efnisien slays two
hundred Irishmen in the hall, but the truce becomes
peace, and the kingdom is conferred on Gwern, Branweri's
son.
" And then, when peace was concluded, Bendigeidfran
called the boy to him. From Bendigeidfran the boy went
to Manawydan, with all who saw him loving him. From
Manawydan, Nisien son of Euroswydd called the boy to
him. The boy went to him in friendship. 'Why,' said
Efnisien, ' comes not my nephew, my sister's son, to me?
Though he were not king of Ireland, gladly would I show
love to the boy.' 'Let him go, gladly,' said Bendigeidfran. The boy went to him gladly. 'By my confession
to God,' said Efnisien in his heart, 'an enormity the
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household would not think might be committed IS the
enormity I shall now commit.' And he arose and took
up the boy by the feet, and without delay and or ever a
man in the house could lay hold on him, the boy went
headlong into the blazing fire. And when Branwen saw
her son burning in the fire, she made as though to leap into
the fire from the place where she was sitting between her
two brothers. And Bendigeidfran grasped her with one
hand, and his shield with the other. And then they all
rose up throughout the house; and that was the greatest
tumult that was ever by a host in one house, as each man
caught up arms. And it was then that Morddwyd
Tyllion said: 'Dogs of Gwern, beware of Morddwyd
Tyllion!' And while each man reached for his arms,
Bendigeidfran supported Branwen between his shield and
his shoulder.
And then the Irish began to kindle a fire under the
cauldron of rebirth. And then the dead bodies were cast
into the cauldron until it was full, and on the morrow
they arose as good fighting men as before, save that they
were not able to speak. And then when Efnisien saw the
dead bodies, without room being found anywhere for the
men of the Island of the Mighty, he said in his heart,
, Alas, God,' said he, . woe is me that I should be the cause
of this heap of the men of the Island of the Mighty. And
shame on me,' said he, ' if I seek no deliverance therefrom.'
And he crept in among the dead bodies of the Irish, and
two bare-breeched Irishmen came to him and cast him
into the cauldron as though he were an Irishman. He
stretched himself out in the cauldron, so that the cauldron
broke in four pieces, and his heart burst also.
And it was because of that that such victory as there was
came to the men of the Island of the Mighty. Even so,
there was no victory but for the escape of seven men; and
Bendigeidfran was wounded in the foot with a poisoned
spear. The seven men who escaped were Pryderi,
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Manawydan, Glifieu Eil Taran, Taliesin and Ynawg,
Gruddieu son of Muriel, and Heilyn son of Gwynn Hen.
And then Bendigeidfran commanded his head to be
struck off. (And take the head,' said he, ( and carry it to
the White Mount in London, and bury it with its face
towards France. And you will be a long time upon the
road. In Harlech you will be feasting seven years, and
the birds of Rhiannon singing unto you. And the head
will be as pleasant company to you as ever it was at best
when it was on me. And at Gwales in Penfro you will be
fourscore years; and until you open the door towards
Aber Henfelen, the side facing Cornwall, you may bide
there, and the head with you uncorrupted. But from the
time you have opened that door, you may not bide there;
make for London to bury the head. And do ·you cross
over to the other side.'
And then his head was struck off, and they set out for
the other side, these seven, and the head with them, and
Branwen the eighth. And they came to land at Aber
Alaw in Talebolion. And then they sat down and rested
them. Then she looked on Ireland and the Island of the
Mighty, what she might see of them. (Alas, Son of God,'
said she, . woe is me that ever I was born: two good
islands have been laid waste because of me !' And she
heaved a great sigh, and with that broke her heart. And
a four-sided grave was made for her, and she was buried
there on the bank of the Alaw."
I have said that the Edda tells of gods and goddesses,
and the :\Iabinogi of gods declined to godlike men. The
significance of this difference for our present purpose is, I
believe, at once apparent. It is surely this which accounts
for the sharper pathos of the story of Branwen. Neither
the silence nor the tears of the gods for Baldr, nor the
bare stroke that Nanna broke her heart with grief and died,
is so affecting as Branweri's passionate words. "Alas,
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Son of God, woe is me that ever I was born!" They are
as old as Job, and perhaps as Adam before him; they are
as new as the latest heartbreak, and since they are of no
time and fashion will move posterity as surely as they
move us. For all the grandeur of her brothers, Branwen
is woman first and foremost, and an unhappy woman.
Baldr is ever the god, and a god becomes pathetic, and
his fate poignant, only in so far as he becomes flesh and
blood. Now the author of the Four Branches never fails
to explore the feelings and the individuality of these
people of his. Rhiannon, half contemptuous of, half
pitying the lying women who accuse her of destroying her
own son; the brisk fierceness of Cigfa when mere villeins
dare to plot against Manawydan; even Blodeuedd, who
betrayed Lieu Llaw Gyffes with Gronw Bebyr, and
" under pretence of the importunity of love" drew from
him, like Dalilah from Samson, the one means whereby
he might be slain-they are all individuals, separate,
invested with breath and passion. Of Snorri's personages
I incline to rate Utgardaloki highest as a piece of characterdrawing. It is, of course, easier to give an edge to
Utgardaloki than to a god like 6dinn-unless he be the
Odinn who found a dog tied to the bedpost of Billing's
daughter. Or the explanation may be that ('tgardaloki's
assumed attitude towards Thor and his fellow-travellers
to Utgard was not so very different from Snorri's own.
His note is humorous tolerance. "Good heavens," he
keeps saying, " so this little fellow is Thor after all! I
should never have thought it possible!" It is this
unparalleled treatment of the gods, ironic, mock-genial,
and genially mocking, which makes him more of an
individual than any god. Thor has about him much of
a hot-headed, good-natured yet quarrelsome schoolboy,
not overblessed with brains for all his three treasures;
Baldr Snorri invests with sweetness and light; and Loki
has the natural attraction of the wicked for those of us
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who are not ourselves wicked. His neat pen-pictures of
the gods and giants, Thor, Baldr and Surtr in particular,
remind one strongly of similar pictures in the Welsh
Culhwch and Ol1RJen; i.n the list of beings whom Culhwch
invokes at Arthur's court (surely the queerest retinue of
any court in the world), there are many who, either as
fantastics or personifications, resemble such figures as
Heimdall, who could hear the wool growing on a sheep's
back, or Hers retainers (I am thinking in this last connexion more particularly of the sons of Cleddyf Cyfwlch,
grandsons of Clecldyf Difwlch); the doughty trio Logi
(Wild-fire), Hugi (Thought), and Elli (Old Age), who
out-eat, out-run, and out-wrestle Loki, Thjalfi and
Thor at Utgard, belong to the same genre as Clust vab
Clustfeinad (Ear son of Hearer), 01 vab Olwydd (Trail son
of Trailer), or Sgilti Ysgawndroed (Lightfoot), who" when
the whim to run his lord's errand was in him, never sought
a road so long as he knew whither he was bound; but so
long as there were trees, along the tops of the trees would
he go, and so long as there was a mountain, on the tips of
the reeds would he go; and throughout his life never a
reed bent beneath his feet, much less did one break, so
exceeding light-footed was he." Utgardaloki himself,
Chief Giant and shape-shifter, defending himself with
illusions and magic, not untouched either with giant
humour or Snorris light shafts of irony, is easily remembered when we read in JIath of Gwydion son of Don, or in
Cullucch of Ysbaddaden Benkawr, Chief Giant and tasksetter. But to stray into Cullnccli would be fatal; it is
one of the most fascinating narratives of the Middle Ages,
and I can imagine no lover of Edda or saga who would not
wish to get it by heart.
In what I have said, and in anything I yet may say,
about certain correspondencies in the Welsh and Icelandic
arts of prose narrative, and about undoubted similarities
here and there in motive, episode and characterisation, I
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would not for a moment be understood to argue that
either had appreciable or indeed identifiable influence
upon the other. Nutt has contended! that the story of
Branwen offers remarkable analogies with that of Gudrun,
and the author of Breuddwyd Rhonabwy evidently knew
the difference between the men of Norway and the men of
Denmark," though genealogists of the Northlands may
find it unhelpful that as prince of the White Troop he
named March son of Meirchawn, and as prince of the
Black, Edern son of Nudd. The Danes had command of
the Irish Sea throughout the ninth and tenth centuries,
and he would be a bold man who claimed that there was
no traffic there in ideas as well as slaves, no other giving
and taking than of land and cold steel. But the Four
Branches are Celtic, and Snorri's Edda Teutonic; the
Four Branches are Welsh, the Edda Icelandic. Similarities in their art have little or nothing to do with influences
of one upon the other. They are to be accounted for by
circumstances common to a much wider range of early
literatures. And above all by the circumstance that
prose narrative was a highly developed art in both
countries.
If we consider the Death of Baldr as a short story (and
we might with equal validity be considering half-a-dozen
other tales in the Edda), we observe that it is of the first
class. It is told with memorable art; it begins arrestingly,
proceeds smoothly and rapidly but with the most subtle
gradations of emphasis as between pathos, nobility,
fantasy and awe, and ends with that raising and dashing
of hope which never wholly fails even in the hands of a
novice, and in the hands of a master illumines while it
saddens with an awareness of the frailty and brittleness of
our hopes, our longings, our aspirations. No wonder it
appealed to Arnold: it is the most Virgilian thing in
Snorri. The proportions could hardly be bettered: the
1 In ' Branwen ' (Folk-Lore Record, Vol. V, 1882).
2 See B. G. Charles Old Norse Relations with Wales (1')34), pp. 81-3.
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plotting of Loki at the beginning of the story is beautifully
rounded off by his deadly verse at the end; he is woman
to begin his plot, he is giantess to conclude it. Nothing
could be more persuasive: though the setting is in three
worlds, we move untroubled in one magic dimension.
Nothing could be more concise: there is no word we wish
away, no sentence we wish added. Nothing could be
more craftsmanlike: the sharp sentences of delineation,
the well managed dialogue, and the unfailing tact which
decides between direct and reported speech; the unforced
control of every element which can contribute to a known
and planned-for effect. If it be granted that the scale is
right, then the architecture is perfect. So with the story
of Branwen: the same skilled management of dialogue,
the same reserve and control, the same shifts between
tenderness and cruelty (though the extremes are here
wider apart), between the gentle and the grotesque, the
same sustained yet delicately varied pace of narration.
To say that Snorri's prose is the purer is only to say that
the Welshman's style is, both literally and metaphorically,
more colourful. That the Welsh story is as well-shaped
as the Icelandic is on the surface doubtful-but on the
surface only, for there can be no real comparison between
a part and a whole. That the Four Branches of the
Mabinogi are an incomparably more coherent work than
the three parts of the Edda is not a matter for disputeeven if we excuse Snorri the hackneyed prologue; that a
given portion of one Branch (Pwyll's courtship of
Rhiannon-or was it Rhiannon's courtship of Pwyll?for example, or Manawydan and the mouse, or the tale of
Lieu) will not yield in virtue to the most shapely portions
of Gylfaginiiing, I should welcome a prolonged opportunity
to prove.
Instead, I conclude by stressing that both Snorri and the
author of the Mabinogi were heirs of a fine tradition,
whose characteristics I have indirectly indicated. The
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advantages of working in a fine tradition are obvious; but
no tradition of itself makes a fine artist. So to emphasize
the conventions of prose narrative within which they
worked in no way detracts from the performance of our
authors. The importance of many of these is technical:
the incipit and explicit, the onomastic elements, the
explanatory comment (often by way of gloss), the
indications of a verbal telling before the stories were
committed to script; such things are common in different
degree to both. So with the similarities of treatment and
subject matter; the surprising thing would be if these did
not exist. But there is one other result of our authors'
sense of tradition which it would be a serious omission not
to mention. Their good taste and aristocratic quality are
part of that tradition. Both show a natural or inherited
refinement which is not in the least embarrassed by the
rougher portions of their material. And it is right to
remember that neither the Four Branches nor the Edda
were written for children in the nursery. They were
written for the maturest, the best informed, and the best
judging audience of their time. How free they are from
ugliness, grossness, or levity-just as they are free from
cant and humbug. They know neither prurience nor
hypocrisy. The Edda presents a conspectus of more
than mythology; the more effectively because Snorri does
not preach, it makes its comment on life and values. The
Four Branches, for all their supernatural quality, are
serene and noble. It needs some fine conception as well
as technical skill to produce great literature. The Edda
and the Mabinogi are great literature for precisely that
reason. They have the skill, they have the conception.
They are often called" romantic ,. in one of the looser
usages of that loose word. Paradoxically, I know no
uri-mechanical definition of "classical" which can
exclude them. That is less statement than claim, and
with that claim I end.

REVIEWS.
THE Terfin nas AND Beormas 01' OHTHERE, by Alan S. C. Ross. Leeds Schoo;
of English. Language Texis and Monographs: Number VII. 1940. Pp,
63· 3/-.
Students both of Old English and Icelandic will be grateful to Mr. Ross for"
this concise and well-planned book. It is the first detailed examination'
available to English readers of the location and identity of Ohthere 's Terfinnas
and Beormas and of the Bjarmar of the Icelandic sagas. There has been much
confusion among English writers on the subject, particularly over the identity
of the Beormas. This is even less excusable than Mr. Ross suggests, since
some of the results of Smirnov's and Sjogren's researches-including the
identification of the Beormas as Karelians-were accessible in English, in
J. Abercromby's Pre- and Proto-Historic Finns, as early as I8g8, ten years
before Sweet's eighth edition of his A nglo-Saxon Reader. ~Ir. Ross's book
should end the confusion which there has been, for it has the authority of wide
scholarship, and facts and arguments are set out with precision.
The evidence of the Germanic sources is given fully: the texts of both ~[SS,
of Ohthere's Northern Voyage are printed, with a translation; a translation
or summary is given of practically every reference to Bjarrnaland in Icelandic
sources, and the text of references in Saxo and the Historia Xoruegiae, (To
these might be added, for the sake of completeness, the fictitious adventures in
Bjarmaland in the A ndrarimur, published at Vioeyjar Klaustur, 1834). The
location of Bjarmaland in early maps is also given.
The greater part of the book is concerned with the Beormas. The Terfinnas,
who are only mentioned by Ohthere, present a smaller problem, which is
mainly philological. Their name must relate to that of the land they inhabited on the Kola Peninsula, but the relation of the forms, O.E. Ter- to
Turja of the Kuleuala and Lappish Tarje, is difficult. Mr. Ross develops the
problem more fully than Vas mer. The collected evidence on the Beormas is
illuminating. The other sources confirm Ohthere's evidence and that of the
sagas that there were Bjannian settlements both on the \Yest and the East of
the White Sea. The identity of the Beormas is a much wider problem.
Though the Beormas have given their name to the East-Finnish tribe of
Perrnians, they cannot themselves have been a Permian people. The very
interesting evidence of the Scandinavians, which shows that they must have
been a \Yest-Finni;h-speaking people, is supported by Karelian place-names in
the White Sea area; according to Sjogren, the south coast of the White Sea
was called the Karelian Coast by the Russians as late as the fifteenth centurv,
It is impossible to do more he~e than indicate the main problems Mr. Ro~s
has dealt with; he has touched on many others. Throughout, the thoroughness of comment and reference is remarkable, yet the discussion is always
pointed and condensed. At times the economy of explanations is perhaps too
severe for readers unable to approach the specialist literature themselves.
Xlr. Ross's article on the Dvina (mentioned p. 43), which was not published
when t hi-, monograph was written, appeared in the Xl odern Language Quarterly,
\'01. ii, No. 2, June, 1941.
D.B.
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Au TEMPS DES VIKINGS; LES NAVIRES ET LA MARINE NOR DIQUES D'APRES
LES YlEUX TExTEs, by Andre Manguin. Paris: ]. Peyronnet et Cie.
1944· Pp. 289.
In this closely-packed and varied volume, M. Manguin presents a labour of
love, homage and Norman patriotism. It seems that his previously published
work has been confined to whalers and whaling, but that enthusiasm for the
Scandinavian antecedents of his people has led him to a long and careful study
of early Icelandic literature. The author makes it quite clear that his work is
not intended as a scholarly investigation, but as a general survey to arouse
interest in the peoples and ancient literature of the North-" ouvrons done les
volumes de la vieille litterature du Nord" (p. 29). He thereupon copies out
the Classification of Works and Authors prefixed to Vigfusson's Dictionary,
translating the bare headings. Schematic information of this kind is of little
value, but the main body of the book is assembled with considerable skill and
grace. The material is expressly confined to literary allusions and descriptions,
although references to the main archaeological discoveries are given: the
twenty-seven plates, representing this side of the subject, are both attractive
and instructive.
The author constantly pays tribute to the work of Le Pontois, preserved in
thirty-four MS. notebooks in the Bibliotheque Sainte-Genevieve. Most of the
sagas quoted are given in the translation of this scholar, whose achievement
must have been considerable. The translation is in the main accurate and
fluent. Although M. Manguin deplores the backwardness of French scholars
in these studies (p. 27), he has revealed something of the treasury of unpublished material, and has himself ardently carried forward the tradition.
The book is confused and inexact in detail, There is no critical evaluation of
the sources used, scarcely a suggestion of the distinctive contributions made
to the subject by different records. A lexical list of ship-names, for instance,
has items from the metrical jumble given as skipa heiti in five MSS. of Snorri's
Edda, side by side with ordinary terms for ships, native and borrowed. The
habit of retaining O.Icel. words (without italics, and frequently misspelt) in
the translation leads to some strange confusions. On p. 217, we find: "en
voila un qui tient bon sur les sox' (pessi gengr fast [rani i sQxin); the rendering
is idiomatic enough, but the alien term is made no clearer by a foot-note:
.. Sox, pluriel de sax." The note continues: .. Onund trefsts: Onund jambe
dc bois," although the nickname trefotr does not appear in the text above.
On pp. 188-89, a quotation from the laws of Sveinn iHeimskringla, 01. Helg.
ch, 239) is given as an example of ancient laws in general, and those governing
maritime expeditions in particular. Next follows a quotation from Egils Saga
ch. 14, describing one of the special privileges granted to P6r6Hr Kveldulfsson
on his second journey to Finnmark; it involves "la loi des kvaenir " (no
capital, no contextual explanation). The spelling of Icelandic words is in
general an ugly feature of an otherwise agreeable book. A few examples are
enough: the famous ship of Olaf Tr-..ggvason is repeatedly called Trani",
(p. 52 et al); "alltsmadh" represents austmaor (p. 36); on p. 254 are both
Fraedharberg and Froedarberg ; others are UltU11UI for Ulltuna (p. 252),
Konungs Skuggssga (p. 162, footnote) A 1!S saga bogoveigis (p. 253 et al.).
The scrap-book method followed is often apt and pleasing, but it does not
always do justice to the material. The final chapter, on ship-burial, clearly
shows this deficiency. After transcribing a few chronological indications
from Osebergfundet I, M. Manguin enumerates some striking examples of
ship-funerals, taken from Family Sagas, Kings' Sagas and Fornaldar Sag"r
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indiscriminately. All are inhumations, except for the description of Haki in
his blazing ship, from Ynglinga Saga. No attempt is made to group these
instances in an evolutionary series; nor are such customs referred to their
mythological background. The author proceeds simply" au hasard des sagas
feuilletees."
The bibliographical index offers a wide conspectus on life and letters in
ancient Scandinavia: surely the fullest on such a subject yet given by any
French writer, as the Marquis de Saint-Pierre claims in his introduction, for it
is by no means confined to shipping. Many of the works cited are antiquated,
and the selection is very restricted, since only books in English and French
(originals and translations) are included, with a sprinkling of standard
archaeological publications in Norwegian. Thus the authoritative German
treatises on ships and seafaring in the ancient North by Vogel (1907) and Falk
(1912) find no place. Even the convenient English resume given by Shetelig,
Falk and Gordon (in Scandinaoian. Archaeology, 1937) does not seem to be
known to M. Manguin, nor yet the" Notes on Shipbuilding" by E. Magnusson
(S.B. V.S., IV, 1906), although other articles from this journal are noticed.
But the limitations of the book are immediately obvious, and they do not
seriously affect its purpose. In an easy and familiar way, the author has
welded much disparate material into a smooth-flowing narrative. The width
of his reading and his ready appreciation are alike remarkable, and it may be
hoped that his example will bring fresh life to Northern studies in France.
J.E.T.P.

THE SAGA

OF HRdMUND Gl~JPSSON

AND I>ORGILSSAGA.
By URSULA BROWN.

THE saga of I>orgils and

Hafli~i, which forms part of
the composite Sturlungasaga, contains a description
of a marriage feast which was held at Reykjah6lar in
III9. 1 It is the fullest and most circumstantial description of an Icelandic feast that we possess. The company
was entertained on this occasion by the recital of stories,
as well as by dances and wrestling matches, and two
stories which were told are mentioned in particular. The
priest and poet Ingimund Einarsson told the story of Orm
the poet of Barrey, with" numerous verses and a clever
poem, which he had composed himself, at the end of the
story."
A well-to-do farmer from Skalmarnes, called
Hr6lf, who has previously in the saga been spoken of as a
skilful poet and story-teller.s recited the story "about
Hrongvie the viking and dlat King of Fighting Men,
and about the rifling of the grave of I>rain the berserk,
and about Hr6mund Gripsson; and the story contained
many verses." The writer of the saga adds that Hr6lf
himself had composed (samansett) this story and that it
was once recited before King Sverri, and he said that
" fictitious stories like this were the most amusing of all."
The mention of the recital of stories for entertainment
is not uncommon in the sagas," but these are generally
stories of historical events, which their tellers could
honestly claim to be true accounts, like the story of
Harald Har~ra~i which was recited to himself by one who
~

Chapter 10. Sturlungasaga (ed. Vigfusson), p. 19.
Ch. 3, p. 8.
A number of references are collected by F. Jonsson, Litt . Hist . (1923), II.
198 ft.
2
3
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had learnt it from an eyewitness," or of Ari Masson's
voyage to Hvitramannaland, which Icelanders heard told
by " porfinn in the Orkneys."5 It is never said that
these stories were "composed" by any person; that
would have been a contradiction of their claim to be true
reports. We do not know whether Ingimund Einarsson's
story about Orm the poet of Barrey was fictitious or not;
two extracts from Orrri's verses are quoted in Skdldskapar1lldl,6 but no saga about him survives. The story
Hrolf told, however, can hardly have been a historical
narrative. Hrornund Gripsson was probably a historical
person, a native of pelamQrk, living in the first half of the
eighth century, 7 for he is mentioned in Landndmabok as
great grandfather of the first settler Ing6lf Arnarson ;"
but it is impossible that true traditions about his life
survived in the twelfth century. There is extant a
fictitious story about Hrornund Gripsson of which Hrolf's
story may well be the ancestor; the extant story contains
the same characters-c-Hrongvif the viking, King 6lat 9
and the berserk Prain-and the episode of the robbing of
prain's grave. Its fantastic quality would amply justify
King ~verri's description of the story as a lygisaga.
The story of Hrornund Gripsson must have been very
popular, for several versions of it are extant; it is found in
Icelandic rimurlO-the Griplur-written probably in the
first half of the fifteenth century, and in a prose fornaldarsaga!' which i,; based upon the rimur (see the appendix to
~ Xl orkinskinna, ed. F, j onsson (Ifl3l), p. 199 L

Lundntimabok, ed. F, Jonsson (1900), p, 165,
Eildu Siiorra St urlusonar, ed, F, Jonsson (1931), pp, r r i . rr6 .
.t U. Jonsson, Litt . Hisi. II, 802.
.' Landn., p. I3I.
9 TIll' name liosnuuinakonungr attributed to Ohif in Ixorgilssaga is not found
in .IIIY of the ex t ant versions, but that it .11';0 occurred in a version of the story
of Hroruuud is ~llggestcd lly the appe.rrance of the name in. GJimssagd looink inna (ch. 3; «d. G. j611"on and B. Vilhjalrnssou, Fornaldarsogur Nor ourlandu,
Reykjavik (1')4.1), vol. I, 277. All references to fornaldarsogur will relate to
this (·,htion). Aicordi ng to B. K. P(\r"lfsson (Rim ttl' f yrir 1600, p. 354 L), the
writer of Grim-. "0l!,(/. Blust h.i ve taken the name from a written Hronnindarsaga.
10 Ed. F. jo',nsson in lcininasafn, S.T.U.A.G.N.L. 1'\0. 35, p. 35I.
On the
<tLte of "composition, sec Andrews, Modern Philologv VIII, 540.
11 FonU!ld{!r~Qgllr Noyour{nllda, Vol. II, 273.
5
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this paper) and is only extant in MSS. of the seventeenth
century or later. A short Icelandic poem, Hr6mundarkVCEOi,12 which was first recorded by Ami Magnusson,
also contains a version of the story similar to the Griplu«.
There are ballads deriving from the Hrornund story in
Danish, Norwegian and Swedish, of which the earliest
versions, the Danish (deriving from a lost Norwegian
version), are extant in MSS. of the sixteenth century.P
In the ballads the names and episodes of the Icelandic
story are often altered and obliterated, but they all
contain a fight with a monster of some kind and a lovestory of the hero (who is variously called Rambolt,
Ranild, and Ramund), and a princess; their relationship with the Icelandic story is clearly recognisable.
Although all extant versions of the story of Hrornund
Gripsson are late, the fact that a thirteenth-century
writer should have included a reference to it in his saga
of porgils and Haflioi suggests that it was a well-known
story in his day, and that he expected his contemporaries to be interested in a record of the recital of the
story, and of its composer and its reception by King
Sverri.
The account of the recital of Hromundarsaga in 1II9
is the earliest mention we have of the recital of a fomaldarsaga which is still extant.t! and the account is in itself so
remarkable and so valuable that some scholars, notably
Kaalund!" and Leroy Andrews.!" have doubted whether
12 Printed by Andrews in ~lod. Phil. VIII, 540 f.
The poem has slight
differences from the rimur. :P6r6lfsson points out (op. cit. p. 363, note) that
Arni Magnusson must have copied the poem from a MS., not from memory.
13 See Andrews, Mod. Phil. IX, 37I ff.; and :P6r6lfsson, op, cit., p. 363.
14 In SkariJsdrb6k iLandn: ed. I843, p. 326), a Norwegian merchant is said to
have told a story about Vatnar, son of the legendary king Vikar, but this story
has not survived: d. J6nsson, Lilt. Hist, II, 784; also Heusler, Anfdnge der
isldndischeii saga, p. 3I f.
15 Aarbog for nordisk Oldkyndighed, Igor, p. 284.
16 ~rod. Phil. IX, 386 ff.
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it can be genuine and part of the original text of Porgilssaga. They suspect it of being a late and even frivolous
addition by the compiler or a reviser of Sturlunga,
although nowhere else does the compiler show a tendency
to insert false records in his text. Andrews considers
that the passage is of no value as evidence of the composition of Hr6mundarsaga much before 1300, and he
attempts to show that the Hr6mundarsaga whose contents
are preserved in the Griplur and the ballads, and referred
to in [orgiiesaga, is an "entirely fictitious production of
the last half of the thirteenth century." In his view,
what he calls the "purely fictitious Icelandic saga"
cannot be traced much further back than this date.
There is no need here to refute at any length the opinion
that the reference to Hroniundarsaga is an untrustworthy
interpolation: that has in the main been done by Heusler
in his study of the origins of the Icelandic saga.!" If it
had been the convention to record the names of the
authors of sagas, we could understand a writer inventing
an author for Hr6mundarsaga; but the fact that authorship is here recorded in defiance of convention strongly
suggests that the writer has incorporated a piece of true
information. The writer of Porgilssaga was evidently
interested in the poetic achievements of Ingimund and
Hr6lf; he twice speaks of Ingimund's skill as a poet.l"
mentions that Hrolf was a " sagnamaor " and" composed
skilfully," and includes a number of verses in the saga,
some by Ingimund himself. It is not unlikely, therefore,
that he would know traditions of other verses and stories
composed by Ingimund and Hrolf , and include a brief
mention of them. Since no convincing explanation has
yet been offered why any later writer should have
interpolated the reference to the recital of Hronnnidarsaga,
we are justified in considering it a trustworthy record.
17

18

Allfiillge, p. 2I ft.
Ch, 3, p. 8; ch. 10, p.
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The reference in Isorgilssaga to the saga of Hr6mund
Gripsson has been taken as important evidence of the
development of the prose-saga in the early twelfth
century!" evidence that by then fictitious episodes were
being put together to form stories or histories of heroes
of the viking period. If this is so, we are faced with a
seeming paradox in the development of the fornaldarsaga,
-a paradox which Leroy Andrews disliked and which
made him question the authority of the reference in
Irorgilssaga, and led even Heusler to some very unconvincing conclusions. The fictitious saga of Hr6mund
Gripsson was composed about fifty years before the first
historical sagas began to be written and about a century
before the art of the prose-saga reached maturity. The
account in Irorgilssaga, moreover, makes it clear that
Hromundarsaga was an artistic work, composed by a man
renowned for his skill in verse and reciting stories, and no
mere "stepmother-story told by shepherd lads."20 In
their written form, however, the fornaldarsogur are a
subsidiary development of the historical saga. They
are evidently later works than the historical sagas, for they
have acquired their literary technique from them." Not
only are their stories presented as if they were historical,
with concise, factual accounts of the persons, their family
and country and their character, but they have a polish
and a stereotyped simplicity of style which are marks of
sophistication and the outcome of a long tradition of
prose writing.
Few l\ISS. of Iornaldarsogur are earlier than 1400, and
it is probable that, with the exception of Ynglingasaga,
the Iornaldarsogur were not written down until the second
half of the thirteenth century.t- The earliest mention of
19 Hensler, op, cit. p. 27; Meissner, Strengleikar, p. 7, note.
20 Cf. Odd Snorrason's preface to his saga of dIM Tryggvason (ed. 1853.
21 Cf. Hensler, op, cit., pp. 16,66.
p. I); also j6nsson, Lilt. Hist . II, 785.
22 Cf. j6nsson, Lilt. Hist. II, 786 f.
The language of the fornaldarsogur is.
in almost every case, more modern than that of the historical sagas.
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a written fornaldarsaga is in lslendingasaga,23 where it is
told that in 1263 the Norwegian Queen summoned Sturla
:P6r1Sarson to recite to her, telling him to "bring with
him" the saga of Huld the witch: the Queen's message
could only apply to a written saga. 24 By the end of the
thirteenth century the art of writing historical sagas was
dying, as if the confidence of the writers and their will to
contemplate serious themes had died with their country's
independence. The fornaldarsogur were taking their
place, inheriting conventions of style and expression
which the historical saga had shaped. It is, no doubt, an
understandable development of saga-writing that when
most of the historical stories had been written, men should
begin to set down the legends, presenting them as more
stories in a familiar style; but there is besides, a degeneration of taste implicit in the growing popularity of the
fornaldarsogur such as we are accustomed to associate
with the decay of a great artistic period, and which brings
with it the debasement of the artistic forms in which that
period found expression.
That the written Iornaldarsogur are a late, subsidiary
development of the historical sagas can hardly be doubted,
but what the relationship between the two types of saga
was in the oral period, and what form the fornaldarsogur
took before they came under the literary influence of the
historical sagas, are questions which are much more
difficult to answer. Though their style is late, the
material of the Iornaldarsogur is more ancient than the
settlement of Iceland. Viking legends and traditions
came with the first settlers and must have lived in the
minds and on the lips of the people not only while the
history of the land was being made but while the traditions
about it were being formed and handed down. The
Ch. 331. Sturlungas., II, 271.
Meissner iStrengleikar, p. 8, note) contends that the words could apply to
a memorised saga; but d. ]6nsson, Lilt. Hist. II, 786, note.
23
24
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influence of fornaldarsaga motives is indeed evident in
some of the earliest historical writing: the legendary
saga of St. OlaP5 contains incidents reminiscent even of
Hromundarsaga itself, such as the story of Hrani breaking
into Olaf Gu~rQ~arson's grave (upon divine instructions),
beheading the corpse and taking the treasure, or Olaf's
fight with S6ti the viking at S6tasker, after which he
shows mercy to his defeated enerny.s" Much of Saxe's
material for his Gesta Danorum was derived from oral
legends of kings and heroes current in Iceland in the
twelfth century.s? Yet even earlier than this we have
evidence that fornaldarsaga motives were attracted to
the historical traditions and played a part in shaping them.
In the late ninth century the Norwegian poet I:>j6Mlf
composed Y nglingatal, a genealogical poem tracing Harald
Fairhair's ancestry to the kings of Sweden, and in this
poem there was a story about a sorceress Huld, who killed
King Vanland of Sweden by her witchcraft.P" When,
towards the end of the tenth century, the plagiarist poet
Eyvind composed HdleygJatal, in imitation of Ynglingatal
(intending to provide for Jarl Hakon a convincing genealogy which established his right to the sovreignty of
Norway, as I:>j6Mlf had done for Harald), he also
incorporated a story about a sorceress Huld, this time in
connection with A~ils of Sweden (thirteen generations
later than Vanland , according to Ynglingasaga). Although this part of Hdleygjatal is lost, genealogies based
upon it 2 9 introduce Huld's name as if she were an
important and well-known character.
Maurer has
pointed out that in Y'ngl ingatal the death of Atiils is
6lajssaga ins helga: ed. O. Johnsen (1922), p. 2 f.
Ibid., p. 8.
27 Cf. Heusier, op. cit., p. 8 ft.
28 Cf. Ynglingasaga, ch. 13.
The following account of Hdleygjatal and the
traditions of Huid is based upon Maurer's article, Die Huldarsaga, Munich,
25

26

1 894.
29 Maurer,

op, cit., p. 270.
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attributed to witchcraft.s? and he suggests that Eyvind
developed this theme more fully (altering chronology to
suit his purpose) in order to emphasise that even in the
earliest times there was enmity between the Haleygir and
the Ynglingar.:" From the references to Huld in
genealogies Maurer reconstructs the story of the death of
A~ils which would probably have been found in Hdleygjatal: Huld the daughter of Go~gest of Halogaland
bewitched the horse of A~ils of Sweden so that it stumbled,
and threw and killed him. This she did in revenge for the
death of her father, which was caused by a horse A~ils had
sent him as a gift. The introduction of Huld into these
historical traditions points to the existence of a very early
fornaldarsaga about her, which was well-known not only
in the ninth and tenth centuries but in the thirteenth
century also, when Snorri wrote Y nglingasaga; for
although his brief story of Huld and Valland seems to be
based only upon Y nglingatal, he refers to Huld as if she
would already be familiar to his readers from stories about
her. Both the poems Y'nglingatai and H dleygjatal were
artistic reconstructions of older genealogies in which
other traditional material was used ;32 it is perhaps
significant that legends which were the ancestors of the
Iornaldarsogur were even in the ninth and tenth centuries
being used and refashioned by the most skilful poets of
the day, men who preserved the ancient historical
traditions of their race.P
Although the legends of the [arnold must have been
Ibid., p. 273; d. Y'nglingas., ch, 29.
Ibid., p. 274.
32 Ibid., pp. 272, 2N,
33 Maurer considers that the Huldarsaga which Sturla I>6rClarson recited was
probably not related to the ancient story of Huld (op. cit., p. 226; his argument
that the witch Huld would not have become" a huge trollwoman," even in
popular tradition, is perhaps not very convincing). There are three extant
Huldarsogur, written probably in the eighteenth century, which can have little
relation to the early legend (Maurer, p. 263), although one of these, a learned
reconstruction of written sources, also makes the earlv feud between the
Haleygir and Ynglingar the central theme (Maurer, pp. 249 ff., 275).
30
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familiar to the Icelanders from the earliest times, and may
have been cultivated in an artistic form, they can hardly
have served as a model for the development of the family
saga. For the family saga was primarily a sequence of
recent events remembered and related in the light of an
important and often tragic issue. This circumstance
must early have developed in the tellers of the family
sagas the sense of the dramatic connection and unfolding
of events which was to become their essential characteristic; yet to this the viking saga offered no parallel.
The viking world was becoming an idealised and fantastic
world, concerned with the wars and raids of kings and
their heroic champions, and not, like the Icelandic
traditions, with common law and lawsuits. It was,
besides, a world whose geography as well as its history was
becoming for the Icelanders remote and imprecise. For
the tracing of circumstance, the shaping of a vast number
of facts-details of events, the exact places where they
occurred, and the numerous persons concerned in themthe viking saga can have afforded no precedent. Though
not without a certain kinship in spirit with the viking
saga, the family saga must have been independent of it in
form.
I t has been suggested by several scholars'" that the
relationship between the viking saga and the family saga
was the same in the oral period as in the written period,
and that the viking saga was a secondary, derivative type
of saga even then. They suggest that the legends of the
viking period were, in the early twelfth century, beginning
to be moulded in the form of the family sagas. Heusler
is inclined to agree with this view, He thinks it probable
that the family saga, having developed from chronological
and factual material throughout almost four generations,
began in the early twelfth century to "include in its
scope" the material of the viking legends. He envisages
34

Heusler cites Neckel and others: Anjange, p.
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f.
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this as the work of practised story-tellers (such as Hrolf of
Skalmarnes) who built these new sagas" sometimes from
unconnected prose-tales, sometimes from heroic poems,
even from stories they had invented themselves, making
free use also of saga-motives already well-defined ".35
We could wish Heusler had explained in more detail
what he meant by " saga-motives already well-defined";
for it is very much open to doubt whether the family saga
had, by the beginning of the twelfth century, achieved a
sufficiently fixed, not to say conventional, form for
material of an utterly different nature to be moulded on
the same lines. Any similarity between the fornaldarsaga and the family saga is, and must always have been,
formal only and superficial, for they differ in essential
characteristics of motive, setting, and artistic structure.
Would the family saga, which is essentially a narrative
of connected events, have suggested the combination of
disconnected episodes-such as Hrornund's fight with
Hrongvie and the plundering of I>rain's grave-or the
elaboration of heroic and humorous scenes, or the use of
dramatic verse dialogue, so characteristic of the fornaldarsQgur ?36 The family saga would surely encourage quite
the opposite development, for there heroism is tersely
portrayed and dialogue concise, realistic and unemotional.
Such qualities as the fornaldarsogur might be said to owe
to the family sagas are mainly literary developments in
the family sagas themselves,-realistic (prose) dialogue,
smoothness of style and manipulation of plot. It is
difficult to find any feature common to the Iornaldarsogur
and the family sagas which could not be attributed to a
literary attempt to approximate the two types.
Heusler attached great importance to what he called the
A nfdnge, p. 52.
The use of verses in the fornaldarsogur is so unlike that of the historical
sagas and approaches more nearly that of the Irish sagas, that Heusler even
suggests the possibility of renewed Irish influence, c. I100, assisting the
development of the fornaldarsogur (p. 53).
35
36
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" pragmatic bias" of the fomaldarsogur, their realistic
approach to essentially romantic or fantastic stories.
The stage is set and persons are introduced in the same
precise, matter-of-fact way as in the historical sagas.P?
Heusler points out that in the Irish sagas heroic and
magical themes do not have these hard outlines; this
pragmatic quality, he says, must be borrowed from the
historical sagas. Such a quality is indeed in keeping with
the historical sagas and their concern with human
circumstance and practical life, but whether a story is
romantic or matter-of-fact in style depends as much on
the temperament of the teller as on the theme itself. The
growth of the historical saga suggests that a taste for
pragmatic detail was inherent in the Icelandic temperament, an impulse to the development of the historical saga
rather than a product of it. Many of the factual details
in the fornaldarsaga introductions, such as the ancestry
and countries of kings and heroes, had been preserved far
longer than the historical traditions of Iceland and were
not invented in imitation of the historical saga. There
is no reason to suppose that the development of the
family saga counteracted an existing tendency towards a
more romantic and emotional treatment of the viking
legends, similar to that of the Irish sagas, as Hensler's
argument seems to suggest. As e~idence of the early
formative influence of the family saga, the realistic
quality of the fornaldarsaga is therefore of little value.
The stories of some of the fornaldarsggur- V olsungasaga, Hervararsaga ok Heioreks, part of Qrvar-Oddssaga
(ch. 14), and of Hrolfssaga Kraka (ch. 41)-are those of old
heroic poetic cycles from which poems or fragments of
poems in the heroic metres are extant. It is generally
thought probable that these poems began to be retold in
prose as the old poetic forms became unfamiliar. Heusler suggests therefore that the first Iornaldarsogur were
37

Op, cit., p. 17.
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composed from the historically later legends of the viking
period and did not until much later include the stories
of the heroic cycles." This at once suggests another
possibility: that some of the viking sagas themselves may
originally have been composed in the form of heroic
verse and in their case also retelling in prose may be
a secondary development.
On general grounds there is much to support this
possibility. It would make understandable the development side by side of two very different traditions of
narrative, affecting each other little in any fundamental
respect. It would also account for the strong links which
the fornaldarsogur have with poetic traditions. They
share not only the heroic ideals, and the spirit of savagery
and fantasy of the heroic poems, but even characteristic
features of their style. There are numerous verse
dialogues in the fomaldarsogur.s" which dramatise
episodes as in the heroic poems: flyting scenes, often harsh
and satirical, between warriors or with trollwomen.s"
which are reminiscent of incidents in the Helgi lays, such
as the flyting of GulSmund and Sinfjotli.v or of Atli and
the giantess Hrimgerb.v' The writing of the Iornaldarsogur seems indeed to have been the occasion for a revival
of verse-writing in the old heroic metres; many of the
verses in sagas such as Friopj6fssaga, HJdlmperssaga,
Ketilssaga Hteng«, betray in their language and style an
origin as late as the thirteenth or even fourteenth
century.w It is as if the writers of these fornaldarsogur
wished to claim an ancient poetic origin for their story, in
imitation of heroic and viking sagas which were known to
be ultimately derived from verse narratives. There is
as op. cit., p. 16 f.
39 Cf. Ketilss, Htengs, ch. 3; FriiJpj6fss. ills Frsekna, ch. 3; Hdlfss. ok Halfsrekka, ch. IS.
40 Cf. Ketilss. ch, 5; Hjdlmberss, ok Qlvis, ch. 12.
41 Helgakv. Hund, I, v. 33 fl; II, v. 22 fl.
42 Helgakv. Hjorn. v . 12 fl.
43 Cf. J6nsson, Lilt. Hist. II, r az f.
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also in many fornaldarsogur a ludicrous, theatrical
comedy which finds its counterpart in some of the
younger poems of the Edda. In Hrolfssaga Kraka, for
example, there is a parody of the Volsung story, when
BQ1Svar makes the coward Hott eat some of the dragon's
heart to give him courage, and pretend to kill the already
dead dragon before the eyes of King Hrolf and his court;
and in Hroniundarsaga, Hromund dresses up in a grey
beard and a wide hat to fight Hrongvio, for no apparent
reason save that of providing a comic picture. Comedy
of this kind is found in the Edda, not only in the legends
of the old gods, as Iirymshrioa and Hymiskuioa, but even
in stories of the heroes, as in the second lay of Helgi
Hundingsbani, when Helgi is disguised as a bondmaid and
grinds corn so powerfully that the stone beneath the
handmill cracks. This scene seems to foreshadow the
development of the fantastic hero from the tragic,
fatalistic hero of the lays.
The similarity in motive and style between the
Iomaldarsogur and several of the Edda poems suggests
that the fornaldarsaga may originally have been developed
as a dramatic verse narrative, the verses linked, as often
in the Edda poems, by a short prose statement of the
circumstances of the story. It would be natural for a
later prose-writer, in retelling the story, to expand these
prose statements in the conventional phraseology of the
historical sagas. Stories about the viking heroes would
more readily follow the form of the ancient heroic legends
than of the family sagas, for their affinity with them, both
in their material and their antiquity, was far greater.
There was the same remoteness of scene, and there were
the weakening historical traditions, focussing upon only
a few outstanding characters. The ancient tragic themes
of the heroic poems are not repeated in the viking saga,
but the formality of a poetic model lends itself to
repetition even though the spirit of the original is lost,
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while the early prose-saga, whose structure was in the
development of the story itself, could provide no comparable external pattern.
I t remains to consider how the saga of Hromund
Gripsson fits into this picture. We have more information about this saga than about any other fornaldarsaga,
and no general conclusion on the original form of the
fornaldarsaga could be of value which was not borne out
by the evidence of Hromundarsaga.
In the earliest mention of Hromundarsaga and of its
recital in III9, we are told that it contained many verses.
The extant prose saga contains no verses, but in the rimur,
which represent a version of the story closer to the original,
there are five references to verses. These references are
in almost every case a prelude to dialogue. At the very
beginning of the Griplur (I, v. IS), there is a general
remark that " clever verses have been composed about
(~rip and his wife Gunnlob and their sons."
In the first
episode of the story, the fight with Hrongvib, there is a
flyting scene between Hrongvit and Kari, one of King
Olaf's captains, in which it is said that Kari " uttered
many verses." (I, Y. 30). A violent abusive dialogue
follow", the opponents speaking in alternate verses, and
at the end the poet adds" J)eir skeinduz lengi i orbum."
Vvlien battle is engaged between Olaf's men and Hrongviii's the poet says that" neither blows nor verses were
lacking when they encountered" (I, v. 39).
•As a prelude to tilt' episode of the robbing of prain's
gra\'e there is a scene (recalling Olaf Trvggvasori's saga,
in Heimskriugla, eli. Je)) in which a peasant rebukes the
vikings for stealing poor men's cattle in a strandhogg,
when they could be robbing Prain of his gold. In the
Criplur the peasant is said to address Olaf's men in
wr"es (II, v. 2(l). In a later episode (when the story
continues beyond those episodes mentioned in porgilssaga), a speech of Hrornund's is introduced by the words
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"Yella tyr (the prince) til visu t6k" (IV, v. 7). No
further mention is made of verses, though dialogue is
frequent, but these references are sufficient to show that
the Griplur poet's original, like the story Hrolf composed,
contained many verses. They also suggest that Hrolf's
verses may have been used similarly for dialogue and
flyting scenes.
One of the most remarkable features of the Griplur is
the borrowing of incidents from the Helgi cycle of poems.
In the Gripl ur, Hrongviri's brother, Helgi inn frsekni, is
the foremost warrior in the host of the two Swedish kings
Hadding. He has a mistress called Kara, who is a
valkyrie and, in the shape of a swan, flies over him to aid
him in battle. In the second lay of Helgi Hundingsbani,
Sigrun is a valkyrie who rides above Helgi in battle. At
the end of the poem, the writer adds that Helgi and
Sigrun are said to have been reborn: "he was called
Helgi, warrior of the Haddings, then, and she was called
IUra, daughter of Halfdan, as is told in the lay of Kara,
and she was a valkyrie." The characters Helgi and Kara
in the Hr6mund story must have been borrowed from
this lost lay of Kara, In the Griplur also there is a scene
taken from a lay of Helgi, in which Hagal's wife disguises
Hrornund as a bondmaid grinding corn, to escape from
Blind inn illi, the agent of the hostile king Hadding.
Helgi Hundingsbani is similarly disguised by his fosterfather Hagal to escape from Blind inn bolvisi, the agent
of King Hunding. ) ..s Kolbing first pointed out,44 there
are verbal similarities between the Griplur and the lay in
this scene: the same words are used in both for the
bondmaid-s-jiy, atnbott ; for the grinding implementshem, inondul , ltulr, and even for the bondmaid's actions
-i-standa, lirrcra, Verses very similar to those in the
Helgi lay, if not the same, evidently stood in the rimurs
·14 Beitraec zur I~cr,!;lclCht'1ldt..'n Geschichte dcr Romantischen. Poesie und Prosa
des Xl ittelalters, p. In f.
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original. The prose saga, although it also contains the
scenes and characters borrowed from the Helgi lays, does
not preserve the striking verbal similarity.
It is difficult to discover what originally provided the
link between the story of Hr6mund and legends of Helgi
Hundingsbani and Helgi Haddingjaskati. The scene in
which Helgi is disguised as a bondmaid may have been
adopted for Hromund, as B. K. l>6r6lfsson suggests,45
because some similar action was related in the Hr6mund
story and recalled the episode in the Helgi lay. Swedish
kings Hadding are mentioned in earlier sources than the
Griplttr (in Hyndlulj6ij (v. 23) and Hervararsaga (ch. r)
two Haddings are included among the sons of Arngrim and
their home is in Sweden), and a link "With legends of the
Haddings exists in traditions about Svanhvit, the sister of
King 6laf in the Griplur, "Who becomes the wife of
Hr6mund. There is a story in Saxo (Book II; ed. Holder,
pp. 42 ff., and 52) of a valkyrie Swanhwida who is the
daughter of Hadding of Denmark. By means of her
magic she rescues Ragnar, son of King Hunding of the
Swedes.who has been condemned by a jealous stepmother
to keep the royal flocks, and surrounded by monsters to
prevent his escape. Swanhwida marries Ragnar, and her
love is so great that when Ragnar dies, she dies of sorrow.
It is thought probable that Svanhvit in the story of
Hr6mund was originally the same person as Saxe's
Swanhwida. The valkyrie name Svanhvit is only found,
in old Icelandic sources, in V olundarkuiaa, In this lay,
Svanhvit and her sisters are swan-maidens. The appearance of Helgi's mistress, Kara, as a swan-maiden in
the Hr6mund story may well be a borrowing from old
traditions of Svanhvit; like Svanhvit, Kara is also
associated with the Haddings. In the Griplur there is no
counterpart of Saxe's story of Swanhwida's death. A
45

op.

CIt.,

p. 36 0 .
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version of the same story is, however, found in Andrarimur; the writer of the story from which A ndrarimur
were composed borrowed names and incidents very freely
from the story of Hromund, and since he included in his
story an account of the death of Svanhvit from grief at
the news of her husband's death, it seems that he knew a
version of Hromundarsaga which also contained this
sequel to the story of Svanhvit.w
Tenuous though the evidence is, it suggests that
Svanhvit was the link which began the association of
Hr6mundarsaga with tales of the Haddings and their
champion Helgi. The story of Swanhwida in Saxo was
probably based on an Icelandic poem.s? it consists
largely of a dialogue between Swanhwida and Ragnar,
which Saxo reproduces in Latin verse, no doubt in
imitation of a poetic original. Whether Hrolf 's story of
Hrornund contained the romance of Hrornund and
Svanhvit cannot be determined; there is no reference
to it in l>orgilssaga, and it may well have been a later
addition to Hrolf's story. But this romance was part of
the story of Hromund from which the ballads were composed. The heroine of the ballads is a princess who, like
Svanhvit, is versed in magic. In the ballads, as in Saxe's
story, the hero is meanly dressed and it is the princess
who recognises that he is fit for kingship, and by her help
that he gets royal clothes or royal rank.s" The Hromund
story from which the ballads derived evidently also
contained at least some episodes from the story of the
Haddings which is found in the Griplur. In the Swedish
ballad, Ramunder sacks the palace of the" keysar" (who
is the princess's father); as :Porolfsson points out, this
incident probably is derived from the story of Olaf's and
Hromunds attack upon Hadding in his hall, which is
46

47

See l>6r6lfsson op, cit., pp. 356 if, 423; Andrews, Mod. Phil. IX, 394.
A. Olrik, Sakses Oldhistorie II (I894), p. II f.; Andrews, Mod. Phil. X
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found in the Griplu» (VI, vv. 36-47). Hromund's fight
with Helgi inn Irrekni must also have been in the ballad's
original, for the Norwegian ballad preserves Helgi's name,
in the form" Holgi kvass." Hromundarsaga, therefore,
had probably received interpolations from the storyperhaps indeed from a poem-of Helgi Haddingjaskati
by the beginning of the fourteenth century, before the
story reached Norway and was retold there in ballad
forrn.s"
There are early poetic analogues of other episodes in
the Hrornund story. Icelandic stories of a fight with the
occupant of a Iiaug have become well-known; one of these
stories, besides Hrolf''s, was current in the twelfth century
in a poem about two fosterbrothers Aswit and Asmund,
and Saxo incorporated it in the Gesta Danoruni.w In
this story, Aswit dies and Asmund, fulfilling his pledge to
his fosterbrother, descends into the haug with him.
Robbers later break into the liang and Asmund escapes
by climbing up the rope which they lower into the grave.
Pale and blood-stained, he tells a harrowing story: how
Aswit at night arose and ate first the horse and hound
buried with him and then turned upon his friend and tore
off his ear. Asmund was obliged to fight and slay the
possessed body. Saxo gives Asmund's story in Latin
verse, evidently attempting, as in his story of Swanhwida,
to reproduce a poetic original. This tale is found again in
the late fornaldarasaga of Egil and Asmund " the Berserkslayer,"51 and is remarkably similar in detail to Saxe's
story, especially in describing the behaviour of the dead
man (here called Aran) in the haug, On the first night,
Aran eats the hawk and hound; on the second, the horse,
and on the third, while Asmund is dozing, he leaps upon
him and tears off his ears. It is equally possible that a
Cf. Andrews, Mod. Phil. X, 397.
50 P. I62 f.
Ch, 7, in Fornaldarsogur Noriiurlanda, vol. III, and in Drei Lygisogur, ed.
A. Lagerholm (I927).
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poem of Hr6lf's about the encounter between I:>rain and
Hr6mund should have survived in much of its humorous
and grotesque detail in the late version of his story.
The dialogue between Blind inn illi and King Hadding
(Griplur, VI, vv. 7-33) also finds its closest parallel in
verse: in Atlamdl, Hogni's wife Kostbera tries to dissuade
her husband from the fatal journey to Atli by telling him
her dreams-of a bear that began to attack their people,
of an eagle that flew up in their hall and spattered them
with blood. Blind's dreams are similar-of a wolf that
devours Haddings men or a powerful serpent stretched
over Sweden. King Hadding, like Hogni, interprets all
the dreams favourably; Hogni tells Kostbera that the
white bear she dreamed of means a snow-storm from the
east; Hadding says that the serpent means only that a
treasure-laden draca is coming to Sweden.
What conclusion is to be drawn from these poetic
analogues of Hromundarsaga ] Fornaldarsogur as rich
in material and motives from heroic verse as Hroniundarsaga may yet never have existed as stories in poetic form.
But is it likely that a story composed of such material and
motives would have existed in any other form in the
twelfth century? In that century, it is thought, the fine
poems in Hervararsaga were composed.s- and the Edda
lay of Helgi Hjorvaresson.P We can consider the prose
statement in the Edda about the lay of Kara and Helgi
Haddingjaskati not simply as Andrews does, as evidence
of the attraction of incidents from one heroic poem to
another because of the similarity of the names of the
heroes, but as implying the multiplication of new stories
about different heroes, composed in a common poetic
form, from a common fund of incident and motive.
Heuslers analysis of the lay of Helgi Hjovaresson, which
he attributes to the twelfth century, would seem to bear
52
53

Jonsson Litt. Hist. II, 142.
Heusler in Hoops, Reallexicon, under H elgi Hjoruarosson,
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this out: the lay has four distinct parts which, though
incomplete in themselves, together form a single romantic
tale; it presents, he says, a remarkable assortment of
motives drawn from popular, burlesque poetry, from
romance, folk tales, and poems of chivalry, all assembled
in the garb of heroic verse. It is " a mosaic of Norse and
foreign pieces, . . . the latest-born of the poems of the
heroic cycles in the Edda." This description of the last
phase of Eddaic poetry can hardly fail to recall Heusler's
description of the first fornaldarsogur as he imagined
them to be in the early twelfth century-composite
stories made from unconnected prose tales, heroic poems,
incidents invented by the tellers themselves, and conventional saga-motives, presented, in this case, in the
form of the family sagas. But is it likely that men were,
in the same period, composing stories from identical
material in two very different artistic forms? Is it not
more probable that Hrolf's story was essentially a poem,
in style not unlike the lay of Helgi Hjorvaresson ? This
is indeed the most natural interpretation of the existing
evidence about Hromundarsaga, and it avoids attributing
to the twelfth century a degree of sophistication in the
recital of prose tales which would be more appropriate
to the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Since
Hrolfs story is said to have " contained many verses,"
we cannot suppose that it was entirely a poetic narrative
-it may have contained even more substantial proselinks than the Helgi lays without differing from them in
form-but there is nothing in the structure of the story
of Hrornund, as told in the Griplur, which suggests
that there was any developed prose narrative in their
original; apart from the conventional circumlocution of
the rimur, circumstances are briefly stated and treated as
in the Helgi lays, simply as a setting for the elaboration
of incident. It is difficult to imagine that such scenes as
the goading of Prain or the recital of Blind's dreams were
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originally composed in prose; yet such scenes are the
heart of the tale, and if they were gone, very little would
remain. On such scenes Hr6lf would exercise his poetic
skill, and his verses might have been recited to King
Sverri together with other poems in the heroic style.
Sverri was familiar with such poems, for he himself
quotes from F dfnismdl, 54 and compared with the heavier
didactic poems of the Edda, such as F dfnismcil, he may
well have considered the story of Hr6mund Gripsson one
of the more amusing tales of fiction.
There is no reason to doubt that the description in
Porgilssaga of the story of Hr6mund and of its recital in
r r rq is direct and trustworthy evidence that the viking
saga was being developed in artistic form already in the
twelfth century; but in that development is to be seen
the decay of heroic verse rather than the early maturity
of the prose saga 55
Cf. Sverrissaga, ch, r64 (Frns, VIII, 409); d. Fdfnismal, v, 6.
lowe many thanks to Mr. G. Turville-Petre for his advice on this
article, and for his kindness in reading and correcting the script.
54
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APPENDIX.
The relationship of the prose saga of Hr6mund Gripsson
to the Griplur.
It is important to determine the relationship between
the saga and the rimur versions of the story of Hr6mund,
for the saga lacks certain features, found in the rimur,
which are of great value in any investigation of the origins
of Hronnntdarsaga. The saga contains no mention of
verses, and, in the scene where Hr6mund is disguised as a
bondmaid (ch. 8), it has not the verbal similaritv with the
Edda lay of Helgi that is evident in the Cripl ur? Ami
Magnusson believed-or knew-that the saga was written
from the rimur; he has written " ur rimunum " on one
1 ~ISS. of the saga (except one, which is not the earliest) also have Haldingjar
instead of Haddingjar in the rimur.
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}IS. of the saga (AM. 601 b, 4to, pap.) in contradiction of
a statement of the scribe's at the end of the text, that he
had copied it from a "saga . . . which was barely
legible." Leroy Andrews- and F. ]6nsson 3 were of the
same opinion as Ami Magnusson, but more recently A. G.
Hooper has suggested (Leeds Studies in English, No. III,
1934, p. 56) that MS. AM. 601 b., 4to, pap. was copied
from a saga which served also as the basis for the Griplur,
but that into this saga the copyist had" introduced from
memory parts of the rimur where his original was
illegible." A close comparison of the texts of rirnur and
saga, however, makes it difficult to accept Hooper's
suggestion.
The stories of the saga (S) and the rimur (R) are
practically identical; where the two versions differ, that
of S is inferior, as Kolbing has shown.! giving a less logical
and clear order of narrative, and sometimes omitting
statements necessary for the understanding of the action.
The faulty narrative of S can no doubt be ascribed largely
to the illegibility of the }IS. from which the scribe copied
it.
Apart from these discrepancies between Sand R,
idiom and vocabulary in corresponding passages are
strikingly similar. If both'S and R are derived from the
same prose saga, it follows that both must preserve very
faithfully in many passages the words and expressions of
their original. Yet as Andrews has pointed out," it is
hardly likely that R, with its complicated verse-forms,
could follow the words of a prose original as closely and
consistently as this. Many of the expressions in S
betray very plainly underlying verse-forms. The rich
alliteration of the rimur is often preserved:
Mod. Phil. VIII, 539.
Rimnasafn I (S.T.U.A.G.N.L., 35), p. 351.
'Cf. Beitrdge, pp. 161 fl. and 178.
• Mod. Phil. VIII, 538.
2

3
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S. p. 277 6 : Stattu stuonungslaust a fretr aptr
Skriddu af stoli, skalkr argr, sviptr ollu fe,

d. R. III, v. 24f.:

Stattu a fzetr sttirulaust,

skrif pu af stoli, skalkrinn latr,
skilinn fra ollu happi.
S. p. 278: Lengi hefi ek lifat i haugi minum ok lafat
a fe, en eigi er gott at tnia gripum sinum, p6tt got>ir
pykki.

d. R. III, v. 50:

Svo hef eg lengi lotsat> a fe
og lifats i haugi minum,
ei er gott, po gotsir se,
gripum ats treysta sinum.

S. p. 28o: Hun golatsi mef sva miklum galdralatum at
engi gat>i at verja sik.
d. R. IV, v. 43:

Gal hun svo met> galdra stig,
gatsi engi at verja sig.

The rhyme-words of R can often be seen in S:
S. p. 276f.:

Mer mun vera malar hauginum, fyrst engi
per, pu herna, inn gainli ]

ltatnlar, etsa hverninn vegnar

d. R. III, v. 14:

Oss er mal ur ytsrum haug,
eingi trtieg pvi hamli,
Hversu mattu, inn gamli ]

S. p. 277: Hrornundr kastar pa sverbinu ok treysti afli
sinu, pd-inn sa petta ok leysti ofan ketil sinn.
d. R. III, v. 27:

6

Hrornundr kastar hrotta pa.
handa afli treysti,
Prainn var glatsr, er petta sa,
pungan ketilinn leysti,

Page references are to Fornaldarsogur Nortiurlanda, Vol. II (Reykjavik),

I943).
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In S. p. 277, " pa t6k Prainn at tryllast, ok fylltist upp
haugrinn mef illan daun," the rhyming words of the
rimur-fyllast and tryllast-are retained, with slight
alteration.
Hooper attributes this close similarity of diction to
interpolations by the scribe based on his memory of the
rimur. If the scribe knew one version of the story of
Hr6mund so well that he could rely on his memory to
supplement the text before him wherever it failed him, it
is surprising that he seems to have seriously misunderstood entire incidents in the story, as, for example, the
killing of the dog Hr6k, which he interprets as the
killing of a man.? There is, besides, a correspondence
in the more common or prosaic words and idioms
throughout the two versions; though considered separately each instance of similarity would not be very
significant, taken as a whole they suggest a more
consistent relationship between Rand S than Hooper
supposes. Considering how much shorter the writer of
S has made his story than the writer of R, the frequency
of parallel phrases at similar points in the story (specifically poetic words often being changed to more common
words in S, d. r611111, orrustu in the example below) is very
remarkable, if there is no written connection between the
two versions. Some of these similarities may be quoted
briefly, in illustration:
R: hallast .. upp a15 stafni,

7

S: hallast upp vi15 stafni;

d6lgrinn einn a drekanum
stendr,

einn d6lgr st615 uppa
drekanum;

aldri pvilikt hogg pegit,

aldri fengit »vilikt hogg

halda til romu,

halda til orrustu;

gliman gekk i kjor ,

pat hefr gengit i kjor.

S. ch, 5, p. 279; R. IV, v. 4 fl.
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It seems improbable that this steady correspondence of
simpler phrases is also due to the saga-writer's memory of
R; this correspondence is just what we should expect in a
condensed prose version of R, in which the writer would
have to omit so much of the poetic diction of his original
and would be likely to retain the simpler narrative
phrases.
If Rand S derive independently from a common
original and their original contained verses (as is generally
supposed, on the authority of R), the writer of S must
have either paraphrased or omitted all these verses.
This is surprising since verses are on the whole richly
preserved in the fornaldarsogur. It is noticeable however
that in passages in R where it seems most probable that
verses existed in the original (since they follow references
to visur) , S not infrequently preserves the alliterations
or rhymes of R; for example, in the dialogue between
Kari and Hrongvif (R. I, v. 33 f and S. p. 274) :

kom pu a morgun Kari her .
bauta skal eg a brj6sti per
met> brynpvara oddi minum. (R)
Mitt svere heitir Brynj-vara .. kom pu her a morgun,
Kari, ek skal slijira hann i pinu brj6sti. (S)
Eg veit ei fyr ofan mold
annan Hrongvie verri. (R)
Ek wit engan verri en pik; (S)
and the speech of the peasant Mani (K II, vv. 34, 39
and S. p. 275)
vreri mer at> vekja upp drauga,
met> verkin sterk at> ganga i hauga; (R)
Kvab meiri fremd at brjota hauga ok rrena drauga
fe. (S)
Prainn het sa, er Valland vann og var par
stillir, (R)
prainn, sem vann Valland ok var par konungr. (S)
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A slight but interesting equivalence of phrase occurs
also in the words which Hrornund (5 mistakes the speaker
for the King) addresses to Vali after the killing of Hr6k:
R. IV, v. 7:

Vella tyr til visu t6k:
" V61i, hefr pu deyddan Hr6k;
einhuern tima innig per
fyr oll pau porin pu leikur mer."

5. p. 279 simply has: "kva'5st hann skyldu launa
Vala einliuern tima hans hrekki." If these passages are
ultimately based on verses, it seems likely that all the
writer of 5 knew of these verses was R's version of them.
If such scenes as the goading of I>rain and the discussion
of Blind's dreams were also in verse in the original, as
seems probable, the very close verbal similarity (including
rhymes and alliteration) between 5 and R makes it
highly unlikely that 5 should have been derived from any
verse account other than that of R (d. besides earlier
quotations, R. III, vv. 21, 23, 28, -+7; VI, vv. 13, 17, 2-+,
27, with the corresponding narrative in 5).
In one instance 5 has a reading which seems to be the
misinterpretation of words in R. R. II, v. 60 reads:
" n6gt urn p6kti nadda lesti," i.e. " the warrior was almost
overpowered" ; 5. p. 276 reads: "var pat a nottu,"
which is obviously wrong because it does not grow dark
until later (d. p. 277: "Dagr li'5r, en kveldar ok ger5ist
myrkt i hauginum "). 5 thus loses the significance of
I>rain's delay in fighting Hr6mund: he is waiting until
nightfall when his berserk strength comes to him. The
reading of 5 suggests that the writer had before him a
blurred text of R, and that in this instance he could only
make out a few letters of his original. It is difficult to
account for this sentence in 5 in any other way. Other
possible examples of misreading of R might be pointed
out in S, for example, p. 278: "pu munt fzeddr vera af
Gunnlotiu. Eru [dir pinir likar.", d. R. III, v. 43:
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" Gunnlof hefr ci Grips 1 by getit'i ser ada slikan
fylu tel eg pig likan "; or p. 280: 6tH is summoned
westwards (vestr) to Vsenis IS, though he comes from
Denmark (Norway, R), whereas in R he is told to come
um uetr, These differences are not in themselves important or conclusive, but in connection with the
misreading in S. p. 276 first cited, they may be worth
notice.
A close comparison of the texts of Sand R suggests
very strongly that S is a paraphrase of R. The writer
has sometimes abbreviated his text severely and at other
times borrowed whole verses, altering only the position or
tense of words to disguise the verse-form. He has not
included verses in his saga-text because the verses were
not distinguished in his original. The order of his
narrative differs in a few places from that of the extant
complete versions of R but we know that versions of R
with a different order of stanzas did exist (e.g. in the
fragmentary version in a Wolfenbiittel parchment, c.
1500), as might be expected in long poems handed down in
oral tradition. 8 In any discussion of the development of
Hroninndarsaga Gripssonar, R may therefore be taken as
a version of the story closer to the original than S.

8

Cf. Andrews, Mod. Phil. VIII, 536 f.

AUDUNN AND THE BEAR.
By

ARNOLD

R.

TAYLOR.

CE LAND is justly famous for the prose which it
developed in the Middle Ages. Before any other
European country it developed a prose style and a
narrative art which can only be paralleled in modern
times. This prose is preserved in the Family Sagas, the
Lives of the Norwegian Kings, and the various lives of
saints and the bishops of Iceland.
In the past it has been customary to attribute the
success of these medieval writers to the fact that they had
behind them a technique of oral story-telling developed
over a period of three hundred years. But, as Mr.
Turville-Petre shews in his paper" On the Intellectual
History of the Icelanders,"! modern scholarship tends to
discredit this theory, and stresses the literary tradition.
The sagas, therefore, as they exist to-day, are the product
of writers who in a greater or lesser degree appreciated
both the intricacies of their craft and the excellence of
their own art. Few of these writers are known. The
Family sagas, for instance, are without exception
anonymous. Hence the compilation of a history of the
literature of this period is a difficult task. We must
approach each work as a single entity and judge it on its
own merits.
Nevertheless amongst the greater works there is a
remarkable resemblance both in the style of writing and
the methods used for the presentation of the story, so that
we can, without difficulty, isolate certain elements of an
Icelandic saga style. To-day, working as I am in

I

1

History, XXVII,

1')42,

pp.

III

f.
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translation, it is obviously impossible to dwell upon the
prose itself, and I must confine myself to a study of the
methods of narrative construction. The main elements
are well known and have been pointed out by several
scholars and critics, perhaps never better than by W. P.
Ker.s May I for a few moments concentrate on reminding
you of them?
First of all, reasonably interesting material of a concrete kind is chosen for the story. This is then related in
the simplest of terms by an author who is content to
allow the story almost to tell itself and to eschew,
whenever possible, both description and reflection. By
this I mean that the author not only avoids all psychological comment on his people but, by keeping himself and
his opinions in the background, does not even venture on
moral comment. As a result much of the dramatist's
technique is used, and we seem to see our story unfolded
before our eyes as on a stage or screen. The dramatic
technique is emphasised, in the best works, by the use
made of dialogue which arises directly out of the action,
furthers the action and is an inherent part of it. The
modern novelist, accustomed as he is to the technique
which describes his characters from within, laying bare
for us their innermost thoughts and feelings, might well
despair of producing a convincing story by the above
methods. But the Icelandic author is often able to
present to us characters revealed by their own actions,
and at the same time to give us implicitly all that we
need to know of their far from simple emotions.
For it is the characterisation which is the great glory of
these medieval prose stories. Those of us who have read
Njdls saga, Grettis Saga or Eyrbyggja, find with the passage
of time that the incidents of the story often elude us, but
not so the characters of such men as Gunnar, Njall,
2

W. P. Ker, Epic and Romance, passim.
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Skarpheoinn, Grettir, and Snorri the Priest. We cannot
forget them.
It is my purpose to-day to examine a short episode,
found in the life of Harold Hardrada, in which, it seems to
me, the author in the compass of a few pages has painted
an unforgettable picture.
The story of Auiiunn and the Bear or, to give it its
more usual title, A uounar pattr vestfirzka exists in two
main recensions, both of which go back to the same
original. The longer and later version is to be found in
Flateyjarb6k, a handsome manuscript from the last decade
of the fourteenth century containing the sagas of the
Orkneys and Faroe Islands." The shorter version is in the
thirteenth century Morkinskinna (Rotten skin), and is
greatly to be preferred on literary grounds. 4 It is this
text which has found its way into most Icelandic readers
and which I am to comment on to-day. It is difficult to
given any precise date of composition. The editors of
the latest critical edition suggest the years IIgO-1220. s
The terminus a quo is fixed by the death of I>orsteinn
Gytlason in IIgo,6 for the story was obviously written
after that event. The terminus ad quem is suggested by
the probable date of composition of the Lives of the
Norwegian Kings as preserved in Morkinskill1za. However Finnar Jonsson has shewn that it is unlikely that the
original M orkinskinna contained the Aueunn episode."
This would bring the terminus ad quem down to about
1250, as the present manuscript dates from the latter
half of the thirteenth century. Moreover the literary
excellence of the piece favours a date which is not too
early. If a theory of mine, which I shall propose to you
3 Ed. by Vigtusson and Unger, Christiana, 1868, III, 410 f.
• Ed. by Finnur ]6nsson (S.T.U.A.G.N.L., 1932).
5 Vestfirbinga Sogu» (ls1enzk Fornrit VI, Reykjavik, 1943), ed, by B. K.
I>6r6lfsson & G. ]6nsson, pp. cvi-cvii.
6 See ls1enzkir Anndlar, Copenhagen, 1947, p. 78.
7 Morkinskinna, pp. ix-x.
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later, is correct, our episode must be younger than the
Hungrvaka, written shortly after 1206.
AUDU~AR pATTR VESTFIRSK"\.8

There was a man called Aubunn, whose family was from
the western fiords, and he was a man of little wealth. He
went abroad from there with the help of porsteinn, a good
farmer, and of skipper P6rir, who had been staying the
winter with Porsteinn. Auounn was also with Porsteinn
and had worked for P6rir, and the journey abroad under
the care of P6rir was his reward. But before he went on
board Auounn laid aside the greater portion of his wealth
for his mother, and it was reckoned sufficient to last for
three winters.
Then they left for abroad and had a good journey, and
Aubunn stayed the winter with skipper p6rir, who owned
a farm in Mserr. The following summer they sailed for
Greenland, and spent the next winter there.
Now it is said that Aubunn bought a bear in Greenland;
it was of great value and Aubunn paid for it everything he
had. When summer came they returned to Norway, and
had a good passage. Au15unn brought his animal with
him, and thought to go south to King Sweyn in Denmark
and make him a present of it. And when he came to that
part of Norway where the King was, he left the ship and,
taking his animal with him, rented a room for himself.
King Harold was soon told that a bear of great value
had been brought there and that it was owned by an
Icelander. The King sent for him immediately; and
when Aubunn stood before the King he greeted him well.
8 I only know of two other translations of this episode into English.
One is
by G. W. Dasent and was published in Once a Week, I, r859. It was reprinted
in r86r in G. W. Dasent, The Story of Burnt .Yjal, pp. clxxiii-clxxxiii. I was
unfortunately not able to make use of this translation as it was not available
to me at the time. The other is by]. M. Nosworthy and was published in
The Adelphi, New Series, Vol. II, pp. 346-50, London, r936.
There is, in addition, a translation of the second interview between
AnE>unn and King Harold in R. W. Chambers, Widsith, pp. 25-26.
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The King returned his greeting and then asked: "Have
you a bear of great value ?" He answered saying that he
had an animal with him. The King said" Would you be
willing to sell us the animal for the price that you paid for
it?" He answered" No, sire, I would not."
" Would you like me to give you twice the price? " said
the King, " and indeed that would be fairer since you
gave everything that you had for it." "I would not,
sire," he said. The King said " Will you give it to me
then?" He answered "No sire." The King said
" What do you want to do with it then?" He answered
" Go to Denmark," he said, " and give it to King Sweyn."
King Harold replied " Are you so foolish that you are
unaware of the state of war between us and Denmark, or
is it that you think your luck so great that you can
manage to get there with your precious gift when others,
who have more pressing business cannot make it unharmed?"
Aubunn answered " Sire, it all lies in your
power, but I cannot agree to anything except what I
had formerly planned." Then the King said" And why
shouldn't you go, even as you wish? But come before
me on your return, and tell me how King Sweyn rewarded
you for the bear. It may be that you are a man of good
fortune." I promise you that," said Aubunn.
He then sailed south along the coast and into Oslo
fiord, and from there to Denmark. And when he arrived
there he had used up every penny of his money, and was
forced to beg food both for himself and for the animal.
He visited King Sweyri's steward, who was called Aki,
and asked him for victuals for both himself and his bear,
and said" I am going to give the animal to King Sweyn."
Aki offered to sell him victuals if he wished. Aubunn
told him that he had no money to pay for them" though"
he said, " I should very much like to be able to make the
King a present of the bear." "I will give you all the
food and lodging that you require until you meet the
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King, but in return I want a half share in the animal.
Think of it this way, that otherwise the animal would die
on your hands-for you need a lot of provisions and your
money is all spent-and then you can expect to get
nothing out of your bear."
And when he had thought the matter over, it seemed to
him that what the steward said was about right. So he
arranged to give Aki half the animal, and let the King
apportion the reward. They decided to approach the
King together; and they went to where the King was and
stood before his table. The King wondered who this
man, whom he did not know, could be, and spoke to
Aubunn. "Who are you? " he said. He answered" I
am an Icelander, sire," he said, " and have lately come
from Greenland and just now from Norway. I wanted to
make you a present of a bear. I paid for it with everything that I had, but now it is rather difficult for me; I
am now the owner of only half the animal." And he told
the King all that happened between him and his steward
Aki. The king said " Is it true, Aki, what he says? "
"Yes" he said. The King said "And did you think,
after I had made a great man of you, that it was the
right thing to do, to place difficulties and hindrances in
the way when someone was trying to present me with
valuables for which he had given all that he possessed?
And even King Harold, who is our enemy, thought fit to
let him go in peace. Think then how just it was on your
part. It would be fitting that you should lose your life.
I will not go as far as that, but you shall leave this land
and never more come before my eyes. But to you,
Aubunn, I am as grateful as if you had given me all the
animal. Stay here with me." Aubunn accepted and was
with King Sweyn for a time,
But after a little while Aubunn said to the King: "I
should like to go away, sire." The King was rather slow
in his reply-" What is your wish, if you don't want to
G
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stay with us?" He said "I should like to go on a
pilgrimage." "If your intention were not such a good
one," said the King, "I should be annoyed at your
desire to leave." And the King gave him a great deal
of silver, and he went south with the Rome pilgrims. The
King arranged his journey for him, and bade him come to
see him when he returned.
Now he went his way he until came south to Rome, and
when he had stayed there as long as he wished, he began
his journey back. He was attacked by a great illness
and became very thin, and all the money that the King
had given him for the journey was spent; so he took up
the way of a beggar and begged for his food. He became
bald and looked very down-and-out.
He reached Denmark again, where the King was, at
Easter tide. But he dare not let himself be seen and hid
in the corner of the church, thinking to present himself
to the King as he went to the evening service. And when
he saw the King and the splendidly dressed retainers, he
dared not let himself be seen. Then, as the King went to
the drinking in the hall, Aubunn ate his meal outside, as
is the custom of the Rome pilgrims before they have
resigned their staff and script.
Again, that evening, Aubunn thought to waylay the
King as he went to even-song; but although he had found
it difficult enough before, it seemed even worse now as the
retainers were drunk. But as they were returning, the
King thought he saw a man who seemed not to have the
courage to come forward and meet him. And as the
retainers went in, the King turned aside and said" Come
forward the man who wishes to meet me, for I suspect
that is what he wants." Then Aubunn came forward and
fell at the feet of the King, who scarcely recognised him.
But when the King knew who he was, he took Aubunn by
the hand and welcomed him, "You have greatly
changed," he said, " since we last met," and he led him
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in after him. When the retainers saw him they laughed,
but the King said: "There is no need for you to laugh at
him, for he has provided for his soul better than you."
Then the King had a bath prepared for him and gave him
clothing, and he stayed with him.
::\ow it is said that in the spring the King offered
Aubunn a permanent place with him and said that he
would make him his cup-bearer and honour him greatly.
Aubunn said " May God reward you for all the honour
that you are ready to give me; but I am thinking rather
of going to Iceland." The King replied" That seems to
me a curious choice." AuSunn said "I cannot bear,
sire," he said, " that I should be in great honour with you
here whilst my mother lives as a beggar in Iceland; for the
provision I made her before I left Iceland will now be all
consumed." The King replied "That is well spoken,"
he said, " and like a man, and you will probably be a man
of great good-fortune. Such is the only reason for your
departure which would not displease me. But stay now
with me until the ships are ready to sail." He did so.
One day, later in the spring, King Sweyn went down to
the jetty, and ships were being prepared for voyages to
many lands to the east or Saxony, to Sweden or Norway.
Then he and Aubunn came to one fine ship which the
crew were getting ready, and the King asked him" What
do you think, Aubunn, of that ship?" He answered
" It's a fine one, sire." The King said" I want to give
you that ship as a reward for your bear." He thanked
him for his gift as well as he knew how.
Now time passed and the ship was all ready, and King
Sweyn said to Autiunn " Now that you desire to go away
I will not prevent you. But I have heard that the
anchorages are not good off your coasts, and that in many
places the coast is open and dangerous to shipping. Now
should you break up and lose your ship and money,
there will be little to shew that you have met King Sweyn
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and given him gifts of great value." Then the King gave
him a leather bag full of silver" and now you will not be
quite penniless though you lose your ship if you manage
to keep your hold on this. But it may still be," said the
King, "that you should lose this money, and you will
have little advantage from your meeting with King Sweyn
and giving him presents." Then the King drew a gold
ring from his finger and gave it to Auiiunn, and said
" Though you should be so unfortunate as to break up
your ship and lose your money, you will not be penniless
if you get to land, for many men carry gold on them in
shipwrecks, and if you have the ring it will still be clear
that you have met King Sweyn. But I charge you, do
not give away the ring unless you think that you owe so
much to some noble man-then give him the ring, for it is
an honour for distinguished men to take gifts. And now
farewell. "
Then he put out to sea and came to Norway and had
his cargo brought ashore; and it was a much greater
business than the last time he was in Norway. He then
went to visit King Harold to fulfil the promise that he had
made before going to Denmark, and he greeted the King
well. King Harold returned his greeting, " and sit down"
he said, " and drink with us." And so he did.
King Harold asked " In what \yay did King Swevn
reward you for your bear?' Aubunn answered" By his
acceptance, sire." The King replied "I, too, should
have rewarded you in that way. How else did he reward
you?" Aubunn answered" He gave me silver to go on a
pilgrimage." Then King Harold said "King Swcvn
gins many a man silver to go on a pilgrimage and for
other reasons, even though they have not given him gifts
of value. What else was there?" "He offered," said
Auriunn, " to make me his cup-bearer and to do me great
honour." "That was well said," said the King, " but he
must have given you more reward than that." Auounn
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said" He gave me a merchant ship laden with the best
wares for Norway." "That was a magnificent action,"
said the King, " but I too would have rewarded you so.
Did he reward you in any other way?" Aubunn said
" He gave me a leather bag full of silver and said that I
should not be penniless if I kept it though my ship
foundered off Iceland." The King said "That was
excellently done, and something that I should not have
done; I should have thought myself quit when I gave you
the ship. Did he reward you even more?" "He did
indeed, sire," said Auriunn, " he gave me this ring, which
I have on my finger, saying that it might happen that I
should lose all my money, and added that I should not be
penniless whilst I kept the ring, and he bade me not to
part with it unless I was so much indebted to some
distinguished man that I wished to give it to him. And
now I have found that man, for you had the chance of
taking both from me, the bear and also my life, but you
allowed me to go in peace to where no one else could go."
The King graciously accepted his gift, and in return
gave Autiunn some fine presents before they parted.
AuSunn invested his money in a voyage to Iceland and
left for Iceland that same summer, and proved to be a
man of the greatest good-fortune.

I want now to reduce our story to its elements and to
examine the author's treatment.
Aubunn invests the whole of his money in a Greenland
bear. He decides to offer it to King Sweyn in Denmark
in the hope of a satisfactory reward. Because of a war
between Denmark and Norway he has difficulty in
fulfilling his plan, but eventually succeeds. Far from
being disappointed in the results of his venture, he
returns to Iceland a rich man.
The material is sound and the possibilities of treatment
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many. Opportunities are afforded for lively description
of Greenland, Norway and Denmark, but not one of these
opportunities is taken.
After essential introductory matter has been dealt with
the author concentrates all his art on four high-lightsthe scene between King Harold and Aubunn before he
reaches Denmark, the first interview with King Sweyn,
the second on the completion of the pilgrimage to Rome,
and the promised visit to King Harold before the successful Autiunn goes home. These high-lights are used by
the author in the main to illustrate three charactersAubunn himself, King Harold and King Sweyn. All four
contribute directly to the characterisation of the simple
Aubunn, two are concentrated on King Harold and two on
King Sweyn, while the latter are further revealed by their
reaction to the circumstances in which Aubunn puts them.
In all three studies there is only one sentence of
description-it is said of Auounn on his return from Rome
that he was bald and looked down-and-out-yet all three
are clearly portrayed.
Auounn is a simple, honest fellow, but shrewd in his
dealings. Does he not back the better horse in King
Sweyn? He is a man who plans his actions and, having
once made his decision, carries it out. This decisiveness
in his character is perhaps only emphasised the more by
the few moments of his indecision, when he is made to
hesitate before approaching King Swevn for a second
time. Finally, as befits an Icelander of his time, he is a
man of honour who may justly reward a king for services
rendered, for permission to go in peace with his bear when
two nations are at war.
King Sweyn is, perhaps, the most conventional of the
three. He is the figure of the noble king who rewards
good and despises evil, who is prepared to sacrifice even
his own regal pleasure for the greater good of others.
But he, too, is individualised bv the little incident outside
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the church, by his thoughtfulness in doubly rewarding
his benefactor, and by his justifiable self-pride which
must be made patent to the world in the prosperity of
Aubunn.
The greatest character study, as is fitting, for our
episode is part of his saga, is that of King Harold. He
appreciates, as we do, the comedy of the Icelander and
his bear. He begins by living up to his name of a tyrant,
but faced with the honourable yet odd obstinacy of
Autiunn he succumbs, recognising the inherent nobility
of the man and bids him go in peace. King Sweyn, too,
recognises in him a fitting opponent. But the finest
scene, and it is noteworthy that this scene is presented
almost wholly in dialogue, is his second interview with
Aubunn. Aubunn is regarded by him as at once insignificant and yet an equal, but, when his kingly virtue of
munificence is surpassed by the treatment meted out to
our man of naught, his acceptance of defeat is so creditable
that he is immediately raised higher on the throne of
nobility than before.
The interest of our author lay with his characters. We
might even say that he is not telling a story but introducing us intimately to three men. As an additional
proof of this contention let us look for a moment at what
is omitted, for the literary artist, like any other, thrives on
selection. We learn little of Greenland beyond the fact
that Aubunn bought his bear there; the whole of his visit
to Rome is despatched in a few lines; time and distance
are dismissed in a sentence.
Knowledge of Greenland can scarcely have been very
much greater in those days than now, but the opportunity
of describing the country, the climate, its inhabitants and
customs is totally ignored." How great, too, must have
been the interest in Iceland and Norway in a journey to
9 The Flateyjarb6k version does add a lew delails about Greenland, but
insufficient to affect my point. v. op, CIt., I II f.p I.
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Rome. Indeed one of the earliest scientific books written
in Icelandic contains guide-book material for pilgrims to
Rome and the Holy Land.!? Yet if we return to our text
we find: "Now he went his way until he came south to
Rome, and when he had stayed there as long as he wished
he began his journey back." In my abstract I pointed
out that Aubunn was at first unable to take his bear to
Denmark because a state of war existed between the two
kingdoms, but the difficulties which he encountered are
not even mentioned. All the text gives us is one sentence:
" He then sailed south along the coast and into Oslo
fjord and from there to Denmark." His difficulties,
however, must have been many and the time taken long,
for we are later told that when he does reach Denmark his
money is exhausted. The omission of such detail is all
the more praiseworthy when we remember the greatness
of the temptation and the justification which the author
might have felt in its inclusion.
This power of selection is only brought out more clearly
when we consider the use made of it in minor incidents.
When ..\.ki brings Aubunn before King Swevn, the King
says: "And did you think, after I had made a great man
of you, that it was the right thing to do, to place difficulties
and hindrances in the way when someone was trying to
present me with valuables for which he had giyen all that
he possessed? And even King Harold, who is our enemy,
thought fit to let him go in peace." It is nowhere explicit
that Aubunn had told the King that King Harold had
furthered his coming to Denmark.t- Nevertheless the
King knew. It is as if characters, new to the story, step
up from the auditorium and already know all that has
gone before. This extreme of economy, which can be
10 PUblished in Alfr<Eoi islellok (S.T.U.A.GS.L., 1908) ed. Kr. Kaalund.
11 It is, however, made clear in the Flatt'yjarb6k version that Auounn had
pointed this out to King Swcyn-" I visited King Harold, and he allowed me
to leave and go where I wished though I refused to sell him (the bear)."
op. cit., III, 412/22.
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exactly paralleled in Auaunri's first interview with King
Harold, illustrates the author's consideration for his
reader, and is only to be found in the best of the saga
writers.
Throughout the story, then, we see that the author is
constantly studying his material, bringing each of his
high-lights to its fullest concentration, and, using each as
the foundation for its successor, allows the whole to mount
with almost mathematical precision to the glorious
crescendo of the final interview between Aubunn and the
King.
This almost mechanical concentration on the climax
method is to be found not only in the general treatment
of the material of the story, but also in its detail. Let us
look once more at the picture of AuSunn outside the
church, hesitating to approach King Sweyn. The
technique is again that of the screen. \re see, first of all
the church with Aubunn and his fears outside, waiting
for the King to return from evensong. \Ve see the
approach of the King and his retainers, simultaneously
with and almost with the eyes of Autiunn himself, and we
shrink back. We see the King hesitate and stop, allow
his retainers to enter the hall, and hear, with mingled
relief and shame, his call to AuSunn to come forward.
This dramatic use of suspense, a favourite device in
the r.chievement of climax, is used again and again.
Compare, for example, the scenic nature of the account
given when King Sweyn and Auounn visit the jetty
before Aubunn's final departure for Norway.
The frequency of this use of the climax leaves, I think,
little doubt in the mind that it is deliberate on the
author's part, a feeling which is turned into a certainty
when we recall the positioning of the punctuating sentence
which occurs so often: "And I think that you are a man
of great good fortune." Perhaps the perfect example is
once again the final interview between King Harold and
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Audunn. Here we note the increasing value of the
reward made by King Sweyn to Aubunn, an increase
paralleled not only by the content but also by the author's
arrangement of the dialogue and the varying length of the
speeches. Auounn's answers illustrate this best, for
compare the first-" In what way did King Sweyn reward
you for your bear?" "By his acceptance, sire,"-with
the last-" That was excellently done, and something that
I should not have done; I should have thought myself
quit when I gave you the ship. Did he reward you even
more?" "He did indeed, sire," said Autiunn, " he gave
me this ring which I have on my finger, saying that it
might happen that I should lose all my money and added
that I should not be penniless whilst I kept the ring, and
he bade me not to part with it unless I was so much
indebted to some distinguished man that I wished to give
it to him. And now I have found that man, for you had
the chance of taking both from me, the bear and also my
life, but you allowed me to go in peace where no one else
could go."
Finally I should like to turn from this critical examination to the field of speculation. The historical accuracy
of the Icelandic sagas is a vexed question, for often we
have no independent documents with which to check
them.
It has, however, been generally assumed that the story
of Aubunn and his bear is authentic.P Moreover attempts
have been made, and I must admit that the theory has
found general acceptance, that a whole series of European
folk-tales with variants ranging from Scotland to Finnland
and from Norway to Bohemia are dependent upon it. 13
1~ j'fstjirolllga Spgllr,

p. C.
Cf. R. Christiansen, Kjtetien paa Doure , (j·"lmsk. Selsk, Skrifter II.
Histvfilos. Kl, 1922, No.6.
(;. Neckel, Schret el und lVassabur, in Xl itteil . der Lslandsft cu.nde XI, 1923.
]. Balk, Das Schretel und del' 1l"lSseYbaY, in Zeit, des Veyem\ f. Volkskunde ,
XXXIlI-XXXI\', 1924, pp. 33-3S.
K. Liestal, Kjetta pu« Doure , in Xl aal og Xl inde , 1933, pp. 2+-+8.
S. Einarsson, Skirnir, lXIII, Reykjavik, 1939, pp. 161-171.
13
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The Scandinavian variants are best typified by the story
of " The Cat on the Dovrefell," and the continental by
the German poem from the closing years of the thirteenth
century, " Das Schretel und der Wasserbar " by Heinrich
von Freiberg. The opening sentence of Dasents translation-s of the Norwegian story best illustrates the points
of contact. "Once there was a man up in Finnmark who
had caught a great bear, which he was going to take to the
King of Denmark." The German poem adds that the
gift of the bear is from the King of Norway to the King of
Denmark. These details appear only in the prologue of
the folk-tale, which normally develops on quite different
lines from that of our story. We might, perhaps,
summarise the folk-tale as follows-The conductor or
owner of the bear accepts the hospitality of a farmer, who
warns him that a monster visits the farm and creates
great havoc there. The monster, which duly arrives, is
driven away by the bear and the farm is thus freed from
its visits. As you will see, the connection is slight.
The only other real point of contact is that some of the
versions make the owner of the bear a pilgrim, in itself a
very common motif. Now it is easy to see that one of the
main arguments supporting the theory of borrowing is
that polar bears were probably unknown in Europe before
the discovery of Iceland. But there are many other
examples of Icelanders presenting foreign rulers with a
captured bear-Ingimundr the Old in Vatnsdoela saga and
the Book of Settlement.t" Bishop fsleifr Gissurarson in
Hungrvaka,16 and Einar Sokkason in Grsmlendinga pdttr,17
to mention but three. Hence if there is any connection
between the episode of Auiiunn and the folk-tales, I think
its meagreness indicates an oral account of Autiunns
journey rather than this literary and sophisticated one.
14 G. \V. Dasent, Popular Tales from the Xor.«, Edinburgh, 1903, pp, go f.
15

16
11

Vogt, Vtitnsdcela Saga, Halle, IC}21. pp. 43 and 45.
Sigurosson and Vigfusson, H1lI1J!,lTaka, Copenhagen, 185'), p. 61/12.
Flateyjarbok , op, cit., III, 446.
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Moreover it is certain that the AuSunn episode itself
contains many elements derived from folk-tales. G.
Jonsson in the Fornritajelag edition-" of our story indicates
several of them, for which he is able to produce Icelandic
parallels. There is the tale of the poor man who brings
his gifts to a king, which is an important theme in
Gautrehs saga. 19 The description of the wretched state in
which the poet Mini returns from his pilgrimage recalls
that of Au15unn,20 and the story of the evil steward who
demands half of the reward in exchange for his help is
known throughout the world.s' I am therefore tempted
to suggest that the prologue to our episode is also based on
folk-tale, and am further led to conclude that our story
is almost wholly fiction. It is, of course, true that this
episode, even though it were fictitious, could still have
provided a starting-point for the continental folk-tale,
but I prefer to postulate an older common source for both.
The evidence is slight which can be produced in support
of the authenticity of the episode. It consists of the
statement, appended to both versions, that Porsteinri
Gy~uson, who is often mentioned in Siurlunga saga, was
descended from Aubunn. But we are not given genealogical details of Aubunn in the usual saga fashion, and
we do not even known his father's name. In view of this
we are bound to assume that the oral tradition, if such
did exist, was slight, and I cannot help but feel that
Porsteinn was introduced solely to create an impression of
authenticity.
If, however, Auounn only existed in the imagination of
the author, there remains the difficulty of producing a
new basis for the story, and here I should like to put
forward a further suggestion. As has already been
mentioned Hungruak a tells how Bishop Isleifr, the first
Vestfirtnng« Sogur , pp. ciii-civ.
V. ASll1undarson, Fornaldar Segur Nortncrlanda III, Reykjavik, 188 9 ,
20 Fornmanna SO!!Uf, VIII, 206-207.
21 Cf. particularly S, Einarsson, op, Clt., pp, 164 f.
18

19
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native bishop of Skdlholt, presented a bear to the German
Emperor. The account runs: "Later he (Isleifr) went
abroad and south to Saxony, and visited the court of the
Kaiser Heinrick Konraosson, and presented him with a
polar bear which had come from Greenland. And this
animal was of the greatest value.s- The similarity of
situation is obvious, but in addition we have the supporting evidence that the great value of the bear is described
in almost identical terms-ggrsimi mikil. This, in my
opinion, was the immediate source of the story and, when
blended with the traditional folk-tale elements, it gave
our author most of his material.
The interesting but rather speculative conjecture made
by the Fornritafilag editor that Snorri Sturluson was the
author of the story can perhaps never be confirrned.P
The conjecture is based primarily on the connection
between Porsteinn Gytluson and the Sturlung family.
porsteinn is considered as a possible transmitter of the
oral story, which Snorri recorded as of interest to his
family; but no doubt the literary excellence and probable
date of the episode were decisive factors. I do not myself
think, when we consider the general high standard of
saga writing in the thirteenth century, that we can allow
literary excellence too much weight.
There is, however, one rather rare trick of authorship
in which we might compare this episode with the Heimskringla .
It is generally admitted that the medieval
Icelandic author of the family saga refrains from moral
comment, and when he wishes to applaud or censure an
action he normally does so by adding the comment of the
countryside or the bystanders. There are exceptions to
this rule, and on rare occasions the author allows us to
hear his own voice raised in approval or disapproval.
Snorri Sturluson is led to do so in his H einishringl« when
22
23

See note 16.
J' cstfiroing« S(Jgur, op, ClI., p.

evil,
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struck by the nobility of the warrior, Egill Ullserkr.
After his account of the fall of Egill he adds these final
words-" High headstones stand by the grave of Egill
Ullserkr,"-and thus records his own estimate of the
warrior.v Similarly in our episode there is one short aside
which expresses the approval of our author at Aubunn's
richly deserved success. When Aubunn returns to
::\onvay after his stay with King Sweyn, our story runs:
" Then he put out to sea and came to Norway, and had
his cargo brought ashore;" our author adds: "and it was
a much greater business than the last time he was in
Norway." But such details can scarcely be decisive.
Probably, unless some new evidence becomes available,
it will never be possible to name the author of this short
episode, but whoever he was he must rank high amongst
the best writers of Icelandic prose and that means amongst
the best prose writers of medieval Europe.

24 Snorri Sturluson, He nnskringla , ed, F. J6nsson, Copenhagen,
p. 86/25·

19 II,

SIR ALDINGAR AND THE DATE OF
ENGLISH BALLADS.
By' W.

J.

ENTWISTLE.
I

THE assembled Vikings may rise to demand an apology
from one who introduces a theme precisely impossible in Viking society. It has been, at least, my contention that ballads are not possible in the wide-ranging,
high-spirited society which supports mass movements like
the Great Migrations and the Crusades. The people who
made and enjoyed them first neither understood great
things greatly, like the heroic singers, nor little things
greatly, like the composers of domestic sagas; but they
saw great things in their smaller effects, fragmentarily,
communally and with undifferentiated personalities.
They did so because they were fixed to the ground, either
in the manor under the shadow of the baronial house, or
in the little fortresses strung along a frontier. Their
occupations and amusements were local, they were selfreliant in their arts and their defence, and they measured
all impressive happenings by the scale of their own
understanding.
On the other hand and by way of compensation, this
theme provides an opportunity to accompany and admire
the wide-ranging scholarship of a Viking of the mind,
Sven Grundtvig. To his account of Sir Aldingart I have
1 Danmarks gamle Folkeviser, i, No. 13: Rauengaard og Memering, (Copenhagen, 1853).
F.]. Child, English and Scottish Popular Ballads, No. 59: Sir
A ldingar, A thesis by Professor Paul Christopherson was presented in the
University of Cambridge during the war, and has not ....et been published, as it
well deserved to be. The Provencal and Catalan parallels are illustrated by
Sr. ]ordi Rubi6, 'Les versions catalanes de la legenda del bon comte de
Barcelona i l'emperadriu d'Alemanya,' Estudis Universitaris Catalans, xvii,
1932, pp. 25 0 - 287.
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nothing substantial to add. The occasion for doing so
is presented by Sir Edmund Chambers' denial of antiquity
to this ballad in English Literature at the Close of the Middle
Ages (Oxford, 1945, p. 154)·
2

At this point it is appropriate for ( mine auctour ' to
exclaim against his material, saying: Oh hard undertaking
to date a ballad, which belongs to an international cycle
of legends! Most of the important balladries of Europe
can be dated by means of their historical pieces, and this
is to some extent possible when dealing with the ballads
of the Scottish Border. But the strictly English ballads
have to be dated by means of conjectures concerning the
exploits of an outlaw, some semi-literary compositions.
and a story which flourishes in many forms outside
balladry. Oh scandal that so many English erudites
have left unsolved a matter of such deep English interest!
There have been notable English contributions to the
discussion of balladry, but they are composed of brilliant
intuitions drawn from English material alone, or international comparisons supported by a knowledge of less
than the whole of European balladry. The solid work
of collection and comparison has been carried out
by American scholars, to whom we are greatly indebted.
But is it certain that they have, for all their knowledge
and pains, been able to catch those Whispers of local
tradition, those fragments from documents and hints
from works of art, which are such a striking feature of
Crundtvigs work in Denmark? Is it certain that the
problems would han been envisaged quite in the same
way upon this spot, and do not the criteria of Grundtvig
naturally pick out the Scottish rather than the English
contributions? And what have we now in England to
compare with those bulging shelves of the Danish National
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Library, where the inedita of Grundtvig, Kristensen, and
many others are classified and arranged to throw a torrent
of light upon any ballad problem?
Even the title English and Scottish Ballads may be a
misnomer. The ballads of Aberdeenshire and surrounding
counties, with their domestic and Norwegian matter, are
a group only loosely related to those of the Borders. The
Border ballads are as English as they are Scottish. They
belong to the old Northumbria between Forth and Tees,
and they have their own cause of being in the common
agitations of the frontier. The ballads of Robin Hood and
the lost cycle of Randolph Earl of Chester would appear
to be Mercian. Normally songs about brigands come
late in the history of any country's ballads, but we know
that these existed in the fourteenth century, and it is
hard to be certain of anything before them. Then there
is Southern England, a complex and highly sophisticated
region closely allied to France in the relevant epoch. It
is hard to show that, for instance, The Boy and the Mantle
had a life in traditional performance, since its literary
associations are obvious; nor can one readily assign
antiquity to Queen Eleanor's Confession. Literary
reminiscences and arbitrary revisions characterize the
chansons populaires of France, and if we took them at
their present values we should classify them as modern
and dubiously popular. But for France there exists the
testimony of countries in the debt of an older France, and
from them we can deduce the former existence of poems
now lost (such as one on the Kudrun-theme), and older
forms of songs now surviving (as for Les repliques de
Marion). There is no such wealth of evidence for
England, but some may be adduced for the antiquity of
Sir Aldinger,
Sir Edmund Chambers' opposition to such a view is
strongly expressed:
But surely there could be no more gratuitous
H
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hypothesis than an assumption that a poem which, like
Sir Aldingar, comes to us from the Percy MS. of about
1650 can be identical in style with one known to
William of Malmesbury in the twelfth century. This
indeed, as far as diction goes, Professor Entwistle in
another passage admits. As regards the substance of
the narrative, it is true that, as he points out, there is a
link of common tradition. William of Malmesbury
describes Gunhild's accuser as being gigantese molitninis,
and the Queen's champion as puerulu1n, and in Sir
Aldingar they are respectively' as big as a ffooder ' and
, a little child: In a Scottish version of the ballad
the accuser, here called Rodingham, is 'stark and
stoor,' but the champion is merely a knight from the
north, Sir Hugh le Blond. In neither is the heroine
called Gunhild. In Sir Aldingar she is Elinor 'our
comly queene,' and her husband is Harry, ' our comlye
king: They are of England, not Germany. Surely
this does not come from William of Malrnesbury. He
was dead before any English King Henry married an
Elinor. Probably the ballad-writer had in mind Elinor
of Aquitaine, the wife of Henry II. But the false
accusation of unchastity against a queen is an ancient
story. It was told of the Lombard queen Gundiberga
as early as the seventh century, and later of St.
Cunigund, wife of the emperor Henry II. In 1338 the
[oculator Herbertus told it at St. Swithin's, Winchester,
of Emma, the wife of Canute, and this version may have
been known to Langland, who quotes a line Dieu VOlfS
sauce, Dame Emme, which looks like a refrain. The
theme is widespread in Scandinavia, and here the
heroine is generally Gunhild. And in one important
version, the Danish Ravengaard og .Memering, the
champion is Mimecan.!
lOp. cit. lac. cit,
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There will be more to say concerning the value of names
as evidence, but I should like to make a pause here upon
the epithet' gratuitous.' It would seem to imply that
I have done something unusual in associating a text in
the Percy manuscript with another four centuries older.
Yet nothing is more common or needful in ballad studies.
We have to use the text of four Asturian ballads collected
this century to restore the ballad of Conde Dirlos to the
state it had before the arbitrary revision of about 1510,
and ballads from Pontus, Cappadocia and Crete recovered
as late as 1936 have to be referred to the tenth century.
Great changes have occurred in them during a thousand
years, but we are required to believe in their substantial
antiquity. Ballads are literature of a sort, but they
differ in one important respect from printed works. Print
is the death of them, and even to write them down is
paralysis. The veritable life of The Canterbury Tales or
Paradise Lost begins with the written or printed form by
which they secure publication. But the publication of
ballads is by oral performance only. They live when
recited, and it is a condition of their life that they should
hold tenaciously to the core of their being but also suffer
such changes as forgetfulness, confusion or adaptation
require. The Percy manuscript is a terminus ante quem
for the ballad of Sir Aldinger, but it tells us nothing
concerning the origins of this song. Oral tradition keeps
more or less up to date in respect of language, and the
Percy text shows that there has been revision of incidents
and names. The Arbuthnot version shows some of the
same changes and some others due to genealogical pride,
but it preserves one name which enables us to correct the
Percy text.

3
To summarize Sven Grundtvig's doctrine I must state
it more dogmatically than he did in his pioneering
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investigation. There are five stories which chiefly make
up the cycle of tales concerning the guiltless wife, accused
of adultery and vidicated at last. These few motives are
enough to point the comparison with the tale of Joseph
and Potiphars wife. When Calderon availed himself of a
similar theme he called his heroine a female Joseph. On
the other hand, when the heroine is exposed to the assaults
of a monster and miraculously freed by the avenger, she
is not too distant kin from the classical Andromeda. The
motifs thus far stated, however, are too general to serve
to define any branch of the family. This definition enters
with the mode of the vindication. To the five modes
correspond the names of the heroines: Gundiberga,
Cunizund. Crescentia. Sibilia and Oliva. These names are
not invariable, but they do not lightly change, and they
can safely be called characteristic. The stories under
their names remain essentially distinct, but are prone to
interference the one with the other. This sort of interference has occurred in the history of the ballads we are
about to study, and it constitutes a reason for characterizing the members of the group.
The differences, then, lie in the mode of the heroine's
vindication. In the Gundiberga series it is iudicio duelli.
A champion arises, unexpected because of his puny
physique or his remote residence, and kills the slanderer.
The other names in this group include those of Gunhild,
Gudelinda, Mathilda and Elinor. Next comes the tale
of St. Cunigund, justified iudicio ferri. She walked on
glowing ploughshares. According to the V ita sancte
Cunigundis she walked on seven of them, an Icelandic
ballad says that she bore iron nine times and trod steel ten
times. Emma, wife of King Canute, was accused of
illicit intercourse with Ailwin, Bishop of Winton, and trod.
upon four glowing ploughshares for herself and five for
her co-respondent. Richarda or Richardis, wife of
Charles the Fat, cleared her reputation aquino iudicio or
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iudieio ignis. Judith, granddaughter of Duke Henry of
Bavaria, demonstrated her innocence by taking the
sacrament from the altar, and another Judith, wife of
Charles the Pious, when accused of adultery with the
chamberlain Bernard, purged herself legali prsescripto
modo, though Bernard offered to stand battle.
Crescentia was falsely accused by one Diderik to
another, and was bound and thrust into a river. She had
many adventures before she had the good fortune to find
both Dideriks afflicted with leprosy and to cure them and
justify herself with the help of St. Peter. Hildegard wife
of Charles the Great, a king of Hungary's daughter
married to Oct avian in Rome, Osanne wife of Thierry
(Diderik), and Florentia, who was saved by a Thierry,
are other heroines of this story-group.
Next comes the Sibilia group. The particular features
of this family of tales are: that the villain manufactured
evidence against the lady by laying a sleeping dwarf in
her arms. The lady is driven out into the woods, and a
dramatic incident is afforded by the way in which a
hound unmasks the villain. Sibilia was yet another of
Charlemagne's wives, and the villain was called Macaire.
The name easily became Marshal in other versions, as in
the folk-book of the emperor Octavianus, and Hans
Sachs' drama Die K onigin nus Frankreicli mit dem
[alschen M arschalk, Sir Trianiour is a romance within
this family, which also includes the story of Sigurd's
mother Sisibe in the Vilkinasaga, and Genoveva, wife of
the Palatine Count Sigurd.
The fifth story is that of Oliva, daughter of Pepin and
sister of Charlemagne. Evidence was laid against her by
setting a negro in her bed. All sorts of barbarous trials
were proposed for her, but were rejected on one pretext or
another. At last, after many adventures, she was
imprisoned in a tower and rescued by her son Landres.
All these stories are given by Grundtvig, and he remarks
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how often they have become entangled with the omnivorous cycles of Charlemagne and Theodoric the Great.

4
Of these five families, Sir Aldinger belongs to the first.
It is a vindication iudicio duelli, The fabrication of
evidence in the extant ballads is due to contamination
from Oliva or Sibilia. Entry into the Diderik cycle in
the Danish ballads is a result of the omnivorous appetite
of that body of romances. The use of the iudicium ferri
in Icelandic and Faeroese is a result of comparison with
the legend of St. Cunigund. In England this legend was
attached to Emma, but the vindication by battle belonged
to her daughter Gunhild in the older tradition, and to
Elinor in the younger.
The legend takes form under the name of Gundiberga.
According to Paulus Diaconus, writing about the year
800, she was the wife of the Lombard king Rodoald, and
was vindicated by her servant Carellus. Carellus is a
diminutive, and possibly represents a diminutive person.
More relevant is the alternative story related by the monk
Aimoin, writing de gestis Francorum (iv, 10). His
Gundiberga was the wife of the Lombard Arioaldus.
Accused by a certain Adalulf, after he had failed to break
her chastity, of illicit intercourse with the Duke of
Tuscany, she was shut into a tower. It was on the
representations of Lothair of France that King Hariowald
agreed to a test by battle. This was somewhat oddly
contrived, since her cousin Aribertus did not himself
undertake her defence, but sent as representative a certain
Pitto, who was victorious. The name is again a diminutive, and according to the formula arranged with the
Lombard King he could be considered as familiarium
reginse aliquis, one of the queen's attendants. 'What
distinguished this version from that of Paulus Diaconus
is the entry of national pride, represented by the
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nationality of the deliverer. The story is French and he
is French. When the story is English the deliverer
Mimecan is English, and when it is Catalan the deliverer
is the most famous of the Counts of Barcelona.
After the ruin of Desiderius the Lombards lost intelligibility among the peoples of northern Europe, and a
new identification was made. The number of Carolingian
ladies who were put to the trouble of defending their
honour was ground enough for identifying the heroine as
an Empress of Almayn. So she remains in the greater
number of stories in this family. It is found, however,
in two main branches, the one conserved in ballads (so far
as we know) and the other in a romance. The difference
lies in the unexpectedness of the avenger. In the ballads
he is small in person and low in estate. In the Provencal
and Catalan romance, which ultimately gave the ballad of
Don Ramon Berenguer and the Empress of Almayn, he is of
high estate but living at a vast distance. These two
branches of the Gundiberga story do not interfere with
each other, even though the more courtly form is found
in the medieval English Earl of Toulouse. Identification
with Judith and Bernard is due to an addition to Aimoin's
chronicle (v, 12-13).
We have reached the point in the evolution of the
Aldingar story at which the heroine was no longer a
Lombard queen, but an Empress of Almayn. For
Gundiberga a more familiar name was found in Gunhild
and, I suspect, in Harry for Hariowald. This is how the
story was sung in the streets and crossways in twelfthcentury England, and continued to be sung with immense
success until the fourteenth century. The relevant
passages from William of Malmesbury, Matthew Paris,
and John Bromton too well known to need citation here,
and they are not in dispute. I would only underline one
or two points.
It is perfectly plain from a comparison of the texts that
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Matthew Paris in the thirteenth century is aware both
of William's text in the twelfth and of the poem to which
it refers. He gives the same details, but with amplifications. The story consisted of two main parts. First
there was the wooing and sumptuous wedding of Canute's
daughter Gunhild to the Kaiser Henry III. It was upon
the nuptial pomp that the English singers insisted, and
had insisted for some time before William of Malmesbury
wrote. It was "nostro adhuc seculo etiam in triviis
cantitata.' This theme had not lost its charm for the
contemporaries of Matthew Paris, since it was celebrated
. usque in hodiernum diem in conviviis et tabernis ' by
'histriones et tibicines instrumentis et canticis.' The
point was to underline the profuse wealth of the English
kingdom of King Canute, when the nobles and the treasury
vied in pouring out their gold and gems, horses and
precious stuffs in honour of so great a lady. The interest
was English, not Norman nor mixed, and the performances
were traditional in as much as the minstrels were so far
masters of the text as to vie with each other in developing
this passage. The next scene followed at Speyer. The
queen was falsely accused by a gigantic antagonist, who
terrified all her supporters, except a pUfmllt171 among
her servants. Matthew says that he was a dwarf, "et
propter corporis parvitatem l\Iimecan dicebatur.' John
Bromton agrees that the name was Mimicon, if his
Municon. be a slip of the pen. He says the accuser was
named Roddyngar. Concerning this part of the story I
have to urge that the interest is again English. The
avenger is English, and his name is a diminutive explicable
in English. His valour is typically English (as we would
like to think) in its willingness to undertake gigantic odds,
and it is characterized by English practicality when he
cuts through the giant's knees in order to reduce him to a
fi tting size.
For the next part of the story we must go to Denmark.
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The oldest text is taken from Karen Brahe's manuscript
of the middle of the sixteenth century. It is not unnatural that the supposed history of one of Canute's
daughters should interest his Danish countrymen, and
there was no difficulty about retaining her name, since
Gunhild is a common Scandinavian name to this day.
But there are a number of traditional alterations in the
Danish text of the sixteenth century which bear witness
to considerable evolution.
The gorgeous introduction
is reduced to a very simple formula. Lady Gunhild sits
in Speyer and sends out messengers to invite suitors from
south, west, north and east. Yet there is memory of the
profusion of wealth of which the older English singers
were so proud. Memering says that Gunhild's father
gave gold and other cups to many men, and to the accuser
he gave the best gifts of all. In the Faeroese versions,
Gunhild, after passing the iudicium [erri, gave away gold
to some and cups to others and a red-gold ring to the
slanderer himself. As originally imported into Denmark,
it is clear that this ballad still had some portion of the old
English opening scene.
The other slips in the story are readily understood. For
Danes of the later middle ages the most interesting Henry
was he of Brunswick. If he came from Brunswick, then
the mention of Speyer could only mean that Gunhild was
at home there. The name of Mimecan, which Sir Edmund
mentions as present in a Danish ballad, had actually no
interest or intelligibility for Danes. They had a hero of
their own in a neighbouring ballad which begins
Mimering vor den mindste mandt,
sam f0dd vor paa Karl kongens landt.
He fought on equal terms against the great hero Viderik
Verlandsen, who was the peer, save in dignity, of Diderik
himself. The association of names naturally led the
Faeroese and Icelandic poets, who were not so interested
in Brunswick as the Danes, to give the name of Diderik to
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Gunhild's husband. He had been, as they knew, the
husband of a lady with a very similar name, Gudelinda.
Moreover, the Danish version is made to tum upon a
question of swords, Aadelring against Saadering or
Sudde-wind. I suspect Mimering himself of being a
personified sword, like the Spanish Durandarte. However
that may be, this competition between swords is
characteristic of Nordic story-telling, and so is the
ingenious use of an oath legitimately to deceive an
opponent. Since all this has its place in other adventures,
we need not consider it indigenous in the ballad of
Ravengaard og Memering,
If we allow for evolution on Danish soil, it is clear that
we have the same song as was known to William of
Malmesbury and Matthew Paris. There was a scene
of gift-giving, possibly much reduced. The names of
Gunhild and Roddingar remained, but that of Mimecan
gave way to a more Danish one, Memering, which was
fairly close in sound. Henry remained, but was associated
in Denmark with another province, and by a further
lapse became Diderik. Play with swords and oaths took
the place of the miracle known to William of Malmesbury,
which Matthew Paris stated to have been the trick of
cutting the giant down by the knees. That device had
been used by the Danes in Orm Ungersvend og BennerRise, where there is also trickery concerning the sword
Berting. The interference of the Cunigund legend
(iudici 1/111 Jerri) in the Icelandic and Faeroese ballads is
obvious. It could be due to the association of both
Gunhild and Cunigund with Speyer, or of Gunhild and
Emma in Canute's household.
We have, then, an English song which flourished in
England from the twelfth to the thirteenth century, and
which was transmitted to Denmark and passed through a
period of evolution before the mid sixteenth. It continued to live vigorously enough to be found in Jutland,
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the Faeroes and Iceland on the lips of the people in the
mid nineteenth century. The bracket covers whatever
time is needed for the ballads in Child's collection.
These ballads show development, since that is of the
nature of traditional literature. The name Gunhild had
gone out of use, and there was little interest in German
Harries, the last of whom died in 1313. That race could
not sustain comparison of interest with 'our comlye
king' Harry, and consequently with' our comly queen'
Elinor. For the matrimonial difficulties of this pair
there was the evidence of Queen Eleanor's Confession
(Child, 156). It was a small matter that the queens
infidelities were falsely asserted in the one case and truly
in the second; the datum sufficed. The name of the
accuser remains in the Scottish version as Rodingham.
Between Rodingham and Roddyngar, if handwriting
entered into the matter, the difference is only between a
tick and a tittle. Sir Aldinger is explained by haplography (r R) and l for d. By the seventeenth century
the name Mimecan was no longer intelligible in England
as a synonym for dwarf, so the ballad has continued
puerulltm as 'a little child.' In the blank space the
Arbuthnots of Fordoun found a place for their own
eponymous hero Sir Hugh le Blond. The first part of the
old song has disappeared, as so often in the history of
balladry, so as to concentrate upon one scene, but this
has been amplified by taking the episode of the ' lame
lazar' or' leper-man' from the story of Oliva. That was
a story which circulated in English about the year 1285,
when it was translated as Landres- Irdttr in the Karlamagnus-saga by the Norwegian Bjarne Erlingsson of
Bjarke. It also has given a ballad: the Faeroese Gluvu
kVCBoi.

5
I should like to sum up by asking how much we know
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and what kinds of things we do not know concerning the
song which William of Malmesbury heard in the crossways
about the middle of the twelfth century. We know that
it was in the tradition of Gundiberga, Hariowald and
Pitta, and that the new names Gunhild, Harry and
Mimecan were distinctively English. We know that
Gunhild, Harry and Mimecan passed as persons of a
ballad into Denmark as Gunhild, Henrik (of Brunswick)
and Mernering, and that the changes can be easily
understood. We know that Sir Aldingar and, more
remarkably, Sir Hugh le Blond are ballads not in the debt
of Scandinavia, but represent an English tradition. The
accretion of the incident of the lazar is due to a romance
extant in English in the thirteenth century. The names
Elinor and Harry and the loss of Mimecan are explicable
by English tradition. So far as we know the Gunhild
story it is by ballads, and there is no evidence that it ever
had any other form. The' gratuitous hypothesis' or
, assumption' must surely be that which predicates some
other form in the twelfth century. There would be no
difficulty in supposing that Matthew Paris and John
Bromton were quoting a ballad.
, Ballad is form' as the late \Y. P. Ker so wisely said;
but the metrical forms of ballads vary and their contents
and language slowly change. The inner form of a ballad
is more permanent than its externals, and this is connected
with ballad performance. But what William of Malmesbury describes is emphatically one or more ballad
performances. He makes it clear that the poets were
masters of their material and sang it with variations, that
they sang to the populace at the crossways, while Matthew
Paris adds that they were accompanied by flute-players
and performed in taverns and at feasts. The spirit of
the performance was overwhelmingly English, and the
language must have been English if the name Mimecan
was to be understood. This old song had a brilliant
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opening scene which pleased the imagination of Englishmen, but is weakly represented in the Scandinavian
parallels and was at length forgotten in England. The
Scandinavian versions are enough, however, to ensure
that it was still part of a ballad at the time of borrowing.
Since both Sir Aldingar and Ravengaard og Memering
have taken in episodes from other sources, there is no need
to believe that the song heard by William of Malmesbury
differed in length from the modern ballads.
How much more remains to prove that what he heard
was a ballad, that is, ' a short traditional narrative poem
sung (in this case), with accompaniment, in assemblies of
the people'? There is nothing said in this definition
about 'ballad metre'; I am not bound to prove metre.
The metres of ballads vary, though they all have the
, inner form' of extreme simplicity" Yet even the metre
may have been one normal among ballads. We cannot
know, we can only cite the extant forms. 51"1' Aldingar
is in quatrains, but the Karen Brahe manuscript shows
two distichs, and its quatrains are made up of two distichs
each. In the Faeroes and in Iceland the ballad is in
distichs. Were English distichs impossible in the time of
William of Malmesbury? Whether we class Judas as a
ballad or not, it gives us distichs in the thirteenth century,
and the song of the monks of Ely, recorded about II20,
gives distichs with a refrain:
Merie sungen the muneches binnen Ely
tha Cnut ching reu ther by.
Roieeth cuites noel' the land
And here we ihes muneches samg.
The passage from distichs to quatrains is a well-known
event in the history of French folk-songs in the fifteenth
century, and French fashions affected the rest of Europe.
England lay well within the track of French musical
influence, though Scandinavia, especially in its remoter
fringes, was partially exempt. I see nothing adventurous
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in the hypothesis that William of Malmesbury may have
heard a song in assonating distichs such as those in which
this story is expressed in the Far North. It would be
more arbitrary to assume that the metre he heard was
unlike that of the whole Gunhild-tradition. But we do
not have to prove metre. A ballad is a ballad by virtue
of its performance, and what William of Malmesbury and
Matthew Paris describe is a typical ballad performance.
With the date of Sir Aldingar goes the dating of the
ballad genre in southern England. It is isolated, as we
know, but not impossible. There are carols which
approach it in antiquity, and we have to remember that
the record of a ballad is a sign of its end, not of its birth.
I would end by reminding you of the peculiar difficulties
about accounting for traditional poetry in the south of
England. It was even in William of Malmesbury's time
a profoundly self-conscious cultural unit, scarcely less so
than France; one in which the line between popular and
literary works was faint and fleeting, and in which
tradition may have expressed itself less by conservation
than by a continual reshaping of the material. Southern
English folk-songs like those of France kept up to date
or died. We have only the relics of that traditional
literature before us-relics the collection of which began
long after the bloom was off English balladry. The
survivors are imperfect, disappointing, and strangely
modem; but let us not suppose on that account, that our
twelfth-century ancestors were dumb.

jOLAKOTTUR, YUILLIS Y ALD AND SIMILAR
EXPRESSIONS:

A SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE

By ALAN C. S. ROSS

I had written this article (Saga-Book, xii, 1-18).
AF TEmyRattention
was drawn by my wife to a phrase in
Scots dialect, which is clearly modelled on Y'uiilis yaud
, one who has no new clothes for Christmas.' This is
Alexander Smart's Peace-yaud 'one who has no new
clothes for Easter'-with peace « pask < Old French
pasche 1 ) substituted for yuill. I cite stanzas xxviii and
xxxi of his poem "Recollections of Auld Langsyne "
(Rambling rhymes (1834) pp. 89, 90):XXVllI

What lively raptures wad it raise,
When spring brought back the sunny days,
An' sprinkled gowans ower the braes,
Wi' laughin' face,
When we gat on our summer claes,
A' new at Peace!
XXXI

Ah! wae's me for the poor Peace-yaud,
Wha naething braw to boast 0' had;
While some frae tap to tae were clad,
New hose an' shoon,
Wi' cloutit breeks, made some as glad
As birds in June.
The currency of the term is attested by the entry in the
1808 edition of J. Jamieson, A n etymological dictionary of
the Scottish language s.v. Paysyad, S.: "A contemptuous
designation conferred on a female, who has nothing new to
1

For peace, pase, pays' Easter,' see NED s.v. Pace, sb. 2 , EDD s.v, Pace, sb.
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appear in at Easter; originating from the custom which
prevails with those adhering to the Episcopal forms, of
having a new dress for the festival, S.B. [i.e. Northern
Scots]."

THE ENGLISH CONTRIBUTION
TO THE EPISTOLARY USAGES OF EARLY
SCANDINAVIAN KINGS
By FLORENCE E. HARMER
(President of the Society)

Scandinavian! lands letters and seals appear only
I N late
upon the scene-not earlier than the early
eleventh century, and therefore much later than in
England, France and Germany. But on their first
appearance these Scandinavian letters and seals can be
seen to have incorporated ancient traditional usages,
usages which there as elsewhere can be traced back
ultimately to antiquity, and which on the other hand have
not disappeared from use even at the present day. The
use of the wax seal in Western Europe can be traced back
to Roman times; the particular method of representing
the monarch which appears on early Scandinavian seals
can be found as early as the fourth century after Christ;
the greeting formula with which these early Scandinavian
letters begin is also ancient. But, of course, it is not
possible to trace back a line of development reaching
uninterruptedly from Scandinavia in the eleventh
century to the Roman Empire. The kings of Norway,
Denmark and Sweden, when they adopted these usages,
were borrowing from their neighbours. The clerks who
wrote their letters and the craftsmen who made their
seal-dies were imitating usages already current elsewhere.
The terminology too is borrowed; Latin insigillum,
'seal: was borrowed into Anglo-Saxon in the forms
insigle and insegel, and the Old Norse innsigli is a loanword from Anglo-Saxon; similarly Old Norse bre],
, letter', is a loan-word from Medieval Latin breve.
1 I employ' Scandinavian' here in the sense recognised by the NED, to
cover Denmark, Norway and Sweden.

I
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The contributions made by Scandinavian settlers in
England to English social and economic organisation, to
personal and place-name nomenclature, and to English
art, have been fully acknowledged by English scholars.
But comparatively little has been written in this countryconcerning the contribution made by Englishmen to the
civilisation of Scandinavian lands-a contribution perhaps
more fully recognised in Scandinavia than here." The
influence of English ecclesiastics, who played so important
a part in the establishment of Christianity in Scandinavian
countries, is, however, to be traced in many directions
in the early stages of the development of the national
churches of Denmark, Norway and Sweden; in church
organisation, for instance, possibly in forms of the liturgy,
in the religious vocabulary of the Scandinavian languages,
in some cases in church architecture.? Attention has
also been drawn to the adoption by Scandinavian rulers,
by the beginning of the eleventh century, of a currency
modelled on that of England, and to the fact that some
of the first moneyers known to have worked in Scandinavia
bore English names. 5 The object of this paper is to
throw open for further discussion a subject which seems
to have been neglected hitherto in this country, namely
the foreign, and in particular the English, contribution to
the epistolary usages of Scandinavian kings. Foreign,
that is to say German and English, influence exhibited
See however F. M. Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 1943), passim.
Among the outstanding books dealing with this subject the following
should be mentioned: H. Reuterdahl, Suienska kyrkans historia, vol. i (Lund,
1838); K. Maurer, Die Bekehrung des noruiegischen Stammes zum Christenthume, vol. i (Munich 1855): A. D. ]0rgensen, Den nordiske Kirkes Grundlseggelse og [erste Udvikling (Copenhagen 1874-78); A. Taranger, Dell
Angelsaksisk Kirkes Lndflydelse paa den Norske (Christiania 18go); Ellen
]0rgensen, Fremmed Lndfiydelse under den Danske Kirkes tidligste UlllJikling
(Copenhagen 1908); H. G. Leach, Angevin Britain and Scandinavia (Harvard
1921); K. Gjerset, History of the Norwegian People (New York 1927), vol. i.
'A. W. Clapham, Romanesque Architecture in Western Europe (Oxford
1936), pp. 189 ft .
fi Stenton, p. 535.
2
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in the type of seal adopted, and in the epistolary formulas
employed, by Scandinavian rulers, was the subject of
brief discussion in 1918 by the great German scholar
H. Bresslau in an article" to which I am greatly indebted;
whilst the American scholar L. M. Larson had at an
earlier date called attention in passing to traces of
English influence in the Norse (Norwegian) chancery in
the Middle Ages, and in particular to the striking
similarity between some of the documents issued by the
Norse chancery in the thirteenth century, and the Old
English writs drawn up by Anglo-Saxon clerks two
hundred years before. 7 But neither in England nor in
Scandinavia does the general question of the possibility
of English contributions to the epistolary usages of the
rulers of Scandinavia appear to have been discussed. I
make no claim to have dealt exhaustively with the
subject, nor can I hope to have avoided error in exploring
so vast a field. I have merely attempted to provide a
basis for further investigation and discussion.
The term' seal' is used loosely in English; it can stand
for the matrix (or seal-die), used for making the impression
on wax or metal, or it can stand for the impression itself.
Signet-rings have been known at all events from Roman
times onwards (to confine our attention here to those
regions which may ultimately have influenced Scandinavian usage). Thus the Emperor Augustus authenticated
his edicts with his signet; his first bore a sphinx, his
second, a head of Alexander engraved, his third, his own
head, and this last was employed by all subsequent
emperors with one exception down to Pliny's day (A.D.
79).8 From signet-rings that have been found it would
6 'Internationale Beziehungen im Urkundenwesen
des Mittelalters'
Archiv fur Urkundenforschung, vi (1918), 19-76.
7 The King's Household in England before the Norman Conquest (Madison,
Wisconsin 1904), pp. 197f.
6 Companion to Latin Studies, ed. J. E. Sandys {Cambridge 1910}, par. 864.
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seem that already in the fifth century signet-rings were
known to the Germanic peoples ;" and the signet-ring of
King iEthelwulf of Wessex, King Alfred's father, and
of King Alfred's sister, can still be seen.t? Again,
engraved gems have been widely used from ancient times,
for making an impression on wax; they often bore the
image of some deity, Jupiter, perhaps, or Minerva, or
possibly of a Roman emperor. They were extensively
used by Frankish rulers; thus the Emperor Charles the
Great (800-14) employed for one seal a gem engraved with
a head of the Emperor Antoninus; for another a head of
Jupiter Serapis-": whilst in England a head of Jupiter
Serapis appears on the counter-seal, made perhaps before
the Norman Conquest, of a seal of Durham Cathedral.P
Further, a leaden seal of King Coenwulf of Mercia
closely resembles a coin.P But I am not concerned
here with any such seals as these. I am concerned solely
with seals of wax which bear the representation of a ruler
enthroned in majesty-let us call this the majestasportrait. The earliest seals of this type now surviving
from English kings are seals of King Edward the Confessor
(1042-66)13; they are the impressions only, for no seal die
of this type of seal has survived from his time. And
9 W. Ewald, Siegelkunde (Munich and Berlin 1914), p. 187 ; H. Bresslau,
Handbuch der Urkundenlehre, and ed., vol. ii, pt. ii (Berlin and Leipzig
1931), p. 548 fI.
10 Reproduced in R. H. Hodgkin, History of the Anglo-Saxons, ii, pI. IV.
11 O. Posse, Die Siegel der deutschen Kaiser und Kiinige, 751-1806 (5 vols.,
Dresden 19°9-13), i, pI. i, nos. 4, 5; Ewald, op. cit. p. 184 and pI. 16.
12 Birch, Catalogue of Seals in the British Museum (1887), i, Nos. ~,25II.
Doubts have been expressed as to the authenticity of Coenwulf's seal.
13 See Plate 2, from the Confessor's seal, First type, as depicted by N. de
Wailly, Elements de Paleographie (Paris 1838), ii. PI. R. Further, the seal
appended to B. M. Campbell Ch, xxi, 5 (much damaged, and repaired), is
of the Second type. The seal in Birch, i, PI. i, 1, 2, is from a cast of unknown
provenance. For the fine photograph of the seal of Otto III (Plate, i) I am
indebted to the kindness of M. Jean-Charles Biaudet, archiviste-adjoint at
the Archives Cantonales at Lausanne, where the document bearing the seal
has the reference: C1 b 4. The remaining seals are from photostats supplied
by Cambridge University Library; for full references see n. 45, 52, 59.

1.

T HE E MPE ROR OTTO III.
(sec note 13)· Diameter 3'.

By permission of the Director of the Archive s Cant ona les Vaudoises, L au san ne.
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early Scandinavian kings employed seals bearing majestasportraits of the same type. For the first known use of
this particular kind of representation of a ruler in Western
Europe on a seal, we have a fixed date-the year A.D.
997, when a seal bearing a majestas-portrait was first
employed by the Emperor Otto III.
These seals of King Edward the Confessor are two-faced
hanging seals of wax, with a portrait of the king on either
side of the seal. The two-faced seal of wax is indeed
supposed to have been first employed in England, as is
also the particular method of suspension employed for
these seals, namely to one of two strips of parchment cut
length-wise parallel to the lower edge of the document,
the lower strip acting as a wrapping-tag. The papal
chancery and Frankish rulers and some of their successors,
in Germany at all events, had employed hanging metal
seals rather like a coin, whilst the wax seal employed by
Frankish rulers and their successors in Germany and
France was a single seal, impressed on the face of the
document itself, and without any impression on the back.
This new invention, the hanging wax seal, was certainly
adopted in Denmark in the eleventh century; it may
also have been adopted at this time in Norwa y and in
Sweden, but direct evidence is lacking. It was adopted
in France in the late eleventh or early twelfth century, and
in Germany a little later still.l? The suspension of the
seal by a strip of parchment cut from the document itself
(s1tr simple q1te1te), habitual in England in the Confessor's
time, and later, was also adopted in some other countries.
The seal that accompanied a letter was regarded as a
means of recognition, that is to say, a method whereby the
person receiving the letter could recognise the identity of
the sender. The adoption of seals as a means of recognition by Scandinavian kings must have been facilitated
14 Th. ligen, Sphragisiik (Leipzig and Berlin 1912), p. 25.
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by the fact that already by ancient Germanic custom
verbal messages had been authenticated by the sending
of tokens. Such tokens, called jartegnir, or jarteiknir,
and frequently referred to in literary sources, might
consist of a ring, a coin, a knife, a sword, a belt-or some
other such object as would be distinctive and easily
recognised by the recipient. Many references to ' word
and token' appear for instance in Heimskringla, where
the sending of messengers with verbal messages and
tokens of recognition is represented as a common practice.
But in course of time the' word and token' of the king
(or other person) is replaced by the 'letter and seal.'
That the seal was regarded, as the token had been, as a
means of recognition appears prominently in the legend
of the earliest known Danish seal:
PRESENTI REGEM SIGNO COGNOSCE C)JVTONEM,
, By the present sign (or seal) know King (nut.'
Seals were impressed upon their charters by Merovingian and Carolingian rulers and their successors in
France and Germany, whilst in England the use of a
letter authenticated by a seal can be carried back
to the late ninth century, and probably earlier.P
And it seems more than probable that the kings of
Scandinavian lands issued letters written in the Latin
alphabet, and accompanied by seals with a legend in the
same alphabet, as soon as they had been brought
within the circle of Christendom by their conversion to
Christianity. The actual writers of the letters would no
doubt have been the bishops and priests at their courts,
who had come from abroad, or had acquired their learning
in Christian lands, and who would know the usages
current in other Christian courts or in ecclesiastical
15 See the Introduction to my forthcoming edition of A nglo-Saxon Writs,
and also Bosworth-Toller's Anglo-Saxon. Dictionary, s.v. insegel.
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circles elsewhere. The clergy had after all been accustomed for centuries to write letters. There would then
be no inherent improbability in the conjecture that the
bishop-s and other clergy whom he sent for to England,
may have written letters for King Hakon the Good of
Norway (934-61), who had been fostered in England by
King JEthelstan, and who made an unsuccessful attempt
to introduce Christianity into his own country. Nor is it
at all unlikely that letters were exchanged between King
Harold Klak of Denmark and the Emperor Louis the
Pious (814-40), after King Harold had in A.D. 826 been
baptised with his wife and son and some hundreds of his
adherents, had acknowledged the emperor as his overlord,
and had taken back with him to Denmark the Frankish
missionary Ansgar (afterwards canonised), who preached
in Denmark between 826 and 861, and who also preached
Christianity in Sweden.l" But no letters have come
down to us from these kings. Correspondence between
the papacy and these convert-kings can almost certainly
be taken for granted; whilst the letters, in the eighth
century, of St. Boniface, an Englishman, whose missionary
labours on the continent are well known, provide merely
one instance among many others of epistolary exchanges
at an early date. But it would seem that no letters
whether official or private of Scandinavian kings have
16 On the identity of this bishop see William of Malmesbury, De Antiquitate
Glastoniensis Ecclesise, ed. Gale, iii, 325; and especially O. Kolsrud, • Den
Norske Kirkes Erkebiskoper og Biskoper indtil Reformationen,' p. 189, in
Diptomatarium Norvegicum vol. xvii (Christiania 1913), of which there is
a copy in the Camhridge University Library (but not at present in the
British Museum).
17 On Ansgar, see Reuterdahl, op. cit. vol. i, and for a shorter account, see
]. Wordsworth, The National Church of Suieden, Hale Lectures, 1910 (London
19II), p. 48ft. On the mysterious litere regia mallu more ipsorum (i.e,
Sveollum) deformats: brought back from Birka by Ansgar to the emperor as
evidence of the king's good will (Rimbert, Vita S. A nscharii, cap. 18 (alias II)),
see Reuterdahl, i, 205. It seems to be supposed that it is a question of the
king's monogram or some other means of identification. See also for Ansgar,
O. H. May, Regesten der Erzbischofe VOII Bremen (Hanover, 1937) L pp. 6 ft.
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survived from a period earlier than the early eleventh
century, the earliest being the sealed letters (writs), now
extant only in copies, of Cnut the Great, King of England
and Denmark.
Between A.D. 960 and Io08 three Scandinavian kings
were converted to Christianity, and these monarchs, who
with varying success laboured to introduce Christianity
with all its benefits into their own lands, would henceforward no doubt have desired to correspond as equals
with other Christian rulers. King Harold Gormsson
(Bluetooth) of Denmark was baptised in A.D. 960,
King Olaf Tryggvason of Norway before, or in, the year
994, when he received the sacrament of confirmation in
England, and King Olaf Skattkonung (Tax-king) of
Sweden in Io08; and although in Scandinavia as elsewhere Christianity overlapped for a long time with
paganism, these are the significant dates for our enquiries.
Both Olaf Tryggvason of Norway and Olaf Haroldsson
(c. ror6-30)-later canonised, and in England venerated
as St. Olave-are said to have been attended in Norway
by bishops and priests from England, the names of some
of whom have been recorded i-" and it is important to
observe that English influence is to be traced in the
earliest original letters (of the thirteenth century) of
Norwegian kings. The probability that English influence
was from the first paramount in Norway after the
conversion to Christianity of her kings, is strengthened
by the fact, among others, that Norwegian handwriting
was based on the Anglo-Saxon handwriting of the
18 Adam of Bremen, Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesise Poniificum, ed. ]. M.
Lappenberg, and ed. Hanover, 1876, ii, c. 35, 55. On the introduction of
Christianity into Norway, see especially Maurer, op. cit. For an analysis of
the considerable body of writing produced in Scandinavia during the last 100
years or more concerning the identity of these bishops and priests (few of
whom bore names indicating English origin) and of the conflicting theories
propounded by the leading Scandinavian writers on ecclesiastical history, see
O. Kolsrud, op. cit.

I
2.
K IXG EDWARD THE CO"FESSOR.
(see note I 3)' Obver se. Di am et er ap pro x. 2 i "·
From lVaill,l'. (P hotosttlt C.G' .1..)
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eleventh century.P English influence in Norway 'remained predominant until after 1290 '.20 Whether in
Sweden ecclesiastics from England were to be found,
after his baptism, at the court of King Olaf Skattkonung
of Sweden (at least four of whose moneyers must have
been of English origin," and the letters on whose coins
are of the Anglo-Saxon type) seems uncertain ;22 but
• English missionaries from Norway chosen by the kings
reinforce the German and Danish missionaries' in
Sweden.P A certain Gotebald was called by King Swein
Forkbeard (985/6-1014) from England to be bishop in
Scania (then part of Denmark), ' qui aliquando in Suedia,
saepe dicitur euangelizasse in Norvegia,'24 and the names
of Englishmen appear on the Swedish roll of martyrs.sConcerning Denmark we are in some directions better
informed.s" Though Christianity had up to the time of
the conversion of King Harold Bluetooth in 960 come to
the Danes mainly through German missionaries-for the
Englishman St. Willibrord (died c. 740) had preached the
Gospel to the Danes without success-and therefore
German influence upon Danish life and thought was
strong, the relations between England and Denmark
19 For details of the Norwegian national hand, see E. V. Gordon, Introduction
to Old Norse (Oxford 1927), pp. lxii If.
20 See Leach, pp. 85 If. for further details.
21 Stenton p. 535.
22 I have not seen C. ]. A. Oppermann's The English Missionaries in
Su.eden and Finland (ct. D. Knowles, The Monastic Order 111 England,
p. 67, n. 2).
23 Wordsworth pp. 59, 711f. For the names of these missionaries, see
Reuterdahl, i, 307-14, and Kolsrud's lists, passim. See also Leach p. 83 f.
2< Adam of Bremen ii, <0. 39, Schol. 27.
On Gotebald, who died before 21
August I02I, see Kolsrud, p. 191. The name seems to be Old German
Godbald; see T. Forssner, Continental-Germanic personal names in England in
Old and Middle English times, Diss. Uppsala, 1916, II8. It appears once in
Domesday Book, i, 148, as Godbold, and as Godeboldus, Godebaldus in twelfthcentury lists in the Liber Vitae of New Minster and Hyde Abbey, eel. Birch
(1892), pp. 40, 41. On other English bishops preaching in Sweden, see Adam
iv, Schol. 130. For further details concerning Godebald, see A. Campbell,
Encomium Emmae Reginae (Roy. Hist. Soc. 1949), liv, n. 2.
25 Leach p. 84.
26 See Maurer i, 465 If.
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from the ninth century onwards made Anglo-Saxon
influence in Denmark inevitable. This influence has
been traced in several spheres, for instance, in the
adoption of English saints, the dedication of churches,
the introduction of Anglo-Saxon words into the religious
vocabulary of Danish, as also of Norwegian and Swedish.s?
Relations between the Danish and the English church were
naturally closest in the reign of Cnut the Great, who after
the death of his father King Swein Forkbeard of Denmark,
who had made himself king of England, began a campaign
of conquest on his own account, and by 1017 had compelled his recognition as king; a year later he became king of
Denmark, ruling both countries until his death in 1035.
In Norway, where he ruled as overlord from 1028, Cnut
set up as regent first the Norwegian Earl Hakon (whose
name as earl of Worcestershire, where Cnut, his uncle, had
appointed him to office, appears in a writ. which may be
authentic, addressed by Cnut to a Worcestershire shire
court) ;28 and after Hakon's death Cnut appointed in his
place as regent of Norway his own son Swein, who ruled
the country for some years, till 1035, under the guardianship of his mother lElfgifu (Alfifa) of Northampton. It
seems safe to conjecture that the epistolary traditions
(derived no doubt from England) established in Norway
by the two Olafs would have been maintained there in the
time of Earl Hakon and of Cnut.'s son Swein. Although
he visited Denmark from time to time Cnut regarded
England as his home, but many nationalities were
represented at his court.t? Whereas in earlier times
missionaries labouring in Denmark (such as Poppo, Esiko,
Rudolf, and the two Odinkars, most of whom became
bishops, and some of whom preached also in Sweden and
27 For an exhaustive investigation see Ellen Jorgensen, op. cit. See also
Leach. pp. 76 ft.
28 No. 48 in my forthcoming edition of Anglo-Saxon Writs.
29 L. M. Larson, Canute the Great (New York and London 1912), p. 261.
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Norway) were mainly of German descent.P'' in the time of
Cnut the Great the contribution to Danish life of priests
and bishops brought from England becomes important.v
Concerning these ecclesiastics brought from England by
Cnut we read:
Quia in Dacia eeclesiae novella extitit plantatio, multos pontifices et presbyteras secum adduxit (i.e. from England), quorum alios penes se detinuit, alios
ad praedieandum delegavit. Hi per universam Sveciam, Gothiam atque
Norwegiam dispersi, nee non ad Islandiam transmissi, verbi divini semina
propagantes, multas animas Christo sunt luerati. 32

Of these bishops and priests some were no doubt
Anglo-Saxons, but those who rose to prominence in
Denmark and were appointed to bishoprics there, such as
Gerbrand, Bernhard and Reginbrand, bore names which
seem to indicate a continental origin; but there was after
all no reason why ecclesiastics should not move from one
country to another in search perhaps of learning, or
possibly to gain office or preferment, or for any other
cause. 32* In Denmark English epistolary usages can
scarcely have failed to become known through the
medium of sealed letters sent by Cnut from England.
But to what extent were Anglo-Saxon formulas and
methods of sealing (which were different from those
employed at the time by German rulers) adopted in
Denmark? German influence undoubtedly remained
strong in Denmark in Cnut's time as before, and in the
politico-religious sphere Cnut was obliged to come to
terms with the powerful archbishop Unwan of Bremen
regarding the prerogative of the see of Bremen over
On these persons see Maurer i, 485.
Ellen ] ergensen, ut supra.
32 Sven Aggesen, Compendiosa Regum Danis: Historia, in Langebek,
Scriptores Rerum Danicarum Medii lEvi, vol. i (Copenhagen I772), 55. See
also Adam of Bremen ii, c. 53.
320 See, for instance, Adam of Bremen, i. Sehol. 26, on one of the two Danish
missionaries named Odinkar : 'Ille Odinkar in Angliam ductus est a rege
Cnut ibique eruditus litteris. Deinde Galliam discendo pervagatus, sapientis
et philosophi nomen accepit'.
30

31
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Danish bishops." Cnut himself, who bore the German
baptismal name of Lambert, was admitted to confraternity at Brernen.P as he was also, soon after his
accession, admitted to confraternity at Christ Church,
Canterbury.P! The mingling of traditions seems to be
illustrated in the career of Bishop William of Roskilde, an
Englishman in spite of his Norman name, who died in
107436and was afterwards canonised. Saxo Grammaticus
speaks in terms of praise of Bishop William, whom he
describes as having been writer and priest to Cnut:
Wilhelmus, quo Kanutus Maior et scriba et sacerdote usus fuerat, genere
quidem Anglus;37

but whether William served Cnut in this capacity in
England or in Denmark or in both, Saxo does not say.38
William may of course have accompanied Cnut on his
journeys as chaplain and secretary. But in a later
reign, William became a member of the familia of Archbishop Adalbert of Bremen (1043-72), for Adams"
writes as follows of William's consecration to the see of
Roskilde in 1044:
Archiepiscopus vero de suis clericis ordinavit.

. in Seland Willelmum.

In Denmark this Englishman had a successful career as
bishop. He was on familiar terms of friendship with
King Swein Estrithson, whose mother Estrith made a
grant of land, 50 inansi, to his cathedral church at
Roskilde, .quos prescriptus episcopus sigilla et privilegia
33Larson, Canute, p. 191; Leach p, 77; Stenton p. 457.
34 Adam of Bremen, Schol. 38.
35 H. \Vanley, Antiquae Liieraiurae Septentrionalis Liber Alter, 1705 (=bk.
ii of Hickes' Thesaurus), p. 181.
36 Gams, Series Episcoporum Ecclesite Catholics: Ratisbon 1873.
37 Saxo Grarnrnaticus, Gesta Danorum, ed. J. Olrik and H. Reeder (Copenhagen 1931), 1, p. 304.
38 Larson, Canute, p. 261, supposes it to have been in Denmark. Bresslau,
Archiv f. Urk. vi, 52, n, 9, appears to regard Saxe's statement as a contribution to the history of the royal secretariat in England.
39 Op. cit. iv, ". 3.
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ecclesiae confirmavit.w But neither the privilegium nor
the seal of Bishop William seems to have survived, nor
can we associate him with anyone of Cnut's sealed letters.
Nothing written by his hand is known to exist, but there
is still extant a letter written to him by Bishop Adalbert
of Bremen, c. 1065, which employs an ancient and
widespread greeting formula (with salutem) , well-known in
England as in Germany.v To discriminate between
German influence and English influence in the early stages
of Danish institutions is indeed a matter of the utmost
complexity. It would seem probable that Cnut as
king of Denmark issued the same kind of letters and
employed the same type of seal as he employed as king
of England; but although the earliest known Danish
royal seal, of King Cnut the Saint, is most probably
descended from the (lost) seal of Cnut the Great, the
charter to which this seal of Cnut the Saint was suspended is constructed on a German rather than an AngloSaxon pattern, as will be shown below.
With the letters in English issued in England by Cnut
the Great-the earliest Scandinavian king to have issued
letters that are still extant, and the earliest Scandinavian
king known to have employed a seal (though no seal of his
now survives)-we can fortunately, so far as the texts are
concerned, leave the realm of conjecture. King iEthelred
II (the Unready) of England issued letters authenticated
by his seal, and Cnut on his accession to the throne of
England inherited or imitated the epistolary formulas,
and probably the seal, of iEthelred (though at a later
date he most probably adopted a seal of German pattern).
'0 A nonymi Roskildensis Chronicon Danicum in Langebek, Scriptores, i, 378.
On Bishop William's cathedral church and other stone churches at Roskilde
and elsewhere for which he was in part responsible, and in which there may be
traces of English influence, see A. W. Clapham, Romanesque Architecture in
Westem Europe, pp. 189 if; see also the above-mentioned Chronicon, loco cit.
In my view ecclesiae here means' to the church' and not' of the church'.
41 For text, see p. 154 below.
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But unfortunately the nature of JEthelred's seal is
unknown to us, nor does any seal survive of Cnut the
Great or of his father King Swein. Evidence of Cnut's
use of a seal comes to us from English and Icelandic
sources.v In the Saga of St. Olaf it is related that Cnut,
considering that he had a hereditary right to the throne of
Norway, sent messengers from England to Norway to
King Olaf with letters and seals (bref ok innsigli) to try if
he would give up the kingdom.v' Again, we are told that
Cnut's wife, Queen Emma, got hold of her husband's seal
by guile, and had a letter written ordering the Danes to
make her son king of Denmark, and had the seal set on it,
and sent this letter (with the seal) to Denmark where it
was publicly produced at the' thing'; and further we
learn that Harthacnut on his submission fell at his
father's feet and laid on his knees' the seal on which the
king's name was inscribed' (' pat er konungs nafn
stat) a).44
We tum now to the seals of early Scandinavian rulers,
and it must be said again that there are no seals surviving
of so early a date as those of England, France, and
Germany. The earliest Scandinavian royal seal known
is a two-faced hanging wax seal once attached to a
charter of King Cnut the Saint of Denmark, of A.D. 1085,
for the cathedral of Lund; the original was burnt in a
fire in 1692, but fortunately a drawing had been made by
Peringskiold.w In all essential points this seal is in the
43 For the English evidence, not quite conclusive, see my forthcoming
Anglo-Saxon Writs.
43 Heimskringla, S. of St. Olaf, c. 131 (ed, F. J6nsson, ii, 284 ff.).
44 Fagrskinna, ed. J6nsson, p. 187; Flateyjarb6k, ed. Vigfusson and Unger,
ii, c. 210; Heimskringla, ut supra, c. 148 (ed. J6nsson, ii, 354ft.).
45 Atiartal for Swea och Gotha Konungahus (1725), p. 71.
Reproduced by
Thorkelin, Diplomatarium Amamagna:anum (Copenhagen 1786), i, pI. i, no. I;
also in Dania et N orvegia ill sigillis seculi xiii; a reprinting of the above. See
also Danske KOllgelige Sigiller, 1085-1559, collected by H. Petersen, ed. A.
Thiset, (Copenhagen 1917), pl. I, no. I a, b. For other references see n. 88
below. Seal in Plate, 3, from Thorkelin,
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true tradition of the majestas-portrait, though it deviates
from it in some particulars; it is most unfortunate that
the original has not survived. In the true majestasportrait the ruler, in frontal pose, is seated crowned in
majesty upon a throne or stool, full length, with his feet
upon a footstool; he holds in either hand the insignia of
power: a sceptre surmounted by a fleur-de-lis, or by a
bird, or with some other device; a globe (orb) often
surmounted by a cross (the' globus cruciger '); a sword.
These insignia are ancient in their origin, and some can
be traced back to antiquity.t" So also can the chlamys,
or ceremonial cloak, often worn by the monarch on the
seal, fastening on his right shoulder with a brooch. But
on the seal of King Cnut the Saint the dress is different,
(Plate, 3); the feet are crossed - a posture which I
have not observed before on seals; and though Cnut holds
a 'globus cruciger' in one hand, his other hand
(exceptionally) rests upon his body. On the reverse
of his seal, King Cnut is represented on horseback holding
on his wrist a falcon, a representation which, again,
differs from the conventional equestrian portrait of the
monarch dressed in full armour, holding his lance, with
his shield on his left arm, or according to another convention, brandishing a sword. The legend on (nut's seal
reads on the obverse:
PRESENTI REGEM SIGNO COGNOSCE CNVTONEM,
and on the reverse:
HIC NATVM REGIS l\IAGNI SYB NOMINE CERNIS.45*
45*

Magnus was the byname of St. Cnuts father Swein Estrithson.
See Hoops, Reallexikon, ii, 597, 'Insignien des Konigtums'; K. von
Amira, ' Der Stab in der germanischen Rechtssymbolik ' in Abhandlungen. de,
Mcnchner Akademie , vol. xxv (1909); P. E. Schramm, Das Herrscherbild. in
de, K unst des fruhen. 111ittelalters, in Vortrdge de, Bibliothek Warburg, vol, ii
(Vortrage, 1922-3), Leipzig, Pt. i, pp. 190 if.; A. Grabar, L'Empereur dans
I'art byza1lti1l (Pub!. de la Fac, des Lettres de I' Univ, de Strasbourg, fasc. 75,
Paris 1936) passim; A. Alfoldi ' Insignien und Tracht der romischen Kaiser,'
Rom. Mitteil. vo!. 50 (1935), 1 if.
00
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The seal (now lost) of a somewhat later Danish King,
King Eric Lam, of 1140, is nearer to the traditional
majestas-portrait in posture and insignia: King Eric holds
in his right hand a sceptre surmounted by a fleur-de-lis;
in his left a ' globus cruciger.w? A century later, in the
thirteenth century, Danish kings are still employing the
same type of seal. The' globus cruciger ' and the sceptre
with the fleur-de-lis still appear on the seal of 1232 of
King Eric Plough-Penny'" (so named from his tax of a
penny on the plough). And similarly one Danish king
after another is represented on his seal in the t,aditional
posture of the majestas-portrait, with only minor
variations: King Cnut, for example, on aseal of c. IIgO
adopts a more elaborate type of throne.s" but King
Christopher I is seated on a backless stool. 50 The latest
seal with the majestas-portrait reproduced by Thiset
seems to be one of King Christian III of 1556 ;51 so that
the majestas-portrait in Denmark remained in use at all
events from the eleventh to the sixteenth century.
From Sweden the oldest king's seal now surviving is
an (imperfect) seal of King Karl Sverkersson of II64-7,
a two-faced hanging wax seal in the true tradition of the
majestas-portrait, appended to a charter of Archbishop
Stephan of Uppsala the witnesses to which included the
king, whose seal was appended together with that of the
archbishop. 52 The king, with crown and mantle fastening
47 Thorkelin, i, Denmark, pI. I, no. 2; Thiset pI. I, 4a.
Here and elsewhere
in this article I have adopted for the seals and the documents the dating of the
editors.
48 Thorkelin, i, pI. " no. 3; Thiset pI. 3, roa.
49 Thiset pI. I, sa.
60 Thiset pl. 4, r ya.
61 Thiset no. 122 a.
62 On this charter, described by Hildebrand as • the oldest Swedish original
document,' see n. 89 below. For the text see Diplomatarium. Suecanum, ed.
Liljegren, vol. i (Stockholm 1829), nov yr , For the seal see B. E. Hildebrand,
Suenska Sigiller Fran Medeltiden, vol, i (Stockholm 1862), pI. I, no. I, 2. Seal
• i rodt vax pa gula silketradar brutet i tva delar, med Hera stycken
bortfallna.' H. Reuterdahl, De dldsia stuenska sigillerna (Lund 1843) has not
been accessible to me (Brit. Mus. copy destroyed); but the seals appear in his
Suienska Kyrkans Hist. vol. z , pl. L
Seal in Plate, 4, from Hildebrand.
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at the throat, is seated on a backless stool or throne,
with a ' globus cruciger ' in the left hand. The sword in
the king's right hand, which appears in Peringskiold's
drawing of this seal, is marked as conjectural by
Hildebrand and omitted by Reuterdahl; later kings
bear a sceptre with a fleur-de-lis (Plate, 4). On the
reverse he is depicted on horseback, bearing lance and
shield. The inscription, completed by Peringskiold, on
the obverse, runs:
[SIGILLV}I] KAROL[I SVEONV]M [REGI]S
and on the reverse:
H[IC( IDEM [SVMMVS G]OTHO[RVM DVX]
Later Swedish royal seals, as for example the seal of King
Eric Knutsson of 1210-6, are in the same tradition.P and
so on into the fourteenth century.
The use of seals in Norway can definitely be carried
back into the twelfth century by a reference in the
chronicle of William of Newburgh to the inscription on
the seal of King Sverri (II84-1202):
Titulus autem sigilli ejus talis fuisse dicitur: SUERUS
REX MAGNUS, FERUS UT LEO, MITIS UT AGNUS ;5'1
and there can be no doubt that seals were in use in
Norway at a much earlier date. At a later period it was
indeed supposed (perhaps rightly) that letters and seals
were employed in the eleventh century by King Magnus
the Good (died 1047) who ruled over both Norway and
Denmark: 'after he had possessed himself of Denmark,
he sent messengers west to England; they went to King
Edward and brought him King Magnus' letters and seal.' 56
It seems more than probable that Magnus in this respect
was continuing a tradition established by his predecessors;
Hildebrand, vol. i, pl. ", no. 6.
Historia Rerum Anglicarum, ed. H. C. Hamilton (London 1856), iii, c. 6,
p, 231, a reference for which I am indebted to Mr. Turville-Petre,
66 Heimskringla, S. of Magnus the Good, c. 36 (ed. F. ]6nsson, iii, 71).
For
other references, see Storm no. 12 (cf. n, 100 below).
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but no Norwegian seals have survived from this early
period; the earliest surviving royal seals in Norway date
from the thirteenth century.
There is evidence that a seal was originally appended to
a charter or letter of King Philip of Norway, of
I207-I7 ;56 and again seals were once attached to a letter
of Skule lad, brother of King Ingi of Norway, to be
dated 1225, for the cathedral chapter of Nidaros. 57 Other
documents of this period also exhibit evidence of
sealing. 58 But the earliest surviving Norwegian royal
seal in a good state of preservation is a seal of King
Hakon Hakonsson of 1250, and on it we find the familiar
majestas-portrait, though with differences in dress and
surroundings. 59 In his right hand the king holds a
sword, and in his left, a sceptre surmounted by a more
elaborate form of the ancient' patriarchal' cross (Plate,
5). The legend runs:
SIGILLVM DOMINI HACONIS ILLVSTRIS REGIS
NORVVEGIE
and
REX
HACO
PRAECLARVS PROBVS ARMIS
PECTORE GNARVS;
and it is worth noting that the first of these: SIGILLV?lI
etc. is in the form employed two centuries before by
King Edward the Confessor, namely, SIGILLVM
EADWARDI ANGLOR\'M BASILEI. Seals of Hakon's
son and successor Magnus the Law-Mender are also in the
tradition, except for details of dress and insignia. But
&6 On this charter see p. r47 below. Text, Thorkelin, ii, 19; Diplomatariam
Norvegicum, ed. Lange and Unger, Christiania, vol. I (1849), no. 3. Facsimile
of text, Palseografisk Atlas. Oldnorsk-Islandsk Afdeling (Copenhagen 1905).

no. 48: 'Et segl ses at have vseret vedhamgt.'
&7 Dipl. Norveg. i, no. 8;
Pal. Atlas, no. 49; 'Ved brevet hsenger to
beskadigede vokssegl.' Of these seals. one was of the chapter, the other of
the jarl. On this letter see p. 148 below.
&8 See, for example, the undated letter of King Hakon Hakonsson of ? 1224;
for references see n. 105.
&9 Thorkelin, ii, Norway, pl. I, NO.2.
Seal in Plate, 5, from this.

5.

K] XG H AK OX H AK OXSSOX OF XO R"'A\".
(see no tc 59) . Obv er se. Dia meter 3"·
Fr om T horkelin , (P hotostat C.U .L. )

[ac ing p.
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a few years later, after 1280, King Eric Hakansson issues
seals?" on which the dress reverts to the ancient pattern
of the chlamys fastening on the right shoulder, which also
appears on the seals of his Danish contemporaries King
Eric Glipping and King Eric Menved of about the same
date. And similarly he rejects the forms of the insignia
employed on the seals of his immediate predecessors, and
the insignia on his seals resemble in general those of the
Danish kings from Eric Lam of II40 onwards. But
whether the seals of the Norwegian King Eric were
actually imitated from Danish seals, or from some other
pattern, must remain an open question, in view of the
widespread employment of the type.
\Vhen we compare the representation of the monarch
on early Scandinavian royal seals with that on the Great
Seal of the kings and queens of England we see at a
glance that they are in all essential respects identical. On
all these seals, Scandinavian or English, the monarch is
depicted crowned and enthroned in majesty, holding in
his hands the insignia of power. And in fact from the
time of King Edward the Confessor to the present day,
the representation of the monarch on the English Great
Seal has been the same, except of course for the inevitable
changes of fashion in dress, and alterations in the background and surroundings. The English monarch is
depicted seated in majesty on a throne, wearing a crown
and royal robes, and holding two sceptres, or a sceptre and
a globe, sometimes a sword.v' so that in England the
majestas-portrait on the royal seal has been in use for at
least nine hundred years. It has been employed in other
countries too, though not for so long a period. In the
Scandinavian countries, as we have already seen, there is
Thorkelin, ii, Norway, pI. 2, nos. 1,4.
Birch, Cat. of Seals in the British Museum; A. B. and A. Wyon, The Great
Seals of England (London 1 887).
60
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evidence of its use from 108S onwards, but it may well
have been employed earlier. In France it appears under
Henry I (1031-1060) and continues in use there up to the
French Revolution; it is subsequently used by Napoleon. 62
In Germany it appears in 997, and continues in use for
centuries. It was also employed at one period or another
in the kingdom of Sicily, by the kings of Jerusalem, in
Spain, in Portugal, in Bohemia, in Hungary, in Poland, in
Serbia, as well as in England and in Scotland. 63
The earliest English seal bearing the majestas-portrait
is, as I have already said, the seal of King Edward the
Confessors!": but by his time the majestas-portrait was
already ancient. Representations of the emperor in
a rigidly frontal pose, enthroned in majesty, and bearing
the emblems of regality, can be traced back to the fourth
century after Christ, if not earlier. In the art of late
antiquity the notion of majesty was com-eyed and
emphasised by the central position assigned to the emperor
as the supreme object of interest, and by the frontal
pose in which he is depicted-frontality in composition
being a well-known and conspicuous feature of late
Ewald, pI. 21, no. 3.
Many of these are in Birch, op. cit.; see also Bresslau, A rchi» f. Urk, vi,
26. See also J. Pijoan, History of Art, and ed. (London 1933), ii. pI. xlvi for
seals of Charles of Valois and Martin of Aragon. For seals of the Kingdom
of Jerusalem, see Schlumberger, Sigillographie de l'Orient Latin, (Romans
1943), pI. 1.
63. The figure of King Edward the Confessor enthroned in majesty, holding
sceptre and ' globus cruciger', which appears on coins of this king of the
so-called' sovereign' type (Types ix, x), and to which Sir Frank Stenton
kindly drew my attention, is not in the true tradition of the majestas-portrait
which appears on the seals. Here the ruler faces full front, whereas on these
coins his head is turned to the right. Nevertheless this representation on the
coins of the king full length, crowned and enthroned, was a new departure
in English coinage, and must be in some way connected with the adoption
by the Confessor of the ,nalestas-portrait on his seals. For examples, see
H. A. Grueber and C. F. Keary, Cat. of Engl. Coins in the Brit. Mus .•
Anglo-Saxon Series, vol. ii (1893), xcvii, and pI. xxiii, no. 2, xxiv, no. 10,
xxvi, nos. 4, 8; G. C. Brooke, English Coins (London, znd ed. 1942), pI. xvii,
no. I I .
62
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third- and fourth-century art. 64 Thus at about the
turn of the third and the fourth century Diocletian
and Maximian appear together on a gold medallion,
enthroned to the front, each crowned by their divine
patrons, and each holding a globe; and similarly, in the
fourth century, Constantine I, Constantius II, Magnentius,
and others, appear on medallions, frontally enthroned,
with insignia, as does also Galla Placidia in the following
century. Again, representations of emperors in this
posture, bearing insignia, appear in the reliefs on the
early fourth-century Arch of Constantine in Rome, that
is to say, in the two imperial statues identified with
Marcus Aurelius and Hadrian, and in the representation
of Constantine I himself in the congiarium scene. Ronia
enthroned frontally in majesty, with attributes, also
appears in the art of the fourth century, and later. 65
Moreover in the second half of the fourth century the
frontal representation of the emperor enthroned in majesty
was adopted by the Christian church, and representations
of Christ enthroned in majesty are abundant in medieval
(and later) art. For example, the late fourth-century
mosaic composition (extensively restored) decorating the
apse of the church of Sta. Pudenziana on the Esquiline
at Rome depicts a group of persons (apostles) in friendly
conversation, with Christ seated in the midst in majesty
on a cathedra. 66 A powerful influence in the spread and
preservation of this type of representation, appears in the
64 E. Strong, Apotheosis and After Life (London 1915), pp. 31 ff ; C. R. Morey,
Early Christian Art (Princeton 1942), pp. 26 ff.; J. M. C. Toynbee Roman
Medallions (American Numismatic Soc., Numis. Stud, no. 5, New York, 1944),
p. 175; H. P. L'Orange, Apotheosis in A ncient Portraiture (Oslo 1947), pp. 122
ff.; J. B. Ward Perkins,]. Ro. Stud. vol. 38 (1948), pp. 76 fl. I am indebted

for these references to Dr. J. M. Hussey.
65 See J. M. C. Toynbee, Medallions, p. 175 and plates; H. P. L'Orange and
A. v . Gerkan, Der spatantike Bildschmuck des Konstantinsbogens (Berlin 1939),
Text and plates; for Roma, Toynbee,]. Ro. Stud., vol. 37 (1947), pp. 135 fl.
66 See O. Wulff, Altchristliche und byzantinische Kunst, i (Berlin, 1914),
328; Pijoan, ii, 35.
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ivory diptychs, first mentioned in a law of A.D. 384, which
as late as the sixth century were still being made to
commemorate the year of office of the Roman consuls
in their succession."? The consul is seated in majesty
in the familiar posture, bearing in one hand a sceptre
possibly surmounted by an eagle or a globe or a portrait
of the emperor or some other device; in the other he
holds the niappa which, by the custom of his office, he
threw down as a signal for the opening of the official
games. The same type of representation is also found
in the picture of an emperor preserved in a copy made in
1620 of an eighth or ninth-century version of the
calendar of A.D. 354 of Philocalus. The ruler, depicted
in frontal pose, and identified by the editor of the manuscript with the Emperor Constantius II, is seated with
his feet on a footstool. On his head, surrounded by a
nimbus, he wears a diadem. The sceptre in his left hand
is surmounted by a tiny bust, with helmet and shield.
From his outstretched right hand there pours to the
ground a shower of gold pieces.s" Representations of
rulers are also to be seen on a great silver disc itnissorittnn
which has been dated in A.D. 388 by Delbrueck.v'' Here the
Emperor Theodosius I, seated in majesty in the middle,
is handing over to an official the symbol of his office.
Two other rulers are seated in majesty, one on either side:
his elder son Arcadius, with one hand raised, the other
holding a globe; and Valentini.mus II, bearing a
sceptre in one hand, a globe in the other. The insignia
borne by these two rulers are those which appear
67 Discussion and plates in R. Delbrueck,
Die Consulardiptychen und
uericandte Denkmdler (Berlin and Leipzig I929); Wulff i, I')6 etc.
6"]. Strzygowski, Die Calenderbilder des Chronographen. tom Jahre 354
(Berlin I888), pI. XXXIV. See also Toynbee, J. Ro. Stud. vol. 37 (I947),
p. I40, and refs., for this calendar.
69 Consulardiptychen, p. 035 and pl. 62; Delbrueck, Spatantike Kaiserportrnts (Berlin and Leipzig I933), p. 200, pI. 94, 95; Pijoan ii, pI. I3;
\\'ulff i, I97.
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constantly in such portraits in the Middle Ages down to
modem times; and similarly the chlamys fastened on the
right shoulder with a brooch (seen also on coins of Roman
emperors), which appears on the seal of Edward the
Confessor, appears already here. So also does the
backless throne or stool with a cushion on either side, and
the projecting footstool, all of which become traditional
in such representations. Further, the majestas-portrait
also appears on coins. For example, on silver and
bronze coins of the Byzantine Emperor Justin II (565-78)
the emperor and his wife are seated side by side on a
double throne, full front, in the usual posture of the
majestas-portrait, and the insignia which they hold
include the' globus cruciger,' a sceptre with a globular
top, and a cruciform sceptre, all of which are found in
such portraits on one occasion or another. 70 On seals
of the Byzantine empire, on the other hand, there sometimes appears a figure of Christ enthroned in majesty with
hands outstretched; on the other side there may be a:
portrait of the emperor standing. 71
The majestas-portrait, which we find on the seal of
Edward the Confessor, can, as I have said above, be
traced back to the fourth century after Christ. But
the first known instance of its use upon a wax seal was
in King Edward's time comparatively recent. The
Emperor Otto IIIn (983 [996J-1002) was the first ruler
of Westem Europe to have himself represented in this
fashion on a seal. He employed a wax seal of this type
70 See W. Wroth, Cat. of the Imperial Byzantine Coins in the Brit. Mus.
(London 1908), i,77-104; ]. Sabatier, Desc. generale des monnaies bycaniines
(Paris and London 1862), i, pI. xxi; Grabar pp. 24 fl.
71See G. Schlumberger, Sigillographie de I' Empire Byzantin (Paris 1884),
p.418.
72 On Otto III see P. E. Schramm, Kaiser, Rom und Renouatio (Leipzig
1929), i, 87-187, ii, 3-33: F. Dvornik, Cambridge Historical Journal, vol.
vii, NO.3 (1943), pp. 142 fl. I am indebted for these references to Dr.]. M.
Hussey.
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on genuine documents issued by him in 997 and 998
(Plate, I). 73 Majestas-portraits of the emperors are not
uncommonly found in manuscripts of the Carolingian and
Ottonian periods; Otto III himself appears several times
in this posture in illuminated manuscripts which have
been assigned to the period c. 997-1002.74 Similar representations of Otto III and of his father Otto II appeared
upon their gold or silver coins; Otto II holds a sceptre of
elaborate design with a cruciform top in his right hand,
and in his left, a ' globus cruciger,' whilst Otto III holds
a sword in his right hand, and his left hand is upstretched. 76 During Otto Ill's reign-he died at the age
of 22, having been crowned king when three years old on
the death of his father, and emperor in 996-five different
seals were employed. 76 The innovation of a full-length
standing portrait represented on the third and fourth of
these seals, introduced after he became emperor, was
discarded. But the other innovation, the representation
of the emperor enthroned in majesty on his fifth seal."
was adopted by his successors (with only a few insignificant exceptionsj.?" was widely imitated abroad by other
Posse, i, pl. 10, no. 1.
P. E. Schramm, Die deuischen Kaiser und K6nige in Bildern ihrer Zeit,
751-II52 (Leipzig and Berlin, 1928), p. 194, pl. 73, 74 a, b, 75, 78; Herrscherbild
p. 189 f., pl. 5. See also G. Leidinger, Miniaturen aus Handschriften/ der Kgl,
Hof- und Staatsbibliothek in Munche» (Munich 1913), i, pl. 14.
76 See Lansdowne MS. 1212, pp. 38, 39, for drawings made c. 1600 by O. de
Strada, antiquary of Rudolf II, of coins in the old Imperial Library at Vienna.
I am indebted for knowledge of this manuscript to Dr. C. E. Wright. Later
emperors too used the same representation on their coins; ct. ibid. pp. 51, 54.
76 Analysed by Ewald, p. 81; Posse, pl. 9, nos. 3-6, pl. 10, no. a , These were
all wax seals, but from 998 onwards Otto employed metal bulls.
77 It is worth noting that what is in question here is not simply the transference of the royal portrait from coin to seal. The details of dress on the coins
are different, whereas the chlamys and brooch worn by Otto IlIon his seal
had been a constant feature of earlier wax seals, as for instance, of those of
Conrad I, Henry I, Otto I and II.
78 His immediate successor Henry II first used the majestas-portrait on a
seal after his coronation as emperor; before that time he used a portrait which
was not full length, merely down to the hips; see Posse, pI. II, no. 1. The
next emperor, Conrad II, always employed the majestas-portrait on his wax
seals.
73

7& See
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rulers, and in this country has run a successful course
which has lasted till the present day.
To return now to the early Scandinavian seals, which
obviously cannot be studied in isolation. The suggestion
was put forward by Bresslau.?" that the resemblances
between the seal of Cnut the Saint of Denmark of 1085,
and that of William I of England, whose seal on its
obverse is of the same type as that of the Confessor,
are best explained by the supposition that they both go
back to a common source, that both indeed are derived
from the lost seal of Cnut the Great, king of England and
of Denmark. Both the seal of the Confessor in England
and that of Cnut the Saint in Denmark are two-faced
seals, a feature which in the case of the Confessor is
peculiarly difficult to explain, for except for the insignia,
the two sides of the Confessor's seal are almost identical.
Bresslau put forward the hypothesis that Cnut first
adopted a double seal to signify his two-fold lordship, of
England and of Denmark, and if this is the true explanation of the two-faced seal, this seal would have been
appropriate to his son King Harthacnut, who for a time
ruled over England and Denmark, and to King Magnus
the Good, who ruled over Norway and Denmark. But
it is difficult, if this explanation is correct, to find anything to justify the adoption of a double seal in the case of
either the Confessor in England or of Cnut the Saint in
Denmark. And it is at least a working hypothesis that
both inherited a two-faced seal which went back ultimately
to the seal of Cnut the Great, of England and Denmark,
a predecessor of them both. The reverse of the seal of
Cnut the Saint moreover, like the reverse of the seal of
William the Conqueror, bears an equestrian portrait
(though the two are not at all alike) and further in both
cases the legend on the seal is in hexameters. Was
79

Archiv f. Urk, ut supra, p. 57.
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Cnut the Great the first ruler to place an equestrian
portrait on the reverse of his seal? And what was the
original significance of this equestrian portrait, which in
this country at least has been used with only two or three
exceptions by all the kings and queens of England from
the Norman Conquest (if not from the time of Cnut) until
the present day? Could the inspiration have come from
the famous antique bronze equestrian statue of the
Emperor Marcus Aurelius at Rome, which was known
throughout the Middle Ages, and which (nut would no
doubt have seen when he visited Rome ?79*
To proceed now to a further hypothesis: If we ask
from what sources Cnut the Great derived the seal which,
as has been conjectured, formed the model for the seals of
Denmark and of England, the most acceptable theory is
again that proposed by H. Bresslau, namely that Cnut
copied the seal of the Emperor Conrad II. The insignia
on the seal of Edward the Confessor resemble those borne
by Conrad II more closely than those on the seals of
King Edward's contemporaries, who were Conrad's
successors. In the year 1027 when Conrad was crowned
emperor at Rome Cnut the Great was present at the
ceremony; and in a proclamation that he sent home in
that year to the people of England Cnut told them of his
kindly reception, of negotiations in which he had engaged
with the emperor, and of magnificent presents which he
had received from him. Some years later, in 1036, not
long after Cnut's death, his daughter Gunnhild was
married to Conrad's son Henry (afterwards the Emperor
Henry III); and we can well imagine that letters
authenticated by seals would previously have been exchanged between the two monarchs, in connection with
79* Dr. L. D. Ettlinger of the Warburg Institute kindly informs me that
this statue survived the fall of the Roman Empire beca;lse it was thought
to be a statue of the first Christian emperor, Constantine; and that the statue
stood near the Scala Santa till 1538, when it was removed to its present postion on the Capitol.
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this marriage. There is no difficulty in supposing that the
portrait on the (lost) seal of Cnut was derived in its main
features from Conrad's first seal as emperor, and this seal
of Conrad II was directly derived from that of Otto III.
As to the particular channels whereby the sealed letter
itself, and the seal with the majestas-portrait, were
introduced into the individual Scandinavian countries,
we can do no more than speculate; but the crucial period
ranges of course from the first introduction of this type of
seal in 997 to the date, 1085, of the earliest known
Scandinavian royal seal, namely the seal of Cnut the Saint
of Denmark. This seal, like that of the Confessor, is a
two-faced hanging wax seal-a fact which favours the
supposition that Cnut the Saint's seal was derived from
English sources, and not from the single-faced seal
impressed on the face of the document itself, which was
at that time employed by the (;erman emperor-though
this German seal similarly bore a majestas-portrait of
the ruler. Olaf Tryggvason of Norway, and St. Olaf, may
have learnt the use of the sealed letter from King
JEthelred during their visits to England.s? where the
sealed letter (whatever may have been the nature of the
seal) had been long in use; and in any case the bishops and
priests from England who attended them in Norway
can scarcely have been ignorant of the epistolary usages
of JEthelred's court. Traces of Anglo-Saxon influence
in the organisation of the ::\orwegian court have been
noted by L. M. Larson.s- who thinks it likely that in
Norway not only the royal household but also the royal
chapel, were organised on Anglo-Saxon lines; and as in
England the priests of the royal chapel constituted the
king's secretariat, so, no doubt, they did in :\orway. An
English ecclesiastic like Grimkell (from his name a native
80

81

On these visits see Stenton pp. 373, 396.
King's Household, p. 197.
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of one of the Scandinavianised parts of England), who is
named by Adam of Bremen82 among those ecclesiastics
from England who attended St. Olaf in Norway, and was
appointed bishop there; who moreover appears in the
Saga of St. Olaf among the teachers and advisers by whose
advice St. Olaf set up the Christian law and who is
represented as sitting in the seat next to the king's in the
king's high hall,83 may well have had the oversight of the
king's correspondence. That Grimkell was employed by
St. Olaf for diplomatic exchanges is evident from his being
sent on an embassy to Archbishop Unwan of Bremen as
St. Olaf's ambassador. 84 Grimkell was however only
one of the ecclesiastics who went to Norway from England
with the two Olafs; and some of these no doubt lived on
there after the death of these kings. The probability
that the Norwegian kings derived their diplomatic
formulas (as well as their seals) from the sealed letters of
Anglo-Saxon kings, and not from those of the AngloNorman chancery (where the writ form continued to be
employed), is increased by the fact that, as will be shown
below, the extant official letters (charters) of Norwegian
kings, unlike those of Denmark and Sweden, are written
not in Latin, but in the vernacular speech, and that they
employ similar, if not identical formulas, The intercourse
between English and continental churchmen, which as
Sir Frank Stenton has observed, 85 had been stimulated by
the union of England and Denmark under Cnut, and
which is exemplified by the consecration of Bishop
Gerbrand, presumably from his name a German, to the
see of Roskilde, by Archbishop .tEthelnoth of Canterbury,
would no doubt have favoured the wider use of the sealed
letter; for in England the sealed letter was employed not
Op. cit. ii, 55; see also Stenton pp. 456 f.
Heimskringla, S. of St. Olaf, c. 57, 58 (ed. J6nsson, ii, 81 f.).
Larson, Canute the Great, p. 273.
85 Op. cit., p. 457.
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only by the royal secretariat, but also by prominent
ecclesiastics for their correspondence (not only in Latin
but also in the vernacular) at all events from the early
years of the eleventh century, and no doubt before this.
The c political exchanges between the English court and
foreign powers' which' were more frequent' between the
accession of Cnut to the throne of England and the
Norman Conquest' than at any period since the reign of
JEthelstan,' would also in the natural course of things
have brought to those correspondents of the English
kings to whom they were unfamiliar, the diplomatic usages
of the English court. Further in Sweden as in Norway,
'details of ritual and organisation in which the
English and Scandinavian churches' resembled each
other are proof of contact between the ecclesiastics of these
countries and English ecclesiastics. 86 But it must for
lack of evidence remain an open question whether in
Sweden the adoption of the hanging wax seal with the
may'estas-portrait came directly from English sources or
through Danish or other channels. In the formulas of
the surviving documents of Danish and Swedish kings
(from the late eleventh century onwards) there is, as will
be shown below, little incontrovertible evidence of
English influence, whether or not indications of such
influence would have been found if documents had
survived of earlier date. As time went on the fusion
under one king of two Scandinavian countries, and the
personal contacts and diplomatic exchanges of the kings
of Denmark, Norway and Sweden among themselves,
as also with the papacy, the emperors of Germany, the
kings of England and of other countries, must after all
have continually provided fresh opportunities of borrowing and re-borrowing, so that an established tradition
86

Stenton, ut supra.
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might at any time be broken, or discarded usages might
be reintroduced.
Let us now turn to the bre], 'letter,' a term strictly
applicable to those Scandinavian royal charters which
were drawn up in epistolary form, often with a greeting
addressed to individuals, or groups of individuals, or
possibly generally addressed, and closing with a valediction; but used also to denote those other charters
which have rather the form of a notification.s? as for
instance, the earliest Scandinavian charter known, the
charter of King Cnut the Saint of Denmark, of 1085,88
concerning the foundation and endowment of the
cathedral at Lund. It begins with an invocation of the
Trinity, and continues:
Notum omnibus in Christo fidelibus esse cupimus, qualiter ego Cnuto
quartus Magni Regis filius .. , ecclesiam Sancti Laurentii que sita est Lunde
• . . dota ui etc. 89

Royal charters of whatever type were in Scandinavian
lands as elsewhere drawn up on conventional lines; but
whereas English influence is plain to see in the earliest
Norwegian documents surviving, it is difficult to trace
in Danish and Swedish; for example the witness clause
and other clauses of the charter of King Cnut the Saint
cited above are quite unlike those employed in this
country. If then English influence was ever to be found
in such documents, it must have been replaced by that
of the imperial (and papal) chancery. In both Denmark

Thorkelin in his Dipl. Arnaniagn, uses litters: for both.
Text, Thorkelin i, I f.; for full references, see K. Erslev, Repertorrum
Diplomaticum Regni Vallie; llIcdzcrvahs, vol, i (Copenhagen l894), no. I;
Diplom, SUCCaI!UIIl, ed. Liljegren etc. (Stockholm l829-78) I, no. 26, On
the seal, see p. l20, above and references there.
89 The earliest known Swedish charter (Dipl. Suican, i, no. Sl), Archbp.
Stephan's notification concerning his settlement of a dispute, of rr64-7, is
in a similar form; see further p. l30 above.
87
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and Sweden 90 the form and script of the diploma and of
the less formal mandate correspond with those of German
royal and princely documents; 91 (but it must also be noted
that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and later,
documents written on strips of parchment recalling in
their shape English writs, frequently appear among the
Danish charters). 92
In letters, whether private or official, in ancient as
in modern times, it was customary to employ conventional
opening clauses, and it is in these clauses in Norwegian
official documents that English influence is most apparent.
Moreover, as has been said above, the earliest surviving
Norwegian royal charters (in epistolary form), dating
from the thirteenth century, are, like the Anglo-Saxon
writs of the pre-Conquest period, written in the vernacular
speech; 93 and it seems more than likely that the vernacular
was employed in charters in Norway from the beginning.
Not only in their characteristic use of the vernacular, but
also in the actual formulas employed, Norwegian royal
charters seem to imitate Anglo-Saxon models. Although
in the Saga of St. Olaf, it is said that Queen Emma in her
letter to Denmark'< (read in the 'thing' and therefore
written in the vernacular) , greeted all the greatest chiefs
in Denmark'-a detail which recalls the characteristic
greeting clause, with its address to individuals, of
letters (writs) of her husband King Cnut-it is difficult to
90 For Danish charters see, in addition to those works cited above, Regesta
Diplomatica Historise Dunicte, Copenhagen, 1847 etc.; facsimiles, Palseografisk Atlas, Dansk Afdeling, 1903, and Corpus Diplomatum Regni Danici,
ed. Blatt and Christensen, Copenhagen 1938; and for full references to other
works, see Diplomatorium Danicum, ed. Afzelius, Blatt and Christensen,
Copenhagen 1938 etc. For Swedish charters, see Dipl. Suecan, «d. Liljegren (n. 88, above), and Svenskt Dipl. ed. Silfverstolpe (1875 etc.).
91 Bresslau, Archie j. Crk, vi (1918),59.
For an analysis of the structure of
Danish charters, without discussion of their origin, see Erslev, introduction.
n See the volumes of facsimiles mentioned above.
93 Latin is however employed by Norwegian kings in correspondence with
the authorities of Lubeck.
94 See p. 128 above.
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trace English influence in royal Danish official letters of a
later period (apart possibly from general resemblances of
form, and possibly from the presence in some of a penal
clause). Whatever degree of English influence may have
been apparent in the lost letters of Cnut to his Danish
kingdom, there are (as has been said above) scarcely
any traces to be seen in the official letters of later Danish
kings. These are consistently in Latin, as are also the
official letters of Swedish kings. According to Bresslau
the earliest Danish royal document in the vernacular
surviving in its original form is dated in 1371,95 but in
Sweden there may be earlier examples.P"
The earliest letters surviving of any Scandinavian
king are the sealed letters (writs) preserved only in copies,
issued by King Cnut the Great (1017-35) as King of
England-letters concerned with official business, and
usually addressed to a number of recipients; but no
letter of his to Scandinavia seems to have survived
textually. Mention has been made above of a letter
of Cnut's wife Queen Emma, and also of the sending by
Cnut of letters and seals to St. Olaf; as also of the sending
of letters by King Magnus of Norway to King Edward the
Confessor. 97 Further a letter sent in II39 by King Ingi
of Norway to his brother King Sigurer and his adherents'"
appears in Heintskringla ; and we are told in the same
source of the sending of letters (' ritsending ') by Ingigerd,
the daughter of the king of Sweden, Olaf Skattkonung,
concerning her projected marriage. 99 Letters of Scandinavian kings appearing in the texts of literary and historical
95 Erslev Repertorium, ii, 143, no. 2922; 'Wy Waldemar konnlgh dun
wetlike dat wy umme' etc.
96 See for example the grant of privileges for the people of Visingso of
King Magnus, dated 1286, in the vernacular, but accompanied by a Latin
version (Dipt. Suecan, ii, no. 920).
97 See pp. 128, 131, above.
98 S. of K. Ingi, c. 8; (ed. ]6nsson iii, 360).
99 S. of St. Olaf, c. 91 (ed. ]6nsson, ii, 176).
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works were brought together by G. Storrn.P" whilst
others surviving in their original form or as cartulary
copies have been printed in the diplomatic collections of
Norway, Sweden and Denmark; and letters of Scandinavian kings to Lubeck and other Hanseatic towns appear
in von Bunge's collection of charters.t'"
We come now to the earliest (according to Bresslau)
official letter of any Norwegian king of which the original
has been preserved-a letter of King Philip of Norway, of
1207-17, written on parchment, with remains of sealing. 1 02
In this letter, which is short and to the point, the king
forbids the people of Morsdal, to whom the letter is
addressed, to do any harm to the property of the monks of
Hoved61 03 (near Oslo) on pain of death or mutilation. It
begins with a greeting clause of a type which seems to
have become common form at all events by the close of
the twelfth century in Norway, and probably much earlier:
Philippus konungr sendir ollum Morsdcelorn peirn er i lyoni villia vera vib
oss queoiu Guos oc sina.

In fact so conventional had the formula become in its
main outlines (the only elaboration here is the clause:
'peim er i lybni villia vera vits oss ') that here and in
many other documents the final clause is expressed by
abbreviations: 'Q. G. 7 sina,' where Q. stands for
queoiu (Icelandic kveoja) , and G. for Guos. We might
take as other examples of the employment of the same
greeting formula a letter of King Hakon Sverresson of
1202 preserved in a copy:
Hakon Konungr sendir quedio Eiriki Erkibiskupi ok allum adrum biskupum,
Iserdom monnum all urn, bondom allum, ok bupegnum allum, Guds vinum ok
sinum, sern petta bref sea seda hoyra, quedio Guds ok sina;10C

Regesta Norvegica, 991-1263 (Christiania 1898).
Liv-, Esth-, und Curldndisches Urkundenbuch. nebst Regesten, ed. F. G. von
Bunge (Reval, 1853-1914).
102 See p. 132 above.
103 This was a monastery founded in II47 by English Cistercians; see
Gjerset, Hist. of the Norwegian People, i, 345.
104 Thorkelin, Dipl. Arnamagn, ii, 18-19.
100

101
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or an undated letter of King Hakon Hakonsson of (?)
122 4:
H[akon] konongr sun H[akonar] konongs sendir bondom oc bupeignum,
ol!um Gul'ls vinnum (sic) oc sinum j>eim et petta bref sea el'la hcevr a a Eikium
(i.e. Eker) quasoiu Gul'ls oc sina;lQ5

or a letter of Skule j arl dated 1225:
Skule Iarl! broi'ler I[nga] k[onongs] ssender lreri'lom oc lendom, allorn verandom oc vii'lr komandom, Q. G. 7 S. Wer vilium yl'lr kunnict gera at etc. lOB

Towards the end of the thirteenth century, in a letter of
1298, King Eric Magnusson still employs the same
essential framework of (i) name and title of sender: (ii)
verb' sends' in third person: (iii) name of recipient(s) in
dative: (iv) object of verb' sends,' i.e. ' quebiu Gutss oc
sin a ":
Erikr Magnus med Guds miskunn Noregs Konongr sun Magnus Konongs
sendir oIIum mannum j>reim sem petta bref sia eda hoyra i l>rondheime oc i
bonorn Niddarosi Q. G. oc sina.1Q7

Many other examples of the use of this opening are to be
found in letters of kings, prominent ecclesiastics and
great magnates in the Diplomatarium Noroegicum,
The letter of King Ingi of Norway to his brother King
Sigurer, in II39, is in the same form. lOS Indeed, so
firmly established in common use had this formula
become that Snorri, probably rightly, represents it as
having been in use in the time of St. Olaf, even in verbal
messages. I>orarin Nefjolfsson, who had been sent by
King Olaf to Iceland as his messenger, is made to speak
as follows at the Althing:
Ek skili'lumk fyrir iiii. n6ttum vii'l 6laf konung Haraldzson; sendi hann
kveoju hingat til landz QIIum hofoingjum ok Iandz-stjornar-rnonnum ok par
mea aIIri alj»'ou karla ok kvinna, ungum manni ok gornlum, sselum ok veslum,
g1tOS ok sina, ok pat mea etc. l 09
105Thorkelin ii, 251; Dipl. Norveg. ii, no. 5; • Efter Orig. p. Perg. . Seglet
i grant Vox er affaldet.'
106See n. 57, above.
For other examples see, for instance, Dipl.
Norreg, i, no. 51, of King Hakon, 1~26-54, cited by Larson, p. 198; text and
Mod. Germ. rendering by Bresslau, Archil'. f. Urk. vi (1918), 61.
107 ThorkeIin, ii, 230.
108See n. 9 8.
109 He imskringla S. of St. Olaf, c. 125, ed. J6nsson, ii, 273.
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The kings of England also, in the eleventh century and
earlier, were employing a set form of greeting in their
official letters (writs) and proclamations. A proclamation issued by Cnut the Great in 1020 begins:
Cnut cyning gret his arcebiscopas 7 his leodbiscopas 7 purcyl eorl 7 ealle
his eorlas 7 ealne his peodscype, twelfhynde 7 twyhynde, gehadode 7 lsewede,
on England freondlice. And ic cyoe eow j:>",t ic wylle etc. 110 ;

whilst a writ of the same king begins:
Cnut cing gret Lyfing arcebiscop 7 Godwine biscop 7 JElm",r abbot 7
JEjJelwine scirman 7 JEj:>elric 7 ealle mine pegnas, twelfhynde 7 twihynde,
freondlice.P!

The pattern of this formula closely resembles the one
found in Norwegian royal letters cited above: it contains
(i) name and title of sender: (ii) verb ( greets' in third
person; (iii) names of addressees in accus.; (iv) adverb
freondlice. It seems most probable that in England the
formula is an adaptation to the native speech of a Latin
formula 'X to Y salutem' which occurs frequently in
English and continental sources and which quite clearly
is regarded as its equivalent, for the one is used in
rendering the other; for instance (lElfric abbot gret
Wulfstan biscop,' will render' lElfricus abbas Wulfstano
episcopo salutem.' Now the resemblance between the
greeting clauses in the Anglo-Saxon and Norwegian
letters seems too great to be due merely to coincidence,
or to independent rendering of the same widespread and
ancient Latin formula; it seems most probable that it
was due to imitation in Norway of the Anglo-Saxon
formula. If no other evidence were available, one would
feel inclined to suppose that the Norwegian "sendir
quebiu Gut>s oc sina ' was indeed copied from the English
pattern, with its ( gret freondlice,' but also to suppose
110 Liebermann, Gesetze der Angelsachscn, i (Halle 1903), pp. 273 ff.; A. J.
Robertson, Laws of the Kings of England (Cambridge 1925), pp. 140 ff;
Larson, Canute, p. 341 (Mod. Eng. rendering); ct. also W. H. Stevenson,
E. H. R. xxvii (1912), 3-8.
111 British Museum Royal MS. I D. ix, f. 44b.
No. 26 in my forthcoming
edition.
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that the formula was modified in Norway, perhaps at the
time of borrowing. But in fact an immediate parallel
can be found for the Norwegian' sendir quebiu Gu~s oc
sin a " in a letter of King Harold Harefoot of England,
reputed son of King Cnut the Great, and half-brother of
Harthacnut (who eventually succeeded him in England).
In this letter sent to the monks of Christ Church, Canterbury.P> we are told, King Harold' grette hig ealle Codes
gretincge 7 his.' And lest it should be thought that this
was merely a chance variation, due to some idiosyncrasy
of the clerk who wrote King Harold Harefoot's letter,
it should be observed that the same greeting is being
employed before 1II4 by one of the abbots of Westminster
in official letters in English.11 3 It seems natural then to
regard the appearance of this formula in Norwegian
letters as evidence of English influence, It may well
have been brought into the country by those ecclesiastics
from England, who as I have said above, attended King
Olaf Tryggvason and St. Olaf; or it may of course have
been introduced into Norway at some other period.
Further it is tempting to suppose that the penal clause,
or sanction, when it appears in Norwegian royal letters,
owes something to English models. With the clause in
the letter of King Philip cited above (p. 147):
Nu ef nokor maor veror sua diarfr at hann gerer ]:>eim nokot spial virki eea
Ian bum peira a gauroum eoa grindum eea a pui er til heivir leghet at forno
eoa nyiu pa skall hann engo fyrir koma nema livi eoa limum ef ver meghom
na honom,

we may compare the penal clauses in Anglo-Saxon
writs.P! Again it is difficult to dismiss the suspicion that
112A. ]. Robertson, A nglo-Saxon Charters, No. 91.
113 ]. Arruitage Robinson, Gilbert Crispin, (Cambridge '9Il), p. 37; Monasticon Anglicanum, 1846 ed. i, 3'0.
114 For these see Introduction to my forthcoming edition.
With the
clause above, uersr sua diarfr, we may compare a clause in a spurious Ramsey
writ of King Edward the Confessor (CartulariulIl Monasterii de Rameseia
R. S. i, 188 ff.), no. 62 in my edition: • ic hate and beode ]:>ret nan man ne
wurOe swa deorf ' etc. The above text from Dipl. Norveg.
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notifications in Norwegian royal letters in such forms
as 'Vet vilium ytlr kunnict gera at' etc. may owe
their origin at any rate in part to the' Ic cytle eow fret>
etc. in Anglo-Saxon writs. Finally the valediction' Lif i
Gutls gridi,' which sometimes appears in Norwegian
letters, is, as Bresslau suggested, closer to the AngloSaxon valediction ' God eow gehealde,' than it is to the
common Latin 'Valete' with which some Norwegian
letters conclude.
It has been argued above that the formulas of Norwegian royal letters are such as could easily have been
borrowed from the scriptoria of the later Anglo-Saxon
kings, JEthelred, Cnut, Harold Harefoot, Harthacnut,
Edward the Confessor. It might of course be suggested
that since the Anglo-Norman kings continued the use of
the Anglo-Saxon writ form, the borrowing in question
might have taken place after the Norman Conquest.
The objections to this suggestion are that not long after the
Conquest the use of Latin prevailed in the royal chancery
in England, and, further, that intercourse between England and Norway was not, after the Conquest, as close as
it was in the days when future kings of Norway lived in
England in contact with the English court. But as Larson11 5 observed, even if the Norse chancery did (as seems
highly improbable) get its formulas from the chancery of
Henry I or II, the origin of these formulas would still,
though more indirectly, be found in the Anglo-Saxon
writ.
It will of course have been observed that the greeting
formulas of the Norwegian royal letters cited above
contain some clauses for which no parallels are to be
found in Anglo-Saxon writs; such clauses as
allom verandom oc vior komandom

or
ollum mannum p",im sern petta bref sia eda hovra
115 Op. cit. p. 197.
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are not to be found there. Such clauses are however to
be found in Danish and Swedish letters, in Latin, in the
thirteenth century, where, for instance, we find:
Omnibus tam presentibus quam futuris hoc scriptum cementibus NN
salutem,

or
Universis presentes litteras visuris seu auclituris NN, salutem in Domino
sernpiternam.

The clause' presentibus et futuris ' (with formal variants)
in such contexts is ancient and widespread, and can be
traced back in Frankish sources to as early as the seventh
century. As to the other clauses occurring in Norwegian
royal letters which must have been introduced at a period
later than the Anglo-Saxon period, Bresslau, while calling
attention to the
Omnibus ad quos presentes Iitterze pervenerint

of the English Letters Patent, suggested, perhaps rightly,
that the compilers of the Norwegian letters in using such
clauses were borrowing from the formulas of Danish or
Swedish letters. This is a matter on which it is scarcely
possible to achieve certainty owing to the late appearance
of Scandinavian letters upon the scene; but it is worth
observing that the formulas cited as having been found
in Danish and Swedish letters were also to be found
elsewhere-that they were in general use in England
(not to mention other countries) at the period in question.
They appear for instance in a collection of writs and
charters of William I and his successors and of bishops
and other persons, copied into a chartulary of Malmesbury
Abbey (B.M. Lansdowne MS. 417), compiled in the reign
of Richard II, which forms therefore a source-book for
formulas current in England from the Conquest to the
fourteenth century. In these English documents we find
not only th~
Omnibus ad quos presentes litterre pervenerint

of the Letters Patent, but also
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Omnibus Christi fidelibus presentes litteras inspecturis vel audituris,

and
Sci ant tam presentes quam futuri,

and also
Notum sit omnibus tam futuris quam presentibus-

clauses which form a reasonably close parallel to the
phrases cited from Danish and Swedish royal letters, as
also to those in the greeting clauses of the Norwegian
royal letters. So close indeed were the links, commercial,
political and religious between England and the north
in the thirteenth century-l" that borrowing from England
in these matters is by no means an impossibility; but as
I have suggested above, the clauses in question appear to
have been in general use, and it seems therefore impossible
to determine from what particular source they were
introduced into Norwegian royal letters.
The greeting formula which appears in English,
Norwegian, Swedish and Danish letters, whatever its
variants in form, and whether in Latin or in the vernacular
speech, had already in the eleventh century a long history
behind it. In English it appears substantially in the
opening clauses of King Alfred's well-known letter on the
state of learning in England which forms the preface to
the English rendering of the Cura Pastoralis:
JElfred kyning hateo gretan Wserfero biscep his wordum luflice ond
freondlice; ond i'le cyi'lan hate etc.

On the continent, we can trace the same greeting form in
its Latin equivalent' X to Y salutem ' in early diplomas
and in mandates of the Frankish rulers, and in the
correspondence of ecclesiastics and other persons.'!" The
formula was used for instance by Archbishop Adalbert
of Bremen (I043-72) in his letter to Bishop William of
Roskilde, beginning:

116
117

See Leach, op. cit., pp. 89ft.
For full details see Introduction to

l1ly
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Adalbertus sanct.e Romanro et Apostolicse sedis legatus, nee non universarum septentrionalinm nationum archiepiscopus, Hammaburgensis quoque
ecclcsia- provisor indignus, W. Rochildensi (sic) episcopo salutern.P"

It is certain that in England its use is very ancient; but
at what date it was first employed here adapted to the
vernacular speech there is no means of determining. In
its Latin form it goes back at any rate to the time of
Bede (and earlier); letters in this form are inserted in the
Historia Ecclesiastica. The formula can be traced back
ultimately to Roman antiquity. Cicero used it in his
letters: 'Tullius Tironi suo salutem '; and it was also
used by Roman emperors and provincial governors. But
this epistolary formula which has been in use in England
for many centuries has not fallen out of use even at the
present day; it may still be used for instance in a writ
issued by a bishop ordering the sequestration of the
revenues of a benefice during a vacancy, or by modern
heads of states in their international relations.v'" These
modern instances and the more ancient examples that
I have cited in this article suggest that the persistence in
use of the greeting formula, whatever its variants in form,
for two thousand years or more, from Roman antiquity
to the present day, has been due to the fact that it is
readily adaptable to varying circumstances. In details
of iconography the majestas-portrait is also ancient,
though the seal bearing the portrait of the ruler enthroned
in majesty has been in use, in this country, for probably
not much more than nine hundred years. I have shown
that the ancient greeting formula which appears in the
letters of early Scandinavian kings and the majestasportrait which appears upon their seals, were employed
118 Adam of Bremen, iii, c. 70; Dipl. Succa.n, i, no . za ; Lappenberg
Ha mburgisches Urkundenbuch, (Hamburg 1."4-'), no, 86. Calendared: O. H.
May, Regcsteii del' ErIvischofe von Bremen, i, p. 7.:2, no. 3I7, where it is dated:
, urn 1065: For Bishop \\'illiam see p. 126 above.
lIO See for instance the treaty of the king of Siam cited by V. H. Galbraith,
Studies in the Public Records, (London 19·}o), p. 34.
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by kings of England; and I have suggested that in the
introduction of the formula into Norway and in the
introduction of the hanging two-faced wax seal and the
majestas-portrait upon it into all three Scandinavian
countries, English influence most probably played a part.

THE BATTLES AT CORBRIDGE
By F. T. WAINWRIGHT

I NG the second decade of the tenth century a
DU RViking
leader named Ragnald arrived in Northumbria and forcibly carved out a kingdom for himself.
Although he holds an important place in the history of the
north, his career is badly recorded and at some points
quite obscure. He is usually identified with the Ragnald
who is described in Irish sources as " grandson of Ivar "
and" King of the Dubhgall", but recently it has been
suggested that this identification should be abandoned
and that the two Ragnalds should be kept separate.'
The problem of Ragnald and his identity is only one of
the many problems that arise from our ignorance of events
and conditions in Northumbria. A heavy mist hangs
over the north. We do not know what happened to the
shattered fragments of the Anglian kingdom after the
battle at York on 21 March 867; we know little about the
Danish kingdom later established, and we know even
less about the subsequent relations of the Angles, the
Danes and the other peoples of the north. From about
goo onwards Norsemen from Ireland poured into northwestern England, and the expedition of Ragnald may well
mark the culmination of this movement. Another
element was thus added to the racial complex, and though
we may speculate on possible repercussions we can be sure
only that the arrival of the Norsemen disturbed whatever
uneasy political balance then existed.
With a background so confused and so uncertain it is
not surprising that doubts surround the battles fought
1 Alistair Campbell. The XorlhulIlhriall Kinsido»: oj
ll istorical Reuicu-, \"01. L\"II, Pl'. H'i-gI),

Ragnald (lill~lish
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between 913 and 918 at Corbridge on the Tyne. There are
several sources of information, not all independent of each
other, and the single certain fact is that they cannot be
completely reconciled. The central problem in this
connexion is whether or not a battle fought in 918 between
Ragnald King of the Dubhgall and Constantine King of
the Scots should be identified with one of the two battles
fought at Corbridge. As Constantine is said to have
been present at the first Battle of Corbridge it has been
usual to identify this battle with the battle of 918. But
such an equation is not permissible, and Alistair Campbell
concludes that there were three separate battles involving
two separate Ragnalds.> It is unlikely that the obscurity
which overhangs the Northumbrian scene will ever
permit a final solution to this fascinating problem, but it is
supposed to be the historian's duty to reconcile his
sources even when, as in the present case, they appear
to contradict each other. And, indeed, when our
conflicting sources are examined, the most prominent
discrepancies seem to lose their jagged edges, and a
plausible reconstruction of events becomes possible. It
is no more than a tentative interpretation of intractable
evidence, but perhaps it deserves to be put forward.
The story of the battles at Corbridge is told, without
dates and from a pronounced local angle, by the anonymous author of the Historia de Saneto Cuthbertot:
Ragnald "the king" arrived with a great number of
ships and seized the lands of Ealdred qui erat dilecius regi
Eadwardo sicut et pater suus Eadulfus dileetus [uit regi
Elfredo. This was Ealdred of Bamburgh, son of Eadulf of
Bamburgh. Ealdred fled northwards and persuaded
Constantine King of Scots to join in the opposition to
Ragnald. The armies met at Corbridge; the" heathen
2 Ibid., p. 90.
" Sv meonis Monachi Opera Omnia, ed. T. Arnold, Vol. I (10:82), pp.

208-210.
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king" was victorious, Constantine was driven to flight,
the Scots were scattered, and all the English nobles
(except Ealdred and his brother Uhtred) were slain.
Among the English dead is mentioned a certain Alfred,
whose name introduces the story and whose interest for
the writer clearly lies in the fact that he was a tenant of
Bishop Cutheard. This was the first battle of Corbridge.
It was followed by a division of the conquered territory
between two Scandinavian warriors.! One of them,
described as filius diaboli, was especially hostile to God
and St. Cuthbert until, after interrupting a service
conducted by Bishop Cutheard, he involuntarily joined
his Satanic father in Hell, providing an interesting and
instructive spectacle for the congregation.
At least three years later-if we may accept as
chronologically accurate the sequence of events in the
Historia-Ragnald again assembled an army at Corbridge
and there slew Eadred, another tenant of the bishop,
together with a great number of Angles. Eadred's lands
he granted to two young English noblemen, sons of
Eadred, who had been lusty warriors in the battle. 5
Thus, somewhat mysteriously, ended the second battle
at Corbridge. Eadred and his sons are the only Angles
named as having taken part in the encounter with
Ragnald, but this again is probably a reflection of the
writer's local view-point and limited interest.
Approximate dates can be fixed to these events.

el
111

On this division, its limits, and its significance see F. ;II. Stenton, The Dalles
En-land, ppe 4-5 (J',oceed,"gs of the British Academy, Vol. XIII, pp. 204'

20 5).
6 Svnteonis Xl on.ichi Opera Omnia, cit. sup., p. 210: Regenioaldus rex ..
totam illu m tcrram quam Edred ten ucrat sancto Cuthberto abstulii, et dedit Esbrido
jilio Edt cd, ct [rut: i s no Elstano comiti, qui ill hoc prtelio robusti bellatores

[ucrunt.
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Ealdred's father, Eadulf of Bamburgh, died in 913.6
The first battle, the land-division and the punishment of
the sacrilegious Scandinavian warrior all fell within
Cutheard's episcopate which cannot be extended beyond
915.7 Therefore the first Battle of Corbridge was fought
between 913 and 915, and we should not be far from the
mark if we put it in 914. The second Battle of Corbridge
seems to have been fought in 917 or 918. Chronological
considerations alone, therefore, preclude any attempt to
identify the battle of 918 (discussed below) with the first
Battle of Corbridge. But there is at least no such
chronological bar to an identification of the battle of 918
with the second Battle of Corbridge.
In 914 Ragnald " grandson of Ivar " is known to have
fought a naval battle off the Isle of Man," and in 917 he
was at Waterford with other Scandinavian forces. 9
Later in the same year Ragnald " King of the Dubhgall "
was involved in fighting between the Irish and the
Scandinavians in the country behind Waterford.l" It
seems almost certain that Ragnald grandson of I var is
Ragnald King of the Dubhgall, and there is no good reason
for regarding Ragnald of Northumbria as anyone but the
same person. The Historia de Sancto Cuthberto, it will
have been noticed, repeatedly refers to Ragnald of
Northumbria as " king", and English chroniclers, unlike
6 Annals of Ulster (Vol. I, ed. W. M. Hennessy, I887), sub anno 9I2 alias 9I3:
.. .. Etulb Kmg of the North Saxons died." The" alias" dates in this
section of the A nnals of Ulster may be tested at several points and shown to be
trustworthy. JEthelweard (Monumenta Historica Britannica, I848, p. 520)
uses a complicated system for indicating chronological sequence, but he
clearly places the death of Eadulf (Athul!) in 9I3. JEthelweard's chronology
for this period is' often maligned, but it should be remembered that the
marginal dates were inserted not by JEthelweard but by Savile. The death of
Eadulf (Etalbh) is also mentioned in the Three Fragments of Irish Annals (ed.
John O'Donovan, I860, p. 244) in association with events which belong to 9I3.
7 F. M. Stenton, loco cit.
8 A nnals of Ulster, cit. sup., sub anno 9I3 alias 9I4.
9 Ibid., sub anno 9I6 alias 9I7.
10 Ibid.
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their Irish and Welsh contemporaries, are conspicuously
careful in their use of such titles. To see here three or
even two Ragnalds introduces an unnecessary complication. Ragnald could have sailed from the Isle of Man
to Northumbria, fought at Corbridge, divided up his
conquests, returned to Ireland and, after a sojourn in
Waterford, returned to Northumbria again. Much is
obscure in Ragnald's career, but this simple version of
events between 914 and 918 raises no obvious difficulty
and strikes no discordant note.
In 914 also, in the early part of the summer, JEthelflred,
Lady of the Mercians, built a fortress at Eddisbury in
Cheshire. The date is a .significant clue to the date of
Ragnald's arrival in Northumbria. Eddisbury was a
unit in a developed system of fortification which served
several purposes.'! one of which was to protect western
Mercia from dangers that lay to the north. The building
of the fortress at Eddisbury seems to reflect JEthelflred's
appreciation of a northern menace, and it is not unreasonable to associate it with the arrival of Ragnald. Though
there is no record of direct Mercian intervention at the
first Battle of Corbridge, JEthelflred was apparently
interested in and somewhat alarmed at the progress of
events.
Irish sources do not mention either of the two Battles of
Corbridge, but they give details of the important battle
of 918. The fullest and most reliable version comes from
the trustworthy Annals of Ulster'» which preserves what
seems to be a contemporary narrative. The date of the
battle is beyond dispute, because the same annal records
the death of JEthelflred, which is known to have occurred
on 12 June 918, and because the following annal correctly
11 See F. T. Wainwright, Cledemutha, pp, 206, (English Historical Review,
VoL LXV, 1950), and North-west Xl ercia, pp. 23-25 (Lanes. and Ches. Hist.
Soc. Trails" Vol. 94, 1942).
12 cit. sup., sub anna 917 alias 918.
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notes that Easter in 919 fell on the seventh of the Kalends
of May, i.e. 25 April, noteworthy to the chronicler as the
latest possible date for Easter Day.13 If events within
the annal for 918 are arranged in chronological order, then
the battle fell in the first half of the year, before lEthelflred's death on 12 June. Ragnald King of the Dubhgall
left Waterford, where he had been in 917, with a force of
Scandinavians which included the two earls Ottir-! and
Graggabai.w They attacked the men of Alba (Fir Alban),
but they were ready for them and so "they met on the
banks of the Tyne among the North Saxons ".16 The
Scandinavians were in four divisions: one under Guthfrith grandson of Ivar, a second under the two earls, a
third under the young nobles, and the fourth, out of sight
and held in reserve, under Ragnald himself. The men of
Alba defeated the first three divisions and slew many of
the Scandinavian warriors, including Ottir and Graggabai.
Then Ragnald threw in his reserves and "made a
slaughter" of the enemy. The men of Alba had had the
initial success, but Ragnald's stratagem clearly turned
the tables-not completely, however, for we are told that
no king or mormaer-" was amongst the slain. And we
are told specifically that" night interrupted the battle."
It is sometimes stated that Ragnald was soundly
defeated in this battle, but our chief source does not give
that impression. It was a battle of surprises and changing fortunes, no doubt, and the result seems to have been
indecisive and debatable. Both sides could, and probably
13 F. T. \\'ainwright, The Chronology of the" Mercian Register", P.386
(English Historical Reuicio, Vol. LX, 1945).
14 i.e, ON. Otiarr or * Ottirr,
15 i.e. O:\'. Krakabeiii (Cf. E. H. Lind, Norsk-Lsiandska Personbinamn,
pp. 217-218).
16 la Saxanlt tuaiscirt (see below, p. 166).
17 An important officer of state.
On the origin of the word see A. O.
Anderson, Ninuui and the Southern Picts, Scottish Historical Reuieic, Vol.
XXVII (1948), p. 40 (Reprinted separately, p. 17).
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did, claim the victory. But according to our most reliable
authority it was night, not a clear decision in the field,
that put an end to the fighting. These points are
important, as will be seen, in an attempt to identify the
battle with the second Battle of Corbridge.
Other sources add little to our knowledge of the battle
of 918. Their versions are shorter than the version
preserved in the Annals of Ulster, but they demonstrate
with startling emphasis the very important fact that
major discrepancies have crept into the different accounts
of the same battle. The Annals of the Four Masters state
briefly that Oitir and the foreigners went from Waterford
to Alba, that Constantine son of Aedh gave them battle,
and that Oitir and his followers were slain.l" The name
of Constantine is an unimportant addition to the version
in the A nnals of Ulster, but there is no mention of Ragnald, the leader and outstanding personality in the
battle, no mention of the stratagem which turned the
tables, and no mention of Krakabein. It is implied but
not definitely stated that the victory lay with the Scots.
The battle is clearly the same as that described in the
Annals of Ulster, but it is much distorted in this summary.
In The War of the Gaedhil with the Gail! occurs the
short entry: "They [the Scandinavians] went . . . to
Alba, and the men of Alba gave them battle, and they
were slain there, i.e. Ragnall and Oittir."19 This entry
obviously refers to the same battle but is even more
distorted than the version in the Annals of the Four
Masters for instead of merely ignoring Ragnald it lists
him as killed, an error not of detail but of the first
magnitude.
In the so-called Pictisb Chronicle we find the note:
18.,1 n nals of the Kingdom of Ireland by the Four Masters, ed. John O'Donovan
(7 vols., Dublin, 1851), sub anno 916, Vol. II, p. 593.
19 The War of the Gaedhil icith the Gaill, ed. J. H. Todd (London, 1867), p.
235. A later version adds the name of Constantine (ibid., p. 35).
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Bellum Tinemore factum est in xviii anno inter Constantinum et Regnall, et Scotti habuerunt victoriam. 20 The
eighteenth year of Constantine was 918,21 and this is
clearly another reference to the same battle even though
Otter does not figure in it. The name Tiuemore is an
interesting addition which effects a link with the statement in the A nn als of Ulster that the battle was fought
" on the banks of the Tyne ", And here we have the only
direct claim that the battle ended in victory for the Scots.
a claim which, in this source, we may both understand
and discount.
Despite discrepancies it is certain that the Annals of
Ulster, the A tuials of the Four Masters, the War of the
Gaedhil with the Gaill, and the Pictish Chronicle are all
concerned with the same battle, that of 918. But can
this battle be identified with the second Battle of
Corbridge? They seem to have been fought at about the
same time, and the known details of Ragnald's career
raise no difficulty against the assumption that they are
the same battle. There are, however, serious objections
to this identification. In the first place it might be
argued-it has been argued-that Ragnald was soundly
defeated in the battle of 918 and that he was victorious
in the second Battle of Corbridge. Neither of these
arguments can be accepted. It has been shown above
that the result of the battle described in the Annals of
Ulster, our best authority, was indecisive and debatable
in the extreme. And an examination of the story
preserved in the Hisioria de Sancto Cuthberto suggests
that the result of the second Battle of Corbridge was also
indecisive and debatable. In a passage quoted above->
20 Chronicles of the Picts, Chronicles of the Scots, and other Early Memorials
of Scottish History, ed. W. F. Skene (Edinburgh, 186 7), p. 9·
21 Cf. A. O. Anderson, Early Sources of Scottish History (2 vols., Edinburgh,
1922), pp. cxiii, 444 n. 446 n.
22 p. 158 note.
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it is stated that Ragnald, having slain Eadred, gave his
lands to his (Eadred's) two sons who had fought lustily
in the battle. The view has been put forward that here
we have an example of local Englishmen of rank fighting
on the Scandinavian side, but there is no suggestion in the
Historia that the two young Angles had fought on Ragnald's side, and there is no suggestion that Eadred their
father was not the Eadred slain by Ragnald. It is
perhaps more likely that the two young Angles had fought
on the English side and that Ragnald had allowed them
to keep their father's lands after the battle. This is
what we might expect to have happened if, but only if,
the battle had been so indecisive that Ragnald felt the
need to compromise with his enemies, Eadred had been
killed and so Ragnald could claim the victory; but
Eadred's sons retained their father's lands and so the
Northumbrians could also claim the victory. The
second Battle of Corbridge, like the battle of 918, was
neither a clear-cut victory nor a clear-cut defeat. There
is no difficulty, on this score at least, in accepting the
view that they were the same battle.
The composition of the forces opposing Ragnald raises
a more serious difficulty: at the second Battle of Corbridge
he fought against the Xorthumbrian Angles, and at the
battle of 918 he fought against the Scots. The proposed
identification involves the assumption that the Historia
ignored the presence of the Scots and that the non-English
sources ignored the presence of the Angles. At this
point the attempt to reconcile conflicting sources becomes
strained; historical interpretation of facts gives place to
conjecture, though not necessarily to speculation, and
the following points are relevant to the discussion. It is
quite clear that the Hisioria preserves a version of events
which is essentially local and incomplete. The writer was
interested primarily, perhaps exclusively, in the fate of
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the lands and adherents of the bishop. He makes little
effort to relate his material to the wider historical issues,
such as the submission of the men of York to lEthelflced in
91823 and Ragnald's subsequent seizure of the city,24
though these must have been common knowledge in
::\orthumbria. He builds his story around such local
figures as Alfred and Eadred, and he may very well have
ignored the parts played by more important men and by
more important forces.
That the second battle at Corbridge was of more than
local interest can hardly be doubted. We know that the
Scots took part in the first battle at Corbridge, and it is
certain that they would be at least keenly interested in
the outcome of the second conflict with the common
enemy. Similarly lEthelflced and the Mercians had
apparently reacted sharply to Ragnald's arrival in 914,
and in 918 the men of York sought and were granted
lEthelflced's protection, presumably against Ragnald
and his Norsemen. Therefore the failure of the Historia
to mention either Scottish or Mercian intervention at the
second Battle of Corbridge is not in itself conclusive
proof that Scots and Mercians refrained from active
participation in the shaping of events.
It would be a singularly curious coincidence if the
Scots, the Northumbrians and the Mercians all fought as
allies in a battle against Ragnald, and if the j\ orthumbrian account ignored the Scots, the other accounts
ignored the Northumbrians, and all ignored the :'Iercians.
Yet, as on the one hand the Historia presents an incomplete and local version of the second Battle of
Corbridge, so on the other hand the non-English sources
record the battle of 918 with such a bewildering series of
23 Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (ed. B. Thorpe, 1861), MSS. Band C (British
Museum, Cott. Tib. A VI and Cotto Tib. B I) sub anno 918.
24 Symeon of Durham, Historia Regum, sub anno 919 (Symeonis Monachi
Opera Omnia, cit. sup., \'01. II, p. 93).
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errors and omissions that the door is not altogether
closed against the possibility that the Northumbrians
were there as allies of the Scots. Indeed, in the only
account of the battle that is at once detailed and trustworthy, the account in the Annals of Ulster, there occurs
a phrase that might perhaps be construed as supporting
this view. The Scots are said to have met Ragnald in
battle "on the banks of the Tyne among the North
Saxons" -la Saxanu tuaiscirt.
This phrase means
literally" with the Saxons of the north", and it used to
be taken to mean "with the assistance of the North
Saxons "25 (i.e. the northern Angles or Northumbrians).
It is now more often taken to indicate the area where the
battle was fought rather than the composition of the
defending forces.>" In this sense it is perhaps more in
accord with idiomatic usage, but it will undoubtedly
bear the older interpretation without difficulty. It is
possible, therefore, that the Irish writer whose work
survives in the Annals of Ulster meant to include the
::\orthumbrian Angles as allies of the Scots in the battle
of 918. If we could be sure that this was so our problem
of reconciliation would present no great difficulty.
L'nfortunately we cannot be sure.
We can be sure, however, that the battle of 918 was
fought near the Tyne, and the fact that the second Battle
of Corbridge was also fought near the Tyne would seem
to be sufficient to bring the two battles into \'ery close
association. But even this is doubtful, for it is possible
25 See John O'Donovan, Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland by the Four
Masters (1851), Vol. II, p. 593 note; \\'iIliam Reeves, Adnnman:s Life of St.
Colu mba (Dublin 1857), p. 333 note; \\', F, Skene, Chronicles of the Picts ami
Scots (1867), p. 363; J. H. Todd, The IVar of the Gaedhil u'ltlt the Gaill (1867),
p. lx x xvi ,
26 i.e. u-ith or among in the sense of ill the land of (the Nort): Saxons),
\\', ~L
Hennessy (Alllla!s of Ulster, lac. Clt,) takes the phrase to mean" in North
Saxonland", i.e. in Northumbria. A. O. Anderson (Early Sources of Scottish
History, Vol. I, p, 406) gives a literal translation in a footnote and takes this to
mean" in the north of England."
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that the battle of 918 was fought not near the Newcastle
Tyne but in East Lothian near the Haddington Tyne.P?
In tentative support of this possibility is sometimes
quoted an annal which Symeon of Durham copied from
an earlier writer and which now runs thus: A 11110
DCCCCXII. Reingicald rex et Oter comes et Oswl Cracabam
irruperunt et uastaueruni Dunbline.i" This section of the
work has suffered some chronological dislocation.s" and
the date now attached to the annal may be ignored.
The association of Cracabam (or Cracabain, i.e. Krakabein) with Ragnald and Otter effects a strong link between
this raid and the expedition of 918. Dunbline cannot be
Dublin, as is sometimes suggested; it is probably
Dunblane.s? and it may be that Ragnald's forces sacked
Dunblane before they fought the battle on the Tyne.
The appearance of Ragnald at Dunblane perhaps strengthens the claims of East Lothian as against Corbridge
as the site of the battle of 918. Norsemen are known
to have devastated this area as well as the Corbridge area, and it may be that the battle of 918
should be kept distinct from the battles at Corbridge.
Perhaps Ragnald sacked Dunblane and then fought the
Scots near the Haddington Tyne before pushing southwards to Corbridge and, ultimately, to York. Such a
theory would fit the few known facts as well as any other,
and it has much to recommend it. Doubts and difficulties
abound in this period, and though it is interesting to
examine one possible reconstruction of events it is
unwise to ignore all others.
A little light may be thrown on our immediate problem
27 As suggested, for example, by A. O. Anderson (op. cit., p. 406 note) and
A. Campbell (op. cit., pp. 89-90).
28 Historia Regum, sub anno 912 (Symeonis Monachi Opera Omnia, loco cit.).
29 On which see A. Campbell, op, cit., pp. 87-88.
30 Dunbline is not the form in which we should expect Dunblane to occur,
but unless another place is suggested the identification should be accepted.
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by an Irish annalistic compilation which survives only in
a late transcript known as the Three Fragmentsn
Scholars have been reluctant to use this source because its
origins are obscure and because it contains much that
is legendary rather than historical. But it also contains,
especially for our period, much genuine historical information which seems to have its roots in a contemporary
narrative. 32 Two passages in the Three Fragments are of
interest in the present connexion. The first passage tells
of a battle between the Norsemen and the men of Alba;
after a fierce struggle the men of Alba were victorious and
the King of the Norsemen, Oittir son of Iarngna (OX
Idrnkni) , was slain with many of his followers.P This
story has been crudely inserted in the middle of the long
account of Ingimund's attack on Chester, but it is clearly
misplaced. The mention of Otter's death alone would
carry it forward to 918, and in content it is very like the
notice of the battle of 918 preserved in the Annals of the
Four Jlasters. 34 It is usually accepted as a reference to
the battle of 918,35 and there seems to be neither valid
objection nor suitable alternative to this identification.
The second passage is more difficult to place. It gives
a long and, as is usual in the Three Fragments, a garbled
and legendary description of a battle between the Scandinavians and the English.s" Errors, later additions and
legendary details may bring the Three Fragments under
31 Annals of Ireland, Three Fragments, ed. john O'Donovan (Irish Archaeological and Celtic Society, Dublin 1860). On the origin of the name, Three
Fragments, see F. T. \\'ainwright, Duald:s " Three Fragments" iScriptorium,
Vol. I, Part ii, '948, pp. 56-58).
32 F. T. Wainwright, l ngimnnd's Invasion (English Historical Review, Vol,

LXIII, '948, pp. 145-169).
33 john O'Donovan, op. cii., pp. 228-230; Bibliotheque Royale, Brussels,
MS. 5301-5320. fo!. 33b (p. 66).
34 See above p. 162.
35 E.g. William Reeves, op. cit., pp. 332-334; A. O. Anderson, op. cit., pp.
407-{08.
36 john O'Donovan, op, cit., pp. 2H-246; Bibliotheque Royale MS. 53 015320, fol. 35b (p. 70).
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suspicion, but we cannot dismiss as mere fabrication a
source which, though itself confused and inaccurate,
apparently preserves a core of genuine historical fact.
We are told that a large force of Scandinavians attacked
the English after accepting" Sitriuca" (ON. Sigtryggr) ,
grandson of Ivar, as their king. The battle seems to
have been exceptionally bloody; many important men
were slain, but the English were victorious and destroyed
many of their pagan enemies. \Ye are told that the
king of the pagans, " attacked by a disease", was carried
into a wood where he died, and that Oittir, " the most
active jarl in the battle ", also fled into the woods with
the remaining Scandinavians. Then .Ethelflred, who
seems to have been responsible for the English strategy,
ordered the wood to be cut down; this was done, no
doubt with facility possible only in legend, and all the
pagans were killed. JEthelfl<ed's fame is reputed to have
spread far and wide. So ends the story of the battle.
It is followed by an interesting paragraph, the last in the
Three Fragments, which specifically states that JEthelfl<ed
concluded a defensive alliance with both the Britons and
the men of Alba; each was bound to render assistance to
the other against the Norsemen, The statement that
the Scots and the Britons proceeded to destroy positions
held by the Norsemen suggests that the alliance was more
than an empty gesture.
There is much in this story that we cannot accept, but
the record of an Anglo-Celtic alliance against the Norsemen is of first-rate importance, and the account of the
battle, though garbled and legendary in its present form,
is worthy of consideration. To which of the known
battles might it refer? O'Donovan"? linked it with the
Battle of Tettenhall which is described in the A ngloSaxon Chronicle and in which a certain Oltter eorl was
37

op. cit., p.

215

note.
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among the slain.P" But the death of an Otter in each of
the two battles is the only link between them. The
Battle of Tettenhall appears to have followed a raid
southwards of the Danish Army of Northumbria, and it
belongs to the year 910; the battle described in the
Three Fragments leaves one with the impression that it
followed an invasion from across the sea, and in its present
context it is preceded by a series of events which belong
to the years 913-917. It cannot have occurred later than
918 because lEthelflced died in that year. It is altogether
easier to link this battle with the battle of 918 than to
link it with the Battle of Tettenhall. The Otter who was
" the most active jar! in the battle" and who died there
should be identified with the Otter slain at the battle of
918 and not with the Otter slain at Tettenhall. This
identification also gains some support from an examination of the possible sources used by the compiler whose
work now survives as the Three Fragments.e?
The introduction of Sihtric, grandson of Ivar, into the
story is obviously an error; it is impossible to accept the
implication that he died in 918 or at any time during the
lifetime of lEthelflced. He survived her death in 918 to
pursue an illustrious career in England and Ireland before
he died in 927.40 It is possible that the name Sihtric was
added as a mistaken explanatory gloss to " grandson of
Ivar " and was transferred to the text by a later copyist.
Both Ragnald and Sihtric were grandsons of Ivar and both
appear under this description in Irish annals for the years
917 and 918.41 It would be easy enough for a scribe to
choose the wrong one for his gloss. It is true, of course,
that Ragnald also survived the battle of 918, but it is
38 MSS. B, C and D sub anno 9II (The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ed. B. Thorpe,
Vol. I, pp. 184-185).
39 Cf. Lngimunds Invasion, cit. sup., pp. 152, 153, 159 et passim.
40 A nnals of Ulster, cit. sup., sub. anno 926 alias 927.
n Ibid., sub annis 916 alias 917, and 917 alias 918.
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significant that one version (in The War of the Gaedhil wZ:th
the Gaill) lists Ragnald and Otter as slainv' just as the
Three Fragments lists both Sihtric and Otter as slain.
It looks as if a scribe whose work is now incorporated in
the Three Fragments made worse, by a faulty gloss, an
error already current in at least one Irish version:
Ragnald was present at the battle of 918 but he did not
die there; Sihtric, so far as we know, was not even
present.
It is possible, therefore, to regard the story in the
Three Fragments as yet another version of the battle of
9IS. The existence of an earlier notice of this battle,
mistakenly inserted into the account of Ingimund's attack
on Chester, raises no obstacle, for it is not unusual in the
Three Fragments to find the same event recorded more
than once-this simply shows that a compiler had more
than one source before him.P There is no need to
emphasize the obvious point that, if this is indeed another
version of the battle of 918, then it goes far towards
reconciling the divergent traditions current in Durham
(Historia de Sancto Cuthbertos and Ireland iAnuals of
Ulster, Annals of the Four Masters, War of the Gaedhil
wZ:th the Galll). The reconciliation of our different
sources would be sufficiently complete to permit the
identification of the battle of 918 with the second Battle
of Corbridge.
The importance of the version in the Three Fragments,
however, lies less in its possible reconciliation of other
sources than in its introduction of lEthelflced and the
Mercians as active participants in the moulding of
northern events. lEthelflced had as much reason as
Constantine to be interested in the activities of Ragnald
and the Norsemen, but only in the Three Fragments do
12 Se> above p. 162
'3 Cf l ngimund's Inv "wn, cit. sup., p. 156.
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we get a direct statement that she collaborated with the
northern peoples against the common enemy. The story
in the Three Fragments, though perhaps unreliable in its
details, tells us no more than we might have guessed from
a study of the scraps of evidence which are all that we
have of northern history in this period. lEthelflced
would not be blind to the dangers arising from Norse
invasions beyond her northern frontiers, and it has
already been suggested that her fortification of Eddisbury
in 914 is some measure of her alarm. Her anxiety would
not be relieved by subsequent events, and the AngloCeltic alliance, with the formation of which she is credited
by the Three Fragments, may be closely associated with
the submission of the men of York to her in 918. Such a
development, dictated by the common fear of Northumbrian, Mercian, Scot and Briton, would naturally follow a
battle which so clearly emphasized the menace of the
Norsemen. That the fear was founded upon a sound
appreciation of the situation was proved, after iEthelflsed's death, by H.aEnald's seizure of York.
But what of the second Battle of Corbridge? Is it
possible to identify it with the battle of 918 ? The view
that these two battles are one and the same has already
been put Iorward.v' and it certainly is possible to accept
it. This essay has attempted to show that beneath an
acceptance of this identification must lie a reconciliation
of apparently conflicting sources, and to show that such
a reconciliation is possible. But the resulting structure
is not free from stresses and strains; its weaknesses are
no less prominent than its strength. \\'e may, if we
wish, believe that Ragnald sailed to Northumbria in 914,
fought a battle against the English and Scots at Corbridge,
divided up his conquests, ravaged in Ireland (917). and
returned to sack Dunblane and to fight against the
H F. ~I. Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England (1943), p. 329.
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English and Scots again at Corbridge in 918. We may
believe, that is to say, that the battle of 918 is identical
with the second Battle of Corbridge. But it is equally
possible to believe that the two battles are distinct and
that in 918 Ragnald fought the Scots on the Haddington Tyne before pushing southwards.
It is even
possible to believe that there was no second battle at
Corbridge at all. An unsatisfactory conclusion may
be summarized thus: if there were two battles at Corbridge, the first was fought in about 914, the second
was fought in about 918, and it is probable, though by no
means certain, that the second is the same battle as that
which, according to the Annals of Ulster, was fought
in 918 " on the banks of the Tyne among the Saxons of the
north."

n.UDOLF OF

Bm AND RUDOLF OF ROUEN.
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By DR. JOX STEFAXSSOX.
Members of the Society will welcome this tangible sign that Dr. ]6n
Stefansson, our one surviving foundation member, is able to pursue his work
with undiminished vigour and enthusiasm.
Dr. ]6n Stefansson has been an active contributor to the publications
of the Society. Among his works may be mentioned the translation of
Kormdks Saga in which he collaborated with \\'. G. Collingwood. This was
published in 1902 as No. I of the Society's Translation Series. Dr. ]6n
Stefansson has contributed many interesting articles to the Saga-Book, and
among them may be mentioned Western Influence on the Earliest Viking
Settlers (vol. V, pp. 288 ff.) and The Vikings in Spain (vol, VI, pp. 31 ff.).
Until recently, Dr. ]6n Stefansson was a regular attendant at meetings and
gatherings. His eightieth birthday was celebrated at the Icelandic Legation
in London in 1942, and many distinguished literary figures were present.
He now lives in Iceland, where he is pursuing his researches into the history
of Iceland and of Icelandic literature,
Since this paper went to press Dr. J6n Stefansson has published a large
and important volume of memoirs in Icelandic under the title Uti i Heimi
(Reykjavik 1949). It contains many details about the early history of the
Viking Society. as well as character sketches bv W. P. Ker and of other
scholars who collaborated with the Society.
Editors.

I desire to rescue from oblivion the name of a );orman
of the royal blood of England and Normandy, who laid
firmly the foundations of Icelandic literature soon after
Iceland adopted Christianity at the Althing, who established the first school and monastery in the island,
who for twenty years, with his staff, taught men of rank
and chieftains' sons to read and to use the Old English
alphabet, which contained p, -0 and Q:? to represent
Icelandic sounds, who organised the nucleus of the
Icelandic Church and who introduced English ecclesiastical terminology. About sixty of the words he
introduced are still in use .
.\ri the Learned mentions: "Hr6-o61f who stayed
nineteen years" in a list of foreign missionary bishops
who came to Iceland (1slelldingab6k Ch. 8). The
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Skarosdrbok MS. of Landndma says "RoMlf nineteen
years, he established a munklif at Bee in Borgarfjorb."
Mttnklif(i) means a monastic institution. Hungrvaka
says: "Ulf Bishop came from R@uborg (Rouen)
in England and was therefore called R@u-6lf." Thus
far the meagre Icelandic authorities.
The foreign missionaries who came to Iceland before
Rudolf taught through interpreters, even Bernard the
Bookwise, who came from England to Norway with
St. dlaf in 1015, was sent by him to Iceland in 1016
and stayed till 1021. He probably got his ekename from
being the first missionary to bring with him illuminated
vellums of the Holy Books, which the Icelanders admired
for their beauty.
Norway continued to be heathen after the adoption
of Christianity by the Althing in A.D. 1000. Kristnisaga
says that Porm6tl the priest and six acolytes with him
came from England, obviously the Norse-speaking part
of it. They sang Mass on the edge of the Almannagja
and walked in procession, with two roods (crosses),
one the height of King dlaf Tryggvason, the other the
height of Hjalti Skeggjason, the leader of the Christian
Icelanders. They carried censers with burning incense,
its fragrance was borne, not only with the wind, but also
against it. Christians as well as non-Christians deemed
this a miracle. It must have been an impressive scene,
the heathens agreeing with the Christians.
Thus, no Norwegians participated in the adoption of
Christianity as the official religion of Iceland. It was
wholly the work of Englishmen and Normans. One cannot count the quarrelsome German Pangbrand (German:
1Jeotbrand) as a missionary, who was sent by King Olaf
Tryggvason to convert Iceland. He was an utter failure,
fought duels and killed those who refused to be converted.
The name Rodulf or Rudolf occurs frequently in
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Norman chronicles. Rodulfus Glaber, residing in several
monasteries, wrote a Historia Normannorum, 900-1044,
in five books. Rodulf, Count of Ivry, was a half-brother
of Duke Richard II. Rodulf, Count of Gony, lived
in the days of Hr6lf the Conqueror. Rudolf of Gace
was a son of Archbishop Robert (William of Jumieges
VII). Archbishop Robert was a brother of Queen Emma.
RuMlf of Bee is called propinquus regis in contemporary
annals. He was thus related to Emma's son, Edward
the Confessor. Robert, the father of William the
Bastard - strange to say, William signs himself William
the Bastard in genuine charters - had the boy elected
Duke of Normandy before he started on a crusade.
Robert appointed one Rodulf de Wacceio tutor of his
son and commander of all military forces (William of
j umieges VII, 4). Count Rudolf of Ivry and Duke
Richard II, half-brothers, both warmly encouraged
Dudo to continue and complete his history of the Normans.
The Rouen ducal family had strong literary interests.
Dudo of St. Quentin, writing about 1026-1030, gives
Count Rudolf of I vry as his authority: comitem Rodulfum,
hujus operis relatorem cujus quae constant libro hoc
conscripta relat u digessi. This Rodulf is the half-brother
of Richard II. Gunnor (Cunnvor), wife of Richard I,
is described by Dudo in terms of Ari's description (minnug
ok oljugfroii) of purilS, daughter of Snorri GolSi, as capacis
ntctnoriae et recordationis thesauro profusius locupletatae.
With her son, Archbishop Rothbertus, she listened to
the saga of the Normans. related by Rudolf. Thus
the Dukes of Normandy were intensely interested in
literature and even active themselves, The ducal
family was a centre of culture. It was from such a
family that our Rudolf was sprung. None of the
missionaries in Iceland were equipped as he was. He
laid the foundations of a literature that was soon to spring
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up as well armed as the helmeted goddess herself springing from the head of Zeus. No one else had the ability
or opportunity to do so.
After all, Iceland and Normandy were two contemporary settlements from Norway. Hrollaug, a brother
of Hr6lf, the conquerer of Normandy, had settled in
eastern Iceland. The highborn men, whom Rudolf
taught, would be proud to make a radical change, guided
by a man, not only of their own kith and kin, but of
royal blood, and not by rigid and narrow-minded itinerant missionaries, some of whom were violent and quarrelsome. There was no bigotry about this scholar from
Bec and Rouen. Men of noble birth flocked to Bee
to profit by his teaching as eagerly as Italians and
Frenchmen flocked to the contemporary school of
Lanfranc at Bee in Normandy. One of Lanfranc's pupils
at Bec became Pope. Lanfranc and Anselm impressed
their views on the medieval Church in Europe for
centuries.
Norman historians (William of jumieges, Historia
Norihmannorum etc.,) tell us that Rudolf was present at
the baptism of Olaf Haraldsson (later St. Olaf) at Rouen
in 1015 and accompanied him to Norway. He stayed
with him in Norway till his death in the battle of
Stiklastabir, 1030. He learnt in these fifteen years
how not to convert heathens. Violence and bloodshed were
repugnant to the gentle scholar of Bee. He met highborn Icelanders at the court of St. Olaf and he decided
to use his own method of conversion in Iceland where the
two kings, Olaf Tryggvason and Olaf Haraldsson, had
utterly failed. At the Norwegian court he gained full
and detailed knowledge from Icelanders of the situation
in their country. He selected a staff of teachers and priests
at Rouen, mostly trained at Bee, to go with him. Once
he had decided to settle at Bee in Borgarfjore, he
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corresponded with the chieftains, whose sons Were
eager to have the honour of attending his school, so
that he might make Bce fit for the work, rebuild and
enlarge it. He planned everything beforehand.
According to the Coutumier of Normandy and documents in the first volume of the Diplomatarius«
Islandicum, Icelandic ships came up the Seine, carrying wool and furs. Whether he took passage in one
of these depended on whether they came from Hvitaros,
more frequented than any port in Iceland at that time.
No doubt, Rudolf had with him vellums containing
the works of Beda Venerabilis, the life of St. Edmund
and other Latin books. Ari, born in this part of Iceland
seventeen years after Rudolf left for England, uses the
works of Beda and the life of St. Edmund. Particularly
he uses the death year of St. Edmund as a basic date for
dating the settlement of Iceland and the adoption of
Christianity.
When Rudolf set forth on his adventure, he desired,
not only to organise the inchoate Church in Iceland,
but to give this elite of vikings on the edge of the inhabited world, on the verge of the Arctic, direct access
to the highest thought and culture of the time, that of
Lanfranc and the school of Bee. But first they must
discard the cumbrous runic letters or signs, which they
cut in stone and carved on wood, and adopt the Latin
alphabet with the addition of a few Old English letters
to indicate the sounds for which Latin had no signs:
J>, 15, se, ce, etc. Once this was taught to the sons of
chieftains, it would spread from their country seats to
their followers with lightning rapidity.
Thus highborn Icelanders, after learning the new alphabet, came
into immediate contact with the highest reach that
western Europe had attained. This goes some way
to explain why they soon surpassed their kinsmen in
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Norway, Sweden and Denmark in learning and literature,
and so outdistanced them that their distant isle became a
centre of literature for all the northern lands.
Bee had many advantages for Rudolf. There are
several hot springs in the home meadow, and the heat
of the water has been found to be ninety degrees Celsius.
There is a patch of ground on which is found a species
of wild leak, unknown elsewhere. A bl6tbolli (sacrificial
bowl) as Matthias l>or'5arson calls it, has been dug up,
retained by Rudolf as a heathen relic, and also burnt tiles.
Bee was surrounded by morasses and easy to defend. It
was conveniently near the then most frequented port in
Iceland, Hvitaros.
Since Rudolf brought the art of writing to Iceland and
ousted the runes, Icelandic b6k is borrowed from Old
English boc, stafr6f from stafrcem, rita from Old English
writan. The w is retained in one early Icelandic MS.
I append a few church words. Their continual use
involved their incorporation into Icelandic.
Tiaasongr
fioir
syngja tioir
6ttuspngr
undorn
miOdagstio
non
aptantioir
ndttspngstio
bjalla
guospjall
hvitasunnudagr

Old English fidsang
tida
tida singan
uhttid (Matutina)
undern (tertia)!
middcegtid (sexta)
non (hora nona)
cefentid (vespera)
nihtsangtid (nocturnium)
belle
godspell
hwita sunnandceg (Old
English Chronicle)

1 In heathen times, undorn was 3 p.m. English Christianity moved it to
9 a.m. or dagmdlatto.

N
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reoingab6k
guospjallab6k
saltari
reykelsi
pistlab6k
Kirkja
prestr
djdkn
klerkr
klaustr
pridika

embaui
skruo, skryoa
hdtio
kaleikr
guosifjar

Old English radingboc (Iectionarium)!
godspellboc (evangeliarium)
saltere
"
"
recels
pistolboc (epistolarium)
cyrice, cyrce, circe, kirke
preost
didcon
clerc
clauster
predician
embeht
scrud, scrydan
heahtid
calic
godsibb

ADDITIONAL NOTES.
Hrobolf was a descendant of Sprota, the widow of
William Longue-Epee, and son of Rolf, the conqueror
of Normandy. William reigned at Rauen from
932( ?)-942. The death year of Hrolf is uncertain, but
William was murdered in 942. Sprota then married
a wealthy landowner Esperlengus. Their son was
Rodulfus, Count of Ivry. Duke Richard I (942-996),
Rodulf 's half-brother, son of William I and Sprota,
made Rodulf Count of Ivry. There were about fifteen
Rodulfs of prominence in A.D. 9Il-10SO. Only in the
family of Count Rodulf of I vry does the name reappear
in every generation. Our Rodulf must be one of those
to be called in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle a kinsman of
Edward the Confessor, whose mother Emma, daughter of
Duke Richard I, was married to Ethelred the Redeless
in 1002.
1

re{Jillgab6k may be owing to the rare use of

raoa, " to read."
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Dudo, the earliest historian to write, in Latin, the
history of the first Dukes of Normandy, calls Count
Rodulf "comitem Rodulfum hujus operis relatorern "
(Dudo: Gesta Ducum Normannorum, ed. Jules Lair,
1865, pp. 125-6) .
" cujus quae constant libro hoc
relatu, digessi attonitus " (ibid). Dudo Was dumbfounded (attonitus) by Count Rodulf 's art of storytelling. He also listened to the history-telling of Gunnor
(Gunnvor), the widow of Duke Richard I, "endowed
with capacious memory and a great treasure of
"recordation." Ari and Snorri record their oral authorities in a similar manner.
Emma brought with
her Normans to England.
The Normans were keen
advocates of the Cluny reforms. Even before leaving Normandy for Norway, Rodulf must have been
attracted to the Icelanders by their fame for relating
history, so familiar in his own family. The Norse
language in Normandy was still a living language in the
first thirty years of the eleventh century, and he must
have listened to the Icelandic art of relating history
at the court of King Olaf in Norway,
The scions of the great families, studying at Rodulf's
school at Bee, must have related to him the family
feuds, and he, brought up in a family loving history,
must have encouraged the first faltering steps in the
art by his pupils, Here is one of the reasons which
induced this kinsman of Dukes and Kings to bury himself for twenty years of his life in the island of the sagas.
He was keen to Christianise these story-tellers and his
knowledge of Norse and English enabled him to Icelandicise the whole terminology of the Old English Church
for the use of his pupils, The fact that nearly all these
terms are still in the Icelandic language proves that these
foundation stones were well and truly laid. The two
earliest Bishops of Iceland, Isleif and Gissur, were trained
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in Germany, and first brought up in the famous convent
for women of aristocratic lineage, Hervorden, from the age
of six years. It is obvious that these two master minds,
who ruled Iceland as if they were kings, must have done
their best to introduce the terminology of the German
Church. They succeeded in adding four or five German
terms, but Hrobolf's English terminology was accepted
by them, being already in use. This is the best testimony
to the greatness of Hr6Mlf's work. His love for storytelling and the relating of history must have endeared
him to his highborn pupils, and even to all Icelanders.
This was a chip of their own block. That he Was left
to do his work in peace and quietude amidst the welter
of family feuds proves that he had no enemies and that
all were unanimous to uphold the national work at which
he worked so assiduously that he died from overwork
soon after his retirement to England at the age of fiftyfive.!
His introduction of the Old English alphabet
is proved, if it were only by the negative fact that there
is not the slightest sign that it was introduced between
1050, when he departed and left acolytes to continue his
work at Bee, and the winter III7-III8, when the
Haflioaskra was written down in letters taken from
Old English. But there is other evidence which it would
take too long to enter upon here.
A well-known Englishman wrote to me: "You have
recued from oblivion the memory of a great man." This
man's work which still lives a vigorous life is the best
memorial to his greatness.

1 Being present at the baptism of King 6laf of Norway at Rauen in 1015,
he must have been, then, about twenty years old. This would make him
fifty-five at his death in 1050.

THE ORIGINS OF GfSLASAGA.
By IDA L. GORDON

T

H E origins of Gislasaga up to a certain point seem
clear enough. Thanks largely to Gisli's kinship with
Snorri Gotii some of the main facts of his life are referred
to in reliable sources.' which permits us to assume a
potential historical nucleus, while from the saga itself and
a study of its topography it seems safe to infer that there
were popular local traditions about Gisli, associated with
the scenes of events. So it might seem that apart from
matters of verification and identification the origins
of Gislasaga present few problems-that here we have
a straightforward case of a saga writer taking a subject
known in outline as history and filling it out from his
own local knowledge and research. Even the fact that
Gislasaga is unlike most family sagas in its literary
approach ne ed not in itself present any difficulty: the
shaping of the tragedy on the lines of heroic legend is
paralleled in Laxdcela, and could be attributed to the
saga writer's own literary taste. It is only when we
corne to consider the poetry in it, and particularly the
relation of the poetry to the saga, that difficulties arise.
The proportion of poetry is high: there are forty strophes
in all, of which thirty-six are attributed to Gisli himself,
but it has been shown beyond doubt that this attribution
of the poetry to Gisli cannot be accepted, and that in
fact some of it, at least, must derive from a Christian
poet of not earlier than the twelfth century.s
It seems impossible to decide with certainty whether
1 These are cited in the Introduction to Glslasaga in 1slenzk Fornrit VI.
p. xii if. References to the saga text in this article are to this edition.
2 See G. Turville-Petre : Glsli Sursson. and his poetry, Traditions and Influences (Modem Language Review 1944. p. 374).
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all the poetry attributed to Gisli is by one poet. Bjorn
K. I>6r6lfsson, in his edition of the saga," regards one
or two of the strophes as not likely to be by the same
poet as the rest, chiefly because they use metres other
than the usual dr6ttkvcett of the main body of the strophes.
But even if it is true that these doubtful strophes are
by a different poet from the rest, the probability is that
they are later additions made during the course of
scribal transmission: what would be really helpful to
know is whether the main body of poetry itself is wholly
the work of the Christian poet, or whether some of it
is earlier, possibly deriving from Gisli himself. If there
were any major division of authorship like this, the
most obvious place to look for it would be between
the dream strophes at the end of the saga and the rest of
the poetry, because, whatever the explanation, there
is a division of some sort here, in that the dream strophes
are different in character and have a different function
in the saga from the rest of Gisli's poetry. Instead of
being used as occasional strophes to support and embellish
the prose account of events as the other strophes are,
the dream strophes are themselves in the foreground
and stand more or less as an entity in themselves, while
the prose account seems to be entirely dependent on
them. And since it is only these dream strophes which
bear obvious marks of the Christian poet, it is reasonable
to consider whether the rest of the poetry might be earlier.
Stylistically there is a certain difference between the
two: the dream strophes are more discursive, less
objective, in that instead of being allusive descriptions
of people and events they sometimes express the personal
attitude to life of the poet himself, and less direct, in
that they are preoccupied with symbolical figures.
Much of this difference, it is true, arises from difference
3

ls1enzk Fornrit, VI, p. x.
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of subject matter, but since the subject matter of the
dream strophes is almost wholly imaginative, that itself
is not inseparable from style in its wider application.
But, on the other hand, there seems to be no marked
difference in diction between the dream strophes and
the rest of the poetry in the saga, and, as Mr. TurvillePetre has shown, influences which belong to the medieval
period are found in both the dream strophes and the
others, and (to quote his words) 'since these influences
are distinctive and are not often found in skaldic strophes
of family sagas, it seems probable that they should be
traced to one, and not to several poets." So, on the
whole, though the matter cannot be regarded as proved,
it is probably safer to assume that we are dealing here
not with two different poets but with one poet whose
purpose was different in the two parts. This is a point
which will be touched upon later in considering what
may be regarded as the major problem raised by the
poetry in Gislasaga, which is to decide whether, as
Mr. Turville-Petre suggests, the thirteenth-century writer
of Gislasaga is himself the author of the poetry in it,
or whether, as Bjorn K. :Porolfsson believes, the poetry
belongs to the twelfth century and has been used by
the saga writer as one of his main sources of information.
For the first theory the argument is briefly this: it
can hardly be a coincidence that both the saga of Gisli
and the poetry in it reflect the influences of the medieval
Christian world, and that both show also the direct
influence of heroic poetry to an extent that no other
saga poetry or family saga does, and the best explanation
of these uncharacteristic traits would be to assume one
author for both. Against this, the strongest argument
used is that there is not the harmony-the agreement
of matter-between the saga and the poetry that we
4

op. cit. p.

389.
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would expect if the same person had written both.
Bjorn K. 1>orol£sson takes this view," and since it is
a point of first importance to our problem, it seems
worth while to consider now the validity and significance
of some of the discrepancies between the saga and the
poetry which he adduces. For instance, he claims
that strophe 10 (which was spoken by Gisli when he
had returned home from Sa-bol after killing his brotherin-law 1>orgrimr) is incompatible with the saga account
because it begins: 'I did not fall for words alone.' This,
he says, indicates that the murder followed a quarrel,
whereas in the saga account Gisli crept quietly to Sabol
by night and killed 1>orgrimr in his bed. But there
is no reason why the opening words of this strophe
should not be taken as a reference back to earlier events.
Ever since their secret murder of Gisli's beloved brotherin-law Vesteinn, 1>orgrimr and 1>orkell (Gisli's own
brother) had been taunting Gisli by veiled allusions to
the murder, and Gisli had borne their goading with
great patience, torn as he was between family loyalty
and instinctive duty to avenge the wrong. But there
was a culminating scene on the frozen lake during the
games after Vesteinri's funeral when his forbearance with
1>orgrimr was tried to breaking point, and they had a
quarrel of some violence. This may may well be the
t words' referred to in the strophe.
Similarly, Bjorn K. 1>orol£sson reads considerable
significance into the fact that strophes 13 and IS as they
stand would conflict. Strophe 13 is one of a pair spoken
when Gisli receives news of his outlawry sentence for the
murder of 1>orgrimr, and in it he says that the sentence
was passed' at 1>orsnes.' This pair of strophes is followed
immediately by strophe IS which says 'this news is
come from the North.' But since Gisli was then in
5
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hiding in Geir pjofsfjorbr, which is north of porsnes,
these statements are apparently contradictory, and,
according to Bjorn K. Porolfsson, the saga writer has
tried . rather clumsily' to reconcile them by making
Porkell Auegi, who lived in Dyrafjortir, be the one
to bring Gisli the news. If this supposition is correct,
then the saga writer obviously cannot have 'written either
of these strophes, since, if he had, there need have been
no discrepancy between them to explain away. But
it is by no means certain that this supposition is correct.
Strophe 13 is one of those which it is fairly generally
agreed should be rej ected as not belonging to the main
body of poetry in the saga. It differs in style and metre
from the rest and may well have been added by a later
scribe. It may have been this scribe who brought it
into conformity with strophe 15 by the introduction
of Porkell Autigi. It cannot even be regarded as proved
that the introduction of Porkell at this point is an
invention of a later time than the composition of Strophe
15: at any rate, such an assumption carries with it an
obligation to explain why that strophe is addressed to
a ' wealthy man'-a title which, in the district in which
these events took place, would most naturally apply
to Porkell Autigi.
These examples are perhaps enough to illustrate that
seeming discrepancies between saga and poetry can
hardly be regarded as proof of separate authorship
unless it is possible to show that they cannot have arisen
during scribal transmission. But this is not always
easy to decide. For example, Gisli's last strophe is
to the effect that his wife will hear that he put up a
brave fight, and the one before it refers to a parting
with her, yet according to the saga account she herself
was present at the time. Here, if the discrepancy is
due to scribal transmission, the scribal treatment must
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amount to radical revision, since not only was she present
but also took an active part in the events. Similarly
strophe 28, which is spoken by Gisli when his fosterdaughter comes to him where he is hiding in the woods
to tell him that his wife is about to betray him, indicates
that he is away from her and living among strangers,
whereas he was at the time with her in Geir pjofsfjorbr ;
and the strophe seems to refer to conditions quite different
from those indicated in the money-throwing incident
to which it is attached. Here again if the discrepancies
are due to scribal interference we must assume that the
interference amounted to the inclusion of an entirely
new episode. And it is doubtful if this is justifiable.
There seems to me nothing in this incident or in any other
part of the saga which conflicts with the poetry, to
indicate that they are later insertions. They fit neatly
into the sequence of events, and their style of narration
does not differ from that of the rest of the saga. This
style is the more recognisably homogeneous because
it is more personal than the usual saga style: it is rather
more explanatory, and it reflects to a greater extent
a taste for the stylised type of narration familiar to us
in folk tale and romance, where, for example, parallelism
between situations and events is underlined, and where
things tend to happen in threes, and so on. It is partly
because of this stylistic treatment, which has a more
popular appeal than the usual matter-of-fact saga style,
that Gislasaga is so admired in England among readers
who find the more classical sagas too austere.
It seems, therefore, that although there has perhaps
been a tendency to exaggerate the importance of the
discrepancies between the saga of Gisli and the poetry
in it, the significance of some of them cannot be explained
away easily by the theory of scribal revision, unless
we assume the present saga to be a complete revision of
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an earlier saga. And before we do that I think we should
examine more fully the relation between the saga and
the poetry, and the nature of the poetry. in particular
Gisli's dream strophes.
This remarkable collection of poetry comes towards
the end of the saga and describes the troubled dreams
which Gisli began to have after he had been living in
hiding for some years, and the loneliness and constant
peril were beginning to prey upon his mind. They
represent a form of mystical experience: a dream woman
appears and prophesies to Gisli that he has only seven
years to live, but she is kind and leads him to a fair hall
and shows him the consolations that will be his after
death and gives him good moral advice-to forsake
heathen practices, to shun violence and to be kind to
the weak and maimed. Then as the time of death draws
nearer the character of the dreams changes; they become
more immediately prophetic of the violence which will
cause his death, and another drearnwoman appears, her
hands smeared with blood, who washes Gisli in blood,
and so on.
It is these dream strophes which seem to me the greatest
stumbling block to the assumption that the author of
Gislasaga also wrote the poetry in it. The explicitly
Christian precepts in the first dreamwomari's utterances
sit oddly in the mouth of the tenth-century Gisli, and
so do many of the words used in them, which have a
Christian application, such as Allvaldr aldar 'Lord of
men,' annan heim 6- ' another world '. And the sentence
Nu er skammi til betra? which implies an outlook on
life incredible in a heathen. It would suggest an unusual
attitude to his subject in a writer of a family saga to
compose such stophes for his hero, because one of the
6
7

Strophe 29.
Strophe 17.
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main characteristics of the family sagas is their realism:
their chief literary ideal, even in the less historically
authentic ones, seems to be to describe people and events
in such a way as to give the impression of truth. And
they are probably unique in medieval literature in the
way that they depict heathen people and heathen ways
without the prejudice that we might expect from their
Christian authors. Gislasaga itself is typical of this
attitude in the way it describes, for instance, the melting
of the snow on the south-east side of l>orgrimr's gravemound, and without the least hint of scepticism adds
the explanation that men regarded this as a sign that,
because l>orgrimr had been so devoted a priest of Frey,
the god did not allow any coldness to come between them.
Moreover, it is no part of the function of a family
saga or of saga poetry to be didactic, as many of these
dream strophes are. If there were anything in the
saga itself to show that it was indeed the writer's intention
to portray the impact of Christian teaching on Gisli
or to preach Christian principals, then we could perhaps
regard these alien elements as peculiar to this saga.
But, on the contrary, these particularly Christian strophes
do not connect naturally with their saga setting, and
the explanation of them given there seems to me misleadingly inadequate, and even a deliberate distortion
of their true significance. In the circumstances the
appearance of the first dreamwoman and her words to
Gisli were nothing short of divine revelation: from the
saga account it appears as a supernatural phenomenon
with no recognition of its Christian significance. And
the function of the two dreamwomen and their relative
importance seem to have been distorted in a similar way.
The function of the first dreamwoman in the poetry
itself seems clear enough: she is Gisli's guardian angel
who comes to warn him of his coming death and to prepare
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him for the life to come. The function of the second one
is not so clear. It is usually inferred that she is the
opposing force to the first one, the spirit of evil opposed
to good, or possibly heathenism opposed to Christianity.
But this view of her is not really borne out by the strophes
themselves, and is perhaps influenced by the saga interpretation. In the very first dream strophe the two women
appear together sitting on the bench in the dream hall
in apparent harmony-they both greet Gisli kindly. And
there is nothing in the later behaviour of the second
dreamwoman to indicate that she represents the opposite
force to the first one: 8 she does not offer Gisli any advice
of an evil or heathen nature; all she does is to presage
and symbolise the violence and bloody nature of his
coming death. Moreover, to interpret her as an evil
force carries grave implications, since it is implied that
her power prevails as Gisli's death draws nearer. If,
in fact she is anything more than a symbol of Gisli's
death by wounds, then I think a more fitting explanation of her would be that she represents the implacable
and impersonal Fate, while the first dreamwoman,
though she prophesies the same fate for Gisli, represents
it in the more comforting light of Christian faith.
But the saga takes a different view of these dreamwomen, and tends to exaggerate the part of the second
one. Gisli's first dream is concerned entirely with the
first one (apart from the mention of Maar bekksagnir
who both greet him kindly), yet the saga account of it
in Gisli's own words is: Ek a draumkonur ttuer, ok er
pnnur vel via niik, en pnulIr segir mer pat npkkut [afnan,
er mer pykkir uerr en aar, ok spar mer illt eina,? And
despite the fact that it is the first dreamwoman who
8 Except one strophe (29) which, as will be shown later, has possibly been
given a mistaken interpretation in the saga, and is, in any case, suspect on
other grounds.
9 Chapter XXI.
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tells Gisli exactly how soon he must die, it is constantly
implied in the saga account that the increasing appearances of the second one are connected with, if not
responsible for, the imminence of his death. It is as if
the guardian angel is rather an embarassment in the saga
account, whereas the second dreamwoman, who is not
unlike the traditional fylgja, can be made to fit more
happily into the saga setting.
Apart from this general shift of emphasis, there are
perhaps other indications that the part of the second
dreamwoman has been exaggerated.
Of the three
strophes which describe her appearance-? two are doubtful
strophes: they use different metres from the drotthuet:
of the rest of the poetry, metres which belong to not
earlier than the thirteenth century. Thus there is only
one strophe describing the appearance of the second
dreamwoman which is not suspect; while of the ones
attributed to her as her utterances we have only the
saga's word for it which dreamwoman is speaking, and
it is possible in at least one place that a strophe has been
wrongly attributed. Strophe 29, attributed by the saga to
the second dreamwoman is described there as a cancellation
of the prophecy of the first one: the first dream woman
had promised Gisli that he should live with her after death
in the fair hall, but strophe 29 runs: 'You two cannot
remain together; so great a grief has your passionate
love caused you. The Lord of men has driven you alone
from your home to experience another world.' Bjorn
Porolfsson points out-! that such a cancellation of a
prophecy goes against firmly accepted belief: nothing
could cancel a prophecy except some flaw or loophole
in the prophecy itself; and he concludes therefore that
this strophe too is 'spurious.' But there is nothing
10
11

Strophes 21, 30 and 31.
ap. cit. p. x,
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metrically or stylistically to distinguish it from the rest.
More probably, I think, it is the saga explanation of this
strophe which is ' spurious,' that it was not a cancellation
of the prophecy, or intended to be uttered by the second
dreamwoman at all. The wording of it, especially the
Christian application of such phrases as Alvaldr aldar
and annan lieini, read more like the utterance of the
guardian angel, breaking the news to Gisli that God has
decreed that he must be parted from his beloved wife
by death, but softening the blow by holding out the
hope of the life to come.
These particular instances of what seem like deliberate
exaggeration of the part of the second dreamwoman,
but still more the general Christian character of the
language and sentiments of some of the dream strophes,
make it, I think, unlikely that they were the work of
the saga writer himself. Why should an author who
has been careful elsewhere in the saga to be historically
realistic compose strophes so explicitly Christian and
attribute them to his tenth-century hero? That he
included them at all is explained by the prestige of
skaldic verse, and I think it would be understandable
that, having included them, he ignores their Christian
nature and gives them a heathen interpretation, but not
so understandable that he should go to the lengths of
composing Christian poems only to explain away their
significance in the prose account.
I feel inclined therefore to Bjorn :Por6lfsson's view
that the poetry is earlier than the saga, and that the
saga writer is dependent on it as one of his sources of
information. Probably he had two main sources, these
strophes and popular traditions about Gisli, closely connected with the scenes of events, which the author clearly
knew intimately. For the tragic theme itself he seems
to follow the strophes-all the main events are supported
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by information given or implied in them. But in actual
bulk the material not linked with them is much greater,
and this part bears clear marks of popular tradition.
But this view of the origins of Gislasaga is not in itself
an adequate explanation of the relation between the
saga and the poetry. There is, for instance, the strong
likeness of the tragic plot to the GuSrun story of heroic
legend (which has been observed by almost every
commentator), and the fact that the poetry too, as
Magnus Olsen-" and Mr. G. Turville-Petre-" have shown,
reflects the influence of the Gubnin lays. Since such
direct influence of heroic poetry in family sagas or saga
poetry is unusual, this similarity between them cannot be
disregarded. Bjorn l>6r6lfsson takes the view I 4 that
the likeness of the Gisli tragedy to the Guorun story was
the work of the saga writer, but was suggested to him
in the first place by the strophes, especially the one
which Gisli speaks when he hears of his sister's betrayal
of him, in which he reproaches her for not having the
unbending spirit of Gu~run Gjiikadottir. But this
explanation ignores the fact that the poetry of Gisli
not only reflects the influence of the Gu~run lays in
verbal echoes and direct reference, but also is of such
a nature that it can only have been written by a man
whose conception of the tragedy of Gisli already followed
the lines of the later heroic poems.P For instance,
one of the ways in which the tragedy of Gisli is modelled
on heroic poetry is that it is preoccupied with emotions,
whereas ordinarily in family sagas there is little place for
expressed emotion: the style of narration discouraged
it, and the saga ideals of conduct imposed imperturbability
12 Gislasaga og heltedigtningeii in Festskrift til Finnur J 6n5501l, Copenhagen,
1928, pp. 6-14; and Arkiv [or nordisk filologi, 1930, pp. 150-16o.
13 Op, cit. p. 378 ft.
14 ap. cit, p. xxxvi,
16 See G. Turville-Petre, op, cit. 378 ft.
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even in the most moving circumstances. But the poetry
of Gisli, too, is concerned with emotion, the love between
Aubr and Gisli, the grief of both of them for Vesteinn,
and Gisli's fear of death.
Another unusual feature of the tragic theme which
links it closely with the Christian poetry is the treatment
of character, especially Gisli himself. In the family
sagas, as in early Germanic literature, character is
usually assessed, not by moral standards of goodness
or badness, but by standards more nearly approaching
the aesthetic. Heroes are those whose conduct is not
necessarily beneficial but is satisfying as a striking or
memorable gesture. Hence their characters need not
be admirable by modern standards, but must possess
distinction of some sort. Gisli is admirable in both
senses. There is nothing unusual in that itself: great
and memorable conduct is often morally admirable.
But what is unusual is that he himself realises the moral
virtue of his actions.l" which implies in him a consciousness of Christian standards.
He is also unlike a saga hero in his attitude to Fate.
Fate plays a part in all the family sagas, but in none of
them is there the obsession with it that Gisli shows.
There is no reference to Fate in the early chapters, but
once the tragic theme begins, even before there is anything
to justify foreboding, Gisli begins to harp on the idea that
Fate is directing events. When his attempt to bind
porgrimr and Vesteinn by the bond of sworn brotherhood
fails, he says: 'Now Fate will have to take its course.'
(Chapter VI). And he shows a curious resignation to
the events which follow. When Aubr confesses to him
her part in the unfortunate conversation which started
the tragic train of events, he replies: Mala ccror einhrerr
skapanna mdlttm-' Someone has to be the mouthpiece
16

See G. Turville-Petre, op, cit. pp. 375-6.
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of Fate '. It is significant that he goes into hiding before
the suit for outlawry is brought against him, and makes
little attempt to oppose his prosecutor. Saga heroes,
conscious though they may be of the working of Fate,
do not usually lie down under it like this, nor does the
Gisli of the popular episodes. This attitude seems to
be part and parcel of the peculiarly unsaga-like nature
of the tragic theme, and again links up with the strophes,
where Fate and resignation to Fate are strongly stressed.
Thus there seems to be a closer relation between
the tragic theme and the poetry than would be accounted
for only by the assumption that the strophes which
appear in the saga were one of the sources used in the
writing of it. Those strophes, though it is true that
all the main events of the tragic theme are referred to
in them either directly or by implication, are not connected
enough or lucid enough in themselves to supply the
necessary information for the conception of character
and situation, or even to be intelligible alone. They are
allusive rather than descriptive. Bjorn I>or6lfsson
believes, along with Finnur J onsson, that the author
of the saga must have known them in a written collection,
and suggests that there were some brief prose explanations
along with them.l? But if this were so, then from the
nature of the strophes themselves, such a prose setting
would surely have to anticipate the unusual features
given to the tragedy in the saga itself. The strophes,
in fact, if we assume them to be of an earlier date than
the saga, would seem to make it necessary to assume
also the existence of a highly artistic conception of the
whole tragic theme before the saga was written.
And such an assumption seems to be supported by
other features in the saga. There is, for instance, again
the figure of Gisli himself. There are two distinct
17

op. cit. p.

xi,
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impressions of him to be gained from the saga: the one
outside the tragic episodes points to a popular conception
of him as a man of ingenuity, clever with his hands,
quick-witted in an emergency and a good mimic, just
the sort of figure likely to come down in popular tradition
as the outlaw who outwitted his enemies for so many
years, but hardly of the same stature as the noble hero
of the tragic episodes. There is an incongruity, for
instance, between the Gisli of the scene at Vesteinns
funeral, and the person who goes about tying cow's
tails together and hiding under mattresses. Bjorn
l>orolfsson, who feels that some of these popular episodes
are unworthy of a hero like Gisli, concludes therefore
that they cannot be the invention of the saga writer,
but must have been taken by him from the traditions
he was using. That may well be so, but it would be
equally logical to say that if the author was capable of
attributing such behaviour to his hero, he is unlikely
to have been the one responsible for the conception of
Gisli as he appears in the great tragic episodes-that
he has taken that, too, from some source.
And closely bound up with this there is another curious
point-that the tragic theme, supported by its strophes,
occupies a comparatively small proportion of the whole
saga, hardly a third of it, and yet the essential events of
the saga all occur in this part. There is a concentration
of material here and a conciseness which is not maintained
elsewhere: the rest of the saga is comparatively much
more discursive. There is, in fact, something distinctive
about the tragic episodes of Gislasaga, both in conception
of character and situation, and in presentation, which
is absent from the rest of the saga. And still more
curious seems the fact that in the very core of the tragic
theme there occurs an episode (the killing of l>orgrimr
18

op. cit. p. xxviii.
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at Ssebol) which can be proved to have been borrowed
from another source-" and in this episode, too, the saga
writer's skill as a tragic author seems to desert him.
It is not only longer and more circumstantial than its
neighbouring episodes, but it is aesthetically clumsy.
It is essentially popular story and too entertaining for
tragedy. The earlier murder of Vesteinn was narrated
in lively style, but the scene was essentially tragic,
chiefly because the action was closely bound up with
character and motive. The murder of Porgrimr is
so concerned with precautions to avoid detection that
it has no more reality as tragedy than a modern detective
story. It is dangerous, of course, to suggest that a
good author would be incapable of writing a bad passage;
but it is probably equally dangerous to dissociate creative
ability entirely from critical sensitivity, and the writer
of Gislasaga seems to have had little of that sensitivity
in his choice of material, excellent though his narrative
skill may be.
It is, of course, almost entirely from internal evidence
that we must judge how far the authors of family sagas
excercised selection in their choice of material, and it
must have varied with their purpose. Those who set
out to record as much traditional information as possible
about their subject, as seems to have happened for
instance with Grettir Asmundarson, would include many
local tales about it; while those who, like the author of
Hrafnkelssaga, wish to tell a well-defined story, would
keep the outlines clear, and, no doubt, omit many
traditional tales which were irrelevant to their theme
or incongruous to the impression of character which
they wished to give. But the author of Gislasaga seems
to show a combination of both purposes: he seems to
have wished to include much of the current local tradition
19
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about Gisli-his feats of strength, his ingenuity and
so on-, but at the same time the tragic theme shows
an exceptionally well-defined conception of character and
train of tragic events, which is so purposeful and confident
for the most part that the interruption of it by the
clumsy and incongruous 'cow's tail' episode of the
murder of 1>orgrimr comes as an artistic shock. Yet in
itself that episode is not incongruous with the idea of
Gisli gained from the other popular episodes, and it is
told with the same narrative skill as is shown in the whole
saga. It is unlikely to be a scribal interpolation. And I
think the explanation of the apparent confusion of
purpose lies in the double source of the saga-that we
have in Gislasaga an attempt to make a family saga
from two incongruous elements, popular stories about
Gisli (some of them very thin, in the sense of being merely
standard motives foisted on to Gisli) , and the tragic
theme, which I believe to be derived from the ' poetic'
source to a much greater degree than Bjorn 1>6r6lfsson
would allow.
The one particular example cited by him as proof of
an episode in the tragic plot which has been invented by
the author himself is far from conclusive; and, in fact this
suggestion seems to be based on a doubtful interpretation
of the episode'" (which is Gisli's vain attempt to avert
the tragedy by the ceremony of sworn brotherhood).
Briefly, the saga account is this: Gisli, with prophetic
foreboding, foresees the possibility of enmity towards
Vesteinn on the part of lJorkell and lJorgrimr, and
tries to bind all four of them by the oath of brotherhood,
to avert possible tragic consequences. The preliminary
ceremony-the cutting and raising of the turf, the
mingling of blood and the swearing of the oaths-is
performed, but before the hand-clasping which makes
20
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those oaths binding, porgrimr refuses to bind himself to
Vesteinn, whereupon Gisli refuses to bind himself to
porgrimr. Bjorn Por6lfsson concludes, therefore, that
the whole ceremony breaks down, and that, when the
saga later refers to Porkell as Vesteinri's sworn brother,
there is an inconsistency which, according to him, proves
that the whole incident of the failure of Gisli's attempt
is an invention of the saga author. But I do not think
we are intended from the saga account to conclude that
the whole ceremony failed. We are not told that the
others withdrew, and there is no reason why we should
not assume that, except between porgrimr-Yesteinn
and Gieli-Dorgrtmr, the ceremony was completed. Gisli's
concluding words are: ' Now it has gone as I feared, and
what has now been done will be of no avail. Fate will
have to take its course.' H"hut has now been done could
well refer to the completed ceremony between the rest
of them, which would bind Vesteinn-Dorkell, and
porkell-porgrimr, but which, by the omission of the
Vesteinn-Dorgrimr pact, would be of no use to avert
the tragedy. In view of the usual saga habit of leaving
the reader to make inferences from limited information,
this seems a likely interpretation, and it seems to me
one vital to the whole tragic plot. It helps to explain
porgrimr's willingness to do Porkell's dirty work for
him, and it explains how Gisli knew that it could not
have been Porkell himself who killed Vesteinn, He had
no other evidence which of them it was, except his
knowledge of Porkell's cowardly nature, which is hardly
decisive. Also the parallelism to the Gunnin story,
where Siguror was killed by the one Gjiikung brother
who had no reason for doing so, only because he was the
one not bound by the oath of brotherhood, makes it
very unlikely that there was ever any confusion about
whether Porkell and Vesteinn were sworn brothers.
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I see no reason, therefore, for regarding this episode
as an invention extraneous to the tragic theme. Moreover, the saga author must have taken his information
about the traditional ceremony of brotherhood from
some source; (it is unlikely to have been preserved in
such detail in popular tradition of the thirteenth century),
and what more likely source is there than the' poetic'
source, which by its link with the Gutirun story most
probably would contain some incident by which :Porkell
and Vesteinn became sworn brothers?
But if this ' poetic' source was important enough to
be responsible for the shaping of the tragic theme, we
are left with the question, what sort of a work can it
have been? It is unlikely to have been an earlier
family saga containing the poetry, which has been worked
over later by a writer with a taste for popular story,
because it is precisely in the tragic theme that all those
elements so unusual in a family saga are concentrated
-the likeness to heroic poetry, the influences of medieval
morality and the Christian poetry-, while in the artistic
handling of the material in that part we have a simplicity
of treatment-circumstances briefly stated merely as
the setting for the great scenes-, which is quite unlike
the realistic' build-up' of the extant family sagas, with
their pre-occupation with practical details and avoidance
of literary emphasis. It seems to lie outside the scope
of family sagas as we know their development in the
thirteenth century. Could it have been an earlier
work, of the twelfth century? We know that in the
twelfth century different parts of Iceland had different
schools of learning and literature: in the South the
literary work was distinguished by its strong historical
interests, (and it seems to have been these which set the
seal on the form taken by the thirteenth-century sagas),
but in the North, especially the North-West, the leaning
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was more to ecclesiastical learning and to foreign literature, and there was a flourishing tradition of Christian
poetry. Gislasaga comes from the North-West and the
unusual elements in it reflect all these tendencies. Moreover, as several recent writers-' have commented, Gisli's
poetry has strong stylistic similarities to the great
twelfth-century Christian poems. And since we know
from references in lEfi Snorra Gotia 22 that the main outline
of the events of the story was known in the first half
of the twelfth century, then a twelfth century treatment
of the theme, on less historical lines than the thirteenthcentury sagas and reflecting the literary trends of the
North-West, might seem a possibility.
It would, however, be contrary to what we know of
the development of prose writing in Iceland to assume
a mainly prose treatment of the tragic theme of Gislasaga,
so sophisticated as this treatment would have to be,
as early as the twelfth century. More probably if there
were such a work it 'would be mainly poetic. Some
of the poetry in the saga approaches the simplicity of
syntax of heroic poetry,23 and would be not unnatural as
part of a narrative work, while in the prose account of the
tragic theme there occur frequent traces of poetic rhythm
(which have been pointed out by Mr. Turville-Petre).
These occur only in the tragic theme, and even there
very intermittently in a curiously sporadic fashion,
and might possibly derive from the opening (or otherwise
memorable) lines of further poetry which has been
turned into prose form by the saga writer. The use of
peculiarly archaic and poetic words, too, might derive
from the same source: the phrase Gisli kvao pd visu er
21 Bj6rn J:>6r6lfsson, op, cit. p. vi; G. Turville-Petre, op. cit. p. 388; ]. de
Vries, Altnordische Literaturgeshichte, 1941, I, pp. 3 200-I.
22 Which Einar Olafur Sveinsson attributes to Ari Frobi, islenzk Fornrit,
1\-. xi-xiii and 185-6, and Y, xxxvi.
23 For example strophes 5, 12 and 35, and parts of many others.
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aua skyldi is especially interesting, not only because
the word ceua is hardly ever found in historical prose,
as Mr. Turville-Petre points out, but because the whole
phrase is so curiously unlike the words of a family saga
author, who almost never comments personally like
this on the actions of his characters. It would be more
natural as part of the prose skeleton of a poetic work.
And there is also the harsh flyting scene in Chapter XV
between porgrimr and Gisli, where porgrimr, angered
by a blow from Gisli in the game on the ice, breaks out
into open taunting about Vesteinn's death with the
couplet:
Geirr i gumna sarum
gnast; kannkat pat lasta.
And Gisli at last lets himself go, and drives the ball
with force between porgrimr's shoulders crying;
Bollr a burbar stalli
brast; kannkat pat lasta.
I know of no scene in a family saga so reminiscent
of similar flyting scenes with verse dialogue in the later
heroic poems. There is the same stylistic tenseness and
emphasis in this scene that Mr. Turville-Petre observes
in the poetic rhythm of the prose passages he mentions,
and it is a tenseness which is more natural in poetry than in
Icelandic prose of the family saga type.
But it is unlikely that this hypothetical source of
Gislasaga was wholly a poetic work. The allusive nature
of the greater part of the existing strophes makes them
unnatural as direct narrative. There must have been
some explanatory framework. And we have, of course, no
evidence of twelfth-century treatment of family saga material outside the histories, except the mention of the recital
stories for entertainment." which for the most part of
appear to be stories claiming to be true accounts, and
24See Finnur J6nsson, Lit. Hist., II, Ig8 ft.
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not 'artistic' compositions. There is, however, one
interesting reference to the recital of an apparently
historical saga in the twelfth century which may point
to a very different type of work, one more nearly approaching what we may imagine this hypothetical source of
Gislasaga to have been. This is the mention in
Porgilssaga in Sturlunga of the story of Orm, the poet
of Barrey, told by the priest and poet, Ingimundr
Einarsson, at the famous wedding feast at Reykjaholar
in 1II9. The words of the saga are: Ingimundr prestr
sagoi sggu Orms Barreyjarskdlds ok visur margar ok
jlokk g60an via enda srJgunnar, er Ingimundr hafoi orian,
ok hafa po margir fr60ir menn pessa SrJgu fyrir satt. 25 It is
not perhaps certain how this should be interpreted. The
jlokkr (i.e. a group of strophes comprising a poem) which
he recited' at the end of the story', and which is described
as his own composition, may not have been part of the
saga itself. But, on the whole, the position of the statement in the sentence indicates that it was as part of
the saga that he recited this poem at the end, and the
use of po in the comment 'and yet many wise men regarded
this saga as the truth' seems to confirm this-although
it contained his own composition men regarded the
saga as true fact. If this is so, then surely we have here
evidence of a poetic composition, perhaps similar to the
dream poetry at the end of Gislasaga, used as part of a
saga containing historical material. And the fact that
the authorship of the jlokkr is acknowledged is an indication that the saga itself was an 'artistic' composition
rather than of the type of the family sagas, which always
hide their authorship under the claim to be true records.
Miss Ursula Brown in a useful study-? of the parallel
10, p. 38 in Sturlungasaga I,ls1elldingasagna vtgdfan.
The Saga of Hr omund Gripsson and Porgilssaga, Saga-Book of the Viking
Society, Vol. xiii, pp. 51 ff, 1947-8.
26
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mention of the saga of Hromund Gripsson by Hrolfr
of Skalmarnes on the same occasion, concludes that
Hrolf's story probably was mainly poetic, though it is described, similarly to Ingimund's story, as 'a saga with
many strophes.' Is it perhaps possible that Ingimund's
story of Orm was also essentially poetic, earning the title
of ' saga' only by virtue of its prose explanation of the
poetry and because it was a relation of events?
However that may be, it would seem that we have here
some points of similarity with what might well have been
a twelfth-century treatment of the Gisli story, and one
would like to think that its author, too, was a man like
Ingimundr, who lived in the North-West in the first half
of the twelfth century, was interested in local family
history, but also well-versed in ecclesiastical learning
and foreign culture, perhaps also (in the words of the
saga description of Ingimundr), it mesta gpfugmenni,
skdld gott ofldti mikill bceoi i skapjeroi ok annari kurteisei.

STURLUSAGA AND ITS BACKGROUND.
By PETER G. FOOTE.

the eleventh century we can see that the almost pure
IN oligarchy
of the settlement period in Iceland has
been qualified. Constitutionally, that balance had been
struck which Professor Nordal has crystallised for us, between the desire for individual independence and the desire
for individual power.' The economic development further
resulted in a levelling throughout the population. The
great estates, on which the agriculture was first founded,
were subject to division from the beginning as the demands
of sons and dependents were met. Once labour was no
longer as cheap as it had been when slavery was a distinctive feature of the society, the conditions of the
farming year made it unprofitable to keep a large number
of workers through the winter as well as the summer
season, and this contributed to the parcelling out of
smaller land-plots, and to the eventual emergence of what
may, with some justification, be called a "cotter-class."
The evidence of Bandamannasaga cannot be altogether
disregarded. There we seem to have a picture, no doubt
exaggerated, of an economic decline in the great families.
By IrOO, the gooi, the official aristocratic figure, could not
be considered, as Olafur Larusson has pointed out,
more than . primus inter pares." Generally, the whole
country-side maintained a large class of moderately
well-to-do farmers, more or less independent and
autonomous: a steady-going society, with the balance
of power comparatively well distributed.
1 l slenek mennin g I, Reykjavik I942, pp. I07 ft.
See generally Olafur Larusson, {I' bygg{Jarsogu islands, Vaka I929, and
I>orkell ]6hannesson, Die Stellung del' [reien Arbeiter in Island, Reykjavik
I933·
3 Op. cit., p. 33.
2
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The conversion of the country and the establishment of
the Church had of course provided a new moment.
Among other things, it had meant the abolition of the
Temple-dues (hoftollr), while presenting the chieftain
with a new expense, that of building and maintaining a
church and of paying for a priest to serve it. To solve
the latter problem, it was not unusual for the chief to
become a priest himself, or he might allow a member of
the family to take orders or train up some child specifically
for the purpose. Priests so provided had virtually no
rights, and they were not paid for their services as was
a smaller class, who served the churches without such a
contract as was forced on these." It was much the
cheapest way to provide the ministry necessary for
salvation, and seems to have been the common practice.
To provide priests, the Church had to provide education.
The first foreign bishops were teachers, and Isleifr
Gissurarson, the first Icelandic bishop, and Teitr his
son established schools and taught." In J onssaga
biskttps, we read that 'many chieftains and men of
standing had their sons fostered and educated by Isleifr,
and let them become priests ';6 and we read in Kristnisaga
that, in the days of Bishop Gissurr Isleifsson, ' most men
of standing were educated and entered the priesthood,
even though they were chieftains.'7 This is especially
noteworthy in the opening years of the twelfth century,
and the reason, though partly no doubt a pious one, seems
mainly to be found in the economic and authoritative
advantage offered. In 1096 the law of tithes was
introduced - we are led to suppose by Ari fr6t5i that it
was through the personal influence of Bishop Gissurr,
4 Gragas, StaiJarh6lsb6k, Copenhagen r879, p. 20, line ~3: Pat er ma1lni ok rett
at ldta la:ra prestling til kirkju sinnar ; pp. ~4-6: Of presta »ist ir ok kaup,
5 Lslendingab ok, ed. W. Gaither, Halle r923, pp. r9, 64-5.
6 Biskupa Segur I, Copenhagen r8s8, p. rS3.
7 Ibid. p. 29.
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Sremundr fr6tli and Markus logsogumabr Skeggjason."
But, as Ami Palsson has maintained, if this measure
held no advantage for the chiefs and land-owners, it is,
to say the least, unlikely that they would have agreed
to such a tax." It is to be remembered that the Icelandic
tithe was unlike that elsewhere adopted in Catholic
christendom: not only income was to be tithed, but all
property in goods and land was to be included.l" The
tithe law was accepted so quietly because the chieftains
supported it; and they gave their support because they
saw it would mean not inconsiderable financial advantages
for themselves, or, at least, that it would be no burden
for them. As usual, wealth and power were complementary. One quarter of the tithe went to the bishop
and one quarter to the poor, and these were honest and
by no means uncharitable divisions. One quarter to the
priest and one quarter to the local church meant in effect,
however, one half to the man who owned both church and
priest. There was, moreover, one great exemption from
the law of tithes: land or other property which had been
given over to the Church was free from its imposition.
Chieftains, who owned most land and on whose land the
churches stood, made the property over to the appropriate
saint, retaining the administration to themselves and
their heirs. They seemed, as it were, in the rare and
happy position of one who was both to have his cake
and eat it: they enjoyed their land, whose possession was
not liable to tax, and an income from the local tithe-paying
farmers; they seemed, moreover, to have a fair prospect
of a reward in heaven for their piety.
The Church, of course, gave much more than this
opportunity. Its influence seems to have contributed
81slendil1gab6k, p. or.
University lectures delivered in the University of Iceland, 1935.
published.
10 Diplomatarium I slandicum I, Copenhagen 1857-76, p. 77.
9
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to the peacefulness of the period, and the dignity of a
man like Bishop Gissurr seems both to have enhanced
the episcopal office and to have received addition from it.
The Church with its schools and cloisters provided an
essential condition for the existence of the literary culture
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and a notable
element in the culture itself. The aristocracy in Iceland
moved naturally into possession of the ecclesiastical
culture as the heathen prestige was removed from the
office of goai. The greater families entered into alliance
with the Church and the Church with them: the
international and ecclesiastic was firmly linked with the
insular and aristocratic. The two were identified in the
person of the ordained gooi. Respect for the booklearned, and even more for the dispenser of the mysteries
of absolution and benediction, must have played some
part in the revival and maintenance of the aristocratic
position.
It must be made perfectly clear that these advantages
which the chieftains gained from their close connection
with the Church were not the results of an exploitation
or opposition. The persons representing both Church
and State were often the same and their interests were
identified. The bishops themselves came usually from
the most powerful families and retained all their aristocratic connections. There was as yet no room for the
assertion of one element at the expense of the other.
The character and episcopate of Gissurr Isleifsson
provide a full illustration of this. We have the opinion
of King Haraldr harorabi that Gissurr was fitted to be
viking chief, king or bishop ,11 and in Hungruaka there is a
similar eloquent testimony to his dignity and influence:
while he lived, Gissurr was both king and bishop over
11 Haraldssaga harordoa, Ch. CIX, in FOrJIlllallllas6gur, VI, Copenhagen
18 3 1 , p. 3 89·
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the land.P He did his work well, not without the
interested co-operation of his own and the other great
families, and by his personal influence, ability and administrative zeal contributed largely to the advance of the
organised Church and the peacefulness of the time.
At the end of his bishopric the Church was in a strong
position, and the strength of the aristocracy grew in the
same measure as the strength of the Church.
The growth of the power of individual families was
furthered not only by the new favourable economic
conditions, but also by the concentration of the power
of several go6or6 under the patronage of one chieftain.
In the tenth and eleventh centuries, the g06or6 power
seems to have been widely enough distributed to prevent
its accumulation in the hands of a few. The g06or6 could
be alienated by sale or gift, and in the twelfth century
this seems to have become commoner. The Church
may possibly have had some influence in the matter.
We know, for instance, that the priest Ingimundr
Einarsson of Reykjah6lar gave his go6or6 to I>orgils
Oddason of Stabarholl.l" and in n88 Gu15mundr dyri
Porvaldsson was given the Fljotamanmagooorow
According to Barbi Gubmundsson, the whole point of
Porgilssaga ok Haflioa may have been a dispute about the
possession of a go6or6. 1 5 The great chieftains had
pingmenn in districts far outside their own herao,
Iceland 'drooped' after the death of Bishop Gissurr
in III7. His father, Isleifr, had been troubled by bad
harvests and the disobedience of great men; but we read in
Kristnisaga that Gissurr ' made the land so peaceful that
there were no disputes of first importance between the
12 Biskupa Segur I, p. 67.
13 Porgilssaga ok H afiiaa, Ch. III in Sturlunga Saga, ed. Kr. Kaalund,
Copenhagen 1906-II, I, p. g.
14 Guomundarsae« dvra, Ch. IV in Sturlunga Saga I, p. 165.
15 Gooora forti og ny, Skirnir CXI, Reykjavik 1937, pp. 70-73.
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chieftains, and the practice of carrying weapons was
largely abandoned.P" After his death however came
bad years and fierce weather, shipwreck, damage to
property and loss of life: more ominous still, strife and
lawlessness.
The dispute between l>orgils Oddason and Haflibi
Masson, which began in III7, the year of Gissurrs death,
is presented in their saga as a challenge to the remaining
bishop and the Church, a challenge to all the Christian
moral forces and their persuasion to peace. The decisive
moments are at the Alpingi in lIZ!. Haflibi intends to
bar the way of l>orgils to l>ingvellir: he has the civil
law on his side because l>orgils was outlawed the year
before. Bishop l>orlakr Runolfsson tries to persuade
Haflibi to allow l>orgils to ride, so that a reconciliation
might be effected between them. He challenges
Haflibi's obstinacy and demands respect for the feast
of St. John. Haflici finally refuses to listen, and the
bishop then advances his most powerful weapon, the ban.
Haflioi agrees at last, and l>orgils rides his uncontested
way to l>ingvellir. Peace-loving men attempt to bring
about an agreement: Hafiioi is adamant and will only
accept unchallenged sole judgment (sjdlfdcemi) , while
l>orgils will make conditions. Another deadlock is
reached. Late one night, the priest Ketill l>orsteinsson
goes to talk to Haflitii, He tells him a story of an episode
in his own early life, when by God's grace he renounced
his desire for revenge, and exercised humility and charity:
since then, things have gone well with him. Haflibi
is moved by this, and he becomes much gentler in the
matter of reconcilation. An agreement is reached, but
to the end, it seems, Haflioi is not perfectly at ease: he
has doubts whether he may not be trading his honour
by accepting a money atonement. l>orgils behaves
16

Biskupa S6gur I, p. 29.
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graciously to Haflibi, and the two are henceforth on the
same side. Some hostility remains however: Hallr
Teitsson, Haflici's most active supporter, is far from
satisfied: he maintains that Haflibi is rich enough in his
old age as long as he does not lose his honour. And
between Hafiioi and Bobvarr Asbjarnarson, porgils'
closest friend (magr, but the exact relationship is not
known) and supporter, relations were always strained.
It was a test for the bishop and the Church: more, it
was a trial of the Christian spirit - the heathen sense of
honour was pitted against Christian humility. The
Christian won, but the oppositions are clearly seen.
The Church used its combination of powers: Porlakr
forbade members of the clergy to take part in Haflibi's
prepared ambush, and, for the first time, we have a
record of a threat of excommunication. The heathen
spirit, which saw strife as the essential instrument of
honour, is typified in Hallr and BQ1Svarr, members of
important families. Their spirit finds a classic statement
in the action and explanation of BQ1Svarr, when he will
not allow porgils to strike at Hafiioi before the churchdoor at the Albingi in service-time. He argues the
general sanctuary of the ping-place and of the consecrated
ground on which they stand, and the special sanctity of
the Saint's day. porgils is moved to refrain. But
BQ1Svarr was not reckoned among the pious, and porgils
taxes him with this later. BQ1Svarr's reply is on these
lines: We stood hopelessly between two lines of enemies,
we should have been cut down one on top of another.
There was no chance of moving you by presenting the
facts, but in other circumstances I shouldn't care whether
you killed Haflibi in any sanctuary, of Church or ping.
The bishops in Iceland after the death of Gissurr were
not his equals, good men but not great. They exerted
their influence towards peaceful conclusions. Bishop
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Magnus Einarsson, who was burnt to death in a fire at
Hitardal in II48, did not spare his own property to
effect settlements, and in consequence there were no
great disputes while he lived.v? We hear more of the
bishops' activities in furthering Christianity by teaching
and by church adornment, by the provision of books and
vestments. In these matters we find ample evidence of
wealth at their disposal. The connection of the bishops
with the secular aristocracy was firm. The priest Ketill
I>orsteinsson, who became bishop at H6lar as a protege of
Haflibi Masson, to whom he had told so effective an
exem.pltcm, was a member of the Mobrvellingar family,
descended from Gutimundr riki. Bishop Magnus
Einarsson was in direct male descent from Hallr a Sitiu
and through his mother was connected with the
Reykhyltingar. Bishop Klsengr. who died in II76,
was descended through his father's mother from the
Reyknesingar: she was a daughter of Ari at Reykjah6lar
and so an aunt of I>orgils Oddason. Brandr Ssemundarson, who died in 1201, was the son of a cousin of Ssemundr
fr6tii, and through his mother belonged to the family
descended from I>orfinnr karlsefni in Reynines; I>orlakr
Runolfsson belonged to the same family, and they had
not distant connections with Gutimundr dyri and with
J 6n Sigmundarson of the Svinfellingar. The strands
of lordly and prelatical, secular and cleric, pride and
humility, cross and re-cross in these men and their
background.
Bishop Klrengr, for example, exchanged gifts with great
men abroad, and gave a breakfast feast, on the occasion
of the dedication of the church at Skalholt, at which
seven hundred men, told in long hundreds, were present.
Nevertheless, Klrengr was sterner in vigils and fastings
and dress than others, and used to go barefoot in frost
17
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and snow. Again, we have read earlier that he was so
persistent in his litigation, if someone sought his help,
that he was a great chieftain, both on account of his
wisdom and his eloquence: he was also more than well
acquainted with the law. Because of this, the chieftains
got all their own way in the suits in which Klsengr
supported them.P Some idea of the temper of the time
is further given by that comment in Hungrvaka, after
the sudden death of Bishop Ketill during his attendance
at a wedding-feast in Skalholt : ' His death caused great
sorrow: but with the persuasion of Bishop Magnus and
the excellent drink which was there available, men's
grief WClS lightened more readily than would otherwise
have been the case.T"
Two families detach themselves as the greatest in
Iceland at the time. One was the family of the
Haukdeelir, descended from Gissurr hviti through his son,
Bishop Isleifr, and through his son, Teitr, brother of
Bishop Gissurr and foster-father of Ari fr6lSi. Hallr
Teitsson we have already met in Isorgilssaga ok Haflioa
as a man with firm ideas on personal honour: yet he was a
man of learning too, and was chosen as bishop-elect
(biskupsefm) on the death of Magnus. He went abroad to
be consecrated, but died in Utrecht.s? The other family
was that of the Oddaverjar, descendants of Ssemundr
fr6lSi. During the bishopric of Magnus Einarsson, it is
said that the leading men were Hallr Teitsson and
Eyj61£r Ssemundarson.t- As for Klrengr , he had trusty
friends in Gissurr Hallsson and J on Loptsson, the most
respected men in Iceland.P It is worth noting that both
these families could claim kinship with Norwegian royal
18
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families: the mother of Gissurr hviti was a cousin of
Astritlr, mother of King Olafr Tryggvason.!" The
connection of Loptr Ssemundarson was more recent and
more impressive: he was married to an illegitimate
daughter of King Magnus berfcetr, and J6n Loptsson was
their son.
In the north, the family of Haflici Masson does not
seem to play much of a part in affairs after his death.
There the greatest family seems to have been that of the
MQtlrvellingar, amongst whom are to be numbered
Bishop Ketill and later Gutlmundr dyri. Late in the
twelfth century, the Asbirningar in Skagafjorbr come
into prominence, descendants of Asbjorn, father of
BQtlvarr, whom we know in Irorgiissaga ok Hafiisa. In
some ways, the extension of their power is a parallel to
that of the Sturlung family.
After the disturbance of the status quo threatened by
the porgils and Hafiioi affair, which laid bare for a
moment the antagonisms inherent in this fosterbrotherhooel of secular and cleric, the close identification of church
and lay interests was maintained. The great chieftains
in Church and State were of the same blood and could not
be opposed ideologically or practically one to another.
The ordained gofJi was the common type: the number of
influential families to which this applied can be seen
by a glance at the list of forty high-born priests, collected
by Ari fr6tli, apparently for some special purpose, in
II43· 24
This effective integration was however again disturbed,
and on this occasion never restored in the same secure
form. The disturbance was caused by the opposition
of two strong-willed men and an impulse that came from
abroad. It is interesting to note how, on at least two
23 lt iskupa Soeur I, p. 10; 6/dfssaga Trvger.i-r.nar in He imskringla, lslenzt:
Fornrit XX\'!, Revkj.rvik 1''+', p, 328,
24 Di plomatarium Islandicum I, pp. ISO fl.
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important occasions in the history of Christendom in
northern Europe, similar movements meet similar
reactions at much the same time. Thus in the 970S
and 980s, for example, we find a strong, even desperate,
heathen reaction against the Christian missionising
influences, in Kievan Russia before Vladimir's conversion,
in the rule of Hakon Hlaoajarl in Norway, and in the
opposition met by :Porvaldr inn vi'5fQrli and Bishop
Fribrekr and by the missionaries sent by Glatr Tryggvason
in Iceland. Afterwards, the secular powers and the
ecclesiastic joined forces: the royal houses derived great
benefit in their movement towards national unification
from their close connection with the Church, and the
Church in its work enjoyed their support. The cooperation must at some time have an end: one of the two
must, as it were, look at the other and like :Porgeirr in
Fostbrcearasaga wonder what would happen if it came to a
struggle between them. So in II70 Archbishop Thomas
a Becket is murdered in Canterbury; in II79 Archbishop
Eysteinn is forced into exile after temporary success in
pressing the Church's claims. And in the same period in
Iceland arises the conflict which means the end of the
identity of secular and spiritual interests and power.
The break depended on two men, Bishop :Porlakr
:Porhallsson and Jon Loptsson; but behind the former
stood a power which, until then, had played no significant
part in internal affairs in Iceland: a militant international
Church with the Hildebrandine reforms as its programme.
Thomas a Becket was the great example. Later a
complicating factor was to be the movement towards
asceticism and poverty, whose beginnings may be detected
before Saint Francis made it his own - a movement
completely antipathetic to the typical Icelandic
aristocratic mentality.
:Porlakr came of a good family but was not closely
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related to the greatest. His mother and he moved, while
he was still young, to Oddi under the priest Eyj6lfr
Ssemundarson. porlakr studied in Paris and Lincoln,
and in Iceland entered the monastery at pykkvabrer on
its foundation in II68 and became abbot there. In the
old age of Klsengr, he was elected bishop-elect from three
candidates, and he returned from his consecration in
II78. He was both celibate and ascetic all his life;
typically, from the time of his bishopric, we know of
three new saints' days and two new fast-days. We need
to note his less intimate family connection with the
aristocratic leaders, and further that porlakr was the
first bishop in Iceland to be recruited from a monastic rule.
J6n Loptsson receives unanimous acclaim from the
writings of the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries as
the greatest chieftain of his time. Throughout, the same
superlative is used: g[Jfgastr, the noblest by birth and
accomplishment. J6n received a marked advantage from
his royal mother, and the acceptance of the kinship by
Magnus of Norway in II64.25 He must himself, however,
have been a remarkable man. In Iceland he does not
appear as a protagonist in any particular dispute, but
generally, as for example in Sturlusaga and Guomundarsaga
dyra, his mediation was the last and best resort in
important feuds. His prestige could not have been
greater: even where there is opposition to him, the voice
of assent in his greatness is not stilled. In the
Oddauerjabdtt» in Irorldkssaga in yngri, he is described in
this way: 'At that time, J6n Loptsson, who was the
greatest chieftain in Iceland, had the administration of
Oddi. He was a gonorosmaor. He was the wisest man
in clerical matters, something he had learnt from his
forebears. He was a deacon by ordination, a great voice
25 J1!ag/llissaga Erlingssonar, Ch. XXI, in Heimskringla, ed. Finnur ]6nsson,
Copenhagen I9Il, p. 628.
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in the Holy Church. He paid great attention to see that
the churches under his charge were equipped as well as
possible in every way. He had a full complement of
most of the abilities which a man needed in those days.
His regard for his honour and his obstinacy were so great
that they could scarcely be greater, for he would give
way to no-one, nor desist from any course he had once
taken Up.'26
:Porlakr and he found themselves on opposite sides
when the bishop tried to effect two significant reforms.
The first was a moral improvement in the relations between
men and women. J6n, as so many of the chieftains,
was mjQk fenginn fyrir kuennaast ; and matters could only
be aggravated by the fact that J6n's mistress was the
sister of :Porlakr. jon's decision in this matter is well
known; he told :Porlakr: 'I know that your ban is just
and that there is sufficient cause. I shall go into
:P6rsmQrk or some place where other people will not
incur trouble by coming into contact with me, and I shall
stay there with the woman you are complaining about as
long as I please. But your ban will not divide me from
my difficulty, nor force from any man, until God quickens
it in my heart to withdraw of my own accord.'>? The
other issue between the two men concerned the rights of
patronage in those estates which had been dedicated, in
name at least, to the use of the churches built on them.
In this dispute, the stanamdl, :Porlakr Was to succeed
only partially, and the Church's victory was to be deferred
until the bishopric of Arni :Porlaksson, a century later.
The Church, in maintaining its supremacy over the lay,
had a vital weapon to hand in the gifts of property made
to the individual churches from the end of the eleventh
century onwards, which have been mentioned above in
26
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discussing the tithe. 1>orlakr made a good beginning in
exerting his prestige over Sigurbr Ormsson, the head of the
great family of the Svinfellingar in the east. His method
was to refuse to consecrate a church until the question of
the right of patronage in the dedicated property was
firmly decided in favour of the Church. Jon, however,
was as strong as :Porlakr, and refused to agree to any
such settlement. His reply was as characteristic as
before: ' I can hear what the Bishop has to say, but I am
decided to consider it valueless; and I do not think that he
intends or knows better than my forebears, Ssemundr
frotsi and his sons. Neither will I condemn the practice
of our former bishops, who agreed to this custom of the
land, that laymen should administer the churches which
were given to God by their ancestors, but whose charge
was reserved for them and their descendants.l'" This
may be compared perhaps with the words of Henry of
England to Thomas a Becket at one of their meetings to
reach a settlement: 'Now, what everyone of his
predecessors, archbishops greater and higher than he, did
with respect to everyone of my ancestors, even the least
of them, let him do that with me, and we shall soon
be at one.'29 The same issues were at stake.
The international features of the struggle are reflected
in the letters which the active archbishop of Trondheim,
Eysteinn, and his successor, Eirikr, sent to the Icelandic
leaders. Characteristically, the chief men addressed are
Jon Loptsson and Gissurr Hallsson, though in one letter
Boevarr :Portsarson and Ormr Jonsson Svinfellingr find a
place in the address. In II73, II80 and II89 came
letters about moral reform and obedience to the demands
made by :Porlakr. 30 Most marked was the concern for
the ordained who was guilty of immorality or strife.
28
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The aristocratic attitude took long to die, even in the
best servants of the Church. The priest Gu'5mundr
Arason, later bishop, was in his younger days seriously
troubled by a suit against a man whom he got outlawed.
Further action than this, the execution of the outlaw, was
difficult for his conscience. But in a struggle at a
horse-fight meeting, the son of a man who had supported
Gutimundrs outlaw was killed, and the outlaw himself
wounded. This was satisfaction indeed; but, as the
saga says: 'God so guarded Gu'5mundr that he had
contributed to this neither by word nor act."!' In the
following century, in 1255, Abbot Brandr Jonsson, later
bishop, showed clearly where his sympathies lay, when it
was a question of revenge for his nephew. Though he
argued the Christian attitude, when he turned away
from the meeting, his face was as red as blood, and he
said: ' It is hard if we should leave our noble kinsmen
unatoned against the sons of Iarmers.?" It is like the
words of Jon Loptsson, when he is asked for help after
the death of Einarr porgilsson in lI85: ' The friendship of
Einarr and myself was such, that I have no obligation
on its account in this case. But I think things have
reached a bad stage if justice is not done when men of
no principles strike down chieftains, and I shall therefore
promise my help in this case when it comes to the
Ping.'33
The dispute between Porlakr and Jon over the
staoanuil was in lI79 and lI80; the koeiinanuil was
probably rather earlier. We have reached the period of
Sturlusaga, of which the last part, the dispute called
the Deildartungumdl, belongs to lISO and lI8I. The
action of the saga needs to be considered in the light of
the development of events which has been sketched here.
31
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Prestssaga Guomundar, Ch, I X, St.urlunga Saga I, p. 145.
Islendinga Saga, Ch. CCLXXXIII, Sturlunga Saga II, p. 255.
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I shall not concern myself directly with the saga's unity
of composition; more important is the unity of Sturla's
character, which has been questioned by some scholars.
The presentation of his character in the saga helps towards
an understanding of the period and is in turn illuminated
by it. In any case, the character is worth attention for
its own sake, and because of Sturla's remarkable sons and
grandsons.
Sturlusaga is built up of three blocks of source-material.
After a genealogical preliminary and a short lawsuit, which
we are told was the first occasion Sturla took part in
affairs, comes the story of Sturlas feud with Einarr
porgilsson of Staiiarholl. This was carried on intermittently for a number of years and culminated in the
battle on Scelingsdalshei15r in II7I, when Sturla was
victorious. As men said at the time, that meant a
reversal in the prestige of Sturla and Einarr. The
second block of material deals with Sturla's other affairs,
principally with Porleifr beiskaldi Porhiksson, who
lived in Hitardal. There was no such decisive conjunction
here as in the feud with Einarr , but generally Sturla had
the better of it. The matter of this section, though it
follows the Einarr-Sturla material, must in part at least
have been contemporary with it. There is finally the
Deildartungunuil and what follows from it. Bobvarr
P6r15arson, Sturlas father-in-law, is engaged in a suit
with the priest Pall Solvason, who lived in Reykjaholt,
over the typical and vexed question of an inheritance.
Pall, strictly speaking, seems to have had the law on his
side, but BQ15varr moves into the property in question
before the suit is decided. A meeting is arranged to
effect a settlement, where Sturla is present. During
the course of the discussion, P6rbjQrg, Pall's wife, gets
impatient, and attributing the whole ill affair to Sturla
stabs him in the face, saying why should she not make
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him like dtiinn, whom he himself wished to emulate.
Sturla does not lose control of himself, but takes the
opportunity to get the present agreement negotiated in
Bobvarr's favour; and he gets sjalfdcemi for his wound.
He makes his award later, and to everyone's astonishment
follows the example of Haflioi Masson in awarding himself
the enormous sum of 240 hundred. Pall will not pay,
and at the Alpingi matters look ugly, until Jon Loptsson,
who supports Pall, makes it clear that Sturla will gain no
advantage unless he allows the case to be decided by
himself, Jon. Sturla gives way and Jon settles the
matter.
Because Sturla is successful in the first part of the
saga but unsuccessful in the last, scholars, notably Bjorn
M. Olsen and W. H. Vogt, have thought that the author's
attitude towards Sturla changed.s! Olsen thought that
Snorri might well have written the saga, because, since
he was fostered at Oddi (one outcome of the settlement
after the Deildartungumdli, he would naturally have the
point of view of Jon's party in that division of the saga
where Jon appears in a most important role. Vogt
thought that he could show that the sections of the saga
had existed separately and in written form. The third
section was a sort of Pdlsbdttr, the hero being Pall prestr
Solvason, He too saw in the saga "einen grossen
unterschied der auffassung Sturlas.' This is not the
place to discuss Vogt's theory in detail, but it is certain
that, in the form we have them, the first two sections
were written as a continuum; and I do not believe that
Pall is to be considered the central figure in the third.
I should like, however, to consider the character of
34 Bjorn 1\1. Olsen, Um Sturlungw in Sal" til sogw islallds III, Copenhagen
1902, pp. 213'22~ (Um Sturlusogus ; \Y. H. \'ogt, Chnrakteristiken aus dey
Sturlunga Saga in Zeitschrift [ur deuisches Alterthum LI\', 19 13, pp. 376'395
(Sturlusaga).
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Sturla, in the hope of showing that this thesis of disunity
in characterisation is not tenable.
It is true that the events in the earlier part of the saga
are told from the point of view of those living in Hvammr,
something which cannot be said in the same unqualified
way for the Deildartungumdl. It is true also that in one
place early in the saga, Sturla is spoken of in terms of
high praise (ch. 4), and his shrewdness is obviously a
matter for admiration (ch. 19). Even if no active
disposition in Sturla's favour is to be detected there is
throughout an evident hostility towards Einarr porgilsson,
who is always rapacious and unscrupulous. But, as
Finnur Jonsson briefly suggested.:" the advantages and
failings of Sturla's character are there to be realised in
the earlier as well as the later chapters: he is not all good
in the first and all bad in the second. The moderation
which Sturla shows when he imposes a small sum on his
opponent, Porhallr Surtsson (ch. 25), answers well to the
moderation in his behaviour in his first litigation, the
case of his cousin, Gils pormonarson, whom his opponents
are bent on outlawing (ch. 5). Sturla resorts to violence
to prevent it, but when he has made his point he is willing
that compensation as it was first offered should be paid.
But the moderation of Sturla is shown by the occasional
hastiness, even savagery, which he displays in the earlier
as well as the later chapters, to be more like the paying
patience of any small farmer than that of a forgiving
spirit. The difference seems to be that in the first part
there is no vocal opposition to stigmatise him, he is
opposed by no-one the writer much respects. The act
which demonstrates most clearly the savage possibilities
of Sturla's character is the attack on the priest Erlendr
Hallason and his companions, which is told in ch. IS. The
35 Den oldnorske og oldislandske Litteraiurs Historie , Copenhagen
II, p. 551.
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preceding hostility comes mostly from Sturla's side and is
not elaborated in any attempt to justify it. The
immediate provocation - one of Sturla's men is roughly
handled by I:>orleifr-is small compared with the payment
Sturla exacts: I:>orleifr is killed and Snorri, who was the
brother of one of Sturla's sons-in-law, is wounded.
Sturla tells his son, Sveinn, to wound Erlendr, but Sveinn
refuses because he had been christened by the intended
victim. There is another moment when the possibilities
of Sturla's character are suggested, in the battle on
Sselingsdalsheicr itself (ch. 21). When a truce is asked
for, Sturla's first answer is to tell his enemies to lay down
their weapons: this they refuse to do, and Sturla then
allows them a truce (grio). What would have happened
had they surrendered their weapons before the truce
had been formally conceded, we can only surmise; but
no-one's conjecture is likely to favour Sturla's quality of
mercy.
When we have observed these points, and others like
them, matters in the later part of the saga, like the
killing of I:>6rhallr (ch. 26), Sturla's malevolence towards
I:>orleifr beiskaldi (chs. 23-24), Sturla's self-interest
and his support for BQ1Svarr, who was, of course, his
father-in-law, in the Deildartungumdl, his pettish exception
to those included in the settlement by Pall (ch. 32), his
extravagant claim, and the malice shown in the last
speech when he hears of the death of I:>6rbjQrg (ch. 36) none of these should seem exceptional.
Sturla's most distinctive characteristic is his wit, and
the nature of this remains constant throughout the saga.
It is most typically of a mocking sarcastic kind. It is
clear that his remarks were remembered, as were
lausaoisur in other instances, as central points for the
narrative. In the exchange between Sturla and I:>orleifr
beiskaldi in the sottaruetr (ch. 24), Sturla's remark is the
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more effective, but this shows not only a greater
malevolence, but also that his was the keener wit. There
is not much humour present in Sturla's reference to the
burning of Bishop Magnus (ch. 23). In the chapters
dealing with the Deildartungumdl Sturla's wit remains
ironic and mordant. In his greeting to Jon :Porarinsson,
when he ignores Gut'imundr dyri, Jon's brother (ch. 30);
in his almost gay remarks to Pall Solvason (he calls him
magr) after the knife-attack by :PorbjQrg (ch. 31); even
in his final speech at the Alpingi in ch. 34, Sturla expressed
himself as he might have done at any time in the whole
saga. The attitude of mind and the wit are qualified,
not altered, by the touches of effrontery, concealed
jubilation and dissembling, which variously appear.
Wit of the kind Sturla exercises needs self-controlwhich is perhaps why Sturla took to his bed when he
was grieved over something (hugsjukr). I t is something
like the habit of an animal who retires to lick his wounds.
One might suspect, however, that Sturla, once between
the blankets, spent his time in thinking up savagely
witty remarks for use on hypothetical occasions. Sturla
was eager to be talked about, as much apparently for
his speech-making as for his deeds (ch. 34). That he
appreciated his own wit is certain. This is not to imply
that Sturla did not feel deeply or lacked a real selfrespect.
Sturlas withdrawal in times of mental stress is matched
in greater figures from an earlier age, Egill Skallagrimsson
and Hakon Hlatiajarl for example.s" Jan de Vries
writes: "Die erstaunliche Energie des germanischen
Menschen hat also als notwendige Begleiterscheinung
das Gefiihl der ohnmachtigen Abspannung" ;37 and,
however fiercely they might act, these men in fact led a
366ldfssaga T'rygguasonar in He imskringla; Ch. IX; Egilssaga, ed. Sigurour
Nordal, Reykjavik 1933, Ch. LXX\'III.
37 Die Geistige IVell der Germanen, Halle 1945, p. 3 6.
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nervous existence. Snorri is undoubtedly his father's
son, and Sighvatr Sturluson is nearest his father both in
wit and rnood.s" It seems appropriate to make some
remark about the usual derivation of the artistic sense
and ability shown by the sons and grandsons of HvammSturla. Generally, the hard and unscrupulous side of
their nature is attributed to Sturla, whilst to Gut5ny,
and through her to the Myramenn, descending from
Skallagrimr and his son Egill, are ascribed their artistic
leanings. This seems to me to do less than justice to
Sturla, who had apparently a peculiar sense of what was
fitting, especially in the use of words. He possessed an
inborn intuitive gift, but it is not suggested that he had
any great imaginative power. I should say that he gave
to his sons that desirable limitation, which imagination,
if it is ever to find expression, continually needs: inferior
if prolific poets and better historians might very well be
the result.
The conception of Sturla's character does not change
as the saga proceeds. He grows older and the situations
are different. Most important is the fact that the
nature of the opposition which he has to meet alters from
the earlier to the later part of the saga. It is essentially
an alteration from the small to the great, from an opponent
like Einarr Porgilsson, small-minded if of great family,
to one like Jon Loptsson, the noblest of twelfth-century
Icelanders by birth and culture. The Deildartungumdi
must admittedly depend on sources different from those
used in the rest of the saga, but it does not seem possible
to accept Vogt's thesis that Pall Solvason is the central
figure. His part is never one of decisive influence:
matters are taken out of his hands by Jon Loptsson and
Gudmundr dyri, by his ecclesiastical superiors, even by
38 Cf. Islendinga Saga, Ch. CII, where his mood changes from the apathetic
to the energetic overnight; and Ch. CXXX, where he is elaborately humorous
a t the expense of Stur!a, his son.
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his wife. In the saga, he is an actor rather than a power.
The saga remains Sturlusaga though he is now on the
losing side: the result is, however, a check, not a decline.
There should be something in the nature of the
circumstances to explain the attitude of a writer, who,
though he seems to do no more than present Sturla in a
historically objective view, yet finds himself in agreement
with the opinions of the party opposing him, in sympathy
with this party's members and the tradition to which
they belong.s?
The first part of the saga relates Sturla's rise to power
through dealings with the neighbouring family of
Stabarholl, particularly through strife with Einarr, the
son of I>orgils Oddason. The struggle was confined to the
district, but success against such a family obviously meant
much for one's prestige throughout the country. The
saga nowhere, however, suggests that the writer regarded
Sturla as a great chief. On the female side, he could
claim descent from Gu~mundr riki and Snorri go~i, but
on the paternal side, the family seems to have been of no
particular consequence until his father, P6r~r Gilsson.
took over the Snorrunga gooor», We find him playing
a part with the mediators in Porgilssaga ok Hafiisa.
The family seems quite unconnected with the intellectual
and literary activity of the twelfth century. Sturla
would seem to be something of a newcomer in the
political world outside his own heraa, though his determination to make his own way is seen from the first."
He seems to have had closer contacts with the soil than
most chiefs of the period.v His alliances were few and
39 Cf. the view expressed bv Kr, Kaalund in Aarbogcr for nordisk Oldkyndighed , II Rrekke, 16 Bind, Copenhagen 1901, p. 286.
40 The saga notes particularly the beginning and high point of Sturla's career:
Pessi vdru a] Sturin. uPPhQf [yrsi, er hann. dtti malum at skipta vi" meltn
(Ch. V). Ok var pat mal fiestra malllla. at d peim [undi skipti um rnanmnr snig
l11e" peim Sturlu ok Einari (Ch. XXII).
11 One of the most vivid pictures in the saga is in Ch, XXI.
Sturla is up
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for the most part close to his own district. He laid
the real foundations of the fortunes and prestige of the
Sturlung family, but no-one, not even his sons, could
see in him a chief of the stature of Hafliei, I>orgils, Gissurr
or J6n. He lacked the qualities which called forth the
highest approval of the literary thirteenth century, and
the saga was written too close to living memory for him
to be made into a heroic figure, if indeed his lack of
simplicity and nobility would ever have allowed it - his
shrewdness often reached the point of slyness. Although
Sturla stands at the centre of the saga, he is never a
battle
on
completely commanding figure. The
Sselingsdalsheier. though decisive for his prestige, is not
so for his power, and affairs between him and Einarr
appear to dwindle down to the modus vivendi we are
left with at the end of ch. 28. 42 It cannot be denied that
Sturla is master of the situation in ch. 3r, after he has
been stabbed by I>6rbjQrg - he is superbly so: but he
commands not so much by the positive excercise of his
personality as by a patient withdrawal of it. He sees
here a wonderful opportunity to make capital out of the
incident - success for the Deildartungumdl suit and a
personal advantage he could use to satisfy his revenge,
feed his malice, and increase his wealth and prestige.
Some of his jubilation comes through in his smooth words
to Pall mdgr, After this, however, Sturla has to meet
J6n Loptsson and give way before his opposition. J6n
has acted before as an arbitrator between Sturla and
Einarr ;43 he was opposed to Sturla in the abduction case
with the first light and out with his workmen at the hayricks; there is a
freezing wind. .. Han var i al sin fzerd en jordvendt mand," as Paasche justly
says iSnorre Sturluson, Oslo '922, p. 60).
42 Ok sdtu Pd hudrir um pat sem [engit hQfiJu iSturlunga Saga I, P.104).
43 In Ch, XXII, after the HeiiJarvig, possibly on Sturla's behalf.
]6n and
GisSUIT Hallsson were the arbitrators; ]6n has not been mentioned before,
but GisSUIT appears in Ch. XIX as a supporter of Einarr. If, as is probable.
each of the two parties chose an arbitrator, ]6n would thus be the acceptable
choice for Sturla's side.
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mentioned in ch. 29; and he now champions Pall. This
can only have been historical fact. It also seems certain
that no writer in the thirteenth century could have
regarded J6n as anything but the cream of the Icelandic
gentry in the preceding hundred years. J6n champions
Pall whom he describes as an excellent priest, an old and
noble priest.v' The phrases seem to show the chief reason
for Pall's importance in J6n's eyes, and in the saga Pall
does appear as a member of a distinguished class rather
than as a distinguished individual- or, if distinguished
as an individual, then by virtue of his age, priesthood
and aristocratic family.s" Pall's connections are with
the' clerical gentry,' if we may use the term, those who
earlier in the century were gathered round Bishop Gissurr,
Haflibi Masson, Sremundr fr6tii and Ari fr6tii, the old
gooar who had adopted the new authority of the Church
into their midst, giving it their family prestige and
enjoying in return especially what the Church could offer
in cultural things. His supporters include Bishop
Brandr (who was Sturla's kinsman and who had
supported him earlier), and Ari inn sterki, grandson of
Ari fr6tii. Bishop Porlakr the Saint advises Pall to carry
arms, and his support would be another guarantee for the
general attitude towards the dispute, both at the time and
in later years. J6n Loptsson and GuSmundr dyri are
spokesmen for Pall's party. These were the powerful
members of society in twelfth-century Iceland, distinguished both as a social and cultural aristocracy.
44 Dyrligr kennimaor, gamall ok gofugr kennimaor,
(Ch. XXXII, Sturlunga
Saga I, p. II6.).
45 Pall was the ReykhyltillgagotJi.
He appears in the list of distinguished
priests from II43. and he was one of the three candidates for the bishopric
when porlakr the Saint was elected. There he is described as lard omsmaor
mikill ok bezti bu begn. (Biskupa Siigur I. p. 272), and he is referred to as
skvnsamr matJr on the occasion of the death of Bishop Magnus in II48 (Ibid,
P·79). But despite these references, Pall Solvason makes no impression as
a character.
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Sturla is an upstart in the one, and apparently a total
stranger in the other.
It is instructive to examine the relationships of those
members of the clerical gentry, of whom we know more
than the name, listed by Ari fr6tii in II43. 4 6 We find
that fifteen were closely connected with the great men
who opposed Sturla in the Deildartungumdl and on one
or two occasions earlier in his career. Their connections
were with the Haukdcelir, Oddaverjar and MQtirvellingar,
with Haflibi Masson and porgils Oddason, with Bishop
Porlakr the Saint and Pall Solvason. Only three names
can be connected with Sturla's family, and the identity
of two of these is not certain. These men could in no way
compare with the other distinguished names and
relationships that appear.
We find Sturla's position as a leader is suggested in the
earlier part of the saga by the small number of his
followers, compared with the forces of Einarr porgilsson.
Thus, when Einarr rides to hold a court of execution in
Hvammr and Sturla rides for the same purpose to
Statiarholl, the former has 420 men (so MS AM 122a;
Brit. Mus. Add. II, 127 from AM 122b has 120) in
company and leaves 120 men at the homestead; Sturla
rides with 60 men and leaves an unspecified number at
Hvammr; he is said though to have a great force (ch. 9).
Einarr and porleifr beiskaldi ride with a legal summons to
Hvammr and have 360 men; Sturla has a much smaller
following (ch. 23).
Sturla's reputation is made by the battle on the heath.
We may take it that in this matter the other chiefs were
not interested in interfering, even could they have done
so with some feeling of righteousness. Einarr, despite
all the advantages inherited from his father of position,
46 Some details are known of twenty-six out of the forty named, although
the references are not always certain.
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wealth, kindred and friends, could not have been popular
personally. It is even possible that members of the
leading class saw no harm in the reduction of the power of
one family, as long as the affair was confined to a narrow
locality. When Sturla, however, in a consolidated
position in his own heras, begins to enlarge his sphere of
interest (as he is already doing in his dealings with
I>orleifr beiskaldi), the other chiefs will not refuse an
opportunity to curb his ambitions.". We may note the
generalised resentment in I>orleifr's remark in ch. 23:
'He said that Sturla showed great disregard for honourable
dealing when he attempted so to undermine the prestige of
chieftains. '48 Through his marriage-alliance with BQ"6varr
I>or"6arson Sturla has a part in the Deildartungumdl
proper, a fact not likely to reassure those interested in
his progress. There is no doubt, however, that the great
men, principally Jon Loptsson and Gubmundr dyri, can
combine against him and check his career. It can be
done, moreover, without precipitating an armed struggle,
though both sides go as far as the use of threats.
Sturla imposes a self-award which, had it been accepted,
would have placed him on a level with Haflioi Masson.
Hafiibi, we know, was a great man at the beginning of the
century, a great lawman, at whose home the codification
of the laws was undertaken in the winter of IIIJ, and who
may well have stood at the centre of a writing activity
much wider in scope. No one would accept such a
preposterous claim on Sturla's part, not public opinion
at the time 4 9 nor any saga-writer in the following century,
J7 His affair with p6rhallr takes him out of the Hvammssveit south over the
fjord to Holmlatr, porleifr beiskaldi lives in Hitardalr. Sturla's support
for Boovarr, who lives at Gardar in Akranes, involves him in that area, as
his own case against Fall does even more ominouslv,
48 Irorleifr kvao mikla OSQm, 0 s ynast: af Siurlu, er hann. vildi sitja fyrir samo
/zOfoillRja (Sturlllllga Saga I, p. 94).
49 Ok potti OIl'"1l mo""u»l mikil undr er honum kom i hug at kveoa slikt upp
(Ch. XXXII, Sturlunga Sag" I, p. IIS).
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even if his connections with Sturla's side were of the
closest. Sturla makes a bold bid and takes himself
seriously, for the moment at least: that he should do so is
not surprising, and he sees the occasion as an opportunity
not to be missed for his own aggrandisement. But
, Han sprendte buen for hoit,' as Paasche says, and thirty
hundred is the final assessment, one-eighth of the original
demand. The writer is not even sure of the exact amount
of the sum.P" so the matter ends with no such memorable
claim as was imposed by Haflibi: Sturla's self-comparison
was effectively dismissed. Sturla sees clearly the coalition
ranged against him, returns to his more usual realistic
way of looking at things, almost in fact to a more
humorous attitude, 51 and comes off well with hospitality from Jon, gifts, and the honourable offer that
young Snorri should be fostered at Oddi. This was more
significant than the fostering by one man, albeit the
noblest, of the son of another, for reasons of pure policy
and family connection. It was too an offer and an
acceptance of a share for one member of Sturlas family in
the cultural gifts which seemed an indispensable heritage
in those who were to belong amongst the greatest
members of the commonwealth. Sturla must have
learnt genealogies and family lore from his mother,
just as Bishop porlikr did from his, and we feel all the
time that Sturla's mind is peasant and proverbial. But
Snorri was to have a share in a learning which was
international and royal in all its connections. In the
tradition of Ssemundr and under the patronage of Jon,
the Church was no illiberal schoolmistress, and in Oddi
this new culture was apparently being applied steadily
and independently to the native resources. It was the
50 The phrase is helot dkveoit in :\[s, AM. I22a; hel zt is omitted in r z ab.
51 Nu kan n vera at ek hafa eigi vit til at sld. m er hlut til handa, en vilja munda
ek halda SC£1Il0 minni (Ch. :\::\::\:1\', Sturlunga I, p. rr8).
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greatest good fortune that Snorri was the youngest and
thus eligible for fostering.
The esteem shown by the writer for the priest Pall
Solvason (it is expressed largely in Jon's words) is not so
much individual as an esteem for the cloth, as it were,
especially when it decked a member of a high-ranking
family in that golden age of the Icelandic secular Church.
The author's sympathy and regard seem to be on the side
of the' clerical gentry,' once they enter the scene. This
does not mean that he was a cleric himself, and if he was,
he must certainly have been connected with the insular
and aristocratic Church and not an enthusiast for the
Hildebrandine reforms. 52 This regard for prominent
members of the priesthood is shown clearly in ch. 29 and is
the keynote of the final chapters. We may note that
Jon's speech in ch. 29 seems to be the composition of one
interested in ethical matters. The record of the drowning
of Pall :Por~arson may, as Vogt suggested, be introduced
as a moral reminder. The kviiJliJlgr with which Jon
:Porarinsson replies to Sturla in ch. 30 suggests very well
the attitude of the clerical party, for whom he is
momentarily the spokesman: Sturla has the devil as his
accomplice - stendr hann jyrir rettenduni _53 a revealing
point of view.
We see that Jon Loptsson, despite his differences with
Bishop porlakr, is in no doubt as to the social forces he
represents with his aristocratic and ecclesiastic background. There is no question of him not supporting men
of his own kind, no question of him attempting to enlist
52 "'ith the view of the saga here developed, it would not be possible to
accept without qualification Meissner's categorical statement: 'Die Sturlusaga.
. enthalt nicht das geringste, das auf einen geistlichen verfasser
schliessen liesse' (Die Strengleikar, Halle 1902, p. 53).
53 The reading given by Vigfusson from the British Museum ]\[S. Add. II,
127 fol. (Stl/rll/nga Saga T, Oxford 1878, p. 80). It seems better than that
given by Kaalund from IllS. A~I. 122a, stendr hann [rd. rangindum (St"rl""ga
Sa~<l T, p. lIZ).
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the assistance of men like Sturla in his own struggle with
1>orlakr. Yet, by fostering Snorri, he may perhaps
have thought consciously of allying this new assertive
power with the things he himself stood for.
It is generally agreed that the composition of
5turlusaga must date from the early years of the thirteenth
century. After about 1200, none of the important people
connected with the events were alive, other than Gutlny.
The collection and composition must be closely connected
with the Sturlung family, with Gutlnyand the rising power
of her sons. It was no ordinary thing to have a saga
written about one: we know none about Jon Loptsson or
Gissurr Hallsson. The connection of the writer with the
family does not seem to have affected his presentation
of fact, and his own training seems to bave ensured his
respect for those who appear in the most favourable light
in the saga - in this he was only a member of his age.
We are very nearly back to Bjorn M. Olsen's suggestion
that here is the Oddi point of view, but I think the
reference can be made much more general than this.
It is perhaps possible to regard Sturlusaga as the first
fruits of a combination of the homely story-telling of
Hvammr and the writing culture of Oddi: possible even
to believe that Snorri was responsible at least for the
later chapters, and that the work was produced in some
sort of collaboration. It may be more than symbolic
that Reykjaholt, the home of Pall Solvason, which would
have been at stake had he been forced to meet Sturla's
extravagant demand, was the favourite home of Snorri
after he moved there from Borg about 1206. Whatever
may have been the process of composition, the character
of Sturla is firmly illustrated and appears consistent
and authentic.
It is noteworthy that the entry of Sturla's family into
wider and more powerful connections was assured not
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only by Snorris fostering at Oddi, but also by the marriage
of I?6r5r to a daughter of Ari inn sterki, grandson of Ari
fr65i. Ari inn sterki's sister was married to Magnus, the
son of the priest Pall. We should note too that I?6r~r is
called deacon in the notice of his death in the annals. 54
Typically, we find that Sighvatr, the second of the
brothers, was allied with the Asbirningar. We observe
that in the Rauosmdl of II96, the Oddaverjar are on the
side of the Sturlungar, opposed this time to the
Asbirningar who were supported by Gu~mundr dyri and
I?orvaldr Gissurarson.P Similarly in the Qnundarbrennumdl of II97, the sons of Sturla are with Ssernundr
J6nsson against the same combination. 56
Of the general outline after the death of Sturla in lI83,
much need not be said. The main outlines are well known.
In lI90 a decree from the Archbishop of Trondheim
forbade any man to be both gooi and priest 57 - the
social type could no longer exist on which the Icelandic
Church and State in the twelfth century had depended.
I?orlakr the Saint died in II93, and he was canonized in
II98. The choice of his successor proved a triumph for
the insular and aristocratic, though naturally no such
suggestion is to be found in the saga of the new bishop.
The man who was elected was Pall, the son of Jon
Loptsson and his mistress, Ragnheior. sister of Bishop
I?orlakr. Pall's succession must have been a considerable
relief for those who had been troubled by I?orlakr. Pall
belonged to the proper school: he concentrated on church
building and adornment and on magnificent entertainment for his kinsmen and friends.
J6n Loptsson died in II97. His death occurred after
5~ Annates Regii 1237, ed. G. Storm, l slandske Annaler indtil 1587, Oslo
1888, p. 130.
55 I slendinga Saga, Ch. V, Sturlunga Saga I, p. 237.
56 Guomundarsaga d vra; Ch. XV, Sturlunga Saga I, p. 19 6.
57 Diplonmiar nnn Lsiandicnm I, p. 28 9 .
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he had acted as arbitrator in the suit after the burning of
Qnundr by Guomundr dyri. That tragedy came as a
sudden flare in the already threatening sky. The
bishopric of Gut5mundr Arason was soon to follow, and
in the time of that pitiful and disastrous man the Sturlung
age reached its first climacteric.

KN(JTS SAGA.
By A. CAMPBELL.

M

UCH of the Scandinavian research of the present
century has been devoted to the recovery, if not of /
the texts, then at least of a conception of the general content of lost historical sagas, and the immense works of
Gunnlaugr on Olafr Tryggvason and Styrmir on 6lafr
Helgi have emerged in reasonably clear outline, and
while the sagas of Knutr the Great, of the earls of HI<.15ir,
and of Brian Boru remain somewhat nebulous though
perceptible forms, those of the Orkney earls and the
Faroese squires have been practically re-created.
In a recent work;' Gustav Albeck has postulated a
far more extensive Knuts Saga than any previous scholar,
and has attempted to determine its contents. His
results, if accepted, would mean that all the scattered
references to Krnitr in the extant sagas are to be traced
to one source, the postulated Knuts Saga. The
importance of this to the English historian would be great,
and hence an examination of the case presented by Albeck
for his conclusions is called for. Albeck's reasoning is
intricate, and it is doubtful if justice could be done to
his arguments in much less space than he has himself
devoted to them. Accordingly it is hoped that this
brief study will be used side by side with Albeck's work
as an aid to its understanding and assessment, not as a
substitute for it.?
K nvtlinga : Sagaerne om Danrnarks K anger, Copenhagen, 1946.
Readers should perhaps be warned that Albeck sometimes falls below
the severe st and.ird of accuracy which must be observed bv those who write
on the extremely intricate relationships of the king's sagas, if they are not to
cause their readers endless trouble. The worst example of this is on p. 48, where
Albeck offers a list of five points in which the Supplement to ] omsuikinga.
Saga resembles c. 20 of the Flateyjarb6k version of the saga of Olafr Helgi,
and which are not mentioned in other Xorse sources. Now he is correct about
1

2
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Albeck has presented the chief elements which he
believes to have been contained in Kmd« Saga in a
convenient list."
They may be divided into four
categories : (I) The well-known material in Fagrskinna (cc.
29-34), which is generally agreed to be from a
Kmds Saga.
(2) Points found in both Knytlinga Saga and the
document which I have elsewhere termed the
Supplement to J 6msvikinga Saga. 4
(3) Points peculiar to Knytlinga Saga.
(4) Points absent from the Supplement and
Fagrskinna, but found in Knytlinga Saga,
which may reasonably be supposed to have
been present in the (jldfs Saga of Styrmir.
Since Styrrnir's (jldfs Saga is agreed to be the source of
the account of Olafr's period found in Fagrskinna, it is
reasonable to suppose that the points of group (I) were
present in the former work. Now Albeck points out
only nos. 2 and 4 of these five points. No. I is that Thorkell Havi's English
activities are mentioned by the two sources under consideration only.
But in the Legendary Saga, Olafr Helgi while still in the Baltic hears that
Thorkell was a mighty man Vrestr a cenglande. NO.5 is that Thorkell
avenged his brother: but see c. 10 of the Legendary Saga (p. 9, line 2
of Johnsen's edition). No. 3 is that Eadric Streona was foster-father of
Queen Emma. This is in Flateyjarb6k only, not in Supplement (see below,
note 9); Albeck here makes matters worse by adding incorrectly the qualification that the Legendary Saga has the point. Again, Albeck (p. 30) claims that
Flateyjarb6k twice mentions that Ulfr was in England and fought with Olafr
Helgi, and later repeats this (p. 47). Now the first of the Flateyjarb6k
Il..assages makes Ulfr accompany Olafr Helgi on some of his European wanderings, the second on an Irish expedition, which he admittedly seems to join
in England. But no source except Knytlinga makes Ulfr take part in the
English wars. Albeck (p. 77) claims the high authority of Bjarni Aoalbjarnarson for the view that the Legendary Saga is influenced by Knuts
Saga, but he has failed to understand Bjarni's words. Lastly it is extraordinary that Albeck (p. 77) quotes Ordericus Vitalis rather then William of
j urnieges, for the latter is much earlier and is the source of the former for the
matter under consideration.
3 Op, cit., pp. 79-80.
4 Encomium Emmae Reginae, Royal Historical Society, 1949, pp. 87-8.
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(as I had independently done)" that many of the points
of group (2) recur in c. 20 of the Dldfs Saga Helga of
Flateyjarbok;" Now S. Nordal, in his famous study of
the Dlafs Saga." has regarded the additions to Snorri's
version found in c. 20 of the Flateyjarb6k version as derived
from Styrrnir's version. Albeck accepts this view, and
considers that since some of the points of group (2) were
in Styrmir, they may all be reasonably supposed to have
been there, and that since group (r) was there also, both
groups may well have been known to the writer of
Knytlinga Saga from Styrmir. (A great deal of group
(r) does not recur in Knytlinga Saga, but this, Albeck
suggests, may be due to the fact that much of this material
was not greatly to the credit of Kmitr, the hero of the
relevant part of Knytlinga.)8 It might then follow that
not only group (4) but group (3) also were drived from
Styrmir by Knytlinga, and Albeck finally concludes that
Knytlinga's only sources in its account of Knutr are
Heimskringla, Styrmir and skaldic verse. All four groups
of points are assumed to have been derived by Styrmir
from an extensive Knuts Saga.
Now this view of the relationship of the sources depends
on Nordal's assumption that all the additions to Snorri in
c. 20 of the Dlafs Saga of Flateyjarb6k are from Styrmir.
So far as they are also found in the Supplement, may they
not be due to the addition by the scribe of flourishes to
the Dlafs Saga from the Supplement, a document which
was present in his manuscript? One detail of expression
supports this view," as does also the absence of elements
Encomium Emmae, p. 9I.
The text of the Supplement is given, Encomium Emmae, pp. 92-3, and that
of c. 20 of the Flateyjarb6k version of Oldfs Saga Helga in Miss Ashdown's
English and Norse Documents, pp. 176 ft.
7 am Olaf den helliges saga, Copenhagen, 1914.
8 It deals chiefly with the story of the death of Ulfr, and the battle of
BeIge-a.
9 The chapter of Flateyjarb6k under discussion has the words Edrikur
striona var fostri Emmu drottningar er att hafde Adalradr konungr, The
5
6
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related to the Sllpplemelzt from all interpolated sagas of
OlaJr Helgi except that of Flateyjarbok, the very MS. in
which the Supplement is preserved. If this view be
accepted, practically all grounds for regarding groups
(r) and (2) as ever having been combined in one work
disappear, and with them goes the temptation to postulate
a work which combined (r), (2), (3) and (4).
One ground for suspecting a connection between groups
(r) and (2) remains: these groups have a common element,
for the story of Kmitrs visit to Rome is found in similar
form in Fagrskinna and Knytlinga, and the Supplement
has a shorter but related account of it. This is, however,
not sufficient to prove that (r) and (2) were ever combined
in one work. I have elsewhere'? suggested that the
source of much material in the Supplement is the saga of
Olafr Helgi in a pre-Snorri form of which we may see the
essentials in the Legendary Saga. This may have been
Styrrnirs version, and from here the Supplement may have
taken the story of the Rome visit, greatly shortening it.
Knytlinga has it in a fuller form, but this may be regarded
as a free treatment of the account in Fagrskinna, which
would no doubt be taken from Styrmir. Indications
that Knytlinga used Fagrskinna are not wanting: some of
these are inconclusive.P but taken together they are not
insignificant, and another more important one will
emerge below.
Supplement has the same sentence with the additional words [ot mundar
"red" between fostri and Emmu, This is clearly correct, for alre adv in the
Legendary Saga Eadric is foster-father of Eadmund. Hence Flatevjarbok
has evidently dropped two words in copying the sentence. But it is Iairl v
certain that Flateyjarbok 15 drawing simply from its own text of the Su p plentent,
not upon a common source, for the idea that Emma and Eadric were brother
and sister is d highly eccentric individual trait of the Supplement, where it is
twice expressed, The idea m av have sprung simply from an assumption that
Emma was the mother of all .Et helreds children, and that Eadmund's fosterfather would be his maternal uncle. (Curiouslv, there is another attempt to
bring Eadric and Emma into conjun-t i..r, this time apparently of a dishonourable kind, ill Roger of "·elldo\·cr, ed. Coxe, i, 44''-;)·
10 Encomium Enunae , pp. 88-9.
11 .·\Jbe,·k, np. c ii., pp. 69-70.
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We are no longer able to assume that any of group (2)
except the account of the Rome journey were present in
Styrmir. It is therefore surely tempting to assume that
Knytlinga took them directly from the Supplement.
This was Finnur Jonsson's view.P and Albeck sees the
danger to his theories which it involves, for he rejects it
with emphasis at the outset of his study.P but does not
develop his reasons for so doing. One may presume that
they are two. Firstly, that the account of Kmitr's
Rome visit is much fuller in Knytlinga than in the
Supplement. But in this passage, as we have seen,
Knytlinga may be using Fagrskinna (or Styrmir, a
possibility to which I will return). Secondly, that the
Supplement is added to J omsvikinga Saga only in
Flateyjarb6k, a MS. much later than the date of Knytlinga.
Albeck indeed suggests'< that the Supplement is the work
of the scribe of Flateyjarb6k. But it is a lively and
interesting pattr, far beyond the capacities which we have
any ground for crediting to Jon I>od5arson, the scribe
in question. There is no reason why it should not have
been added to J 6msvikinga Saga at a relatively early
date, and have been present in the copy used by the
author of Knytlinga. That he used J 6msvikinga Saga in
some parts of his work is evident.P The absence of the
Supplement from the separate MSS. of J 6msvikinga need
not disturb us, for only one of these contains a recension
at all similar to that of Flateyjarb6k.
Albeck's postion has been weakened by the suggestion
that the correspondences between the Supplement and
c. 20 of the 6lajs Saga of Flateyjarb6k are due simply to
insertions in the latter from the former by the scribe.
This has made it unsafe to assume that the points of
12
13

14
IS

id.,
id.,
id.,
id.,

pp. 29-30.
p. 30, footnote.
p. 76.
p.

20.
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group (2) were present in Styrmir, or were united with
any of those of group (I) in any work earlier than
Knytlinga. If it appears that group (2) may be derived
(apart from the Rome journey) by Knytlinga from the
Supplement, Albeck's theory will appear to be incapable
of proof, and therefore the possibility that the points
of group (2) were so derived by Knytlinga must be
examined. The relevant points are 1-7 and 12 of the
list given by Albeck (pp. 42-3) of elements in Knytlinga
of undetermined source, but known from other sources.
Now 1-7 may very well be directly from the Supplement.
12 is the description of the peace of Kmitr and Eadmund.
Albeck-" shows that in a number of points it resembles the
Legendary Saga rather than Heimskringla, but two of
these (the intervention of the followers of the rivals, and
the description of Eadric Streona as Eadmund's fosterfather) are found in the Supplement also, and one (the
explanation of the name Heiorekr as a mixture of
Heimskringla's form Heinrekr and the Edrikur found in
Flateyjarb6k, presumably from Styrmir), although neat,
is uncertain. The only outstanding point is the agreement
of the Legendary Saga and Knytlinga in one phrase
(h<£lming lannz) which is not in the Supplement. But
Albeck has shown-? that there was originally an account
of this treaty in Fagrskinna which is wanting in the
extant text, and this may be the source of the expression.
We have seen that there may be contact between
Fagrskinna and Knytlinga, and since the Legendary
Saga and Fagrskinna are both developments of the
same early saga of Olafr Helgi, their accounts of the
treaty would no doubt be practically identical. It is
accordingly likely that all the points of group (2) are
derived from the Supplement by Knytlinga, with a few
16

id., p. 38.

17 id., pp. 62-4.
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additions relative to the Rome journey and the peace of
Kmitr and Eadmund from Fagrskinna.
It has appeared that the account of Kmitr in Knytlinga,
in so far as it is not derived from Snorri and skaldic
verse, may be based mainly upon the Supplement and
Fagrskinna. It has however a good deal of independent
information, and no source can safely be suggested for
this. One independent element of some bulk is the
romantic pattI' of UHr and Godwine. From this the
compiler naturally inferred that UHr was in England with
Kmitr. He mentions this in describing Knutrs invasion,
and is the only Norse writer to do SO.18
The possibility that Knytlinga uses Styrmir's saga of
Olafr Helgi must now be considered. We have postulated
a use of Fagrskinua by Knytlinga in at least two places,
and since F agrskinna derived its account of Olafr from
Styrmir, it is possible that not Fagrskinna but Styrmir
was the source used by Knytlinga, for we have remarked
that the other traces of Fagrskinna's influence on
Knytlinga are poor. If this were the case, other traces
of a knowledge of Styrmir by the author of Knytlinga
would probably be found. Such traces are, in fact,
provided by the points of group (4). These are:- (a)
The story of Eadmund's mighty blow at Knutr. This is
known from Knytlinga, where it is placed at the battle
of Sherston (which Knytlinga knew about from a verse of
Ottarr Svarti not used by other sources), and from
Flateyjarbok'« version of the saga of Olafr Helgi, where
it is supposed to be an insertion from Styrmir. (b) There
is a decided similarity between the description of Kmitr's
attack on London in c" 13 of Knytliuga and a passage in
Flateyjarb6k's saga of Olafr Helgi, which is usually
regarded as an insertion from Styrmir, and another
one in the Legendary Saga which is believed to be
18

Cp. above note
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a summary of Styrmir's source. (c) The verses known as
liosmannafiokhr were given by Styrmir as Olafr's work,
and are used by Knytlinga, although they are there
regarded as anonymous poems of the soldiery. (d) There
is a slight similarity between the description of the defence
of London in c. 13 of Knytlinga and another of the
supposed passages from Styrmir in the Oldfs Saga of
Flateyjarb6k, but here the similarity is due to the fact
that a verse of Ottarr (which Knytlinga quotes) underlies
both passages. Now of all four points only (b) is
convincing, because (a) and (c) involve only the common
use of respectively a story of popular type and skaldic
verse. It might even be argued that the use of (a) at a
different point in the narrative, and the failure to
attribute the poems mentioned under (c) to Olifr suggest
. that Kuytlinga did not derive these elements from Styrmir.
Nevertheless a further point, unnoticed by Albeck, is
stronger than all the other points, and with them makes a
fairly good case that the author of Knytlinga used Styrmir.
In the Legendary Saga the famous verse of Otturr , Konttn
i land ok lendir, is correctly referred to the return of
lEthelred to England after Sveinn's death. (The
Legendary Saga does not quote the verse but its author
clearly knew it). This is also the case in Knytlinga,
c. 7, though Fagrskinna and Heimskringla use the verse
otherwise. Therefore Knytlinga clearly used one of the
older versions of the Oldfs Saga, and this is most likely to
have been the popular one by Styrmir. The case for a
use of Styrmir by Knytlinga seems, accordingly, to be
reasonably good, and we can assume that it was Styrmir,
not Fagrskinna, that the author of Kuytlinga used in his
accounts of the Rome journey and the peace of 1016.
Whether we postulate a use of Fagrskinna by Knytlinga
will, therefore, depend on our subjective estimate of the
value of the points of resemblance between the two texts
listed by Albeck, pp. 69-7 0 .
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It has appeared above that it not possible to prove
Albeck's theory that the points of groups (I) and (2) and
probably (3) were all derived by the sources in which we
find them from a saga of Kmitr, which was incorporated
by Styrmir into his work on Olafr Helgi. How far is
this view to be regarded as attractive though unprovable?
The points of group (I) many reasonably be presumed to
have been present in Styrmir. Can group (2) have been
present in his work? These points are nos. 1-7 of the
list given by Albeck on pp. 42-3, if we neglect the Rome
journey, and the 1016 treaty, which have already been
fully discussed, and regarded as having been in Styrmir.
Nos. 1-7 are rather differently presented by Albeck on
pp. 75 bottom - 76 top. Now it will be seen that these
points are the story of Knutr's conquest of England as
told in the pre-Snorri forms of Oldfs Saga with some
romantic additions and with Olafr left out. Now this
omission of Olafr is obviously not due to Styrmir. Albeck
assumes-" that we have in the Supplement a summary
of Knuts Saga, and that both the Legendary Saga and
(more thoroughly) Styrmir mixed this part of Knuts
Saga with the story of Kmitr and Olifr in England found
in the Oldest Saga of Olafr. 20 Then Knytlinga removed
Olafr from Styrrnir's story (presumably following
Snorri's example, d. Albeck p. 35, lines r.i-ro), and so
produced practically the material which Supplement
takes from Knuts Saga. But this ignores the difficulty
that Knythnga could not have achieved an account so
similar to that in Supplement if it had independently
removed Olifr from the account in an Oldfs Saga, and
the Supplement were using a subsidiary source of the
same ouj. Saga into which Olafr had not been introduced.
Op. cit., p. 77.
He incorrectly claims Bjarni Ai\albjarnarson as support for the view that
the Legendary Saga is influenced by Knuts Saga (see above, note 0).
18
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For, in that case additional elements from the D/dfs Saga
would have remained in Knytlinga, since that saga had
no object in suppressing the interesting legend that
Kmitr and Olafr, the great rivals, had an early meeting.
One must assume, therefore, that it removed Olafr
because the Supplement did so, although the meeting in
England would have been an excellent prelude to the
story of Krnitr's rivalry with Olafr, and that it logically
abandoned the attribution of the li(Jsmannaflokkr to Olafr.
Snorri's example would not have caused the removal of
6lafr, for we have seen that Knytlinga wisely distrusts
Snorri on Olafs career. The Supplement removed 6lafr
because it was only concerned to complete J 6msvikinga
Saga briefly with an account of the latter days of
Thorkell.
We are thus brought back to the view that Knytlinga
used the Supplement directly. It may be remarked as an
aside that the reverse cannot be the case, for while both
works are based on Dldfs Saga material, the Supplement
is far the closer in expression to Dldfs Saga (as seen in the
Legendary Saga). Hence the descent of the material
must be Dldfs Saga, Supplement, Knytlinga.
It appears then that Knytlinga's account of Knutr is
based on Heimskringla, the Supplement, and Styrmir,
and that perhaps a form of Fagrskinna was consulted.
The author has made good use of verses not previously
used in sagas," and has a good many stray fragments
of information of which the source is unknown.P We
cannot safely attribute to the lost Knsds Saga anything
not contained in the familiar passage of F agrskinna
derived from it, and the possibility that this saga had an
account of Kmitrs English wars which influenced early
21 The author was an intelligent interpreter of skaldic verse: see Encomium
Emmae, p. 70.
22 Most of these are listed by Albeck, op. cit., p. 73.
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forms of the saga of Olafr Helgi is not capable of proof.
The chapter of the Legendary Saga held by Albeck to
represent an attempt to incorporate material from Knats
Saga is not really very disjointed by the standards of the
early sagas of Olafr, and may well represent a faithful
summary of the Oldest Saga.

THE LANGUAGE AND CULTURE OF
THE FAROE ISLANDS
By \Y. B. LOCKWOOD, M.A.

pleased to have this opportunity of speaking
I amto very
you about the language and culture of the Faroe
Islands. These are not subjects which are well-known
in this country, or in any other country for that matter,
nor is this surprising when one considers that the population of these somewhat remote islands amounts only
to 30,000, and hence their share in the momentous
events of world history has been very modest indeed.
Nevertheless, in the course of my talk, I hope to show
you that there are considerations connected with this
theme which in importance transcend by far the more
limited problems of the specialist study of Faroese.
But first of all, I must be rather technical for a minute
or two in order to give you some of the salient facts
about the Faroese language. Faroese is the natural
speech of all the native inhabitants of the Faroe Islands;
it is an official language and known as the H ortuisnuil
or Chief Language, for Danish is also recognised as a
second official language. This is because the Faroes are
politically an integral part of the Kingdom of Denmark.
The islands were colonised in the early part of the Viking
Age, apparently in the decades around 800, and linguistic
evidence, gathered by Hsegstad in Vestnorske Mo.alfere,
indicates that the settlers came principally from S,W.
Norway. There is some evidence that Irish hermits, and
perhaps others, managed to live in the Faroes before the
Norsemen came, but they must have soon disappeared,
for the Faroese language is purely Scandinavian, that is,
a language of the same type as Norwegian, Danish,
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Swedish or Icelandic, and like them, a descendant of
Old Norse, the speech of the Vikings. There can be no
doubt about the genuinely independent position of Faroese
as a separate language. It is now phonetically and otherwise so different from the other Scandinavian tongues
that a monoglot speaker of Faroese cannot understand a
conversation in any other Scandinavian language, except
for odd words and a phrase here and there; and vice-versa,
no other Scandinavian can understand spoken Faroese
without having first learnt it. Structurally, Faroese has
considerably simplified the inflexional system of the parent
language, Old Norse, though it has not gone anything like
so far as have the continental Scandinavian languages;
it has remained at a stage corresponding roughly to Middle
Norwegian. However, it is written in an orthography
constructed in the last century on etymological principles,
which does ample justice to the Old Norse origin of the
language, so that anyone with a knowledge of Old Norse
can soon learn to read Faroese. On the other hand, this
orthography is often a nuisance to the Faroese themselves.
As a rule, Faroese people spell badly, and school teachers
are for ever complaining of the difficulties of teaching
their charges to spell.
You will know that the Faroese have always been a
nation of peasant-fishermen: only in this century has
there come into existence a small group of professional
and business people. This state of affairs is faithfully
mirrored in the language. We find that it is very rich
and expressive as far as practical, homely pursuits are
concerned. The people are eloquent speakers and are
constantly quoting from their vast stock of proverbial
sayings. In some spheres, the degree of precision is
astonishing and very perplexing to the foreigner. Thus
there are a large number of quite distinct words to denote
different kinds of waves and currents in the seadifferent, mark you, to the Faroe fisherman, but often
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not to the foreign land-lubber - and these words can
all form numerous compounds, each of which is associated
with special phraseology. Most Faroese people easily
recognise species of sea-birds, and the language uses
quite different words to distinguish, for instance, the
various kinds of gull: thus they say gneggjus for" common
gull," nidsi for" herring gull," rita for "three-toed gull,"
bakur for "greater black-backed gull," likka for "lesser
black-backed gull", yet they have not got a generic
word for" gull" - a feature not infrequently found in
analogous circumstances in other languages.
Every language has its own lexical peculiarities, and
Faroese is no exception. To take one instance. The
Faroese word for potato is epli; now, as you can perhaps
guess, this is really the word for" apple." The change
of meaning has come about as follows. Until this
century apples were as good as unknown in the Faroes;
in fact I met a fair number of old Faroese people who
do not like them. Thus, since apples were unknown a
word for them did not exist, at least not in popular use.
About 1800, the potato was introduced to the Faroes by
the Danes, and naturally enough was called by its Danish
name -lit. "earth-apple" - appropriately assimilated
to Faroese, i.e. j eroepli, Soon the first part of the
compound was discarded as superfluous and epli alone
came to denote" potato." But then in this century
apples made their appearance in the Faroes. So a new
word arose to mean apple, namely siirepli, lit. "sour
apple," or rather, looking at it from the Faroese point
of view, " sour potato."
Another funny thing about Faroese is the fact that they
often call the moon the sun. Actually s6l is the word for
sun and nidni the word for moon, but in certain
circumstances and in certain phrases s6l is used where
you would expect mdni, May I tell you how I first heard
this rather surprising usage? My host at that time, an
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elderly man, was telling me at great length and with a
wealth of circumstantial detail how they used to slaughter
cattle in the olden days. Then referring to bulls, he said:
Taniurin indtti ikki drepast i avtakandi s61, which means
" The bull had not to be slaughtered in the waning sun."
Now, obviously the sun does not wane, only the moon
wanes, and the moon was meant in this sentence.
Why did the speaker replace the word for moon by the
word for sun? Because, there was a superstition in the
Faroes, as the sentence itself shows, that it was somehow
unwise to slaughter a bull at the time of the waning moon.
Clearly the moon was believed to exercise a baleful
influence, it was unlucky. As often happens in languages,
an object thought to be unlucky is renamed, because it is
felt that the name is unlucky too; in other words the
name becomes taboo, and is replaced by a harmless
euphemism, in this case by the word for sun. The
superstition no longer holds as a rule in the Faroes to-day,
but the linguistic effect of the original taboo remains, so
that in quite a number of expressions the word for sun
takes the place of the word for moon.
I mentioned at the beginning that the Faroes are a part
of the Kingdom of Denmark; this has been so since 1380.
Such a long period of Danish rule has naturally deeply
influenced the development of the Faroese language and
Faroese culture generally, and we may now turn to a
consideration of this most important aspect. It may be
safe-ly assumed that the political change of 1380 did not at
first leave much mark on the ordinary spoken language in
the Faroes. A few documents from the beginning of the
15th century gi\'e an idea of the language and show that
it was still close to contemporary Norwegian, The
islands were poor and uninviting, but political dependence
on Denmark was bound to mean that in the long run
Faroese would have to face competition from Danish.
This became clear at the time of the Reformation and
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from 1538 onwards Danish was raised to a dominant
position, for it was the sole official language. From
this advantageous position Danish was able to exercise
an influence over the native language. The use of
Danish in official matters meant a corresponding disuse of
Faroese, which led in turn to the lack of cultivation and
consequent stunting of the Faroese language in this
important sphere. In addition, the intensification of
Danish exploitation in the Faroes, particularly the Danish
monopoly of trade, not only prevented the development of
native enterprise, but also apparently caused a decline in
the living standards of the Faroese population, a decline
which still further lowered the status of the native culture
and the native language vis-a-vis the Danish. From
this time onwards, Faroese was progressively danicised.
Nevertheless, the remoteness of the Faroes, the relatively
small alien population, and the mass of traditional ballads
which formed the national entertainment were factors
which helped the language to preserve its identity. I
shall say more about these ballads later on.
Already in 1725, a Faroeman, ]. H. Weyhe, had
composed a grammar of Faroese. but his manuscript was
accidentally destroyed by fire. By the last quarter of
the r Sth century literary interest in the ballads began in
earnest when many of the important ones were committed
to writing. The language appeared in print for the
first time in 1822, with the publication of a volume of
ballads relating to SjltrrJur (Siegfried). But this literary
interest was almost exclusively antiquarian and the
position was still unchanged when V. C. Hammershaimb
drew up the orthography now in use and published his
outline of Faroese grammar in 1848. :\'evertheless, his
pioneer work prepared the way for a modern literary
language.
At this time the Faroese people \HTC making their
opposition to Danish restrictions felt, and in 1856 the
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Danish monopoly of trade ceased. After a lull, national
consciousness rose to a new level, which boded well for
the national language. However, the prestige of Danish
could not yet be challenged. It remained without
question the official medium. From the point of view
of business with Denmark its advantages were undeniable,
while on the spiritual side it was strongly entrenched as
the language of the Church, or rather, it was now more
strongly entrenched than before. In the Faroes, as elsewhere, the last century saw the rise of a movement of deep
religious piety. There is plenty of evidence that the mass
of the Faroese people regarded the Danish language as
sacrosanct, much as others have regarded the Latin of the
Medieval Church. Indeed, when on New Year's Eve,
I855, Hammershaimb read out his Faroese version of a
passage of scripture to the congregation in the village of
K vivik, the people were so exasperated and hostile that
he preferred not to repeat the experiment. In this
connection one can hardly fail to reflect how all this
stands in curious contrast to the position in other places
where small national groups cling most tenaciously
to their native tongue for religious purposes. To take
only the example of Wales, it is clear that the Celtic
enthusiasm of the Methodist revival, coming at a critical
time in the history of Welsh culture, raised the
language out of the neglect and degeneration to which
officialdom had condemned it, and helped to carry it
forward, enriched and vigorous, into the present century.
As with religion, so it was with school education, which
became general in the last century. Naturally this was
based on Danish text-books and so the Faroese people
acquired their whole knowledge of things other than those
pertaining to the daily routine through the medium of
Danish. Soon the position was reached where they
tended to become literate in a foreign language, but
remained quite illiterate in the language they habitually
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spoke - a position not without parallel in certain Celticspeaking areas to-day. But since the native population
remained in the over-whelming majority, always assimilating the second generation of new settlers, no matter how
much the bnguage absorbed Danish elements or how
mnch it was despised in some quarters, it remained the
natural spoken medium everywhere, and its persistence
in this fashion meant that a conflict between the languages
was always a possibility.
Anti-Danish feeling became again articulate about 1875.
Independence movements in Norway and Iceland, which
had previously been administered by the Danish Crown,
had been successful or partly successful, and many leading
Faroemen studied the role which the native languages
of Norway and Iceland were playing in the wider
movement for national self-expression and political
independence. Consequently it was the nationalist
movement in the Faroes which took up the language
question and made it an issue which came more and more
to the front as the century drew to a close. By this
time a few books in Faroese had made their appearance,
and in 1899, through the self-sacrifice of two Faroemen,
a Folk High School was opened with Faroese as the
medium of instruction. The formation in 1906 of a
strongly-supported home-rule party with its demand for
the official recognition of Faroese resulted in an intensification of the language struggle - for a struggle it now was.
The Faroese people were becoming thoroughly conscious
of themselves as a nation, albeit a small one, and as such
entitled to the customary rights of nationhood. Faroese
began to displace Danish in the Church. A modern
literature was appearing. It is only fair to note that
Danish policy did not encourage these tendencies. Much
bitterness was caused by official penalties sometimes
imposed by the Danes, such as the dismissal of Jikup
Dahl, then a teacher, later prostlll' in the Faroes, for using
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the native language during his lessons instead of Danish
as prescribed by law (Royal Decree of roth January,
1912, § 7). In the twenties of this century, the newspapers began to print more and more articles in Faroese,
and to accept advertisements in that language. Later on
almost the whole press became exclusively Faroese.
To-day there are four Faroese-language newspapers,
each appearing twice or thrice a week, so it is possible
to buy at least one Faroese-language newspaper every
day of the week. In addition there is a newspaper edited
mainly in Danish, but this always contains a fair amount
of Faroese material as well. The great distance of the
Islands from Denmark favoured the development of a
local, that is a national press, and in this respect the
Faroes have been more fortunate than, for instance,
the more easily accessible Celtic countries, none of which
have been able to establish similar newspapers in the
national tongue. During the thirties Faroese made good
progress in internal business correspondence and was
employed to some extent in public administration. All
these tendencies received a new impetus during the period
of the British occupation from 1941 to 1946, when the
Islands were temporarily severed from Denmark and the
Logting assumed governmental responsibility. A great
increase in the national wealth during the war - derived
mainly from the fishing industry - brought with it a
corresponding increase of national prestige which further
fortified the position of the national tongue, so that in the
Constitution of 1947, Faroese becomes the "Chief
Language" with full legal rights in every sphere, though
Danish continues to be recognised as the second official
language.
Thus Faroese, emerging from centuries of obscurity,
has at last conquered for itself a recognised place as the
fifth Scandinavian language. Since it is now official, it
can demand a respect and attention it could not claim
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before. All the portents indicate that it will maintain
and strengthen its position. There used to be a Danish
literary circle in T6rshavn, but it is now no more. Gone
are the days when Faroe was the only place where the
use of Danish was a sign of good breeding, as some
patriotic Danish wit is alleged to have said in reference to
the adulation many of his countrymen were then showing
to German. In a word, Faroese is coming into its own
more and more. I have referred to the use of Danish
as a second official language, but I must add that its use,
as far as internal Faroese matters go, is confined almost
solely to officials who are actually Danes. But native
Faroese are now obtaining official posts in greater numbers
than formerly. It seems to me, as an outside observer,
that the importance of Danish as a language of
administration is bound to diminish further, until one day,
perhaps, it will lose its official status altogether, leaving
the national language as the sole recognised medium.
If that day comes, and I for one think it will, the Faroes
will be following the example of Iceland, a country much
admired by the Faroese. Of course, this will not be a
narrow, academic issue. I have no doubt that it will be an
important political decision. But that will be nothing
new in the history of Faroese. I think I have said enough
to show you that the Faroese language has only
emancipated itself as a result of long struggle. The
language has thus played a part in the national life and
in politics in a way in which we can hardly imagine
if we are acquainted with our own country only. Very
definitely, small nations have cultural problems which we
English people, for instance, do not have, so that if we
wish to acquire some understanding of the aspirations
of these small national groups, we need to be sympathetically aware of their special problems. I am sure that many
of you will feel with me that Faroese has deserved its
successes so far, and that its elevation to official standing
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is morally what ought to be. I also think that it is not
only morally right, but also a necessity, for in all countries
the only possible medium for the unfolding of the national
culture is the native language.
Having now given an outline of the history of the
language, I should like to say something about Faroese
culture as it is expressed in the native literature.
The best-known and most striking product of this
literature is the ballads or koseoir. Many of these are
medieval, the oldest dating from about 1300, and in their
performance we have the ancient unity of song and dance.
A ballad is usually quite long, with say a hundred verses.
These are sung by a leader or precentor, who stands in
the middle of the ring formed by the dancers, while they
move round him, joining in the refrain which follows
each verse. The Faroes have preserved by oral transmission alone about two hundred of these ballads from the
Middle Ages, some of them having hundreds of verses,
and about ninety different tunes have been handed down
too. \\'hen we remember that the population of the
Faroes during the r Sth century was only 5000, we can
realise what a truly vital thing this ballad literature must
have been and how it must have formed an integral part
of the national culture.
The ballads deal with familiar medieval themes. Some
are old in the North, such as the story of Sjurour or
Angantvr ; others again are more recent there, such as
the tales dealing with Charlemagne and Tristram.
Ballads similar to these were once widely known throughout Scandinavia, as also in Great Britain. Indeed, it is
not unlikely that the material for many of the Faroese
ballads found its way north from Scotland via the Orkneys
and Shetlands. This would not be a difficult matter, for
Orkney and Shetland were at this time still Nom-speaking.
But, whereas everywhere else the ballad combination
of song and dance as a living vogue disappeared long ago,
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it survived in the Faroes as the ubiquitous popular
pastime down to the beginning of the present century.
All the older generation remember with longing how in
every village a large room or an outhouse was set aside
for dancing during the winter evenings. But just after
the turn of the century, this pastime began to lose its
attraction and gradually fell into disuse as a regular feature
of village life. This was because the communal spirit,
which had been so characteristic of social life, began to
weaken perceptibly. In former times, a very large
amount of the essential work, such as bird-catching,
sheep-tending, fishing, whale- and seal-hunting, milking
(when the cows were wandering in the open), clearing
paths and building houses, was done more or less
communally and the whole village partook of the
fruits of this collective labour. There are plenty of
reminiscences of this older state of affairs in the Faroes
to-day. For instance, on some islands, at least a part of
the sheep are owned in common by the whole population.
In some places, whenever birds' eggs are taken, a portion
of these, the so-called" land-part," must be distributed
freely to all members of the community, young and old,
regardless of whether or not they haw done anything
towards getting the eggs in the first place. However,
the foundations of this communal life were shaken by
modern developments. The beginning of deep-sea fishing
in the closing decades of the last century drew an everincreasing number of the most vigorous men away from
their villages for months at a time. These men naturally
began to look as much to their cash earnings for their
security as to the communal pursuits of their villages.
A feeling of personal independence inevitably followed,
and modern life with its lure of ready money has confirmed
this trend, so that to-day in the Faroese villages the
hazards of individualism have largely triumphed over the
older communal spinto Now the ballad is essentially a
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communal pastime; it caters for and in fact almost
demands the participation of all. Hence when the
spirit to which it gave artistic expression declined, it
was bound to decline itself. Nowadays, Faroese dancing
is only to be seen at festivals or on some other special
occasion, such as at a wedding or after a successful
whale-hunt. Perhaps it may one day be possible to
restore the baliad, but society will have to change again,
I think, if it is to become a really living genre once more.
It is no exaggeration to say that the ballad has been an
inseparable part of Faroese life and a characteristic
expression of its culture. It is not surprising that such a
popular form included in its repertoire not only the age-old,
ever-recurring motives of love, hate, treachery etc., but
also themes drawn from the peculiar social life of the
islanders. In fact, the Faroese recognise a special subdivision of the ballads, those which deal with topical
Faroese matters, and they call them ieettir. Sometimes
tsettir have been composed to lampoon some uncooperative village character or to describe the adventures
of a rejected suitor. Sometimes also the tsettir condemn
corruption and other sorts of social injustice. You will
perhaps have inferred from what I have already said about
nationalism and the storm)' history of the Faroese language that a large number of Faroese do not have a high
opinion of the Danish officials who work among them.
It is an indisputable fact that the Faroese people have
often deeply resented the actions of the Danish administration and that Danish officials have from time to time
incurred the displeasure of the natives. It is important to
remember that the Danes are everywhere in the Faroes
felt to be foreigners. Mention of these things brings me
now to the most famous of all teettir, the so-called" Ballad
of the Birds," for it was opposition to Danish policy
and Danish officialdom which inspired its composition.
The author, Nolsoyar-Pall, lived from 1766 to 1809. He
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managed to travel widely as a sailor and to engage in
trade in defiance of the Danish monopoly, sailing in a
ship he had salvaged - the first ship to be owned by a
Faroeman since the Middle Ages. Needless to say, Pall
had many an encounter with the Danish authorities,
who sometimes got the better of him. This enraged
Pall, who alleged that some of the Danes were also
breaking the king's law in the same way as he was. At
this time he wrote the "Ballad of the Birds." The
birds of prey such as the falcon, the merlin, the skua,
the raven and the crow are various identifiable Danish
officials. The small or peaceful birds, such as the starlings,
puffins, terns, guillemots and so on are the native Faroese
who live in fear of the predatory officials. The hero of
the ballad is the oyster-catcher - in reality Pall himself who constantly warns the small birds of the approach of
their enemies and if necessary attacks them. I am not
going to pretend that Nolsoyar-Pall was a Faroese
nationalist aiming at political independence; that position
was never reached in his time. But what Pall did was to
resist and attempt to defeat the trade monopoly, which
he recognised as being in part responsible for the backwardness and poverty of the Islands. Since Pall's day the
oyster-catcher has been the national bird in the Faroes
and the ever-green popularity of the ballad leaves us in no
doubt as to how highly the Faroese themselves have always
thought of their hero in their fight against monopoly
restrictions.
Besides the more famous ballads, the Faroes also possess
an interesting folk-tale literature. This has not been
so well preserved, but it is none the less an important
source of information about Faroese life in olden times.
These tales have been collected chiefly by Hammershaimb,
the man I mentioned as the creator of the modern orthography, and by Jacobsen, a most distinguished philologist,
who also wrote the standard work on the Nom language
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of Shetland. These folk-tales are often full of fantastical
accounts of battles with trolls and nixies, of the good
deeds of fairies, of the power of charms and enchantments
and so on, but they often contain matter of social significance also. Thus, priests usually come in for criticism,
being mostly depicted as greedy and often as cruel men.
They wax fat on the produce of the church land, which
is usually represented as having passed into the possession
of the church owing to some fault of the previous owner;
the commonest of these faults being the eating of a
shoulder of mutton during Lent. To-day a considerable
portion of the land in the Faroes is held by the Danish
Crown and is let for a nominal rent to the cultivator,
The tales likewise often treat the acquisition of such
land by the Crown as due to some chance misfortune
on the part of the former owner, who, for instance, may
die without having nominated an heir, and then the land
passes into the hands of the king.
Many of the tales relate to known historical facts.
Quite a number deal with the cruelties of the Turkish
pirates who savaged the islands in the roth and 17th
centuries. These tales are what they call "horrific"
at the pictures, so I won't say more about them now.
Other stories tell of the Black Death which reached the
Faroes from Bergen. Here is a very short one with a
really modern, happy ending : " During the Black Death all the inhabitants of the
village of Saksun died except one farm-girl. When the
spring came she made her way to the Thing in order to
make good her claim to the whole village. She pleaded her
case well, and the Thingmen had to admit that the law
was on her side. Yet it was obvious that a woman was
herself incapable of doing all the work that would be
necessary on such a large property. Therefore they
decided to confer it upon her, but only on condition that
she chose a husband there and then. This condition
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pleased the girl as much as getting the property did;
she took a look round and saw a young man from Hestur,
She went up to him, and proposed to him, and he, nothing
loath, agreed. It is said that their sturdy descendents
live in Saksun to this day."
Some of the tales refer to more or less recognisable
historical persons. One cannot vouch for the accurate
historicity of these persons, of course, but I would like to
read out to you a fairly literal translation of two short
tales as they have been printed by Jacobsen in his
collection Sagnir og A evint)lr. Both the stories are
primarilv about women; the name of the first is Annika.
" Annika, the daughter of the bailiff of Sand Island,
was the farmer's wife on Dimun Island. She did away
with her husband and took one of the farmhands in his
stead. For this she was adjudged to death, but she did
not intend to submit to the judgment and set men to
defend the island so that that none might gain access.
There are two ascents on Dimun, one on the east side and
one on the west side, and men were set to guard each way
up. For three years she guarded the island and denied
access to all, both to the authorities and others; but at
length one of those on guarcl betrayed her. A boat had
come into Broad Ness Bay on the eastern side, and the
crew climbed up. A man from Nolsoy led the expedition.
Be had forieited his life, but the court had promised to
rescind the sentence if he could lay hands on the woman on
Dimun and bring her to Torshavn, Just as she was
standing preparing a bowl of porridge, and when there was
no one to protect her, men came upon her - among them
her own father. She gave herself up, for now she had no
means of resisting. She threw the porridge-spoon into
the face of the man she had had, as thanks for the \\'ay he
had looked after things. She then asked her father which
dress she should wear: the red one, the blue one or the
green one. That was not particularly important, her
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father thought, for she was not invited to a wedding.
Then she was taken and brought to Torshavn. As the
men went off with her, she called out that her little son
was not to be deprived of that which she was wont to give
him every morning: a sup of freshly curdled cream.
Her end was that she was condemned to death by drowning in Torshavn Bay. At first she floated; so her long
hair was cut off, and then she sank to the bottom."
The next one is not quite so tragic. The name of the
lady this time is Beinta.
" Beinta, the judge's daughter, was married to three
priests, one after the other. She was renowned for her
beauty and many a man became infatuated with her.
But though she was like an angel on the outside, she was
the very devil inside and all three men she married suffered
an evil fate. Before she first married and afterwards
when she was a widow, it was her custom to go down to
the shore at Torshavn each time a ship was expected in
from Denmark with a new priest for the Faroes on
board. Then she would stand in all her finery in front of
the priest when he stepped ashore. In this way she
became betrothed to the three priests. Her first husband
was Jonas and they went to live at Onagerbi. Beinta
worked the servants so hard that this has passed into a
proverb. That is why, whenever we see a terribly thin
person, we say: 'He looks as though he came from
Onagerbi when Beinta was there.' After a time Beinta
began to tire of her husband. Jonas was a widower
when he married her, so Beinta took earth from the grave
of the first wife and put it under his pillow. S0 then the
first wife began to haunt him and that sent him crazy.
Soon he was lying on his death-bed, and when he asked
for a cold drink he got a hot one, and when he asked tor
a hot drink he got a cold one."
""ell there's a lot more about Beinta, and how she got
on with her other husbands, and how one day an infuriated
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servant angered at her treatment of his master seized
his mistress and threw her bodily into a tub of lyetuagtunna. If you know anything about washing in the
Middle Ages you will know what was in the tub - but
it is time to leave this part of my talk.
Xow, before I close, I should like to say a little about
the place of Faroese to-day in academic studies. Here
Denmark has taken the lead. Since 1935, there has been
a special lecturer in Faroese at Copenhagen University.
The lecturer, Dr. Christian Matras, is himself a Faroeman,
who has been particularly active both as a research
scholar and as a popularising writer. I am glad to be
able to tell you that in April, 1951, it was decided to
create a chair of Faroese at Copenhagen, so that Dr.
Matras becomes the first professor of this subject. Now,
to compare great things with very small ones, Faroese
has been introduced at the University of Birmingham,
in a very modest way of course. It is an alternative
subject to Old Norse in the syllabus of the Honours
School of English and Germanic Philology.' There are,
I suppose, two reasons for the study of Old Norse;
firstly for its linguistic value, and secondly for the
exceptional cultural and literary merit of its texts. On
the linguistic side, Old Norse presents us with a picture
of an early form of the northern branch of the Germanic
languages. However, this form already represents a
big advance on Primitive Germanic, so that a considerable
amount of additional work has to be done before the
student can explain the specific Norse innovations. It
is true that Faroese is still further removed from Primitive
Germanic, but the archaic character of its orthography
gives it an obvious Old Norse appearance, while the
special Faroese developments do not obscure the essential
features of Norse speech. Thus, from the point of view
1 Dr. Ernst Krenn hac, just informed me that he has begun lecturing on
Faroese literat ure in the Universit v of Vienna.
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of undergraduate studies in Germanic philology, Faroese
may not inconveniently be an alternative to Old Norse.
While I am breaking a lance for Faroese, I might as well
add that Faroese has this to commend it: There is no
other Germanic language which so badly needs the
specialist attention of competent philologists. Consider
for a moment just one aspect of Faroese linguistic studies
- that of lexicography. There exists only one dictionary
of Faroese. It is an excellent work, but as the authors
say in their preface, the book contains but a portion of
the whole vocabulary in use. Since the appearance of this
dictionary in 1927, Professsor Matras, in particular, has
been gathering further material, but still a great part of
the vocabulary known to be in use remains to be recorded.
This is an unfortunate situation, for it is clear that so
long as much of the Faroese material is inaccessible to
scholars, philological studies are deprived of a source of
valuable information. May I give one or two illustrations
of a purely formal kind to show how Faroese can help,
for instance, in the interpretation of English words?
Take the common English word" cut," first occurring at
the end of the r jth century. Here we have a word of
disputed provenance. It has been regarded as coming
from French; some have postulated a Scandinavian
origin. This latter seemed the more reasonable, although
a difficulty lay in the fact that the presumed cognate
existed only in the more remote Eastern Scandinavian,
to wit in Swedish dialects, whereas there was nothing
comparable in Western Scandinavian. However Faroese
clears up the matter! There is in Faroese, which is of
course Western Scandinavian, spoken by the descendants
of the same stock as the vikings who settled in England, a
common word kvetta meaning" cut" in a figurative sense,
i.e. " to cut the conversation". This information seems
to establish the Scandinavian origin of the English
word beyond any doubt. While I was in the Faroes two
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years ago I took down a number of hitherto unrecorded
words, one of which was the verb [ubba, meaning
"exaggerate, tell lies." I thought at once of English
" fib," and in due course turned to the Oxford English
Dictionary. to find that the origin of " fib " is not known.
The Dictionary knows of nothing similar in other Germanic
languages and makes a guess that it may be an
abbreviation of a now obsolete word" fible-fable." But
since a word looking suspiciously like the English turns
up in Faroese, we are entitled to suspect that" fib " is
perhaps after all an ancient part of the Germanic
vocabulary which has happened to survive only in English
and Faroese. One last example, our word" newfangled."
Actually in older English the word was "newfangle,'
without the 'd," and it has been conjectured that the
word is a compound of "new" and "*fangle", the
latter being derived from a stem, formerly common in
English, but now forgotten, which had the meaning
" catch," so that the original meaning of " newfangled"
was something like" being prone to catch new things."
However, this would remain a conjecture did we not
possess, quite uniquely, the Faroese verb [anglast,
constructed with a similar suffiix to the postulated
English "*fangle." Suppose you were sitting in a
Faroese house and a little child came in and, as children do,
started to handle and play about with ornaments in the
room or with things on the table, you would hear some
one reprove the child and perhaps say: Fanglast ikki viiJ
hasum i which means roughly: "Stop catching hold of
those things." It is reassuring to observe how Faroese
confirms a good etymological conjecture in this way.
To be sure, there is no reference to any of these three
Faroese words in the Oxford English Dictionary, or III
any other etymological dictionary as far as I know. The
point I am making is this that Faroese has still a lot to
tell even about elementary formal matters, such as
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Germanic etymology. I am sure that Faroese will prove
to be a most rewarding hunting-ground for linguistic
studies of all kinds.
If now we undertake to compare the respective values
of Old Norse and Faroese literature, we must concede
that the former is by far the richer. But the literature
of the Faroes is by no means insignificant. Had time
permitted, I could have told something about. the small,
but increasing band of modern writers, among whom at
least two can rank with the best - the story-teller
Hetiin Bni and the late Janus Djurhuus, who excelled
as a lyric poet. It is unfortunate and misleading that
the Oxford Book of Scandinavian Verse should ignore
the poetry of the smallest of the Scandinavian nations.
However, you will realise from what has been said that
the ballad literature of the Faroes is certainly worthy of
anybody's attention; indeed one might well say that
its unique features compel attention. It is precisely
this uniqueness which, in my opinion, constitutes its
importance.
I am fully aware that the sphere of Faroese culture is
only a wry tiny one. I am certainly not forgetting that
the Faroese nation is the smallest in Europe. But I hold
that Faroese national culture has its own qualitative
peculiarities, which belong to it only, and which are found
nowhere else. It is these which go to make the Faroese
contribution to the common treasury of world culture,
supplementing and enriching it. And speaking in this
sense, I believe that all nations are as equals, be they
great or ever so small.

THE BEGINNH,GS OF RUNIC STUDIES
IN ENGLAND.
By

J.

A. W. BENNETT.

H E N the Tudor and Stuart antiquaries who were
the founders of Old English studies began to
examine the Anglo-Saxon MSS. that came into their
hands, they were quick to notice, if not to understand, the
runic futharks that some of these MSS. have preserved
for us. Thus, Richard Talbot - we have Mr. N. Ker's
and Dr. C. Wright's authority for believing that it was he!
- when he came upon the futhark in the MS. that is now
Domitian A IX, copied out the rune-names there given,
and their Latin glosses; and Thomas James, Sir Robert
Cotton's librarian, transcribed the late runic alphabet in
the manuscript that we know as Titus D XVIII into the
note-book which is now MS. James 6 in the Bodleian.
At the same time, other antiquaries were beginning to take
note of runic inscriptions. Daniel Rogers, who was
Elizabeth's envoy to Denmark and made several journeys
to that country, saw the Tryggevselde stone, and had a
copy of its inscription, as well as of three alphabets which
are described as ' Gothic' but may have been runic, as
Miss Seaton implies they were.? William Camden knew
of the runic monument at Jellinge in Jutland, an account
of which Peter Lindberg had published in 1591; and
Camden was the first of these scholars to recognise a
runic inscription in England - that on the Bridekirk
font, of which he gives an imperfect reproduction in the
1607 edition of his Britannia. He could not interpret
the inscription, but he saw that the characters resembled
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those on the Jellinge stone. In a note accompanying a
copy of the inscription (and presumably sent to Sir Robert
Cotton) he says: 'This inscription was in a stone found
at Papcastle and now made a fontstone at Bridekirk;
it is a curiositie wrought with fair and gallant purenes.
I send it to you for the barbarouse straingnes of the
characters
3
And in 1615 (not in 1608, as usually
stated) Cotton sent to Camden a copy of the inscription on
the epistyle fragment of the Bewcastle cross that is now
lost. Lord William Howard had sent Cotton this fragment
via the Earl of Arundel. Three manuscripts of it by
Cotton are extant, and we thus owe to him the preservation
of this part of the runic text [RICiES DRYHT~iESJ.4
Cotton has added ' out of my Alphabetts' (by which I
suppose he means those in Dam. A IX or Tit. D XVIII) the
Roman-letter equivalents of all the runes save Y (which
is not very clear in his copy); he gives these equivalents
correctly except for C, which he misreads - again
forgivably - as an N.
It was this fragment that roused Sir Henry Spelman's
interest in runes. When in 1628 Spelman . discovered'
Ole \Yorm he was reminded of this inscription, and
through Palle Axelsen (Palseornon Rosenkrantz, the
Danish Ambassador) began a lively correspondence on the
subject of runes with this great Danish scholar. In the
course of this correspondence Spelman hit upon the
correct etymology of the word ' rune' itself, suggesting
correctly that it is connected with the OE. ryne, ' a secret
thing: Worm conceded that this was a possible
etymology, and went so far as to print Spelman's decisive
letter on the subject in his Literatura Runica, 1636;5 and
3 XlS, Cott. JuI. CIII f. 305 .
., The copies are in Cott. Dam. XVII, f. 37, JuI. F. VI f. 313 and Bod!.
:'vIS. Smith I(a copy of the Britannia which bears Cotton's signature, and was
given by Thomas Smith, Cottonian Librarian, to Thomas Hearne).
5 \\'orm himself made a precis of this work for Spelman; it is now in B.~r.
Add. 34,600.
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it is reprinted in Spelman's own posthumous Glossarium.
Archaiologicum, 1664. But Worm never fully admitted
defeat on the point, and later scholars were slow to
accept or even notice Spelman's view: Junius once tried
to derive the word from Rugini; Mabillon does not
mention Spelman's derivation; and Leibnitz tried to
derive the word from Romani, or from rhythmus. In
many quarters the word retained a vague signification
till the nineteenth century.
In the seventeenth century' Runic' was regarded as a
separate language, the language in which all Old Norse
literature had originally been written: hence Junius's
inclusion of runic forms in his various dictionaries. But
Junius knew more than anyone else in England about
runes, and it was his interest in them that was responsible
for what advances there were at the close of the century.
In his preface to the Gothicum Glossarium (1665) he devotes fourteen pages to a discussion of Runic-including a
table of runes and their meanings, and the text of the
Norwegian Runic Poem, with a transliteration and
interpretation - all based on Worm's Literatura Runica
and on his Fasti, though Junius's commentary does
not always agree with Worm's - and some of his
independent suggestions are often worth consideration.
He often cites what he calls' cimbric ' (i.e. runic) forms
in the body of the Glossarium itself. Several of his
manuscripts testify to his continued interest in runes.
}IS. Junius L+ once contained his copy of the Bridekirk
font inscription, though it is not there now. Thomas
Marshall, co-editor with Junius of the Anglo-Saxon
and Gothic Gospels, and later Rector of Lincoln College,
continued the study, and writing to Sir William Dugdale
Junius states that Marshall c hath gott and still doth gett
manie Runike monuments I could never meet with
'6
6

Dugdale, Correspolldence,

CXLVI (3 Feb., 1668).

T
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In a letter to Marshall in 1668 Junius says that he is
sending him an 'Ishlandish dictionarie: not doubting
but you shall then trie what the meaning is of the Runik
inscription Mr. Dugdale and your other antiquaries
desire to know the interpretation [of].' 7 I take it that he
is referring to the Bridekirk font.
Where Junius had led the way Hickes was not slow to
follow. In the Anglo-Saxon Grammar, and in the
general preface to the Thesaurus he has several discussions
of runes. And it was with his approval that Wanley
prepared the six fine plates entirely devoted to runes
that stand at the beginning of the Icelandic Grammar.
In these plates the various futharks are arranged according
to whether they appear in stone, in continental or AngloSaxon manuscripts, or in printed sources. For continental
futharks Wanley relied largely on Worm's collections,
but he added the one printed by Lazius in his De GeJlti1l1J1
Migratione (1692). The English manuscripts Wanley
used - Otho B x, Galba A II, Dom. A IX, St. John's
Oxford 17, Junius I and the Exeter MS. of Hrabanus
Maurus - remain among the most important sources
of English runes known to us. \Yanley can be trusted
not to have overlooked anything else of value. Since the
first two of the manuscripts he used have perished, the
Thesaurus, as so often, is the sole source of our information
concerning them and their runic contents. Wanley does
not give the names of the runes in his plates, except in
the case of the difficult ones.
The plates of alphabets are followed by drawings of the
Ruthwell Cross inscriptions, and facsimiles based on
tracings by \Vanley of the two passages in the Exeter
Book containing Cynewulf 's signature in runes (which
both Hickes and Wanley failed, rather oddly, to recognise),
together with the riddles containing runes that are also
found in this MS.
7 Bod!. MS. Marshall IH, f. 9 (7 Feb., 1668).
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In the first chapter of the Icelandic section of his
Thesaurus Hickes gives engravings of two Runic stones
from Uppland which John Robinson, Resident and
Ambassador to Sweden from 1689-1702, had brought back
on one of his return trips to this country, and, like the
loyal Oxonian he was, deposited in the Ashmolean
Museum, where they are still to be seen. Hickes adds a
full description of these stones, and an accurate translation
of their Norse inscriptions. On the plate opposite p. viii
of the Anglo-Saxon Grammar in the Thesaurus is a
drawing of Aethred's ring, then in the possession of
Hans Sloane, and now in the British Museum ; this
ring, which is also illustrated on p. II5 of the British
JI useuni Guide to A nglo-Saxon A ntiquiiies, bears the
legend, in a mixture of Latin and runic letters, lETHRED
MEC AH EANRED .:\IEC <\GROF. The runic forms
here baffled Hickes, who misinterprets (p. xiii). Nor
could he make anything of the runes on the Sutton Shield
which he reproduces at the end of the Dissertatio
Epistolaris; but I do not think that modern scholars have
made anything of them either.
What we are grateful to Hickes for is his text, printed
from Wanleys transcript, of the Old English Runic Poem
in the Cotton }IS. Otho B x which was burnt in the fire
of 1731. Hickes thought that the runes were a Danish
aristocratic writing, and that the poem was written to
expound them to the English. But he makes it quite
clear that he himself has added the roman letter
equivalents and the names (nomina). The poem occupies
p. 135 of the Anglo-Saxon Grammar, and is followed by
a table of the runes, and rune-names, in Dom. A IX.
It will be seen that practically all the runic material
in the Thesaurus was contributed by Wanley. And it is to
Wanley's Preface to the Catalogue of Anglo-Saxon
manuscripts (Part II of the Tliesauruss that we must
turn for the first ordered account of the history of runes
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in England. In this Preface, written some years after
Hickes's grammatical section of the Thesaurus had been
printed off, Wanley sets forth his belief that runes were
brought to England by the Anglo-Saxons, giving as his
reasons the use of runes by other Germanic peoples, the
appearance of runic letters in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts,
and the inclusion of porn and wyn in Anglo-Saxon script.
He goes on to explain how their use declined with the
coming of Christianity and the Roman script, and became
confined to stone or metal inscriptions, magical formulas,
and - he is clearly thinking of the Exeter Book - to
riddles.
Wanley thus lifted runes out of the realm of conjecture
into that of serious study. He made a careful note of
every occurrence of runic letters in the manuscripts he
catalogued: his copy of Smith's Catalogue of the Cottonian
Manuscripts" contains his notes on all such manuscripts
in that collection; and his researches led him beyond the
question of the use of runes in England: on Plate III,
Table 2, of the Thesaurus he gives a diagrammatic
representation of the hypothetical derivation of runes from
Greek and Latin letters, thus forestalling von Friesen.
And in a letter to Hickes, dated 6 March, 1697/89 he
traces in detail the origin of each letter form, noting at the
end that' 'Tis so much the harder to guess at the originall
of these letters in that we (in England) have no book
written in them, whereby we might see in what manner
the hand directed the Pen in forming them; and by the
variety, seeing the same letter very often, know which is
the Essential part of it, and which stroke is left to chance.'
We are more sceptical nowadays about the existence of
runic manuscripts and about the precise derivations
Wanley proposes; but he indicated a fruitful approach.
Before he was twenty-five \Vanley had out-distanced
, i\ow Gough London 15~ in the Bodleian.
" Bodl. 1\1S. Eng, hist, c. 6, f. 2I,
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Worm, who had made the study of runes his Iifework.l''
We may note here that Wanley's belief in the existence of
Runic manuscripts must have been strengthened by a
supposed Runic manuscript which appears in facsimile
in Vol. I of the Thesaurus. This Runic fragment of
Hjdlmars Saga we now know to be a forgery, but Hickes
printed it in good faith, and more than one Scandinavian
scholar was deceived by it. It has a curious and complicated history. It had been first published by Lucas
Halpap, who claimed to have found the original manuscript in a farmhouse, and who added a Swedish
translation. In 1700 Peringskiold had republished it
with a transliteration and a translation into Swedish and
Latin. Hickes had already agreed with Edward Thwaites,
one of his main helpers in the Thesaurus, to include a
text based on Halpap's, when one of Thwaites's Swedish
friends sent him a copy of Peringskiold's edition.
Hickes's text as we have it is an exact reprint of
Peringskiold's save that Hickes prints the Latin and an
Icelandic translation side by side and omits the Swedish
version. When mistaken ideas about the use of runes
in manuscripts were so prevalent, it is not to be expected
that Hickes should have doubted the authenticity of this
saga; and there is no evidence that he ever learnt of the
doubts that Sperling, Benzelius, and Celsius cast on its
genuineness - doubts confirmed by C. G. Nordin's
careful analysis of the text in 1774. when he proved that
it is a forgery compiled from Gautreks Saga and Hervarar
Saga with the help of Worm's Specimen Lexici Runici
and Verelius's Index Linguae Gothicae.
One other scholar besides Wanley contributed runic
10 I have not been able to identify the' two stones with Runic Letters'
which he mentions in his Diary (B.N!. ;\lS. Lansdowne 771) under date 25 "Iov.•
1721 as having been sent to Wimpole; or the 'band or scepter
with
many Runic Letters on it' mentioned in his annotations to his copy of
Nicolson's English Historical Library (Bod!. H. 9. 5. Art) as having been
brought from Ireland to London by Sir Andrew Fountaine.
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material to the Thesaurus. This was the indefatigable
William Nicolson, Canon and future Bishop of Carlisle, and the first teacher of Anglo-Saxon at Oxford.
In r684 Dr. William Musgrave had communicated the
Bridekirk inscription to the Royal Society; Dugdale
consulted Nicolson about it, and in the letter printed on
p. 84r of Gibson's edition of Camden's Britannia (r695),
Nicolson offers the emended version and interpretation
which is reprinted on Plate II of the Icelandic Grammar
in the Thesaurusi!
Nicolson is also responsible for the fairly faithful, though
incomplete, copy of the Ruthwell Cross inscription
which appears on Plate IV of the Icelandic Grammar
(d. pp. 5, r98). He had first heard of this in September
r690, from the Rev. James Lawson. In April, r697, he
went to see the cross for himself, and found all the
inscriptions 'very fair and legible, and almost entire.'
He was very excited by this discovery and forthwith
sent copies to Thoresby, Edward Lluyd, William Elstob
and Arthur Charlett, and even to Winding and
Peringskiold in Sweden, in the hope that one or other
could interpret it. He was obviously baffled by it
himself, and wrote to Thwaites: 'You, that are skilled
in Csedmorr's dialect, cannot fail of being the best
interpreter of such monuments.' He hoped to pay
another visit in the summer of r698, and to publish his
results in the Transactions of the Royal Society. But he
was unable to make the journey, and on second thoughts
decided that it would be more appropriate for the
inscription to appear in the Thesaurus: "twould be
out of countenance amongst the physical experiments of
Lewenhoeck etc.'12 He did eventually make a second
11 It is perhaps worth picking up one of the few crumbs ~liss Seaton has not
collected, and noting that Ralph Thoresby, the Leeds historian, saw the
inscription III sit u in 16g4: • the honest parson was very obliging in showing
us the famous font and register where one of his predecessors had writ a small
ac~?unt of it but without any knowledge of the letters' (Diary, p. 27 1).
- Bodl, 'IS. Rawl. D. 377, f. g6; 20 Oct., 16g8.
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visit in 1704, when he noticed some interesting new
details, and sent a full account of the cross to Thwaites,
with a fresh draft of the inscription; he could then read
Angelus clearly after ingressus.i" But the plate for the
Thesaurus had been printed by this time: hence the runes
for uu1J which he now made out on the fourth legend
(bismcercedu u1Jket) do not appear in it.
Other travellers followed in Nicolson's track. In 1726
Alexander Gordon published two plates of the cross in
his Itinerarium Septentrionale. But he adds no transliteration of the runes, of the meaning of which he was
ignorant: occasionally his readings are better than
Nicolson's, but sometimes they are worse. Pennant's
account in his Tour in Scotland, 1772, is based on Gordon's,
and he gives no plate. But he mentions' fragments of
a capital, with letters similar to the others, and on each
opposite side an eagle, neatly cut in relief.'14
Nicolson also paid some attention to the inscription
on the Bewcastle Cross. In 1685 he sent to Obadiah
Walker at Oxford the account of that cross which was
subsequently printed on p. 843 of Gibson's edition of
the Britannia. In this he reproduces all the runes that
he could read, but makes little of them; he gets as near
as Rynburu for the CYNIBURUG of the North side.
He hoped to deal more fully with the inscription in
Part VI of his history of Northumberland: but that work
was never published. On the oth September, 1691, he
sent to Thoresby the nine lines on the West face. If this
letter could be traced it might be valuable, as only eight
lines can now be clearly read - indeed, if we are to
believe a recent report, the whole of the inscription is in
danger of disappearing.
Earlier in the same year Thoresby had sent a coin with
Ibid., f. 25.
Part of the Ruthwell inscription appears in miniature at the foot of
Vertue's engraving of junius's portrait which faces the title-page of Lye's
edition of the Etvmologicon Anglicanum, 1743·
13
14
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a runic inscription for Nicolson's comments. Nicolson
made out most of the runes easily enough (' I never yet
saw any Runic Inscription so plain and intelligible,' he
says in his reply),15 but he misinterprets two of the
letters, with unfortunate results; the substance of this
reply is to be found in a note on this same inscription
which he supplied for Gibson's Britannia (Vol. 1. 814).
Gibson himself consulted Nicolson about some runic coins,
and received from him in September, 1692, 'rude
draughts of some [unspecified] Roman and Runic monuments which will be new to you' ;16 these doubtless
included a drawing of the Bewcastle cross.
Excited by his discoveries, Nicolson began to think
there might be many other such monuments. In a letter
to Edward Lluyd dated 18 February, 1699, he gives a
list of Scottish monuments which he thought might
turn out to have runic inscriptions. This was a fruitless
conjecture; but he was not so far out when he suggested to
Lluyd, who was about to visit Anglesey, that the Danes
might have left inscriptions there; and he asked him
to report on them. In 1707 we find Hearne, the Oxford
antiquary and diarist, announcing to Dr. Thomas Smith
of the Cottonian Library that several coins, probably
Danish, with Runic inscriptions, had lately been found
in the Isle of Man. In May of the same year Wilson,
the bishop of the island, visited Oxford, and from him
Hearne learnt of several inscriptions lately discovered
there which Hearne conjectured might be runica conjecture which was confirmed when he received
from the island a copy of an inscription on a cross at
Kirk Michael. His attempt at interpreting it is to be
found on p. I8sn of Vol. 27 of his MS. collections, and
Bod!. ~lS. Eng. hist. b. 2, f. 266.
Nicolson, Letters I3; A. S. Cook (P.JI.L.A. xvii, p. 367) misdates this
letter I693.
15

16
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Thwaites's elucidation, based on Hearne's, on p. 220 of
the same volume. Thwaites read it as
Aar risti crus disi aft Kridr mudur sin.
Considering that he was working from an imperfect
transcript this was a good result. It is clearly the
second half of the inscription on the cross described on
p. 201, and illustrated on PI. LV, of Kerrnode's Manx
Crosses. Hearne must have had more of it, as in the
draft of a letter to Bishop Wilson in February, 17II, he
refers to a ' cross erected by one Thurulf to the memory
of his mother '17 - and this is obviously the same cross.
Wilson sent Hearne, who at this time was making a
thorough study of Worm's Literatura Runica and
M onumenia Danica, two other inscriptions of the same
kind; but Hearne could offer no detailed explanations;
he thought that they were monuments of Christian
Danes, and wanted to publish them at the end of one of
his volumes of Leland's Itinerary, which he was then
issuing. In the end Bishop Wilson himself published
them, in his History of the Isle of Mall, contained in the
second edition of Gibson's Britannia (1722). Here
Wilson gives a brief account of the inscriptions on Man
in 'Old Norwegian' and gives copies of four of the
inscriptions - two of the Kirk Michael ones (= Kermode,
PI. LIV, LV), one at Kirk Braddan (= Kermode, PI.
XXXVIII), and one at Kirk Andrews (= Kermode,
PI. LIII). Wilson's readings compare favourably with
those by some later scholars, and it is surprising that
Kermode does not mention them.V
After the passing of the older scholars like Nicolson
and Wanley, Hearne was evidently regarded as the
Hearne, Coli. III. II 9.
In Gough's copy of the 1722 Britannia, now in the Bodleian, is a letter
from \Villiam Beauford dated 8 Nov., 1787, offering new explanations of these
inscriptions. In Wilsons's Collected Works, (and ed. 1777. I. {59) the runic
text of Kirk ~lirhaeI II only, with an inferior translation, is g-iven as
, decyphered by John Prestwich, Esq.'
17

18
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authority on runes. We find Arthur Charlett sending
him an 'old wooden runic book' - probably of the
kind illustrated in the second edition of Worm's Fasti,
though I can find no other record of such a book in England
- unless it were a primstave, or runic almanac, of which
there are three in the Ashmolean (one given by Laud).
And in 1719 we find a Mr. John Leake sending Hearne
the Norse phrase' Ma'l5r er moldar auki,' which he had
evidently copied from the runes on the tablet set up in
the inner quadrangle of Oriel College in that year by
John Robinson, bishop of Bristol and benefactor to the
college, where the tablet can still be seen. Before
becoming a bishop Robinson had been chaplain to the
Ambassador to Sweden, and even acted as Ambassador
himself; whilst in Sweden he acquired the runic stones
that, as mentioned above, figure in Hickes's Icelandic
Grammar. The runes on his tablet (somewhat
inaccurately cut) are taken from stanza 14 of the
Norwegian Runic Poem, to which Robinson would have
access either in Worm's Literaiura Runica or Junius's
Gothicum Glossarium, Robinson had adopted this
quotation as his motto whilst in Sweden, out of
compliment to Charles XII; and it is said to occur also
on a stone commemorating a benefaction of the bishop
at his native village of Cleasby in Yorkshire.l"
In 1732 Francis Drake, the historian of York, sent
Hearne a copy of a runic ring which had recently been
found near Bramham Moor, and was then in the hands of a
Mr. Gill, of York. The Swedish lexicographer Serenius,
who was then visiting England, undertook to get an
explanation of its runes from the Swedish literati, but
could himself read only part of it. It appears on a plate
opposite p. cii of the Appendix to Drake's Eboractun, 1736.
No interpretation is there given beyond Serenius's reading
19 Professor Bruce Dickins tells me that it also occurs on a piece of Oriel
plate, and in d window at Bristol.
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of the runes which he transliterates as Glasta . . . ponto.
But all the runes are clear on the plate, and may be
transliterated criuribon. glastse pon.tol. sercriuifit. The
inscription thus corresponds with one on a ring in the
British Museum, of which Professor Dickins has printed
a reading in Archiv for 1936, where he suggests a
connection with a charm for stanching blood in the
Leechdoms. Stephens lists four other rings with similar
inscriptions. Gill sold this ring in 1762 for £15, Douce
published it in Archseologia, 1827, and Thorkelin made a
copy of it. But its present whereabouts seem to be
unknown.
Hearne's posthumous Ectypa Varia (1737) contains
a plate of the alphabet in Bodl. MS. Auct. F iv. 32,
which Hickes had already reproduced, and which Wanley
had identified as runic (Thes. Vol. I. 168; Vol. II. 63).
It is to A rchseologia, the Journal of the Society of
Antiquaries, which began appearing in 1770, that we
must turn for the last evidences of random runic studies in
Hie eighteenth century. In the second volume of this
Journal (1773) Bishop Lyttelton gives a new account of
the Bridekirk font: he accepts Nicolson's interpretation,
but is more specific than Nicolson in assigning a date to
the inscription, which he takes to be early eleventhcentury (it is probably slightly later). Thirty years
later Henry Howard visited both Bridekirk and Bewcastle.
He had tracings made of the inscriptions, and presented
them to the Society of Antiquaries (see Arclueologia
xiv). They show that at this time the ninth line on the
West face of Bewcastle could still have been clearly
read by anyone familar with runes. In 1789 the Society
published two large plates of the Ruthwell Cross, numbers
54 and 55 of its sumptuous series of Vetusia Monumenia.
They were drawn by Adam de Cardonnel, and are much
more complete and exact than Gordon's; they include the
top piece and the broken base. But for the main part
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of the inscription Nicolson's text in the Thesaurus remains
far superior. The Society's plates are accompanied by
three pages of commentary by Richard Gough, in which
he explains and expands the Latin legend. But of the
runes he could make nothing beyond a surmise that
their presence in conjunction with the Latin meant that
the cross had first been erected by Danes, then turned to
Christian purposes by Saxons. He sent a copy of the
plate to Thorkelin, asking for his opinion on the runes,
but he got no answer; Thorkelin evidently gave this
copy to Fin Magnussen, who later published an engraving
from it, with defective transliteration, in his Runamo. 2o
Thorkeliri's achievement in runic studies was less than
might have been hoped; yet he collected whatever runes
and runic inscriptions he could find, and his copies of
some of them are still in manuscript at Copenhagen. His
only recorded opinion about inscriptions in this country
is that those on the Isle of Man were' of inferior work
and authenticity' to similar ones in Denmark. Stephens
prints a runic alphabet traced by Thorkelin as though it
had independent value; but it was probably taken from
Domitian A IX. Thorkelin also copied the runes in
Vespasian A XVIII, which are mentioned but not
printed by Wanley. James Johnstone and William
Herbert, the two translators who made a serious study of
Norse, contribute nothing between them beyond a note
in one of Johnstone's translations that' several Runic
pillars are inscribed to Swedes who fell in Erin.' Percy's
manuscript versions of the poems he published as Five
Pieces of Runic Poetry (1763) show that he knew enough
about runes to transliterate them into Norse; and in his
translation of Mallet's Lniroduction a l'Histoire de Danneniarc he partially corrects some mis-statements about
20 For references to other plates or manuscripts of the inscriptions on the
crosses v. G. Baldwin Brown, Tile Arts in Early England, V. 206, 250, and
the notes thereto.
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runes in his original. But he cannot be said to have
advanced the knowledge of the subject. The industrious
local historian T. D. Whitaker recognised as runic the
inscription on a slab at Lancaster (now in the British
Museum) that he reproduces in his History of Richmondshire (1823) ;21 but he misread several of the letters, and
took it to be simply , a list of Danish personal names.'
We have to wait for the acute conjectures of Kemble and
the inclusive collections of Stephens in the mid-nineteenth
century before the study made any great advance; and
there is something of the spaciousness of Hickes and
Worm about Stephens's three great volumes, something
about Kemble of Wanley's range and liveliness.

21
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A HISTORY OF THE ISLE OF MAN
By R. H.

KIKVIG
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Professor Kinvig's popular book which first appeared in 1944
has been so effectively revised in the light of post-war archseological discoveries (such as the Viking grave at Ballateare)
and insular political changes that a second edition is \'ery
welcome. The author at the same time takes the opportunity to
alter some of the maps and illustrations which are liberally
distributed throughout the book and to include some excellent
scenic photographs and several pictures of archaeological
importance. Readers interested in Scandinavian history and
culture will find the thirty pages devoted to the period of X orse
control entertaining and informative; the author indeed takes
particular care to point out the impact that the Xorsemen had
upon Manx history at this time and also their lasting influence
on Manx life and politics.
A commendable feature of the book is that each historical
period is described not only in terms of political and military
event" but also as regards the social and artistic life of the people,
even where, as in the prehistoric and media-val periods, the
evidence is lamentably slight and equivocal. There is an
interesting account of the two features of art in which Manxmen
can take particular pride - the early Christian crosses and the
Scandinavian stone carving in which we find a -remarkable
blending of native Celtic (Manx and Irish) with Xor~e art in
design, technique and motif.

Professor Kinvig's handling of the later history of the Island
is perhaps most competent when he is dealing with the long and
important reign of the Stanley family. The Illiam Dhone affair
is discussed with suitable restraint though one might wish that
the contemporary Manx outlook on the rising had been treated
more amplv to match the full account given of the English poinc
of view. \\"e might have been told for example what the
sympathetic commemorative ballad Baase ltliani Dhone had
to say.
Space forbids all but the barest mention of the admirable
glossary of Manx place-name elements which forms an appendix
to the book. The examples show the intimate fusion of Manx
and X or-e in names like Clett yn Stackey , rock of the stack,'
Giau yll Ellan 'cave of the island,' Eairv-t ane ' t Thorjsteiri's
sh ieling.'
.
RAi-;VOLPH Qt;IRK
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HISTORY AND FICTION
IN THE SAGAS OF THE ICELANDERS
By GWYN JONES

E Sagas of the Icelanders, as Macaulay's schoolboy
THwould
have known, are prose narratives written for the
most part during the thirteenth century in Iceland. They
set forth the lives of individuals and the story of leading
families during the so-called Saga Age (Soguold), the
period 930-1030, and they are justly famous throughout
Europe arid North America for their varied and manifold
merits. During the last thirty-five years much has been
learned about their nature and art, and it has proved
necessary for some of us to forget part of what we learned
from Danish and German scholars and go to school again
to the teachers of Iceland itself. This address seeks to
answer, in a brief way, the question: What is taught
in Iceland today about the truth to fact of the Sagas, and
their standing as historical documents for their period?
Little or nothing will be found here which is original.
We have an ancient Welsh saying: A vo penn byd pont:
He who is chief, let him be a bridge. To my mind,
Icelandic studies in the English-speaking countries
now need three bridges: up-to-date editions of sagas with
an apparatus in English, translations of important works
of scholarship from modern Icelandic, and not-tooinvolved statements or summaries for the use of our
students. Your courtesy, ladies and gentlemen, has
made me a chief; and now, like Bran the Blest of old,
. I will myself be a bridge'. Of the third kind. 'And
then, after he had lain him down across the river, hurdles
were placed upon him, and his hosts passed through
over him'.
But if we are to set forth a new view, it will be wise to
recall the old. This was that the Sagas of the Icelanders
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were the faithful records of lives lived and events enacted.
They were a composite history of the Saga Age. There
were other kinds of sagas, which had been written for
entertainment only, but these were quite distinct from
the real thing, based as that was on a sound, continuing,
oral tradition. One spoke of the 'genuine' Family
Histories as one spoke of hall-marked silver and IS-carat
gold.
Not, of course, that any student held the extreme view
that every sentence of every 'genuine' saga was
historically true. That would be flying in the face of the
most convincing evidence. To take a well-known
example: That part of Grettis Saga which recounts the
adventure of Thorsteinn Dr6mundr and the lady Spes
out in Constantinople has no possible claim to historical
truth. It is a version of a tale known from Benares to
Alexandria, and from Constantinople to the Snrefellsjokull; known best of all as part of the Tristan romance.
Thorsteinn and Spes fill the roles of Tristan and Isolt,
and Sigurer is a feeble king Mark. The cuckolding of
the husband, the resort to ordeal or compurgation,
the disguised lover who lifts the lady over a bad place
in the road, his falling with her, and the lady's tricky
oath that her body has known the defiling touch of none
save her husband (bene!) 'and that wretched beggar
(optime l) who laid his dirty hand on my thigh as I was
lifted over the ditch today' - remembering Gottfried
von Strassburg's ironic lines in his Tristan, and the mild
comment of our saga (' When men thought about her oath,
it seemed to them some guile had been therein, and they
judged that canny men had framed for her this formula '),
I imagine no further remark is called for. Again, in the
same saga, that Grettir should fight with a troll-wife in
Baroardalr and kill a giant in an underwater cavern
makes admirable reading, but even if we did not know
that similar stories are recorded elsewhere in the North,
in the Old English Beou-ul], and in Celtic folklore, we
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should be embarrassed had we to swear to its literal
truth. And things of this kind, impossible adventures
abroad and supernatural encounters at home, are to
be found in so many sagas.
But if one were concerned to defend the old view, one
might still say, and say with reason: ' Very well, let us
agree that the sagas contain episodes which are patently
fictitious. Let us set these aside, and when we are rid
of them the truth of that great bulk of saga which remains
is more amply guaranteed than before'.
But is it? Refiexion shows us that to argue thus is to
beg the whole question.
Let us stay with Grettis Saga somewhat longer. It is,
after all, among the best known and most admired of all
sagas, loved with a sad passion by the Icelanders themselves, and translated into most of the languages of
western and northern Europe. The most famous
episode in Grettis Saga is concerned with the hauntings
at Thorhallsstacir and the fight between Grettir and that
dreadful Glamr who would not rest in his grave. No
one can deny that it is supernatural. Is it then an
episode which can be set aside when we debate the
historical truth of the saga? The answer is an emphatic
No. For the fight at Thorhallsstabir is the all-important
turning-point in Grettir's story. At that desperate
and horrible moment when the moon shone free from
cloud on Glamr's eyes, Grettir's doom was pronounced.
Henceforth all his deeds should turn to ill and his
guardian spirit leave him. 'You will be outlawed and
your lot shall be to live always alone. And this I lay
on you, that these eyes of mine shall be always before your
sight. You will find it hard to live alone, and at last
that shall drag you to your death'. The rest of Grettis
Saga is the working out of that doom.
It may be objected that in the most serious context
prodigies and portents have ushered in events as hard
as they are unhappy. I can think of no better example
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than the entry for the year 793 in the Laud and Tiberius
B IV manuscripts of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. In
that year in Northumbria fiery dragons were seen flying
through the air, and straightway there was a famine,
and Lindisfame suffered robbery and slaughter at the
hands of the heathen. But our two cases are distinct
in the most vital particular. Take the fiery dragons
out of the Chronicle and events are undisturbed: there
was famine, there was robbery and slaughter in 793. But
take Glamr and his curse out of Grettis Saga, and the
most sombre and terrible strands are torn from its
substance. That the mightiest outlaw of the North
cannot bear to live alone, that the bravest of men should
be afraid of the dark, and that he who was most zealous
of fame should provoke only calamity - what kind of a
dead, dull thing would Grettir's story be without these
deep essentials?
The question is rhetorical, the judgment subjective.
And this is right enough. For Grettis Saga, far from being
a veracious biography of Grettir and a history of his times,
is a historical novel - that is the simplest description written about him. It is curious to find the revered
Ami Magnusson expressing, mutatis mutandis, this
very opinion (or something very near to it) some three
centuries ago. . Grettis saga gengr mer Iabulre en
histories; er full mef fabulas, parachronismos .. }Jessi
saga er fabulis plena".'
1 G. Vigfusson , Sturlunga Saga, Oxford, 1878, I, I, note.
Any discussion
of the authorship (and therefore the historicity) of Grettis Saga starts with
Arni. Ami thought of Sturla Thcroarson as the real author of a Grettis
Saga [abulosa, and held that the saga as we now have it was recast or interpolated from his work. Gudbrandr Vigfusson thought that there was a vet
earlier version, rewritten first by Sturla and then by a second (that is, the
present) author. Boer allowed Sturla no part in the composition of the saga,
but thought that the original version had been recast two or three times bv
later writers, the first of these being a pupil of Sturla. Finnur J6nsso~,
Jon Helgason, and the latest editor of the saga, GuClni Jonsson, look on the
saga as the single composition of a single author, during the period 1310-20.
The likeliest man to have written it, (~uClni thinks, was HafliCli Steinssou ,
priest of Breioabolstaor in Vestrhop, but the evidence takes us no further
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Once we accept this idea (and accept it we must),
we shall think not less but more highly of Grettis Saga.
The mythical, fabulous, and romantic features which
are sand under the eyelids of the inquirer after historical
truth will now be found part of the design and essential
to the composition. Grettir's path shows plain, from
Thorhallsstaoir to Drangey. The revenge out in
Miklagarer, even the story of Spes, were parts of the
author's plan. 'Sitt er hudrt, gtefa eoa geroileihr', says
j okull to Grettir: 'Good parts are one thing, good luck
another' - which is key enough to the author's purpose.
What results is an unequal but powerful narrative,
the work of a deliberate but far from infallible artist,
with good models to work from. He has collected all the
traditions associated with his hero, has given them order
and proportion (not always of the best), and in the event
offers us a study of man and his inescapable destiny as
valid today as it was six hundred and fifty years
ago. 'Ptt at Grettir, Pi60in min!' Few works of their
wonderful literature lie so close to the hearts of the
Icelanders as this saga nser [abulse en hisiorise.
But it will very properly be asked by any to whom
these assertions carry the shock of novelty: ' Why should
than a bare possibility. Sigurour Nordal thinks that the first author of the
saga was Sturla Thoroarson, who wrote a biography of Grettir about 1280.
His main source of information was Halld6rr Oddsson, descended from a
branch of Grettir's family, and a close connexion of the Sturlungs. Grettis
Saga as we now have it is the work of a second author, based upon Sturla's
version, and to him we owe the opening chapters about Grettir's ancestors
(based on Sturla's Landruimaboks and the story of Spes. It was he too who
in seeking to account for every year of Grettir's life, and especially his outlawry, bedevilled the chronology of the saga, to the grief of every subsequent
commentator. The last stage in the textual history of the saga was reached
when a third author collated Sturla's version with the second, interpolated
version, and restored some of Sturla's material. The resultant collated
version was the original of the so-called A-class manuscripts. Since the
second of these versions proved more popular than Sturla's, Sturla's sank before
it. But Arni Magnusson saw a fragment of Sturla's version in his youth,
and therefore his account of the saga's genesis and' interpolation' is likely to
be correct. See Sigurbur Nord al , Sturla P6rtJarson og Grettis Saga (islenzk
FrcetJi, 4), Reykjavik, I 'J 38.
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we accept any saga as an historical novel? Where is
your proof?'
Assuredly, it will not be found in one magically
illuminating sentence. The theories now being advanced
from Iceland, and relayed so-to-speak in Great Britain
by our younger scholars, are both complicated and
delicately inter-dependent. But their effect has been
to transform, - or is not the word revolutionize?much of our former thinking. Some of these theories
have proved unwelcome in Iceland itself, for no people
likes to hear criticism destructive of what it has for
centuries regarded as historical records of its past.
Poggio in his Facetite tells the story of a fifteenth-century
worthy who grew inconsolable when he heard from a
wandering minstrel that the paladin Roland had died
at Roncesvaux. For the ideal, the essential Roland
lived still in his imagination. And true enough, we all
have our Roland, our Arthur, our Brutus, our Hrafnkell,
in whose existence we believe as firmly as in our own,
and whose death by that pen which is mightier than the
sword can seem a little death within ourselves.
I have mentioned Hrafnkell. By common consent
his saga, Hrafnkels Saga Freysgona, stands first in merit
among the shorter Icelandic sagas. If ever there was a
c classic' saga, in style, composition, narrative method,
unity of theme, in characterisation and tone, Hrafnkell's
was that saga. And if any saga had the Yery ring of
historical truth, this was it. The events it described
were consonant with reason and nature, and could be
confidently attributed to the fourth and fifth decades
of the tenth century. Indeed, its reader can almost
feel that he was their beholder. It had none of those
features which arouse scepticism or sharpen doubt:
no trolls, no ghosts, no viking expeditions, neither clerkly
interpolations nor romantic interest. From its first editor
in 1839 to its latest translator in 1935, a host of the wise
and the not-so-wise have celebrated its authenticity and
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demonstrated its truth. So much so that when a
historical record like Landndmabok, the "Book of the
Settlements," did not agree with Hrafnkels Saga, then
so much the worse for Landndmabok - so much the
worse for history.
It occurred to none of us that Hrafnkels Saga might
be rather like Mary Tycannol's famous weather-glass,
which was more reliable than the weather itself, and when
the weather went against it, then it was the weather
which was at fault.
But alas for our faith! In 1940 Sigureur Nordal
published his essay Hrafnkatla in islenzk Frseoi. His
had long been a name to conjure with in this country,
for his work on Snorri Sturluson and his editorial labours
with the Lslenzk Fornrit edition of the sagas. He had
gone further, we knew, than any other scholar in
arguing that the sagas were first and foremost literary
compositions, and that some of the historically mostauthenticated among them were works of fiction. The
three stages of the revelation were marked by his roo-page
Introduction to the Fornrit edition of Egils Saga
Skallagrimssonar in 1933, by the 140-page Introduction
to the Borgfiroinga Sag?lr in 1938, and by Hrafnkatia»
I think it true to say that whether Professor Nordal's
views are accepted in their entirety or not, the study of
the origin, development, and nature of the sagas, their
composition and provenance, must henceforth be
profoundly different from what it has been in the past.
For my own part I confess that as a student raised on
Finnur J6nsson ann Andreas Heusler (whose names
let us ever honour), I was so shaken by Nordal's
demonstration of the fictitious nature of H censa paris
Saga that in a review of the Borgfiroinga Siigul' for
Medium lEmtm I passed the matter over in a cowardly
2 For a summary and assessment of Nordal's work, see R. George Thomas,
Studia Islandica, in Modern Language Quarterly, XI. 3, pp. 281-97, and XI,
4, 391-403 (1950). I am much indebted to Dr. Thomas.
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(at the time I told myself, a discreet) silence. Since I
had been convinced by his cogent arguments for the
authorship and composition of Egils Saga, and had
welcomed with open arms the Fornrit Grettis Saga,
this was to strain at a gnat after swallowing two camelsthough as a country-dweller I can assure all who have
never swallowed a gnat that it is not so unharrassing a
process as the proverb assumes. But swallowed in time
it was, and a singularly nourishing gnat it proved to be.
In 1939, too, a posthumously edited essay of the late
Professor E. V. Gordon in Medium /Evum permitted us a
Pisgah glance over the ground where Professor Nordal
was delving. Yet Hrafnkatla eclipsed expectation. For
in it he destroyed Hrafnkels Saga's claim to historical
truth, in sum and in detail, with so majestic a finality
that one doubts whether the argument can ever again
be re-opened.
Remember: this was a saga which ranked among the
\"ery highest for historical truth. This was the hallmarked silver and the I8-carat gold.
Briefly, Nordal proved that the major events which
Hrafnkels Saga describes had not taken place at all,
and that the minor could not have taken place as recorded.
And he proved that of its four principal actors, two had
never existed, and that we cannot rely on what we hear
of the other two. Chronology, place names and topography, which had long been invoked as proofs of the
saga's authenticity, were now invoked to disprove it.
Genealogies, histories and analogues were marshalled to
discredit it. The prop of a dubious archseology was
knocked from under it. The old religion, the old laws
and the old constitution were brought to witness against
it. And devastating though this is, it is not the whole of
the demonstration. Style, composition, syntax, sources,
date and authorship, were all subjected to examination.
The conclusion - that the most historical saga was
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quite un historical - has not, so far as I know, been
convincingly challenged."
Let me now turn, and I hope not arbitrarily, to
T'iga-Ghims Saga. It belongs among what I may call
the 'next-best-known' sagas for English students; if
its readers are less numerous than those of Njdla , Gretl a,
and Laxdcela, they are as the sands of the sea compared
with the readers of its companion saga Reykd«la, or
many another work known to all save the specialist
rather by title than content. Further, it is a good,
interesting, and enjoyable saga, and it has been edited
for the English student by our own Secretary, Mr.
Turville-Petre, with what is far and away th- best
Introduction ever set before an English edition of a saga.
And an Introduction \'ery much to my present purpose.
First, it is certain that Viga-Glions Saga is much altered
from the form its first author (or compiler) gave it. From
a consideration of the .II prJrll, -allabok version, the
fragments of Vatzhyrna , and "\.1\1. 445 C 4to, ane! from
the parallel case of Egils . .·;aga Skallagrimssonar, ::'IIr.
Turville-Petre came to the conclusion that the
original V iga-Glams Saga was first lengthened by interpolation, and then, probably in the first half of the
fourteenth century, was compressed into the present
i1I[l()nt1'i1llab6k text. The important word here is
'compressed', for it was the ole! belief that the longer
versions of sagas were necessarily late and inevitably
degenerate. This was because the . classic' saga stood
nearer to oral tradition, and to this oral tradition it was
customary to ascribe all that was best, if not all that was
good, in the sagas. But in recent years scholars have
found evidence to convince them that spare and compact
versions of many sagas are likely to be late rather than
early; that a briefer style, a firmer expression, and a
For example, by Knut Liestol in hi" Tradisionen i Hrafnkels SURd Frcvsi-.o«,
I Ci..J-!J pro 94 ft.; a renewed argument f0J HI\' importance of oral tr adrtion
in the saga, See too the edition of Hrafnkels S"ga I" Jon Johannesson, in
Austfiroing« SQ~lIr (Islenzk Fornrit, XI, "))0).
3
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better trim are signs of literary development; and that
we must change our minds about the processes and
results of oral tradition when we find the versions of
sagas judged closest thereto clumsier and more diffuse
than the versions which succeeded them. Thus, Professor
Nordal has shown that the fragments of Egils Saga which
are older than M (Joruvallab6k are longer and more detailed
than their counterparts in M (Joruvallab6k; but the style of
the M (Joruvallab6k version in comparison with these
fragments is clearly much perfected. Professor Einar 01.
Sveinsson and Mr. A. E. Boucher reach a not dissimilar
conclusion with respect to the longer (0) and shorter (M)
versions of H allfreoar Saga: the shorter is the later.
Similar conclusions have been reached (some of them
tentatively, it is true) for Bandamanna Saga, Eiriks Saga
Rauna, Reykdcela Saga, and the puzzling Fostbrceora Saga.
It must, of course, be emphasized that in general we do not
possess the first drafts of these or other sagas.! But it is a
first foothold when we learn that of those successive
drafts we do possess, the most admired are just those
which show most clearly the hand of the literary artist.
To return to Viga-Glinns Saga. In his discussion of the
twofold reworking of the saga, 1\1r. Turville-Petre
necessarily raised the question of its historical value.
Are we to regard it as history freely and perhaps not
impartially presented, or is it a work of the imagination
based on tradition? It seemed to me in 1940, when
Mr. Turville-Petres book appeared. that much of the
evidence pointed to the second alternative. It seems so
to me still: but Mr. Turville-Petre, though not (as I
thought) without qualification, preferred the former.
, This is not, of course, to assert that T'GI is a work of
fiction. Its author's primary purpose was perhaps
artistic, but he was using genuine historical sources.
On such sources this saga was based, as were most of the
family sagas
If T'GI is examined as an historical
I

Nordal thinks we have none such.
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source, it will be found to contain much valuable
information' But if Defoe's [ournal of the Plague Year
is examined as an historical source, it will be found to
contain at least as much valuable information as VigaGlums Saga. And so will Hrafnkels Saga. Cannot the
same be said of War and Peace? Or a recent historical
novel, Miss Hope Muntz's The Golden Warrior, a veritable
Haralds Saga Guoinasonar ok T'ilhjdlms Bastaros
Englakonungs ] Or any reputable historical novel based
on fact as well as fancy? Though Defoe's is the first
novel which comes to mind in such a context as this, for
its sobriety, its verisimilitude, its deft manipulation of
fact and fiction, its uncanny powers of persuasion, and
its insistent claim to historical truth. It seems to me
safer to regard Viga-Gliuns Saga rather as historical
fiction than as history. The reasons for so regarding
it are these. The early chapters (pp. I-II in Mr. TurvillePetre's edition) follow the saga convention of adventures
abroad, and Clumr has affinities with other youthful
heroes who in their day were lumpish and slack (the
kolbitr motif); the Kalfr episode (pp. 2I -25), whether we
agree with Cederschiold, Knut Liestel, or Bjorn Sigfusson,
has no foundation in Icelandic events of the tenth century,
but is one form of a wide-spread fable, and related in some
way or another to a parable in the early twelfth-century
Disciplina Clericalis of the Spaniard Petrus Alphonsi;
the Editor's close analysis of the famous chapter XYI
(pp. 25-",8, Ghimrs dealings with Viga-Skuta Askelsson},
following Lotspeich, makes it certain this was no part of
the original saga; the riddling oath-ring episode (pp. 44-.5),
so fiercely attacked by Vigfiisson and Powell earlier, is
clearly fiction not fact - the listeners could never have
been such credulous fools as the narrator makes them
out to be; the omission of the pdttr of Qgmundr Dvttr
from .11 [iorU7.
shows that calculated rejection as
well as interpolation was part of the author's technique.
Again, the evidence for legal procedure in Vlga-Cliuns
lallab6k
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Saga, while always interesting, is sometimes dubious

and once or twice incorrect. 5 The insistence on Glumrs
cloak and spear as the embodiments, or repositories, of
Ghimrs good luck, and the crash of his fortunes when he
is so unbelievably stupid as to give them away, are
legend and literary device, not history; and if, as Xlr.
Turville-Petre argues, Viga-Glums Saga is the story of
, a clash between religious cults' (of dt5inn and Freyr),
we see still more clearly the shaping hand of a craftsman.
On the confusion of genealogies and persons in this saga
no particular stress need be laid, but the undoubted
if vague resemblance of Viga-Glions Saga to Egils Saga
Skallagrinissonar is important (or at least relevant),
as suggesting that our author was not without his models.
Again, what could be more admirable than the last
chapter of T'iga-Clums Saga - and 'with all this talk of
fiction as against history, I corne not to bury Ghimr but
to praise him' Ghirnr may very well have thought,
said, and done what is here ascribed to him; but it is
prudent to notice the remarkable correspondences between
the storv of blind old Glumrs last murderous plot against
the brothers Gut5mundr and Einarr and that of blind
king Hrcerekrs attack on the life of kinz dlafr the Saint.
On« can add to this nearlv related pair the almost blind
5 Thus, the saga's account of the outlawry of \"i.;fuss cannot be right as it
stands. If Vigfuss were not a full outlaw, sk6ggallgsmaiJr, there was no reason
why he should not stay at home. The reason given, ivrir helgi stacarins,
seems to me unconvincing. Freyr is already Clumrs enemy, he has accepted
Thorkell's sacrifice, and Glumr must sooner or later be driven from his land.
It is not clear past doubt whether the sentence on \',gfl"s is a legal one or part
of an arbitration, nor can we be sure that he did st av at home With his father.
At first sight it appears so, but see p, 33,~(>-I.
.
Ac ain , after the "Hr istergr-mowing", J~f~(/~Glt{ms Sagll <t ates specifically
that it was the law at that time (Pat rdru log par) that when the same number
of men fell on both sides it should be reckoned an equal slaughter, though there
were some difference of rank; but they that had the worse of it should choose
one man as subject of a lawsuit. B~t the saga is wrong. All the evidence
of other sagas and Iawbooks is against it. Our author is here building up the
c l.-ver trick whereby Glumr gets off scot-free and has young Guobrandr
banished into the bargain. Nothing could be more in character for Glumr ,
But the episode is neither law nor history, but fiction.
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old viking Thorarinn in Isorsteins pattI' Stangarhpggs,
who tried to stab Bjarni fra Hofi, Bersi, in Kornuihs
Saga, was another old man who as his strength failed
was minded to kill one man more by stratagem, and the
terrible old man Egill made a last killing, of two thralls,
when he buried his treasure at the end of his life. So
probably here again in Viga-Glzims Saga we have to do
with a type and a tradition. Between them the items
set out above account for a considerable portion of the
saga. Xor is this all. Vigfusson and Powell, the earlier
editors of Viga-Ghims Saga, read the saga in their own
\\'ay: they praised the hero extravagantly and thought he
had been much maligned by the author of the saga as
we now have it. They were \\Tong, for as Xlr.
Turville-Petre points out, Chimr, like Egill, was a wholehearted disciple of the H dua nuil , but their opinion is a
valuable sidelight on the historicity of the saga as it
appeared to scholars examining it from a point of view
entirely different from the present one.
So far we have paid no attention to one feature of many
sagas, and touched only parenthetically upon a second,
which must be borne constantly in mind when we are
considering the historical exactitude of accounts written
in thirteenth-century Christian Iceland of events that
occurred in the pagan tenth century. That the thirteenth
and not the twelfth century was the age of saga-writing
is, - need I say? - one of the most assured facts
established by modern, native Icelandic scholarship.
That the art of saga-writing shows a rise, glory, and
decline between Heioarrii;a Saga and, - shall we say? T'iglundar Saga, is another. That the sanctity of oral
tradition has been grievously questioned by the new
criticism is yet a third. A fourth and a fifth are that
the sagas, not only in composition but in prose style, are
less uniform than foreign readers had suspected, and that
certain 'schools' of saga-writing are to be sometimes
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tentatively and sometimes clearly discerned. 6 But to
revert from these important and fascinating new
bearings ' in Icelandic studies, what is the significance
of Christianity, and what the significance of foreign
literature, for our present investigation? We can learn
something of this from Vatnsdcela Saga, a latish saga
written down towards the end of the thirteenth century,
at or under the influence of the Benedictine foundation of
Thingeyrar in Hunathing, in the north of Iceland (it
may have been written down in Vatnsdalr itself).
The saga is not a biography of one man but a rather
determined ' family saga' about four generations of the
Vatnsdalr men. But the first half of the saga is
Ingimundr's, and Ingimundr is one of the best examples
to be found of the heroic ideal as it was tempered by
Christian belief. 7 Landnamabok calls him Ingimundr
enn gamli, Ingimundr the Old, and he dominates its
narrative of the fortunes of his house even more than he
does V'atnsdcela Saga. He is a noble figure at Hof, with
a valorous past behind him. He is a religious man
always, a worshipper of Freyr, with a sense of destiny.
His viking raids apart, he is a kindly, home-loving man;
and in Iceland he becomes the patriarch, a good father to
his family, a fine gorJi to his thingmen, a man of mark and
native stateliness. He is an individual, yet he conforms
to a type - that blending of pagan and Christian good
perhaps best exemplified by the Geat Beowulf. Beowulf
6 For the Oddaverjar in the South, see Einar 01. Sveinsson, Sagnaritun
Oddaocrja (1-,lel/ok Fra oi, .r , Reykjavik, 1937). For the Northern school at
'I'hinccvrar , see the same author's Sagnaritun i Hunapmg; in the Introduction
to the Fornrit 1'"tll,d"'I,, Saga. For Thvera in Eyjafjoror, see G. TurvillePetre's Introduction to l"ga-Glums S"ga, passim. For the Borgarfjoror
school, see Siguri'lur Nord al's Introductions to Jig/Is Saga and Borgfiroinga
Sogur , alreadv cited, Summaries and citations in R. G. Thomas, Studia
l slandica anel 'The Sturlu ng Age as an Age of Saga \\'riting', in The Germanic
Cl.',
pp. 50-66 (1950): .md in G. Turville-Pe tre's important 'The
Intellectual History of the Icelanders' in History, XXVII, No. lO6.
7 In
this paragraph I have dr.iwn freelv on the Introduction to my
translation of The Vutnvdulcr-.' \"1:", Pnnceton Universitv Press for the
American-Scandinavian Foundation, Xcw York. '944.
.
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could say, at point of death: ' I have ruled this people
fifty winters; there was not a folk-king of my neighbours
durst attack me with weapons, oppress me with fear.
In my own land I awaited the destined hour, kept my own
well, picked no base quarrels, swore not an oath unjustly'.
So Ingimundr: ' He was dashing in attack and a fierce
fighter, trusty of heart and weapon, a faithful friend and
kindly, staunch to those near him, and might well be
(what he indeed was) the best endowed chieftain of the
olden time
Nothing is told here of his Thingdealings, that he had great lawsuits against anybody,
for to most he was kindly and no aggressor
and all
along he kept his good will, liberality, and clear wits'
Ingimundr even forgives his slayer, though he knows
his sons will not. 'But we can comfort ourselves with
this', says Thorsteinn Ingimundarson, 'what a great
difference there was between him and Hrolleifr. And
my father will get his reward from Him who made the
sun and all creation, whoever He may be. For it is
certain that Someone must have made it'. Ingimundr, it
is clear, is bound for the Christian heaven. There are
other statements of the same kind, none of them dogmatic
- for our author had sense in plenty - till Bishop
Fridrekr came to the North Quarter with his offer of the
new religion. To cure Thorir's fits Thorsteinn ' will now
call on Him who made the sun', and he talks of Him
, who created mankind '; and Thorkell krafla speaks of
the old faith of the Vatnsdalers: ' They believed in Him
who made the sun and ruled all things'. This sounds
not much like Freyr, and there is reason in the Bishop's
reply: 'That same faith I offer you, but with this
difference, that you shall believe ill the One God, the
Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and let yourself be baptized
in His name'. Nor is the Christian sentiment of the
saga always expressed by plain statement. Thorsteinn
Ingimundarson is clearly a vehicle of Christian humility
when he waits on the guests at Thorgr imrs wedding:
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and thirty years later Thorkell krafla will be found
following his example. This strong Christian bias
helps us sense the individuality of its author; the
individuality of an author is important in any assessment
of the objectivity or historicity of what he writes.
If now we turn to a brief consideration of foreign
influences upon Vatnsdcela Saga, it is with the proviso that
other sagas like Greth's Saga or Laxdcela Saga would ofter
an easier task and a more lavish witness. First, we may
note that Iceland during the eleventh, twelfth, and
thirteenth centuries was in no way severed from northern
and western Europe." The British peoples will readily
accept the thesis that for those with good hearts and good
ships the sea is no sundering flood but the safest and
least destructible of bridges. The twelfth century was
a period 'when Icelandic scholars were pillaging the
newly-discovered riches of European literature' 9 By
the middle of the thirteenth, there were translations
into Norwegian and Icelandic of many romantic tales
about Charlemagne, Flores and Blanchiflor, Owein,
Tristan, Gawain and the like. Their influence was in
many ways notable. Sometimes they were responsible
for episodes like that of Thorsteinn and Spes, already
mentioned. Sometimes they introduce new relationships
between men and their lord, or new attitudes towards
women and the tenderer emotions. Usually such
influences are not hard to determine, but there are
significant indications that borrowings from foreign
literature were on occasion much more integrated into
the verv texture of a saga. It is now agreed that the
story of king Glafr Tryggvason's conversion to
Christianity by a hermit in the Scilly Isles, as told in
Heimshringl«, is not Norwegian history but a story derived
H Soc- ill particular, C, Turville-Petrc, • The Intellectual Hi-torv of the
Irelander-.', alro.idv cited; ]. E, Turvillc-Pctre, The Story of Raui and his
SOilS, Viking Society, I<l-li: :\[argaret Schlauch, Rotnancc in Iceland, Princeton,

1'1.14,
9 ].

E. Turville-Petrr-, The

StOlT

of RallO and his 5,,,1', p. "4.
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from one of the Dialogues of Gregory the Great.l? And
we have already seen that the story of Kalfr in VigaGlUms Saga is related not to Icelandic history of the
tenth century, but in one way or another to a parable
in the Disciplina Clericalis of Petrus Alphonsi. One
wonders whether other borrowings have been given such
protective colouring that they will never be detected.P
Vatnsdcela Saga owes something to the Fornaldarsogur,
the Sagas of Old Times, and to the Riddara Spgur, the
Romantic or Knightly Sagas. The story of Thorsteinn
Ketilsson's encounter with the highwayman j'okull
illustrates the one; Thorkell krafla's knightly adventures
abroad, and especially his ridiculous discovery of treasure
in a castle wall in Scotland, the other. Further, the
description of JQkull entering his hall, and many details
of its furniture, are of a romantic pattern. So with such
words as kurteisi, kastali, ten, kumpan - these are
borrowings from a different world of story. And the
, clerkly' quality of some of the writing is just what we
should expect from a learned church-trained writer,
well acquainted with foreign literature either in
translations (we know that there were such translations)
or in the original Latin or French. It is Professor
Einar 61. Sveinsson's opinion that Laxdcela was much
present to the mind of the author of Vatnsdcela Saga,
and with his comment that both these were learned
writers, Christian and chivalric, we must all agree. As
we must agree with Mr. Turville-Petre's judgment:
'The Family Sagas are the work not of tenth-century
10 Bjarni Ai'lalbjarnarson, Heimskringla; I, p. 104 (Reykjavik, 1941).
11 It has happened to me lately to come to the reading and translating of
Egils Saga fresh from the reading of much Arthurian romance in French and
\\'elsh. In Friogeirrs weeping sister I felt I recognized an old acquaintance:
the tearful, pallid, featureless, wordless, spiritless' virgin sacrifice to howling
Troy' whom Owein and Percival and Gawain rescue from a monstrous suitor
in various corners of the romances, If this is no delusion, then Egill has
here been cast by his author for the role of knight-errant, and one must
admire the skilful references to Arinbjorn which lend the espisode such little
credibility as it has.
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story-tellers, but of thirteenth-century authors, both
clerics and laymen. Behind them lay five or six generations of learning and literary study, native and European.
The authors of the sagas owed a debt both to native
Scandinavian tradition and to European culture. Even
though unreliable in detail, the sagas are valuable as
history, but they are yet more valuable as Iiterature'i-''
The analogy of a Comedie Humaine has often been used
for the Sagas of the Icelanders. A considerable number of
narratives, sogur and pcettir (not less than one hundred
and twenty are included in the Islendingasagnasugafan
edited by Cubni J6nsson from Reykjavik, the first
complete edition to be made), are concerned with the
events and personages of the Saga-Age, the period
930-1030. They are thus a national literature, but it
will be seen that they are a family literature too, for the
population of Iceland at that time could hardly have
exceeded 80,000, and the firm anchorage of most sagas
in the different geographical divisions of the island,
the importance of the great gatherings for law, and the
interest of the sagamen in pedigrees and family connexions,
ensured that many men and a fair number of events will
be found mentioned in sagas other than those primarily
concerned with them. No better example can be found
of the one than GuiSmundr enn r iki, Gubmundr the
Mighty, leader of the MQiSrvellings, but the circumstance
is too obvious and too well-recognised to need illustration.
Similarly, though on a more restricted scale, with events.
We have already noticed how Viga-GlUms Saga and
Reykdcela Saga have material in common, and extensive
sections of Vatnsdcela Saga must be read against parallel
accounts in Hallfreoar Saga and Finnboga Saga; but here
too illustration is unnecessary. Nor need one do more
than mention the invaluable correspondences between
sagas or parts of sagas and such historical works as
Laudiuimabok and the islendingab6k of Ari the Learned.
10

The Intellectual History of the Icelanders, p.

123.
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Clearly, this is a circumstance of first importance in
assessing the historicity of a saga. Had we the lost sagas
of the Icelanders, can we doubt that the correspondences
would be richer still, and the checks and balances more
striking and valuable? But for the moment I must
be content to notice that these correspondences, these
checks and balances, are not less useful for establishing
the non-historicity of some sagas than they have been
for authenticating the traditions incorporated in others.
Let us then briefly consider the plot or substance of
one particular saga, with this end in view.
There lived in Iceland a young poet, headstrong, moody,
and bitter of tongue. It was his custom to pay visits
to a young woman, rather against the wishes of her
kinsfolk. However, it was settled at last that there
might be a wedding between them, but strangely enough
the poet now hangs back, the woman is given to another,
and the poet writes bitter and frustrated verses thereafter.
In time he fares abroad and makes acquaintance with a
royal court; then he returns to Iceland, and, the chance
presenting itself, sleeps one night with his former love.
At parting he wishes to give her a treasured gift, but she
will have none of it. He writes lampoons upon her
husband, and a challenge to holmgang follows. A final
settlement between lover and husband depends upon
the payment of two treasures to the latter. The poet
again fares miserably abroad; he finds happiness nowhere,
and dies a straw-death at sea, still composing verses in
his last sickness.
This, I have said, is the substance of one particular
saga. Kormdks Saga, clearly. Or have I made a
mistake? Is it not Hallfreoar Saga rather? We shall
need more detail before we can decide; for the summary
as it stands will serve for either. Einar 01. Sveinsson
has listed twelve close parallels between these two
sagas in the Introduction to his Fornrit Vatnsdcela Saga
(p, lxviii); in his unpublished study of Hallfreoar Saga;
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Mr. A. E. Boucher has listed seventeen. Is it possible to
avoid the conclusion that one of these sagas was inspired
by the other? If too we think of the substance and
personages of Gunnlaugs Saga and parts of Bjarnar Saga
Hudcelakappa, can we avoid the further conclusion that
the worm-tongued poet, bent for frustration and an
early death, was rather a fictional type than a regularly
repeated individual? If it were objected that tenthcentury Iceland was exceptionally dowered with such
poets, and that each was thought to deserve a biographer,
it would still be incredible that their lives followed so
close a pattern that a summary of the saga of one of them,
by a mere change of names, reads like a summary of the
saga of another. For this is emphatically so as between
Kormakr and Hallfrebr, Since Kormdks Saga came
first in time, it is as certain as such things can be that
Hallfreoar Saga cannot be historical biography, but
must be what we should now call an historical novel
on the model of the earlier work. There undoubtedly
was a colourful person named Hallfrebr Vandrseeaskald:
some thirty verses were traditionally regarded as his or
were associated with him; he is referred to briefly in
reputable histories, and is not unknown in that corpus
of oral and written tradition which was the raw material
of other sagas. Could there be a more promising subject
for a reconstructed life? The author set to work, his
model before him, compiling and arranging and borrowing. What could be more natural? One has done the
very thing oneself.
This inter-relationship of the sagas of Kormakr and
Hallfrecr must be the clearest of all such in saga literature.
But there is many another. Often these parallels and
analogues pose difficult and some times seemingly
insoluble problems. But it would seem wise for the
student of such things to see with his mental eye, inscribed
in their margins, the laconic old proverb used by Thorkell
Lock (who, Professor Nordal has shown, never existed):
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pat, sem yfir margan gengr, 'What happens to
many can happen to me'. In other words, parallel
accounts are not inevitably the more authentic for their
parallelism, especially when they are fitted to different
persons in different localities. They may prove to be
evidence of borrowing, of imitation. The validity of
each instance must therefore be decided on its merits
and not by rule of thumb.
I end this necessarily brief discussion of the historical
authenticity of the Sagas of the Icelanders with five
observations. The first is that I have limited myself
to a mention of Grettis Saga, Hrafnkels Saga Freysgooa,
Viga-Glums Saga, Vainsdcela Saga, and the related pair,
Kormdks Saga and Hallfrenar Saga. But other groups
iLaxdcela Saga, Hcensa-Iioris Saga, Ljosuetninga Saga,
Gisla Saga and Droplaugarsona Saga, for example) would
prove not less tractable material. My choice of sagas,
that is, has been personal but not arbitrary.
Second, a full discussion of the historicity of any
saga involves more than a consideration of its subject
matter. A study of its style, composition and
provenance, with all that is involved when we talk of
oral and written sources, authorship and date, is
indispensable before we reach a decision. Only one
saga hitherto has been the subject of such a study in
print: Hrafnkels Saga Freysgooa. 13 As a result, what
was probably the most firmly believed in of all sagas has
been demonstrated a fiction. But is it unfair to say,
in the light of what we have learned from lslenzk Fornrit
and lslenzk Frseoi, that henceforth it will be for editors
13 Njdla itself has been the subject of such a study by Einar 61. Sveinsson.
The first volume of his Um Njdlu appeared in 1933; we await the second
volume and his edition of the Saga as events of outstanding importance for the
study of authorship and composition, tradition, history and creative writing
in the saga literature of Iceland. It is already clear that his work must
prove fatal to the old theory of saga-writing by accretion. His view of
Njdla is of a saga written in Skaftafellssysla about the year 1300 as an
artistic whole by a deliberate and individual author.
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and students to prove the historical truth of a saga
rather than assume it?
Third, as Professor Nordal insists, to disprove the
authenticity of one saga does not in itself disprove the
anthenticity of any other. To disprove the historicity
of any part of a saga does not in itself disprove the
historicity of any other part. But all such things do
show the need for a thorough assessment of every saga
and every part of every saga.
Fourth, I might summarise all I have said in this way.
We used to assume the truth of a saga unless what we
read was patently unbelievable. Now we are confronted
with the question: 'Is this history, though freely and
perhaps not impartially presented, or is it a work of the
imagination based upon oral and written sources? '
And last, Iceland, its sagas, and their readers have
nothing to lose should it be established that what was
thought to be a factual chronicle is a work of the
imagination. The importance of the sagas for our knowledge and awareness of four centuries of Icelandic life
and thought is unimpaired. Perhaps it is strengthened.
Life is a vaster and more complicated study than a sorting
of events in chronicle form; we do not prize Njdla only
in as much as we can vouch for its details; the pang and
rapture with which one first beholds lonely Bjarg and
lonelier Drangey are of the heart still more than of the
head. I conclude with two sentences of Sigurour Nordal's,
from Hrafnkatla: 'Would it not be a poor exchange to
possess the True Memoirs of Grettir named Asmundarson
instead of Grettis Saga? Truth exists in many ways,
and truth about life itself is often to be found more clearly
in poetry than in scholarship or in historical studies even'.
The sagas in this sense, as works of the creative imagination, are poetry. That is the most important thing
about them.
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SOME EXCEPTIONAL WOMEN IN THE SAGAS
By R. GEORGE THOMAS

RTE E N years ago I decided to find out what the
FOUFamily
Sagas had to say about the position of
women in the Saga Age. In 1937, I believed, with many
others, that much of the saga evidence was based on
firm historical grounds and that, with certain reservations,
they gave a faithful picture of conditions of life in the
Saga Age. I think that view is untenable today. The
writings of Sigureur Nordal! have given us a fuller
awareness of the presence in many of the sagas of artists
telling a good story, and his suggestion that the Family
Sagas should be regarded as works of literature, not of
history, makes the task of social historians more difficult
if they try to use the sagas as source-books. In time
Nordal's emphasis will do nothing but good: it will force
Icelandic historians to search for new sources of evidence
to corroborate or disprove that of the sagas, and in the
end the literary historian will gain too, because the climate
of opinion in which the sagas were written will be
recaptured more securely and cleanly than heretofore.
It is not without interest to record the findings of my
investigation made fourteen years ago. I found, then
- to my great surprise, now - that the sagas agreed on
the picture they presented of women in society. Most
marriages were arranged by parents, although love
matches are given some prominence. Few widows and
fewer maids chose their husbands, and, therefore,
provisions were made for unsuccessful marriages in the
ready legal facilities for divorce. There was a real and
necessary division of labour between men and women
and the wife had complete charge of the inner household
1 See Studia Islandica in Modern Language Quarterly xi, 1950, pp. 281-297
and 391-4°3.
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- which included the preparation of all winter stocks
of dairy produce. But the respect shown to the many
able women is offset by a refusal to allow women to
obtain legal redress directly, despite the laws of inheritance
favourable to women and laws for protection against
offence. Nevertheless, a contemptuous attitude towards
female physical inferiority - since women, like boys,
were incapable of bearing weapons - and an acute
sensitiveness to the honour of kinswomen is illustrated by
the frequent pillorizing of the berserks, by the fair treatment of women while conducting a feud, and by the
honourable treatment of concubines and slaves." A
further trace of this respect shown to the sex underlies
the esteem shown to prophetesses and to witches with
influence over the elements and to those well versed in
"white magic" (Surely this latter respect can more
profitably be regarded as evidence of twelfth- and
thirteenth-century Icelandic beliefs instead of being used
as an adventitious prop to support Tacitus).
So far there is reasonable unanimity, taking into account
the different aims of the saga writers and the different
schools of saga writing. The saga writers seem to have
the same picture of Saga Age society in their minds: their
writings mirror a society which may be Iceland in the
tenth, the thirteenth or even the early fourteenth
centuries, but in that society, whatever the period in
which the author is writing, the part played by women
is constant, their conduct generally follows the same rules.
No one can deny the place of art in the sagas; yet, why do
so many writers succeed in giving such a uniform picture
of similar happenings? Why is the conduct of the feud
the same in sagas which were written, possibly, a hundred
and fifty years apart? And why do Christian writers,
who had been subject to Christian influences - including
literary ones - for over two hundred years, give such a
2 The storv of Melkorka in the Laxdcela saga (ed. Einar 61. Sveinsson in
[slenzk Fornrit Y, I9H) is typical of the saga-writers' accounts of concubines.
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vivid, sympathetic and fairly uniform account of an
essentially pagan ethos? Many more such questions
need to be asked, because the uniformity does not
necessarily imply fidelity to fact. (We have only to
compare the great "Western" myth, not only in its
hold on English juvenile imaginations through Buffalo
Bill, but in its hold on the adult American public in the
novels about Hoppalong Cassidy. The unanimity is there
in details of conduct, costume, economy, law and custom,
but the one thing missing is fidelity to fact.).
There are at least two possible explanations for this
uniformity - neither of which can be dealt with fully
here. First, that the status of women shown in the
sagas is simply the status of women in the Sturlung Age,
with a few antiquarian details added. In that later age
when every powerful man fought for himself, the ruthless
" barter" marriage (Daserrt's term)" was part of the
corrupt atmosphere and necessary practice of men seeking
to gain larger bands of adherents. The female control
of a large share of domestic economy agrees with one's
picture of an age when many chiefs were outlaws or in
hiding, or away on fighting expeditions, or in Norway.
Hence the comparison of events in Sturlunga saga and
Bislucp« sogur with those in the major Family Sagas is
a field of study which should yield profitable results for a
truer understanding of the sagaman's picture of the
Saga Age.
A second explanation of this unanimity of treatment
is nearer to our topic. The sagas drew heavily on local
oral traditions and particularly on stories of feuds and
quarrels. Inevitably the sagas would perpetuate
traditions about the more abnormal conditions of Saga
Age society; since every-day existence is often free from
incident and not worth recording. The valuable bargain
3 The Story of Burnt Njal, translated by G. W. Dasent, I, 1861, Introduction,
p. xxvi: "the marriage itself remained till the latest times a matter of sale
and barter in deed as well as name".
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marriage would naturally be sought by the weaker man in
a feud; the outlaw or viking warrior would rely on his
wife's discretion in controlling the household during his
absence; the famous love matches commemorated in verse
- often the occasions of feuds - would also find their
place in traditions and, eventually, in sagas. It has been
asserted that the number of plots available to novelists is
limited in number; this kind of limitation of one important
source of saga material would help to give a false
appearance of uniformity to the saga picture of the
Saga Age.
So far I have dealt with the uniform picture of women's
life given in the sagas; in the rest of this paper I shall
try to indicate the lack of uniformity which characterizes
the sagamen's treatment of some outstanding women.
The first claim on our attention is the evidence for
"romantic love" in the sagas. Bergp6ra has typified
this attitude for all saga readers (" I was given to Njall
young and I promised him then that we should both share
the same fate"); but the clearest picture of such love in
action is given in Gisla saga and Laxdcela saga. What I
am looking for is evidence that some heroines find the
whole motivating power for living in their love for their
husbands even when such love conflicts with love of
kin and the form and pressure of the times. The account
of Hretna's death after the slaying of Kjartan.! has
interest for this theme:The Myramen and the men of Viriidal rode to Hjaroarholt.
Porsteinn Kuggason asked to foster Asgeir, Kjartari's son,
as a comfort for Hrefna. But Hrefna went north with her
brothers and was weighed down with grief. Nevertheless she
showed her good breeding and was kindly in speech with everyone.
She did not marry after Kjartans death. She lived but a short
time after she came north, and most people say that she died of
a broken heart.

This passivity is not the reaction of Autlr, the wife of
Gisli, as Eyj6lfr found to his cost when he tried to bribe
• Laxdcela saga Ch, L.
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her with silver into revealing the whereabouts of her
husband, the outlawed Gfsli. Here is the climax of
their encounter: 5
Aurir takes the silver, places it in a large purse, and then
stands up. She strikes Eyj6lfr on the nose with the purse of
silver, so that the blood gushed out all over him, saying: "Take
that for your easy credulity and be damned to you.f How
could you expect me to deliver my husband into the hands of a
wicked man like you. Take this back and with it shame and
disgrace. Wretched fellow, you shall remember as long as
you live that a woman has struck you. Nerther will you find
what you came for"
.. Moreover men thought Eyjolfrs
expedition most contemptible.

Auor's story is a significant one and she is chiefly
remembered as the occasion for one of the three memorable
saga utterances by or about women. Hers was no easy
life. Once Gisli was outlawed she lived in a desolate
spot; she saw him in the summer only and, then, she was
continually on the watch. Her brother Vesteinn had
been treacherously killed early in the story and this,
together with privation, had tempered her nature to a
steely consistency. It is not surprising that in the final,
fatal attack on Gisli she should feel the need for physical
action and that she should have defended him ably with
her cudgel until she was caught and held. She is fully
drawn for us, and the bloody nature of her attack on
Eyjolfr and the physical defence of Gisli after years
of plotting on his behalf are sound touches of character
portrayal. This, surely, is a character drawn either
from life or from accurately preserved memory. I feel,
however, that the saga author is not really interested in
Autlr for herself; for him she is only an agent in the story
of Gisli. Once Gisli is dead she is dismissed from the
story with a host of others. "She went South (to
Rome) and did not return". 7 What is more significant
for this failure to preserve her complete story - she
5 Gisla saga, ed. Bjorn K. l>6r6lfsson and Guoni J6nsson in l slenzk Forurit
VI, 1943. pp. 100-1.
6 A loose translation of: haf Illi petta fyrir aUCltryggi pilla ok huert 6gagn meo,
7 Gisla saga, p. IIB.
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left no descendants. Yet this saga writer gives to
Eyj6lfr a moment of insight into her lot as Gisli's wife,"
when he dangles before her the improvement in her lot
if she were to betray Gisli : I shall arrange a marriage for you far superior to your present
one. For you must be aware how uncongenial it will be for you to
continue living in this uninhabited fjord. bearing with the
consequences of Gisli's lucklessness and ne-ver seeing your kinsmen and near relations.

It is probable that in this speech Eyj6lfr keeps the
weightiest argument until the end. "To the mind of
primitive man there are few facts which affect the
individual alone. Practically everything he does, be it
ever so trivial, affects his group. By obeying the moral
code he may bring good fortune to himself and to his
people; by neglecting it, not only will he himself suffer,
but all his fellows with him"." The word" primitive"
is often used loosely, but the Saga Age Icelanders depicted
in the Family Sagas retain some of the habits of thought
of a "primitive society", thus defined. The common
Germanic ideas of the Heroic Age were developed in
Iceland in a \\'ay that, to quote ,Y. P. Ker,"? "had been
unknown in the German nations who were called upon to
match themselves against Rome" and those ideas, with
their sacred duties of revenge and their stress upon the
ties of kinship, belong to what has been called the
, co-conscious' level of thinking.t! Much that the
sagas tell us about the Saga Age gives support to Eyjolfrs
argument that Au1Sr should place duty to kin before life
with an outlaw husband.
R

Ibid.; p. ')').

"General A nthropology, ed. Franz Boas, 1')38, p. 470.
10 Epic and Romance, '908, pp. 57-8.
This view is disputed with a wealth
of evidence by Dame B. S. Phillpotts in Kindred and Clan, '9'3. pp. 37. 46
246, 255. 27"· I think Ker is too definite, but I am not convinced that
evidence drawn from the laws reflects accuratelv for my purpose here either
the' feel' of a cornrnumt v or
later author's imaginative reconstruction of
wha t it was like to live in a past age.
1I Gerald Heard, The Ascellt of Htimanity; '929. 1he term is borrowed
without accepting the author's general thesis.
d
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The saga writer throws more light on this theme later
on in Gisla saga 12 :Now (i.e., after the slaying of Gisli) Eyj6lfr with eleven others
rode south from home to meet Borkr the Fat and told him the
news and all the details. Borkr was pleased with the news
and asks I:>6rdis (his wife, the sister of the slain Gisli) to make
Eyj6lfr welcome, " and remember the great affection which you
showed to I:>orgrimr my brother.P and entertain Eyj6lfr
hospitably". "I shall weep for Gisli my brother", said
she, "but will it not be a sufficient welcome for Gisli's slayer if
gruel is cooked and served to him?" In the evening when she
was serving the food I:>6rdis dropped the tray containing the
spoons. Eyj6lfr had placed the sword which he had taken from
Gisli between the bench and his feet. I:>6rdis recognizes the
sword and as she stoops for the spoons she seized the grip of the
sword and strikes at Eyj6lfr, intending to run him through the
middle. She did not notice that the hilt was pointed upwards
and struck against the table (where it was held); her blow landed
lower than she intended, caught him on the thigh and gave him
a severe wound. Borkr seizes I:>6rdis and snatches the sword
from her. They all leapt up and overturned the tables and the
food, Borkr offered self-doom for that wound and Eyj6lfr took
the full' wergild', declaring he would have demanded more if
Borkr had made a less generous offer. I:>6rdis then names
witnesses and declares herself separated from Borkr and swore
that she would never again enter the same bed with him. She
carried this out and went to live at I:>6rdisarsta6ir out in Eyrr.

:Pardis' course of action was made easier and clearer
because there was not much love between her and Borkr,
This separation must have been the safety valve for a
long suppressed hatred which maternal love and wifely
duty had helped to hide if not to assuage. At such a
crisis a man and his wife may find a distinct cleavage
between them, but only an exceptional woman, like
:Pardis, would carry the cleavage to the logical conclusion
of a separation - particularly when she could expect
little support from her male relations.
A similar incident in Laxdcela saga (the story of Vigdis
and her husband, :Partir goddi1 4) shows that :Pard is was
12 Edition cited, pp. 1I6-7.
13 porgrimr was p6rdis's first husband and Borkr had married her aiter
porgrimr had been slain and while she was carrying porgrimr's child.
14 Laxdcela saga, edition cited, Chs. XIV-X\'!.
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not the only woman capable of such independent action
once the tension produced by a feud had disturbed the
relationship between husband and wife. It is safe to
assume from the context that the sudden and complete
demands made upon Vigdis by the feud formed the
pretext, and not the real cause, of the separation. Vigdis
objected to those actions of her husband which
apparently did not fit her conception of a manly character.
However it is difficult to decide what her standards were
since Hoskuldr (who is consistently presented to us in a
favourable light) upheld the attitude of :Partir. At such
a time of crisis it becomes clear that the men had settled
opinions of what a wife's behaviour should be and that
they allowed no deviation from it. The importance of
:Pardis and Vigdis for our theme is that these two are
determined to follow their personal convictions, although
it meant flouting convention. It is doubtful whether they
thought of their relations with their husbands as something personal- a loyalty between two individualssince both of them owe an equally communal duty to
kin which contradicts their duty as wives. Still the
prominence given in the sagas to the few women who
sought divorce suggests that either the majority of wives
chose their husbands before their kinsmen when the choice
had to be made, or that wives were rarely called upon to
make this choice. The demand for separation must have
been deepseated before it was resorted to, since the
position of a wife as head of the inner household gave her
ample opportunities for the display of power, and these
able women would not have been insensible to the loss of
such power when they chose separation. Viewed thus,
Auiir 's decision to stay with Gisli is truly surprising and
we can agree with Gisli " that he was fortunate in his
wife" .
These women are exceptional, then, because the sagas
rarely give examples of women who believe in a love
which can support a husband when he differs sharply from
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the communal code of honour. On the contrary, the
saga writers' favourite role for a woman is to use her to
revive the man's fading spirit of revenge. (The sagaman,
like Shakespeare, is not averse to using a ghost for this
purpose, but the best writers prefer to use a woman).
Here, surely, GulSnin in Laxdcela claims pride of place,
but let us for the present look at some less distinguished
women.
In the sagas, the over-powering sense of duty to the
slain kinsman and the almost subconscious desire for
bloody revenge is frequently stronger in the woman
than in the man. It is over fifteen years since Professor
Gwyn Jones initiated me into the mysteries of Old Icelandic through the medium of Hrafnkels saga Freysgooa,
There are many dramatic and exciting moments in that
carefully planned and well proportioned narrative, but
one remained in my mernory-! - " There was a woman
by the lake washing her linen and she notices men passing
by. That slave-woman sweeps her clothes together and
dashes home, throws them down outside near the woodpile and rushes indoors. Hrafnkell had not then risen.
She started talking as she entered"-and by her relentless
stirring up of unhealed wounds to his pride, she set in
train Hrafnkell's revenge and Samr's final and complete
discomfiture. We are left to assume that without her
intervention, Hrafnkell would have let Eyvindr Bjarnason
pass unscathed. Why did the author, so aptly and
feelingly place the onus on this unknown slavewoman?
If, as Nordal suggests.!" this author was well versed in
saga-literature and was writing late in the thirteenth
century, he would know the typical saga situation in
which a woman eggs on a diffident husband or son to
bloody deeds of revenge. How in Heinaruiga sagas?
PurilSr incites her sons to avenge their brother Hallr
15 Hrafnkels saga Freysgooa, ed. F. S. Cawley, '932, p. 28.
16 Hrafnkatla in l slenek Fraioi VII, r940, pp. 52-5.
17 Ed. S. Nordal and Gubni ]6nsson, l slenzk Fornrii III, r938, p. 277.
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while she is serving food; how in Haroar saga ok
H6lmverja,18 porbjQrg, after swearing to be the death
of the men who had killed her brother, wrests the support
of her husband for this revenge at the point of the dagger
while they are in bed; and, finally, he would know how,
in Hduaroar saga !sfiriJings,19 Bjargey prosecutes the
revenge for her son, Olafr, over a period of three years
while her husband, Havaror the Halt, had taken to his
bed, apparently in despair. Further, if our author knew
Laxdcela saga (which is possible) he would remember
how porger~r20 overcame all squeamishness and was
present at Bolli's death Bolli supported himself against the dairy wall while Halld6rr
and his brothers rushed inside. :Porger6r also went in. Bolli
then said: " It is safe, brothers, to come nearer than you have
done hitherto: " and intimated that he expected his defence to be
brief. It was :Porger6r who answered him and said there was no
need to shrink from dealing boldly with Bolli and told them to
finish him off .
Then Steinporr leapt at Bolli and struck
at his neck with a large axe just above his shoulders so that
the head flew off at once. :Porger6r congratulated him and said
that Guorun would now have quite a few red hairs to trim for
Bolli for some time to come.

In each example here cited the women try the temper
of the men and attempt to shame them in public in order
to cause them sufficient" loss of face" to force them to
undertake vengeance. Why are they so unnecessarily
violent and fierce? Perhaps the saga author is writing
in retrospect of something he never fully visualized and,
consequently, he ennobled such ferocity, when men like
Njall and Gunnarr sought to allay it. For despite their
ferocity, the saga writers seem to hold a high opinion of
such women. This is the conclusion of Haroar saga
ok H 6lmverja 21

:-

18 Ed. Guoni j6nsson in Lslcndinga Siigur (Islendingasagnautgafan), XII,
1947, p. 284.
19 Ed. Bjorn K. J:>6r6lfsson and Guoni j6nsson, Is/mzk Fornrit \'1, 1943'
pp. 308-9, 315-21.
20 La xdtcla Saga, Ch. LV.
21 Edition cited, p. 290.
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Four and twenty men were slain in revenge for HQr6r and no
compensation was paid for one of them. The sons of HQr6r slew
some and his friends and kinsmen slew others, and some Hr6arr
slew. Almost all were slain with the counsel of I:)orbjQrg Grimkelsd6ttir. She is thought to have been a woman of great spirit.

The saga writers are distinguished for their balanced
judgment, and if it is to their purpose, the workaday
world peeps through the story. So that when the
evidence begins to suggest that even the mothers
applauded slayings done by mere boys," we are not
spared the full expression of Asdis's bitter resignations"
when Grettir and the young Illugi set out on the last
ill-fated journey to Drangey. Thus the balance of
probability is restored. Similarly, in Eyrbyggja saga,
the story of l>orger'5r, the widow of Vigfuss,24 hints at the
mental turmoil - indeed, the weariness of spirit - which
could underlie this external appearance of female ruthlessness. She is counselled to " go home and have the corpse
of Vigfuss, your husband, dug up and take his head and
bring it to Arnkell and say to him thus, that that head
would not have bargained with others for the taking up
of a bloodsuit after him, if there had been need for it."
Porger'5r replied that she did not know what benefit there
would be in these counsels, but she said that she could
see that they spared her neither labour nor trial of her
endurance. "Yet, even this will I undergo, if thereby
the lot of my foes may be made heavier than before"
Possibly, these women demand bloody revenge more
keenly than the men because they were less " realistic"
in their outlook and allowed their emotions to discount
the overwhelming odds which frequently the men could
foresee and assess. Further, the men might have realized
the utter waste of the old system of bloodshed and
"Like Bera in Egils saga (ed. S. :\ordal, lslcnzl: Fornrit II, HI)l, p. 100).
Porgeror in Kialnesinga saga (ed. Cuoni j onssuu, l slendinga .'''glll" XII,
1947, pp. 327-9), and Asdis in Grettis saga (i,/ol:k Fornrit \'IT, HJ36, p. ISS)·
23 Grrttis saga, edition cited, pp. 223-4.
"' Eyrbyggja saga, ed , Einar 61. Sveinsson, t,/o,,{{ FOYII,.it I\', l'lli, Ch.
X X \'I I.
y
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grasped, in essence, the newer idea of commutation,
while the women, traditionally conservative, still clung
to the older ideas. The opportunities for travel, which
chiefly belonged to men, would have assisted in this
loosening of the older Germanic code of honour which,
according to \Y. P. Ker,25 remained in Iceland long after
it was defunct elsewhere in Europe. Moreover, under
Christian influence, the saga writers of the thirteenth
century would have understood the idea of commutation
and might have endowed their favourite male heroes with
some of their own ideas.
The evidence so far presented suggests that the sagamen interpreted their women characters as living in a
man-made world: their behaviour is approved or disapproved by masculine codes of conduct.>" Two women,
at least, are shown acting entirely for their own ends,
unhindered by the duties and loyalties to be expected
of people who were conditioned by a communal way of
thinking. Their actions, as they are presented to us, are
governed by no principles except those of personal
sa tisfaction. They are Hildiguor - the wife of Hoskuldr
go~i of H vitanes (in N jdla 27 ) , and Freydis Eiriksd6ttir
in the saga of Eric the Red. 28
Even before her marriage Hildigutir will spare nothing
to get her way and after Hoskuldrs death she forces
Flosi to take revenge when he was about to seek a
settlement: her method is the familiar saga way for a
woman:- public humiliation after a meal by some
physical demonstration of the need for revenges" : Epic and Romance, edition cited, p. 58.
The Farnilv Sagas contain but eighteen direct and oblique references to
the legal status of women. The more important are in NJdls saga (ed.
Guoni J6nsson, lslendinga Sogur XI, 1947, pp. 45, 114, 386, 397), Grettis saga
(edition cited, pp. 256-9), and Laxdrcl.i saga (edition cited, Ch. XVII).
27 Sjdls saga, edrtion cited, pp. 224, nli-7, :6<)-1, 266-8.
"" Grccnlendinga saga, ed. l\latthlas p6roarson, islfllok Fornrit IV, 1935,
Ch. VIII.
'" ,Vidls saga, edition cited, p. 268.
05
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Flosi had finished his meal and the table had been cleared.
She threw the cloak (of the slain Hoskuldrj over Flosi. The
gore rattled down all over him. Then she said: "Flosi, this
cloak was given to Hoskuldr by you and now I wish to return it
to you. In this he was slain. I call to witness God and all
just men that I adjure you, by all the miracles of your Christ
and by your own manhood and humanity, to avenge all the
wounds which Hoskuldr had on his dead borly, or else be looked
upon by everyone as a cowardly poltroon". Flosi tossed the cloak
from him and flung it back into her arms and said: " You are the
foulest hag to wish us to follow that course of action which will
turn out worse for all of us; but women's counsels are ever cold"

The whole conversation between therrr'" illustrates
the opposed attitudes of men and women towards the
question of settling a feud by commutation. It might be
objected that Hildigubr was motivated by some regard
for the unsatisfied soul or stained fame of Hoskuldr,
that, to use E. V Gordon's nice distinction;" she was
moved by the "sacred duty of revenge" and not by
"private satisfaction". Against this view two things
should be weighed. First, the thumbnail character
sketch of Hildigucr given by the sagaman taken together
with Flosi's reproach on first meeting her (" You must be
sorely troubled, niece, if you weep, but still it is well
that you should weep for a good man.") Both of these
suggest that Hildigu'5r was not deeply touched by the
personal loss of Hoskuldr as a beloved husband. Second,
the conclusion of the saga tells of her marriage to Kari,
the chief protagonist of Flosi and one of the participants
in the slaying of Hoskuldr. The influence of ideas later
than those of the Saga Age is very apparent in this
latter portion of the saga - in fact, it is crucial for any
complete understanding of what the author of Njdla
is trying to do - but such a marriage would not have
taken place if the " sacred duty of revenge" had been
paramount in Hildigubrs mind. The author of Njdla
demands to be treated as an artist who knew the full
value of each character in his story. There are many
30 Ibid., pp. 266-9.
.n AJl Introduction to Uld Nor-.« ,

11)-1-4,

Introduction, p. x xx iii.
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strands of "might-have-been", lines of action which,
if they had been pursued, might have prevented the
crime of burning a man in his house, but it seems to me
fitting and artistically appropriate that this "cold
counsel of a woman " should balance the long stored up
anger of Hallgeror which caused Gunnarr's death in
the first half of the saga. It is a trivial but irrevocable
act that brings on the great tragedies - we are reminded,
as often in the sagas, that the threads of human destiny
are spun too heedlessly. Often we forget this emphasis
because the sagaman is so eager to record events and so
apt to compress motives into a short, but effective,
gnomic phrase.P Like Gunnarr's death, one aspect
of the tragic burning of Njall is that it starts from a
woman's pique and not from a passionate desire to
accomplish the sacred duty of revenge.
I t is not pique, but evil, that governs Freydfs's ill-starred
career, culminating in her execution of five women in
Wineland the Good. The difficulties attending life in a
new country like Greenland, and the consequent undermining of all communal ties might explain this strong
individualistic behaviour of Freydis; but the whole story
has an air of improbability about it. 33 To me she seems
to be conceived and presented as a foil to that exceptional
- but colourless -lady, GutrHSr, the grandmother
of Bishops Brandr and Porlakr. Freydis is the' bad hat'
whose ill-fame is so frequently treasured in oral tales
and is perhaps, too synthetic for our theme. (In this
she resembles that most incredible woman, Yngvildr
Fair-cheek, in Srarfdcela saga, who for her pO\\'er of
endurance alone merits our attention; but space will not
"" The women in .\'Jcila are neither unimportant to the development of the
nor unirnpn-ssiv« in themselves: (~unnhildr the Queen :\Iother, Hallgcror ,
Rannveur, Hild iguor and Berg)Jc\ra - an impressive g-allery of portr aits.
~3 I sense this irnprobabilitv in the curious manner in which, after the
rr-tur n tn (~n'lJll1aIld, the whi:-,pl'f spreads but no action is taken against
Frevd is. Possibly a clash lwt\\'een witchcr af t in the oral traditiun and the
Christian outlook of the sagaman may explain this, but the subject is too
mvolvcd and too important to be dealt with summarily here.
~t()ry
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allow us to deal here with her proud story and its
pathetic end).34
Hildigutir and Freydis are portrayed as unusual but,
perhaps, unfeminine natures; Sigrfljoe (in Fostbrceara
saga) ,35 porbjQrg (in Grettis saga) ,36 and Unnr the
Deepminded (in Laxdcela) 37 are unusual in the status
they accept for themselves. The status of women in the
sagas was determined by a "realistic" recognition of
their limitation of intellect, character, and power to
command. Since a self-supporting household demanded
a division of labour and authority, certain chores and
duties were ruled exclusively by the mother, wife, or
widow, although the final authority in all spheres was the
male head of the household. Rarely did a wife initiate
a course of action which might lead to a feud without her
husband's consent. So the status enjoyed by these
three women (and, incidentally by Gutinin in Laxdcelai
deserves some consideration.
Sigrfljob, the widow at JQkulsfirtiir, had egged on
the foster-brothers, porgeirr and Porm6tir, to slay her
enemies, who were also the enemies of her kinsman,
Vermundr. She then visits Vermundr and tells him of
the slaying. She defends their action because crime,
robbery and plunder must be punished and should have
been punished by the district's leading man (i.e.
Vermundr). She offers Vermundr "three hundred of
silver" with which to buy peace for porgeirr and
Porm6tir, and Vermundr accepts her offer. Now, it is
not unusual for a woman to incite a man to a slaying,
but in the conclusion of this tale, the author has given
Sigflj6ti the viewpoint of a man. Her speech to Verrnundr
might well have been spoken by Njall or Snorri Gotii.
34 Svarjdcela sag", ed , Guoni Jonsson, Lslendinga Sogur VIII, 1947, pp. 173-6,
201- 14.
35 Ed. Bjorn K. :Porolfsson, and Gubni Jonsson, I slenzk Fornrit ,'1, 1943,
pp. 134-), 136-7, 139, 141.
36 Edition cited, pp. 168-72; cf. Fostbrcc ora saga, edition cited, pp. 121,2.
37

Edition cited. Chs. I-\"II.
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Such successful female intervention, amounting to an
assessment of the value of the slain men, is a rare
occurrence in the Family Sagas.
The part played by l>orbjQrg the Proud in Grettir's
story is well known.P" If we assume that Grettis saga,
as we now have it, is a later composition than Fostbrceora
saga, then it is significant that the author of Grettis saga
makes l>orbjQrg explain her actions to her husband.P
In this explanation one detects the reasons of the historian
(Sturla ?)40 and not the recaptured memory of oral
tradition: " There were many reasons. The first is that
you should be considered a greater chieftain than before
for having a wife who would dare do such a thing. And,
secondly, his kinswoman, Hrefna, would not have wished
that I should let him be slain. The third reason is,
because, in many ways, he is a most valiant man".
,, You are a wise woman in most things" , replied
Vermundr, " accept my thanks". The author does not
spare his eulogies when introducing her to us, while all
the details of this episode: the respectful saluting of her
by the farmers, the phrase, " my thingmen", which she
uses, the promises she extracts from Grettir and the rating
she gives him, and her invitation to Grettir - an outlaw
- to stay with her, - all this suggests a great matriarch
and bears a close resemblance to the character of her
ancestor, Unnr. l>orbjQrg herself admits that her action
was not quite in keeping with a wife's usual status and
yet her husband pays respect to her astute judgment in
purely male affairs, 'which in this case - since Grettir
was an outlaw and the farmers were in the right - engaged
Vermundr's personal honour. If the imprint of Sturla
l>6d5arson's hand can be distinguished in our present
38 I suggest, with much diffidence, that this nickname is more suitable
than the usual" the Fat" for the daughter of Olafr Peacock, although
aware that II Proud II is only a secondary meaning (cf. English 'stout' and
, stouthearted 'J.
". Grelfis saga, edition cited, p. 170.
Cf . S. Nordal, Sturla 1>6roa1'50n og Gretiis Saga in l slensk Fraoi IV, 193 8.
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Gretla, we may suggest that this treatment of I>orbjQrg
the Proud is important for any close understanding of the
relationship between the Sturlung Age concept of a
woman's place in society and the picture of a woman's
life in the Saga Age as painted in the Family Sagas.
The same may be said of Unnr the Deepminded, who,
in some ways, dominates a saga much concerned with
women's affairs. It is unnecessary to elaborate her wellknown story in detail but it is obvious that for the
saga writer she was the ideal standard by which all other
women were judged: she was the Brynhildr of the Viking
Age - wherever possible her name is included in
genealogies and her exploits are recorded in more than
one saga. Yet nowhere is it implied that she is a pattern
of what all women could become; on the contrary, the
saga man does not tire of emphasizing (or underlining by
incident) her difference from all other women. Her
uniqueness is her claim to fame and the reason for her
lengthened name. Mainly, women's names are lengthened
by reference to their physical characteristics.v here is an
epithet which would have befitted Burnt Njall or Ari
the Learned.
Compared with I>orbjQrg and Unnr, Hildigu1Sr and
Freydis are creatures of impulse and emotion, but,
together with Sigrflj61S, they seem to throw into relief
the more common nature and spirit of the average
woman. Here are women who have decided to resolve
the conflict between sacred duty and private satisfaction,
by refusing to acknowledge the sacredness of the duty
except when it suited their own purposes. Considering
these five women, alone, it might be argued that this race
had a genius for producing women worthy and capable of
gaining respect and important concessions for their sex.
The sagas give two versions of the status of women in the
Saga Age Society - theoretically, and legally, a low and
unimportant place, but, in practice, an honoured and
H

Cf. Coalbrows, Slimlegs, Faircheek,
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effective one. Dare we suggest, then, that it was the
favourable working of the laws of heredity that accounts
for the difference. An alternative suggestion is that a
system under which women played a prominent part in the
domestic economy, because so many fjords were isolated,
gave favourable opportunities for women of exceptional
ability to develop into legendary figures worthy of
comparison with the more famous heroes of the North.
But neither the biological nor the economic theory is
valid until we have learned to discount the part played
by the author's fiction in presenting the characters to us.
The persistence of the ideals of the Heroic Age in the
Family Sagas has been noted many times. In particular
both W. P Ker 42 and Knut Liest0l 43 notice that
"Gu15run's comment on the death of Kjartan is a
repetition of Brynhild's phrase on the death of Sigurd."
This recrudescence of the heroic spirit in Gu15nin is
connected with the bitter repression of her love for
Kjartan and a thinly disguised hatred of Bolli. The
saga author leaves us in no doubt.v' She married
Bolli under pressure and there was little love between
them. When Kjartan returned to Iceland, unmarried,
" it was obvious that she was ill-pleased, for many said
that she pined greatly for Kjartan although she concealed
it."J5 The theft of the head-dress and all the petty
rivalry by means of which Gu15nin set the two brothers at
enmity are but perversions of this repressed love. It is
in keeping with the character created for us, that she
does not flinch from causing Kjartans death.
However, her character is not straightforward and,
unlike Brynhildr, she does not end her life on a funeral
pyre. For in some ways, they managed things more
simply in the less complex society of the Heroic Age.
Epic and Romance, edition cited, p. ::22:2.
The Origin of the Icelandic Family Sagas, 1930, p. 173.
44 Laxdcela Saga, edition cited, Cbs. XLII-III.
45 Ibid., p. 134.

42
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Thus although her whole life presents that baffling
elemental quality found in Brynhildr (hatred of husband
conspiring subconsciously wi th love of an earlier wooer
to accomplish that wooer's death), yet she further
complicates the story by bending all her energies to
revenge the death of her own husband. There is ironical
consistency here, since, by causing Kjartan's death,
she was responsible for Bolli's death too. When such an
attempt is made to resolve two dramatically opposed
loyalties, it is small wonder that to Gu~nin it seemed as
though everlasting fate had yielded to fickle chance and
chaos judged the strife: to wait upon vengeance for Bolli
was her only inspiration. This was the ironic sublimation
of her love for him" to whom she had behaved worst".
The first nun and recluse in Iceland 46 carried a full
experience and bitter memories into retirement; we are
left to infer that her gnomic utterance is a result of such
seclusion. I believe it is presented to us by the author,
not as an echo of the Heroic Age, but as at once
explanation and expiation.
For in Brynhildr there is a conflict between three
forces: her fierce individuality, her desire to be a wife,
and her passion for revenge. The demand of the
community - that she be faithful to Gunnarr and that
Siguror should remain faithful to Gu~nin - are
inescapable for her. There is but one solution: both
she and Sigurbr must die.v?
This kind of struggle is paralleled in the life of
Hallgeror in Njala: she does not love Gunnarr, therefore
he must die that she may be free, (not in any individual
sense), but because his being alive and not loving her is
46 For this is the saga man's claim for the aging Guorun who made this
confession (Laxdcela Saga, p. 228).
<7 It might be objected to this simplified in terpreta tion that Brynhildr is
obsessed by her own desires, and that we are not quite certain that she really
loves Siguror. However, since personal fidelity to Siguri'>r is expressed only
in Helreui Brvnhildar (ed. Gui'>ni J6nsson m Edduknatti II, 1949, pp. 359- 63),
it is better to regard her character as a struggle between the three forces
suggested above.
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too great a public shame for both of them. Bergpora
and Aubr act in a way more comprehensible to a modern
reader and seem to be more" advanced" in their outlook
than the Saga Age in which their story is set (if
" advanced" and "primitive" societies are still
intelligible terms). As they are presented to us, they
have discarded the older communal loyalty and have
discovered new loyalties in contrast with Hallgeror and
Gutsnin, who by the very nature of events, are represented
as calculating self-seekers, although much of their
behaviour, I suggest, is patterned on the communal
loyalties of a previous and more primitive age. Thus it
seems to me, that those Family Sagas we have examined
do not portray certain women who are exceptional
because they are living in the shadow of the characters
of the Eddic Age, but women who are struggling between
loyalty to an older code of behaviour and a growing sense
of self-consciousness which, in the finer spirits, leads towards a new way of life not uninfluenced by Christianity.
If we accept the view that the majority of the Family
Sagas were composed in the thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, then it becomes easier to understand
the conflicting views of women's conduct, outlined in this
paper. The uniformity of outlook is there, but the saga
author served two ideals: the love of historical truth and
the desire to tell an entertaining story. Frequently, the
essential framework of his story was fixed by longcherished oral tradition and thus some of his characters
had to say and do things which, even to the author,
were inexplicable. The wonder is, not that so many
readers haw been so long deceived into believing in the
intrinsic historicity of the sagas-that is not surprising
when, for instance, the author of Hrafukels saga
Freysgooa takes such pains to give his fiction the
appearance of history-but that so much of the habits of
thought and the \\a.v of life of the Saga Age has survived
in sagas which wore written either during the disastrous
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Sturlung civil wars or after the loss of independence in
1264. My hope is that this diversified and imperfect
treatment of a fascinating subject has not served to
dispel that wonder.

3 28

ERLING SKAKKE'S DISPUTE WITH
KING VALDEMAR.
By G. :\1. GATHORNE-HARDY.

rfHERE are, as is well known, two independent accounts
of the conflict which broke out between King
Valdemar of Denmark and Erling Skakke as Regent of
Norway, immediately after the coronation of Magnus
Erlingson. The origins and progress of the dispute are
described from the Danish angle by Saxo, in the 14th
book of his Gesta Danorum, and from that of Norway by
Fagrskinna and by Snorre in his saga of Magnus Erlingson.
These two Icelandic accounts are clearly compiled at
second hand from a common source no longer in existence;
we can only conjecture how far the original narrative
has been modified or misunderstood in the process;
neither of the existing works was written till more than
fifty years after the events with which we are here
concerned. Saxo, on the other hand, was not only a
contemporary of King Valdemar, but was intimately
associated with his great friend and counsellor, Archbishop
Absalon; his testimony, therefore, though sometimes
biased and tendentious, carries unusually high authority;
for this reason his version is naturally preferred by all
modern historians, so far as the chronology and sequence
of events are concerned.
There can in fact be no question that in these respects
the Icelandic or Norwegian version is extremely inaccurate
and misleading. Some of the material dates are capable
of independent control: we know, for instance, that the
final settlement of the dispute coincided with the
coronation of Valdemar's young son, Knud, in the year
II70 , and again that Erling's raid 011 Denmark, which
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was one of the incidents of the struggle, was made as
part of a plot with Buris Henrikson, for which Buris was
arrested and imprisoned by Valdemar, who rendered him
harmless for the future by blinding and castrating him.
There is abundant evidence to fix this event in the year
II67. The Icelandic account cannot be reconciled with
either of these dates. In fact, it telescopes the whole
business in such a way as to omit all its later stages prior
to the final settlement, and to treat the rising in Norway
of the pretender Olav Gudbrandson as a subsequent
event, whereas it was clearly contemporaneous. There
is in Sturlunga Saga! a most detailed and circumstantial
account of the movements of an Icelander, Ari
Thorgeirson, who fought and died under Erling's leadership during the rising in question; from this it is quite
plain that Olav first appeared in the winter II6S-6,
i.e. not later than April in the latter year.
All this may now be regarded as common ground among
historians, but, somewhat surprisingly, none of them
follow their preference for Saxe's account to its logical
conclusion. \\nen it comes to the point where the rival
versions are in most complete conflict - the reason which
they assign for the whole episode, all, so far as I can
ascertain, Danish as well as Norwegian, change their
attitude and adopt the statements found in Snorre and
Fagrskiniia, It calls, perhaps, for some temerity, or even
impudence, to question such a consensus of opinion, but
that, nevertheless, is what I propose to do. I am boing
to suggest that in this respect as in others Saxo's version
is the correct one, and that the alternative story must be,
at any rate in its main feature, rejected.
Summarized briefly, the issue is as follows. Snorre and
Fagrskinna say that the whole trouble was occasioned by
Erling's breach of a sworn undertaking made with Eing
Valdemar in II6r. Saxo, on the other hand; never gives
the slightest hint of any such cause for Valdemar's
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hostility; he says that he intervened in Norway in response
to an appeal from the anti-Erling party, made early in
n64, when their scattered remnants fled to Denmarkan event confirmed by the rival version - after the
collapse of the rising under Sigurd Markusfostre, who was
captured in the previous summer and executed at
Michaelmas n63. Having at the moment no local
candidate for the Norwegian throne, they first approached
the King of Sweden with an offer of the position, and on
his refusal made the same offer to Valdemar, who was
indeed a nephew of King Sigurd the Crusader, and might
therefore be considered to have some connection with the
Norwegian royal family. The fact that the followers of
Sigurd Markusfostre carried on a guerilla warfare against
Erling for several months after their leader's execution
shows that their real concern was to overthrow Erling
and his regime at any price; the legal title of their
candidate for the throne was a very secondary consideration; indeed, the credentials of their next pretender,
Olav Gudbrandson, suffered from precisely the same
defect as those of his opponent, Magnus Erlingson. Both
were grandsons, in the female line, of a former King.
There is therefore no inherent difficulty in accepting
Saxe's story. But, apart from any further objections,
I suggest that Saxe's silence on the subject of Erling's
alleged perfidy makes the alternative version practically
incredible. If, as the Icelandic historians say, Valdemar
had so good a justification for his action as a flagrant
breach of a sworn promise, if, as they tell us, he was
loudly and indignantly denouncing Erling as an oathbreaker and preparing for that reason to invade Norway, it
seems to me absolutelv impossible that Saxo should never
have heard a hint of anything of the kind, and equally
impossible that, if he had heard of it, he would not
eagerly have seized the opportunity of publicizing a
story so much more creditable to his hero, Valdemar,
and so discreditable to his opponent. An inference
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a silentio may not ordinarily carry much conviction, but
in this instance it is surely conclusive. We find, therefore,
at the very outset, an almost overwhelming reason for
rejecting the charge of deliberate perfidy brought against
the Norwegian regent.
This does not, of course, mean that the Norwegian
tradition is without any foundation in fact. As the
proverb reminds us, - There can be no smoke without
fire. In endeavouring to reconstruct the true history
of the whole incident, it is necessary to pay attention to the
evidence from both sources, and on certain details it is
probable that Norway was better informed than
Denmark. In regard, however, to the main issue as to
whether the dispute originated in the breach by Erling
of a sworn promise, further examination of this kind will,
I think, only confirm the view for which I am contending.
In the first place, the action imputed to Erling is
contrary to everything which we know of his character.
He had, no doubt, serious faults; he was unnecessarily
ruthless and brutal, and he shared the common failings of
his age - intemperance and sexual infidelity. But no
serious moral stigma was then attached to any of these
things. Even Saint Olav had an illegitimate son, and
heavy drinking was universal. The systematic extermination of possible rival claimants to the throne had
scriptural warrant; for example, Jehu's drastic treatment
of the family of Ahab received express divine approval
(II Kings, x. 30). But by the standard of his time
Erling was a most zealous Christian, extremely punctilious
in his regard for all religious obligations. I lay no stress
on the crusade, on which he accompanied Saint Ragnvald
of Orkney; the motives prompting such adventures were
notoriously varied and uncertain. But the portrait
which we derive from the sagas shows a singularly and
scrupulously god fearing man. 'Yhen about to fight with
Sigurd of Rovr, he refuses to attack by night, since this
practice was associated with pagan sorceries and the power
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of the Prince of Darkness; during the subsequent advance,
he orders his men to sing the Paternoster and the Kyrie
Eleison. Later, on the occasion of his narrow escape
from Olav the Unlucky, he is saved by his restless anxiety
to attend the service known as ottusiingr, which was
held in the darkness before daybreak, and we are told that
this was his habitual practice - at venju, sinni, and that
when that service was finished" he remained seated and
sang a psalm" iSturlunga Saga, I, p. 91). I suggest
that such a man would be the very last to break an oath,
or worse, to swear with no intention of honouring his
word. By Erling, an oath would certainly have been
taken very seriouslv indeed; to break it would not only
be dishonourable, but something perilously near a mortal
sin. He could no doubt be tricky enough in his use of an
ordinary ruse de guerre, but it was quite out of his
character to be deliberately forsworn.
Erling had, moreover, the reputation of a particularly
astute and far-sighted man; as such, it is equally
inconsistent with his character that he should ever have
pledged himself to accept the terns which King Valdemar
is said to have proposed to him. For these were no less
than the cession to Denmark of the whole district of
Viken , in south-eastern Norway, in return for Valdemar's
assistance in establishing Magnus firmly on the throne
and disposing of his enemies. There is reason to believe
that the feudal suzerainty over the whole of Norway may
also have been demanded.
There is no difficulty in accepting the statement
that such a proposal was actually made by Valdemar.
\\Ohen Erling visited him in the beginning of r rbr , the
true situation in Norway was probably quite obscure
to him, and Erling and his followers were almost complete
strangers. Apart from such slight preference as he might
feel through his kinship with the young King and his
mother Kristina, he had no motive for any substantial
commitment of the forces of Denmark on one side or the
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other. After his experience of the conduct of his own
relatives in the Danish royal family, ties of blood were not
likely to concern Valdemar very deeply. But he could
see that the internal state of Norway might offer a
promising opportunity of augmenting the power of
Denmark. It must have seemed to him quite reminiscent
of the historical situation which he is said to have cited
as the basis of his claim to Viken, when his remote
predecessor, King Harald Gormson, had acquired control
of that district during the struggle between Haakon Jarl
and the sons of Erik Blood-axe, nearly two centuries
previously. But on that occasion the Danish King had
intervened with a force said to have been no less than
720 ships."
It is probable that Valdemar, like his chronicler, greatly
exaggerated the straits to which Erling and his party
had been reduced by the battle in which King lnge had
fallen immediately before. Saxo treats Erling at this
juncture as a fugitive survivor of a crushing disaster,
and speaks of his visit as exili~tm.3 But this was very
far from being the true situation. From Erling's standpoint, there could be no incentive to accept such terms
as were offered. Haakon Herdebrei, until his almost
accidental success in killing Gregorius Dagson in the
beginning of January, and the victory over King lnge
which immediately followed, had never seemed a really
formidable antagonist. His troops were in a permanent
inferiority, both in numbers and quality. The main
problem had lain in his elusive, guerilla tactics, which
had prevented a decisive encounter.
Erling's retirement to Denmark was not exclusively for
the purpose of appealing for foreign assistance. It had a
very clear strategic motive. If he came merely as a
suppliant, his surprisingly formidable escort would be
difficult to explain. It seems to have included
" Sex hundru o skipa; Snorre, Heimskringla, Olav Trvgguasons Saga, cap. IS·
a Saxo, Bk. XIV, p. 553. Page refs. to Holder's edition, Strassburg, 1001J.
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practically the whole of his immediately available forces.
These filled no less than ten ships, and included inter alia
all the retainers (alta handgengna menn) of the Inge party
who had been summoned to the meeting in Bergen at
which Magnus was chosen King. His purpose was thus
not only to appeal to Valdemar for help, but to keep
practically his whole striking force together at a point
which offered advantages not only for defence but for
attack.
The effect of the move, strategically, was to force his
opponent to leave the friendly environment of Trondelag
and come south into Viken, where he had to divide his
forces between Konungahella on the eastern and
Tonsberg on the north-western shore of the Skager Rak,
in order to guard against the threat of attack from
Denmark. Had Erling and his supporters remained in
Norway - say, in Bergen - the position would have been
reversed. Haakon would then be free to pursue his
habitual tactics of utilising the land route between
Viken and Trendelag, and appearing in the north or
south as circumstances might dictate. To deal with
this situation would have required a force of sufficient
strength to be divided, so as to deal with two such widely
separated points simultaneously. On the other hand,
the division of Haakon's forces gave Erling an opportunity
of bringing off a successful attack with the depleted forces
which the catastrophe in Oslo had left him, and this, as we
know, he actually achieved. By steering first to Bergen,
where no doubt he collected intelligence of the enemy's
whereabouts, and then turning back along the Norwegian
coast, he evaded the watch posted at Konungahella,
and took Haakon, in Tonsberg, bv surprise. By the
ingenious use of a smoke-screen and a threat of fire to the
town, he obtained its surrender without serious fighting,
and forced Haakon to retire overland, leaving the whole
fleet which he had in the locality to be captured intact.
We are justified, therefore, in believing that the strategic
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motive of his visit to Denmark had an important place
in Erling's plans, and that he was not merely concerned
to obtain help.
But in any case, the cession of Viken to Denmark would
have entailed an almost unthinkable sacrifice. Viken
was the part of the kingdom which at all times displayed
the most conspicuous loyalty to the party which Erling
represented. It was, moreover, recognized by both sides
as the key to the situation. To see this we have only to
look at the large proportion of important battles which
were fought in this area throughout the entire struggle.
The normal birthplace, base and shelter of each successive
rising lay no doubt in the remote interior of east central
Norway: here its forces were relatively safe, and through
this region they could move unmolested either north or
south; but neither they nor their opponents could achieve
a decisive result except by the use of sea-power, and
therefore on or near the coast. With Trondelag disaffected, Viken became Erling's indispensable stronghold, to capture which was the goal of his opponents'
ambition.
Besides this, the most obvious lesson of the whole
period of civil war was the necessity for a single and
unified sovereignty; two or more Kings withm the
Norwegian frontiers led inevitably to internecine conflict.
It was, as Professor Koht has convincingly argued.!
with the object of making any part of Norway
inalienable that, at Magnus's coronation, the curious
procedure was adopted whereby the kingdom was
conveyed to the perpetual overlordship of Saint Olav
and held as a fief from him by the living occupant of
the throne. The importance attached to this provision
was repeatedly emphasized in later years by Magnus
Erlingson, who, incidentally, in this way showed what
tremendous validity he - and therefore presumably his
.' Noreg eit Len av St. Olav,' Historisk Tidsskrijt (.Vorsk), XXX, 81.
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father - attached to a solemn oath.
example:-

To quote one

"I was consecrated and crowned by the Legate from Rome
and with the consent of all the people. I swore at my consecration to keep the law of the land and to defend this land,
with the sword which I received at my consecration, from the
ambition and hostility of evil men. I also declared that I would
rather lose my life than depart from the words of this oath.
Now God decide how long my life shall last, but there is no
question of my breaking my coronation oath through cowardice
in such wise as to divide the land with you.
And it is
certain that I will either keep the whole of Norway or lose it all
and my life with it". 6

For all these reasons, it seems most improbable that
Erling could ever have agreed for a moment to the terms
proposed by Valdemar. But there is even better ground
for assuming that he did not. If such a condition was
either stipulated or agreed, it could only have been in
consideration of such a degree of Danish help as
unmistakeably affected the result: a personal intervention
by Valdemar, if not on the prodigious scale attributed to
his predecessor Harold Gormson, at least as serious as
the effort he subsequently made on his own behalf. But
it is demonstrably certain that no assistance on anything
approaching such a scale was ever given. Erling never
obtained any reinforcement worth anything like the price
which Valdemar was demanding. Saxo indeed stateswith some possible exaggeration - that the expenses
of his' exile' were lavishly defrayed, and that he received
a plentiful provision of supplies, but he clearly indicates
that this was only because of the close ties of blood
between Magnus and the Danish King. 6 Be that as it
may, it can be proved that Erling on his departure
was not noticeably stronger either in man-power or
shipping than he was when he arrived in Denmark.
As has been pointed out, he had then ten ships; after the
Srerris Sag» cap. 60.
Saxo, Bk. XIV, p. 553. "~Iagno.
ad \Valdemarum artam materni
generis propinquitatern habente,
. uberes exilii impensas et aruplissiuia
commeatuum instrumeuta percer it."
5

6
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attack on Tonsberg he captured the whole local fleet
of his opponent; he spent the winter undisturbed in
Bergen, where he was in a position to add considerably
to his strength; yet, when he made his final and successful
attack on Haakon at Sekken, he still had no more than
21 ships," which are thus fully accounted for. There
is no room for the hypothesis of any reinforcement at
all commensurate with the high price said to have been
asked and conceded. In other words, if such a price
was asked, the bargain was never concluded.
Erling can never have accepted the terms proposed.
If he had, he was quite astute enough to have made sure
that the other side of the bargain was adequately
implemented. I do not suppose, or suggest, that he
flatly rejected the offer. Having good cause to preserve
friendly relations - another reason why he would hardly
have sworn with the settled intention of breaking his
oath - he presumably said, as most of us would have
said, that he must think it over and consult with his
advisers in Norway, and thereupon sailed home, with such
slight advantages as he had been able to secure on grounds
of kinship.
Valdemar may perhaps have been slightly annoyed as
time elapsed and he heard no more of the matter, but if he
made any protest, it certainly was not loud enough to
reach the attentive ears of Saxo. But later Norwegian
chroniclers, hearing vaguely of these negotiations, and
knowing that the King of Denmark afterwards took steps
to assert a title to Viken, may have put two and two
together - and made it five!
There may perhaps be an alternative explanation of
the legend of a broken oath. It occurs to me as possible
that the arrival of so large a force in Denmark may have
led Valdemar to stipulate for some guarantee of its loyalty
and peaceful behaviour during its stay. May he not, in
these circumstances, have exacted a conditional oath of
7

Snorre, Xl agnus Erlingsons Saga, cap. 6.
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fealty to himself, similar to that subsequently given,
accordmg to Saxo, by Orm Kingsbrother:- "salva
fide, quam Magno dedisset, obsequia pollicetur"?8
Since this would be quite independent of the negotiations
for assistance, Valdemar may conceivably have argued
that it was broken when Erling later interfered in the
internal affairs of Denmark by entering into a treasonable
conspiracy with Buris Henrikson. But since by this
time Valdemar was an open enemy, there would not have
been much real substance in the contention, and the
conjecture is perhaps unduly speculative.
But the more we study the evidence as the incident
develops, the more we find to support Saxe's explanation
of its origin, and to discredit the rival hypothesis. There
is first the episode of the secret mission from Denmark
to Trondheim, its members travelling in the guise of
innocent pilgrims to St. Olav's shrine. As is perhaps
natural, since the scene was laid in Norway, this episode
is treated in far greater detail by the Icelandic sources,
but its authenticity is confirmed by Saxo, and his
explanation appears to be far the more probable. When
approached by Erling's opponents in the spring of rr64,
Valdemar, he says, though impressed by their representations and tempted by their offer, thought it would be
foolish to undertake so serious an operation as the invasion
of Norway on their bare word, until he had tested public
feeling by means of a secret mission. 9 This is completely
reasonable. On the other hand, to the' breach of pledge'
hypothesis various objections at once suggest themselves.
Investigation of public support in Trondheim, involving
a delay of several months, seems far more appropriate
to a decision as to whether Valdemar should accept a
candidature for the Norwegian monarchy than to the
question of a punitive expedition to Viken , undertaken
in anger at Erling's alleged breach of faith. But an even
" Saxo, Bk, XIV, p. 555.
"Saxo, Bk. XI\', p. 554.
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more serious objection is that on the latter hypothesis
hardly any time is left for the preparation and dispatch of
this mission. Valdemar could not have had any ground
for demanding the fulfilment of the supposed agreement
until Magnus seemed to have disposed of all opposition
in Norway and to be firmly seated on the throne; we may
safely say - not before the late summer of rr64.10 He
had then to send to Erling and receive his repudiation
of the arrangement, which, according to Snorre, was not
finally given till the autumn, and he then had to consider
his future course of action. All this would take time.
Yet the Danish pseudo-pilgrims are said by Fagrskinua
(cap. 95) to have come to Trondheim in the autumn or
early winter - i.e. about mid-October - of the same ~'ear.
They were equipped with letters and full information as
to the men to be approached. Valdemar's action, if
grounded in Erling's refusal, seems therefore impossibly
prompt, while Saxe's hypothesis leaves plenty of time
for the necessary arrangements.
For the next stage, we are dependent on the Icelandic
narratives alone, but these are at this .point so
circumstantial that they may readily be accepted.
Erling received information of the conspiracy, paid a
surprise visit to Trondheim on r rth May rr65, attacked
and killed many of the ringleaders, confronted the
remainder with conclusive evidence of their treason, and
imposed severe penalties.
Meanwhile, King Valdemar had invaded Viken. Here
it becomes once more possible to collate and reconcile both
10 I state this in general terms, but personally' I am convinced that Xlagnus
was not crowned till the summer of rr64. The arguments of Hertzberg
(Historisk Tidsskrift, 4 R, iii, 30-35) and Koht (Id. xxx, 98 £I), dating the
coronation in rr63, altogether fail to convince me. The argument cannot be
developed here, but the coronation can hardly have taken place till the followers
of Sigurd Markusfostre were finally disposed of in the spring of rr64. In the
summer of rr63, Signrd and his foster-father were at large off the west coast of
Norway. The arrangements for the coronation were very elaborate, and must
have taken considerable time, and for Bergen, dnring the whole summer of
II63, Erling has a formidable alibi.
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versions of the story. Saxo confirms that Erling was
absent at the time in a remote part of Norway, though
he erroneously attributes this to fear of the Danes rather
than the business of suppressing the Trondheim plot. But
for our purposes the important consideration is the
peculiar conduct attributed to Valdemar by all the
sources while leading this expedition. According to the
Icelandic theory, he is actuated by indignation at Erling's
perfidy. Yet he makes not the slightest attempt to get
in touch with him. Both Snorre and F agrskinna make
use of the same surprising words - "quietly and
peacefully," in describing his progress.'! Both make him
state his unwillingness to harry a Christian country.
Saxo appears equally puzzled to account for this singular
lack of bellicosity. If only he had pressed his enemies
more energetically, he says, without doubt he could
have annexed Norway. He also confirms the remarkable
moderation of his treatment of a small contingent of the
Erling party who had taken up a defensive position on the
rock of Tensberg.P Both versions agree that he was
acclaimed as King by an ad hoc meeting of the Haugating,
though the Danish and Icelandic accounts are in violent
conflict as to the attitude of the general population. In
fact, it cannot be doubted that this was most unfriendly,
though Saxo naturally makes the most of such support
as Valdemar received. For there is no dispute that,
without engaging in any fightmg worth the name, the
Danish King almost immediately withdrew, to turn his
attention to a different objective, the Wends of the
Baltic coast.
All this is surely quite inconsistent with the notion of a
punitive expedition, undertaken in anger at a gross
breach of faith. On the other hand, it fits exactly with
the reason assigned by Saxo for Valdemar's action. He
11

"Friosamliga ok spakliga" (Snorre);

" stillilegha oc fr iosarnleeha "

(Fagrskznna).
12 Saxo, p. 554.
non est."

"Religionem saevitiae preferens, vrcurn incendere passus
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had evidently arrived in Norway with quite misleading
information as to the state of public opinion. He had
been led to expect a friendly reception, from a population
groamng under an intolerable tyranny. He found on the
contrary a bitter hostility, to which his 'quiet and
peaceful' approach was quite inapplicable. He therefore
retired in disappointment, and it looks as if he would
never have renewed the attack if Erling had thereupon
been content to leave him alone. The situation, in fact,
suggests a very recent parallel. In December 1939,
Quisling gave to Hitler a similarly inaccurate and
tendentious impression of the state of opinion in Norway,
with the similar object of engaging his support to overthrow the existing government. When, therefore, the
German invasion took place, it was hoped, at first, to
conduct it " stillilegha oc triosamlegha," in the guise of
friends and liberators. (Cf. Instilling ira Undersekelseskomniisjonen. av 1945, Bilag I, page 25: "Denne mangel
pi orientering om de norske myndigheters instilling var
den storste svakhet ved planen "). It is hard to believe
that any mediaeval monarch would have abandoned his
design so easily if he believed his title to Viken was the
subject of a solemn contractual obligation.
Erling, anyhow, was made of sterner stuff. For the
moment, preparations for reprisal were interrupted by the
outbreak of the rising of Olav Gudbrandson, which, as
already mentioned, began in the winter of the same year
(rr65-f)). The new pretender seems to have been an
energetic and cunning guerilla, who needed Erling's undivided attention. On rst November rr66, a remarkable
forced march by Olav and his followers gave the Regent a
dangerously narrow escape, but from this date onwards
the pretender ceased to be formidable, and became known
as Olav the Unlucky. In the following year, therefore,
Erling was able to turn his attention to Valdemar.
Though the conspiracy which he had entered into on this
occasion with Buris Henrikson, - a grandson of King
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Svend Estridson of Denmark and also a half-brother to
Inge of Norway - failed through its untimely disclosure,
Erling succeeded in capturing a number of Danish
warships laid up on the east coast of Jutland with their
commanders on furlough. Soon after, however, he
returned home, having no doubt received news of the
arrest of Buris.
Erling's action provoked Valdemar into a fresh invasion
of Norway, about which the Icelandic sources are
altogether silent. It was no doubt regarded in Norway
as a phase of the contemporaneous struggle with the local
pretender, with whom Valdemar evidently entered into
secret negotiations during the following winter. Olav
no doubt was more than ready to pay Valdemar's price,
the cession of Viken, for such assistance as he would offer.
His arrival in the spring of II68 emboldened Olav to join
forces with him, which is no doubt the explanation of the
cordial welcome to Tensberg with which Saxo credits
Valdemar on this occasion. The Danish troops, however,
grew mutinous and discontented, supplies ran short, and
nry soon he finally abandoned the struggle, contenting
himself with imposing an embargo on Dane-Norwegian
trade, which had the desired effect of encouraging
overtures for a peace settlement.
It seems possible that the terms eventually agreed on
in II70 may in some way have given rise to the idea that
the whole dispute had originated in a sworn promise by
Erling to surrender Viken. For in form he no-w acknowledged Valdemar's title to the disputed territory. This
however had no necessary connection with any
antecedent bargain, since Valdemar had in the meanwhile
established some sort of independent claim through
occupation and his acceptance by the Haugating. But in
reality the peace settlement was an almost complete
victory for the Norwegian Regent. It meant that the
King of Denmark abandoned the substance for the
shadow, and the whole transaction was merely a piece
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of face-saving. Erling continued to exercise the same
power as before, technically as a feudatory, but actually
with complete independence. For Valdemar invested
him with the title of Jarl, which, incidentally, hardly
suggests that he ever regarded his actions as untrustworthy or dishonourable. Erling and the Norwegian
people clearly took pride in his new distinction, by which
he was thenceforward universally known; even after his
death his son described himself as Sigurd Jarlson. The
terms of peace therefore give no support to a charge which
I hope I have now sufficiently proved to be unwarranted.
The point may perhaps be said to be of trifling historical
importance, but the character of Erling Skakke has, I
feel, suffered so unfairly from the anti-aristocratic bias
of some leading Norwegian historians that I should like
to contribute my quota to its rehabilitation.
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THE PLACE-NAMES OF BORNHOLM.l
By H. A. KOEFOED

H E Danish Place-Name Society in Copenhagen has
recently completed its publication no. 10, containing
the place-names of Bornholm." This comprehensive
and scholarly edition offers an excellent opportunity of
giving a survey of the Bornholm place-name material.
The work on these names, however, is by no means
finished in this edition, which only presents the material at
present available for the use of scholars. In the following
pages an attempt is made, on the basis of this recent
edition, to give a picture of the character and peculiarities
of the place-names from a rather isolated and therefore
more homogeneous district, pointing out some of the
special problems of a geographical and historical nature
which are offered by these names as distinct from the
main bulk of Danish place-names.
Bornholm is only a small island by international
standards. It comprises roughly 240 sq. miles. It is
situated in the Baltic about 25 miles south-east of Scania.
Thus it is rather remote from the Denmark of the present
day, being the last remnant of our eastern provinces
which were ceded to Sweden in r660.
Although small in size, the island contains a comparatively large number of place-names. Bornholms Stednavne
contains roughly 3,800 habitation-names, and 8,200
nature-names, which makes r2,000 in all. For comparison
the island of Samso, which is about one-fifth the size

T

1 I am indebted to Professor Kr. Hald, Copenhagen, Professor R. J. McClean
and Mr. P. Foote, London, for reading the manuscript, and making helpful
suggestions.
2 Bornholins
Stednaune, Udgivet af Stednavneudvalget. Kobenhavn
1951 (G, E. C. Gad), - For the history and general principles of Scandinavian
place-name research, see: Kr. Hald, Vore Stednaone, Copenhagen 1950, and
E. Blohme, The Study of Swedish Place-Names, Groningen-Djakarta 1950.
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of Bornholm (45.6 sq. miles) has about 1,800 place-names.
The county of Viborg in Jutland, which is 1,223 sq. miles
(over 5 times as large as Bornholm) has only 5,340 names.
The vast uncultivated heath districts in this county
account for the very low figure; nor are all minor names
included. Similarly the very high figure for Bornholm
is due to natural features which differ considerably from
those of the rest of Denmark, being more closely related
to the Swedish landscape, with rocks and skerries where
every crag and stone calls for a name.
The names may be arranged according to place-name
elements in order to show what factors have determined
the special character of the material. The survey on the
following pages will comprise nature-names as well as
habitation-names, and 'will take into consideration on the
one hand the natural conditions which have determined
the types of names, and on the other hand the way in
which the industries of the inhabitants have influenced
the process of name-giving. The examples have been
chosen so as to depict something of the history and culture
of the people as mirrored in the place-name material.
For practical reasons the names will normally be given
in the standard Danish written form.
As a consequence of its rocky substratum the Bornholm
landscape is hilly, undulating and altogether very varied.
Indicative of this type of scenery are names like those
ending in: -klippe (rock):" Lyseklippen (candle-); -liald
(stone, flat rock often projecting from the surface of the
ground, ON hallr): Blegehald (where clothes were bleached),
Hallegdrd (-farm); -knald (a. small protruding rock, skerry
in the sea; b. small barren hill): Jenses Knald (a fishing
bank), Halleknalden (of a rocky, barren hill); -kli-n:
(cliff, either on the coast or in the country, ON klettr):
Klinten, pd Klint; -lianuner (mainly: rocky promontory,
large rocky hill; various subsidiary meanings; UN haniarri:
Salthanimer, Hanuueren, Hammershus (the famous castle
3

For a detailed account of the elements cf. Bornholms Sltdl1i1l'"e p.

xi

ft.
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ruin); -bredde (steep road cut through a hill, still with
steep slopes on each side; ON brj6ta): Bobbebredde;
-klov(e) (steep and deep rocky wall, ON kleif to klifa,
climb; perhaps coalescence with ON klau] from klFifa,
cleave): Hvid- (white-), Redkleoen (red-); a derivative
in -a from klov is: Randkleue; -skter (skerry): Kirreskter
(tern-, the bird); -fiej (flat rock, projecting from the coast
under water; also used in place-names about small, low
skerries, :\ILG vii, vlig, skin): Magefiej (gull-).
In common with the rest of Denmark, Bornholm has
names and name-elements for hills and slopes which are
not rock formations, such as: -as (ridge): Sanddsen;
-bakke (rise, hill): Batmebakke (beacon-): -banke (bank,
hill): Davidsbanke (a fishing bank, first part a proper
name); -bjerg (mountain; in Bornholm-names = hill):
Blsesbjerg (vb. blow-; farm name); -Iio] (hill, barrow):
Kinnleh o] (OD kumbl, cenotaph); -kuld (small hill, ON
kollr): Lusekuld (louse-). Names which indicate flatter
country are: -slet (plain): Hyldeslet (elder-); and, more
typical in Bornholm, -7Hll (plain, ON vpllr): pa Valle;
-dal (valley): Humledal (humle, either hops or bumble-bee);
with the derivative ending -a: Arsdale (backside-); - in
the dialect -a is equivalent to standard Danish -e in
endings.
Woods and copses are common in scenery of the
Bornholm type. Most of the names are found in the rest
of Denmark, too: -skov (wood): Skuleskco (hide-); -busk(e)
(bush): Gdsebusl: (goose-); -lund (grove): Staoelund,
More characteristic are: -lyng (area covered with
heather): Blemntelyng; -krak (scrub): N errekrak (north-);
-re(n) (hedgerow, ON rein): Snogeren (grass snake-);
-ris (scrub): i Risen, Risegdrd,
Typical for Bornholm are the many neuter derivations
(ia-stems, usually with i-mutation) from names of trees:
-eske (ask, ash): Esket; -dIe (el, alder): Smedeellet (smith-);
-birke (birk, birch): Brandsbirke (proper name); -byske
(busk, bush): Prscstcbysket (parson-); -krtekhe (krak,
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scrub): Kreekket,

Without mutation: -aspe (asp, aspen):
Aspesgdrd; -hasle (hassel, hazel): Hasle (a town).
We find many names for lakes, rivulets, ponds, moors:
(rivulet): Bagden (proper name); -ba::k (brook):
Hallebtekken (i.e. Hallegdrdsba::kken);
-dani (pond):
Gamledam (old-); -hul (hole): Gdsehullet; -hal (deep hole in
stream, ON hylr): Geddeholen (pike-); -kilde (spring):
Redkilde: -ka::r (pool, marsh): Nykser (new-), Ka::r(e)by;
-mose (bog, moor): Prsestemosen; -myr (swampy moorland):
Skelsmyr (skel, boundary line); -so (lake): Borgse (castle-),
Smaragdse (emerald-); -vad (ford): Brandsnad,
Many names are connected with the coast and the
shallow waters nearby, where the fishermen have their
own peculiar and ancient names for stones and banks.
Here we find names in -bugt (bay): Sandebugten; -hul:
(small promontory, MLG hOk): Nsebbehukken. (beak-);
-odde: Skibsvrageodden (where shipwrecks frequently
occurred); -rev (reef): Sortliaireuet (black hat-); -vig
(creek): Vragvigen (wreck-).
Names of fishing banks: -brante, -bratte (derived from
brant, brat, steep): Aspesbratterne: -grund (ground, bank):
Sortegrund. (black-); -te] (word for bank; the meaning taken
from Dutch tui, mooring): Ankertejet (in the dialect
Akkara-, ct. ON akkeri). In order to mark, define or
determine the position of a particular fishing ground, the
fishermen take intersecting bearings from certain landmarks, which are called mede (ON mio), and it sometimes
occurs as an element in the names: T'drnmederne is a
fishing bank where two church towers are used as marks.
In the names given by fishermen we can sometimes trace
their peculiar tabu-language. When at sea, they are not
allowed to mention certain ordinary words, e.g. melle
(mill) because it will cause some misfortune, but have to
use a synonym, in this case trunte (trunk of a tree). Thus
they give or used to give the name Ntebbetrunte to a mill
known to landlubbers as Frydenlunds Malle.
To return to names in connection with sea and coast,
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there is -havn (harbour), which is used of a natural creek
or bay among the rocks where a boat can take shelter:
Grrmberghavn; and -kds which is very common. It is of
obscure origin, perhaps related to ON kjoss, creek, but
seems in place-names to designate a natural harbour:
Kdsen, [ernkds. The element is very common also in
South Swedish fishing villages. Boderne (d. Swedish
-boda) indicates a place on the coast where fishermen
(or farmers who also went fishing) had huts to keep their
tackle in during the fishing season.
In mentioning the names used in particular by
fishermen, I have touched on names which are indicative
not only of topography, but also of the occupations of the
inhabitants. They were created because people must be
able to identify the places where they do their work.
This applies to names of fishing banks, and it also applies
to field names. Both groups belong to the nature-names.
It is easy to see that the island population is one of
fishermen and farmers.
The elements found in field names are first various
words for" field" with a descriptive or defining element:
-ager (field): Bredager (broad-), Langager (long-), Stenager
(stone-), Skadeager (magpie-); -bakke (hill): Fdrebahken
(sheep-); -bidde (bit, used of a small (part of a) field):
Ringlebidden (ring-); -drset (the length of a normal
ploughed field; related to the ON draga, to pull): Drtetten,
Langedrtet; -eng (meadow): Skoleengen (school-); -krog
(nook, corner): Sultekrogen. (hunger-; of verv barren soil);
-land: pd Orenland, Hvedelandet (wheat-): -lod (allotment):
Knarrelodden (the family name Knarr); -lekke (barren
enclosure with stones, bushes, trees, used for pasture):
Gallekken (the old execution place outside Ronne;
originally Galge-, gallovvs); -mar]: (field): Kirhemarken
(church-); -skifte (piece of land for rotational crops):
Daniskiftet (pond-); -stykke (piece (of land)): Kirkestykhe:
(indication of situation or ownership), Tobiasstykkei
(indication of ownership), Stenstykket (indication of
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quality of soil), Kil(e)stykket (wedge-); -vang (field; in
Bornholm usually the ground belonging to a town or
fishing village): Jydevang (Jutlander-).
Many of the minor names cannot be resolved into
elements, but consist solely of a descriptive word; they
result from a comparison or reference, and bear witness
to the subtle imagination, and often humour, of the
namegivers, the people. Many of them might be called
nicknames. Names of this kind are late, from the
Middle Ages and after. 4 But they are numerous and
interesting in particular to the philologist, because they
illustrate the imaginative mode of thought and the
linguistic creative force of the common people.
Metaphoric names of this kind are: for stones, rocks and
fishing banks: Blak (the bright one), Dynerne (the
featherbeds), Horungen. (the illegitimate child), Lslsenderne
(the Icelanders, a breed of horse), Tronuneren (the
drummer, because of the noise of the breakers on the
rock), Eriken, Svend (from personal names), Degnestolen
(the verger's chair), Debefonten (the font), Kyllingehenen
(hen with chicks), Ringetyren (the bull from Ringe),
Sanct Peder, Den sorte Gryde (the black pot), Bukserne
(the trousers), Htegten (the bank where the hooks and
nets get caught and stuck), Rennetitten (the bank which
is found in the place where one can just catch a glimpse
of the tower of Ronne church behind the promontory;
d. titte, to peep).
For fields, woods and districts: Fuglesangen (a wood: the
birds' song), Lerien (field, mainly consisting of clay),
Sieoleengen (shaped like a boot), Soinerumpen (the pig's
tail), Redehose (red stocking), Rseoeskindet (the fox's hide),
Bldskinde (the blue fell or hide; very common of fields
which are flooded by water in the winter and frozen, or of
a field covered with blue flowers; the name is also used
about the sea); Hdndkleedet (the towel; the income of the
property was used for providing towels for the parish
, Kr. Hald, Vare Stednaune p. '02 ft.
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church in Catholic times), Melpave (from a person's
nickname: the flour Pope, because he had stolen some
flour), Brudesengen (the bridal bed, a wood and valley
where, according to legend, a newly married couple
were killed when their carriage overturned and fell down
the slope); Helvede (Hell), i Paradis (Paradise). Sometimes places are named after foreign localities: Klondyke
(where people dug for clay), Gongeherred (goes back to the
seventeenth century: a group of houses named after the
one where evidently a man from Goinge in Scania had
settled), Prejsen, Sibirien., i Tyskland.
Vestindietojet
(West Indies) is a fishing bank.
On the whole, it may be said that the names hitherto
mentioned cannot be very old, i.e. pre-medieval, because
the meaning of the components, which are words still in
living use as appellatives in the dialect, is immediately
evident.
Before continuing with the question of the age of the
Bornholm place-names, however, a group of habitationnames should be mentioned in connection with which the
problems of chronology are usually treated, and in which
scholars have generally taken more interest. From a
sociological point of view the habitation-names (of which
some have already been mentioned casually among the
nature-names) will confirm the impression that the
Bornholm population consists of fishermen and farmers.
But they have had merchants and craftsmen in their
number, and the towns must also be considered. Since
the latter represent a very late form of habitation,
I shall confine myself to details relating to the farm-names,
because they form a central group and will carry us
further - though not all the way - towards a solution
of the question of the age of the place-name material.
The great majority of the Bornholm farm-names end in
-gdrd (farm), which in itself indicates that the name is of
no considerable age." Moreover, many of them are used
5 Kr. Hald, Vore Stednavne p. 139.
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with the definite article following certain rules," and the
definite article did not come into common use in Danish
until the early Middle Ages. 7 None of the names can be
dated as far back as the ancient Norwegian farm-names,
some of which are supposed to go back to the early Iron
Age. 8 There are exceptions to the gdrd-type but these
do not indicate great age either, rather the reverse. They
sometimes bear the character of nicknames: Barkvist
(bare-twig), Bldkser (-marsh), Bredlese (bread-lacking;
seventeenth-century), Lyngholt (heather-), Rosendale
(rose-), Tuleborg.
Looking at the first element of the farm-names in
-gdrd, one usually finds that it consists of either a personal
name, or a word indicating the position of the farm in
relation to the surrounding countryside, or to one single
feature of the landscape: a hill, rivulet, etc.
Names belonging to the first group are: Assergdrd
(the name Asser is known from the Danish runic
inscriptions, among them one in Bornholm," but has been
used far down towards our day-P}, Baggdrd (from Bagge,
known from sources of the thirteenth centuryj.U
Er andsgdrd, Ingemarsgdrd (both names known from
twelfth-century sources; they seem to be East Danish
personal namesj.P Sejersgdrd (Sejer, from older Sigarr,
seems to be particularly a West Danish name, but it is
also found in place-names on Zealandj.P Stangegdrd,
Kellergdrd contain typical Bornholm family names.
Vibegdrd, Bukkegdrd and probably also Bjornegdrd
contain personal names derived from names of animals
(peewit, buck and bear). Rosmannegdrd, Blykobbegdrd
Aage Rohmann in Gammalt Ii Nyt, Ronne 1930 p. 58 ft.
P. Skautrup, Det danske Sprogs Historie I, Copenhagen 1944, pp. 137,269.
8 Magnus Olsen in Nordisk Kultur V, Stockholm 1939, p. 40 ft.
• Klemensker stone 8. Danmarks Runeindskrifter, Tekst, Copenhagen
1942, p. 465.
10 Danmarks gamle Personnaune I, Copenhagen 1936-1948, p. 84 ft.
11 lb. p. 90.
12 Ib., pp. 253 ff., 634 ft.
13 lb. p. 1218 ft.
6
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contain names of Low German origin. Nicknames (or
metaphorical names?) are found in Smerjeppegdrd,
Trebenegdrd (after a mill standing on wooden poles? or,
preferably, after a person with an artificial leg. There is
probably no connection between the place-name and the
name on the runic inscription Vester Marie 5: trebinu
syni).14 Other farm-names referring to persons and their
origin are: Fynegdrd, Jydegdrd, Tyskegdrd (owners from
Funen, Jutland, Germany). References to the trade of
the owner are found in: Bagergdrd (baker-). Degnegdrd
(verger or parish clerk), Smedegdrd (blacksmith),
Kannikegdrd (canon; a farm belonging to the Archbishopric
of Lund in Catholic times). Munkegdrd, which would
appear to be of the same type, contains in fact a secondary
personal name.
Farms named after their situation or the surrounding
landscape are: (after woods and scrubs) Skoigdrd,
Skrubbegdrd, Buskegdrd, Krakgdrd; (trees) Almegdrd;
(rocks) Kltppegdrd; (flat barren country) Vallegdrd,
Torpegdrd; (hills and the opposite) Bakkegdrd, Dalegdrd;
(rivulets, ponds) Agdrd, Beekkegdrd, Datnntegdrd, (swampy
ground) J11aegdrd (meadow-), Engegdrd.
Other types: Brogdrd (at the bridge), Gadegdrd (at the
street - in the sense of road, leading from the farm to the
outfield); Loftsgdrd seems to be reminiscent of an ancient
type of dwelling, now only remaining in Norway in the
name loft for a separate farm building (on poles), in two
storeys with a gallery. Spidlegdrd reminds us that in the
:\Iiddle Ages there was a leper hospital there.
Adjectives form the first part in Frigdrd (free-),
Lillegard (small-), J11elgdrd (i.e. the farm which lies in
between others, or in the middle), Nygdrd (new-),
Norregdrd (nor th-), Vestergard (west-), etc.
When we try to date these names, we suffer from a lack
of sufficiently early evidence; in this respect Bornholm
H Du nmarks Runeindskrijter p. 444 f.
Discussed bv Gunnar Knudsen in
Dansk c St udier 193~ p. r z r ft., esp. p. 125.
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is worse off than the rest of Denmark, which in its turn,
compared with England, has very few old sources. We
have to rely on chance references in documents dating
from the late Middle Ages, and land-registers from still
later times. It is not often that we find evidence earlier
than the sixteenth century for farm-names and other
habitation-names with the exception of town- and parishnames. And it is only in the name of the island itself
that we find evidence dating from before the year
1000 A.D.

One is not justified in concluding that since the name
Asser is known from a runic inscription, the farm-name
Assergdrd must be equally ancient. When the farm is
first mentioned (1668), it was inhabited by a man Asser
Andersen (1648-68), and in all probability it takes its
name from him.
In farm-names with a nature-element as first component, we are on still more uncertain ground as to
chronology. There is something to be said for the theory
that these names are older than the type with a personal
name as the first component, but there are few means
by which we can fix their date exactly, and in their
present form, ending in -gdrd, they are unlikely to be
much older than the former group, that is from the
sixteenth century. And there is evidence that even up to
the late nineteenth century the forms in -gdrd have been
considered more or less official names, not used in daily
parlance, but coined by some official for administrative
purposes.tNevertheless the Bornholm farm-names are generally
older than those of the rest of Denmark, which are very
recent, dating mainly back to the dissolution of the old
village community in the late eighteenth century. In
15 Cf. Gunnar Knudsen in Danske Studier 1917, p. 96: the farm-names occur
in land-registers and censuses from the sixteenth century to the eighteenth;
and ib. 1934, p. 124: in most cases the farm-names can be assigned to the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The names now current were fixed for
the greater part in the eighteenth century.
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Bornholm there have never been villages as in the rest of
Denmark, and consequently the individual farm had to be
named in some way or other at an earlier date.
The farms were settled, of course, long before the
sixteenth century, and it is sometimes possible to assign
the names to an earlier age. In many cases there is,
together with the names in -gdrd (where the first part
designates natural features), another identification, often
a prepositional compound, which has survived up to very
recent times, as indicated by the dialect forms. This
illustrates the tradition among the local population
existing besides the official usage in legal documents etc.,
and suggests a very ancient origin. It seems that the
ordinary farmer did not want to show off by having a
particular name attached to his farm. He was therefore
identified by the locality where he lived. Habitationnames thus often originate in nature-names. Tuleborg
was formerly named pd Borre; Skovgdrd: i Skoven;
H ejegdrd: under H ejen; Torpegdrd: pd Torpe; Risegdrd:
ved Risen.
With regard to the prepositional names, Bornholm is
unique in present Danish territory, although the use of
such names is now on the wane and only used by the oldest
generation in the countryside. The type is well known
from ancient Norse literature and is still alive in Iceland,
the Faroes, and Shetland. It is not unknown in Norway
and England. It survives less frequently in Sweden,
and is almost lost in Denmark except in Bornholm.
The few examples above do not do justice to the very
great frequency in Bornholm of the prepositional names
in use until recent times. They are not restricted to
habitation-names, but are also used of purely natural
conditions: pd Ringe, i Krahken, pd Ovenland, pd By.
There is no doubt that this type of name-giving is very
old, dating at least from the Viking Age, if not from a still
earlier period; it seems to be common Germanic, but on
the other hand the individual names may be very young,
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since it is evidently a type which has been productive
down to modern times.
Attempts have been made to determine the chronology
of the prepositional names, but it seems a difficult task.
The oldest (heathen) forms are supposed to be those with
preposition + noun in the indefinite form: i Blemme,
i Sose, pa Klint, ved Halle.w Yet one should not imagine
that the Bornholm prepositional names are very old,
since we do not find traces of case inflection in them,
although inflection (dative form) was not given up in
East Denmark until about 1300.17 But perhaps this
only shows that the type has been productive through
hundreds of years, and submitted to the ordinary
linguistic changes of the dialect.
Another ancient type of farm-name is compounded with
-by (town, habitation; related to ON Inca and beer), which
also points back to a time before it was usual to give each
farm its individual name. -by is a very familiar placename element, known all over Scandinavia and in Iceland
and England. Its occurrence in England takes it back
to the Viking Age, but one cannot be sure of later
creations, especially as the meaning of the element differs
largely in different parts of Scandinavia. When used in
place-names in Norway and Iceland, it means a single
farm, but in Denmark and South Sweden a village (in
Varmland and Dalarna, a single farm). The simplex
appelative in Danish means town, in Swedish village.
In Bornholm the element has acquired or developed its
own particular meaning: group of (two to six) farms.
The original general meaning from which the special one
has developed seems to be "inhabited place."
Examples of names of (groups of) farms in -by are:
(first component containing names of woods, trees, etc.)
Bolby (trunk-), Egeby (oak-; first mentioned 1433),
16 Gunnar Knudsen in Studier tilegnede Verner Dahlerup , 1933, p. 25 fl.
the use of the definite article ct. note 7 above.
17 Skautrup, Del danske Sprogs Historic I p. 267.
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Risby; (indicating material) Dyndeby (mud-), Gredby
(ON grj6t, stone), Lersby (clay-): (indicating situation)
Aby, Kdsby, Klinteby (1489), Kserby, Muleby (muzzle,
used metaphorically of a headland where two rivers join),
Myreby; (indicating description of some kind) Ringeby
(the farms lying in a circle), Lyrsby (from lyrehus, a house
with an opening in the roof to let out smoke and let in
light; ON lj6ri). Not quite clear are Mteby, Stenseby.
Kelseby seems to be the only case where a personal name
forms the first part (d. Ketil on Klemensker stone 5).18
A nickname may indicate later analogous formations:
Ksellingeby (kf£lling, old woman; according to legend a
farmer bought a farm in a group for each of his
daughtersj.!" Studeby (bullock-), Smerby (butter-).
Not belonging to the farm-names are Akirkeby, a real
town which grew up in the Middle Ages round the
important church Akirke, and Sladderby (gossip-), a
typical nickname of young formation. Pd By is a naturename perhaps indicating former habitation.s"
The -by names are also found together with the
preposition i: i Aby, i Kf£rby, 1 Bolby.
Much seems to indicate that we find the oldest farmnames still preserved among those of the -by type. Some
of them may very well date back to the Viking Age,
although others are of secondary formation. That is the
time in which ordinary Danish -by names are also placed.P
This does not imply, however, that the habitations as
such cannot be much older. And perhaps the -by names
represent the oldest places of habitation after farms came
into being, situated, as they are, in localities where the
ground invited cultivation at an early period.v'
The difficulty in dating the Bornholm habitation-names
Dan marks Runeindskrifter p. 462.
Danske St.udier 1922, p. 173.
20 Bornholms Stednaune , p. xii.
21 Kr. Hald, Vore Stednaune, p. 95.
22 Bornholmernes Land I, Ronne 1944. p. 2oR; l\l. K. Zahrtmann, Borringholmcrncs Historiebog T, Ronne 1934, p. 45; Kr. Hald, Vore Sted naune p. 37.
18
19
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is partly due to the fact that most of the old place-name
elements, commonly occurring in Denmark and Sweden,
are missing in Bornholm, or if they are found they have a
different meaning or origin. This holds good of the
frequent types: -inge (Common Germanic; from the
time of the great migrations and probably derived from
names of inhabitants in -ingari, -UJn (either dat. pl. or
-helm), -lese (meadow, pasture), -leo (something left,
inheritance; the greater part of these names are from the
time of the migrations), -sted (ON staar; in Denmark
most of these names are from before the Viking period),
-by and -toft (space for habitation; both found in the
Danelaw and typical names of the Viking period),
-torp (an element the meaning of which is very difficult
to trace and express. In Denmark it seems to indicate a
new settlement from an old village. In the form -thorpe
it is, after -by, the most common Scandinavian place-name
element in the Danelaw. It seems to be younger than
-by, Most of the names are from the Viking period or
early Middle Ages), -bel (derived from ON bot, byli;
probably from the early Middle Ages).
A special group (probably productive up to the twelfth
century) includes the names connected with settlements
through clearance of woodland, begun in the Viking
period: -holt, -red, -toed (ON pveit, clearing).
Swedish types apart from these are: -boda, -vin, -tun. 23
Names in -leu, -bel, -toed, -red, are completely missing in
Bornholm. The only -holt name is Lyngholt from 1889.24
Genuine -inge names are not found in Bornholm. When
the ending does occur, and it is rather frequent, it has a
younger origin, due to special developments in the dialect
pronunciation. Thus in the town Allinge the ending is
-und (common in island names); in Gudmingegdrd we find
the personal name Gudmund hidden. In Suartingedalen
23 For details of the interpretation of these name-elements, their age and
distribution in Scandinavia, reference must be made to treatments elsewhere,
e.g. in Xordisk Kultur \', Kr. Hald, Vore Stednaune, and for a short sur vev to
Blohme, The study oj Sh'edish Place-names.
24 Bornholmernes Land Y, p. 159.
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it is the definite article or a derivation from svart, black,
referring to a black horse. In Smerenge and Aspinge
it is the word for meadow.
Among names in -um or -heim, the only Bornholm case
is Gudhjem.
The -by names have been dealt with already.
Names in -sted (pronounced std or sta) are fairly frequent
along the north coast of Bornholm: Bddsted (boat-),
Bolsted (boddel, executioner), Melsted (from Oi-J melr,
bank of sand), Rested, Ypnasted. The word here is
probably not ON staiJr (as in the Danish village names),
but ON st(J6, landing place where ships were dragged
ashore. Only one name, in the middle of the island,
(Pd) Tingsted suggests an origin in staor like the rest of
the Danish -sted names.
Like the names and elements Hammeren, Boderne,
-havn, -kds, the Bornholm -sted names indicate a
connection between the fishing population of Bornholm
and South Sweden from early times, but less contact
between the farming populations. In Scania names of the
types -lese, -leu, -by (village), -torp, -holt are extremely
frequent. Some of them i-lese, -torp and -tojt) do occur
in Bornholm, but again in a special sense and with special
connections.
-lese is found in quite young nicknames like Bredlese
(bread-less), and in Alese, Stenlese, Lesebtek: According
to Gunnar Knudsen.w the meaning (slope, d. ON Mta)
and its occurrence as the first element in Lesebte]: indicate
late origin.
Nor does the occurrence of the word tojt (pd Tojt,
Toftehus, Tojtegdrd, Tojten, Tojtehoj) suggest any
connection with Danish or Swedish village names in
-tojt(e). The same applies to torp: Torpegdrd (pd Torpe) ,
Elletorpei, Torpeng, derived from a special Bornholm
sense of the word: piece of dry land for pasture, upland
meadow.P"
25
26

Danske Studier 1922, p. 172 ft.
Gunnar Knudsen in Namn och Bygd 1946, p. 24 ft.
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Why is it that Bornholm shows a picture so different
from the rest of Denmark in its habitation-names?
It has led some historians and archaeologists to put
forward the theory of an interruption in the habitation
of Bornholm in prehistoric times.s? From the period
300-550 A.D. (to which some of the oldest place-name
elements III question are usually assigned) there are very
few archaeological finds in the island, which might suggest
that during this period it was almost empty after the
population had emigrated. And this population was
supposed to be the Burgundians, who according to
Ptolemy and Pliny lived in the coastal districts between
the Oder and the Vistula in the early centuries of the
Christian era, and were named (according to the old
theory) after their place of origin: Bornholm. After the
year 550 A.D. a new population was supposed to have
immigrated into Bornholm from 0land and Gotland
(which display similiarities in archreological finds from
that period), and the Malar provinces of Sweden. A placename Saliuna has among others been taken to support the
theory as a typical Swedish -tun name. It is obvious,
however, that this name is to be divided as Salt - una
(un in Bornholm dialect, oven), a place where salt was
produced by boiling brine.s"
In order to clear up this interesting problem of the
history of the settlement of Bornholm, which affects the
study of its place-names, the origin and meaning of the
name of the island itself must be discussed (d. Bornholms
Stednavne p. r ft.).
The first time that Bornholm is mentioned in written
form is about 900 in Wulfstans description of his voyage
from H edeby through the Baltic.P" The recorded forms
of the name are the following: Wulfstan about 900:
Burgenda land, efter Burgenda lande. Icelandic forms
27 Knut Stjerna, Bidrag till Bornholms Befolkningshistoria under [iirnaldern,
Stockholm 1905.
28 Bornholms Stednaune p. 356.
!King Alfred's Orosius ed. Henry Sweet, 1883, p. 19 f.
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in some scaldic poetry, Krdkumdl (twelfth or thirteenth
century): fir borghvndar holmi, and in the] omsvikinga
Saga (thirteenth century): j borgvnndar holme; also
Heimskringla: i Borgundarh6lmi and the Knytlinga Saga
(about 1260): Borgundarholm.
Saxo (early thirteenth century): Burgunda insula.
A Danish law-text (Slesvig Stadsret, about 1300) has:
Burgunde holm.
Other sources have: Burghtendeholm (1231), Borendholm
(1264), Borundholm (early fourteenth century), Borendeholm (fifteenth century).
The form Borringholm is common from the sixteenth
century onwards.
From the thirteenth century (1260) and later, sources
of MLG origin have forms such as: borneholme, borenholm,
Bornholm which have determined the modem written
form.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries many mixed
forms are found: Borgenholm, Bordenholm, Bordingholm,
Borrindholm.
In some of the old sources, the island is mentioned only
as Holmen. That is still the way fishermen (and people
from Scania) talk about it. Farmers formerly said
Landet (d. Wulfstan). About 996 Hallfreor vandnetlaskaId (MS of thirteenth century) has at holme; a
Swedish runic inscription''? from the beginning of the
eleventh century: 0 hulmi; Adam of Bremen about 1075:
Ulmo, in Hztlmo insula, Holmus.
The old interpretation of the name Bornholm presupposes that the first element is genitive singular (d.
the Icelandic forms), and derives the name from borg
(high rock) + the suffix -und. The name of the people
Burgundiones is then derived from the name of the
island.
The latest theory.s! however, postulates a genitive
30
31

Sveriges Runinskriiier II, Stockholm 19II, p. 8r.
Bornholms Sted nanne p. 3 ft.
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plural in the first component, considering the Icelandic
forms unreliable, and attaching more importance to
Wulfstan's form. Then the name would mean "the
island of the Burgundians " - not the place where they
came from and which gave them their name, but the place
which they took possession of and named after themselves. The name of the people in that case must be
cognate with Sanskrit brhani, "tall."
According to this theory, Bornholm was not the home
of the great Burgundian people, which in any case,
considering the small size of the island, would seem
unlikely, but a place which they raided and conquered.
It may be that Holm(en) was the old name and that after
the conquest it was qualified as "the holm which the
Burgundians possessed" some time between 300-500 A.D. 32
The question of chronology is a very tricky matter, but
presumably the latest theory fits in with it better than
the old one of an emigration which would have had to have
taken place before 300 A.D. to be in accordance with the
information in Ptolemy and Pliny.
It has already been mentioned that archaeologists have
been puzzled by the fact that there were so very few
finds from the period 300-550 in Bornholm. But just
recently, during excavations in the summers of 1949-51
very important discoveries'" have been made just from
these obscure years, which at least prove that the island
was not empty. Among other things there were very
well preserved relics of an Iron Age habitation in Ibsker.
Archaeologists can tell from the ruins that there were
several successive layers of habitation as far back as the
second century B.C. The houses have several times been
burnt down and rebuilt, and in the last case there is
32 Cf. however, Kr. Hald, rore St cdtun'ne p. oro.
It seems as if the above
theorv will not be allowed to stand unchallenged. Profr-sxor Hald has under
preparation a criticism of the interpretation in Bornltolnts Stednoune, where the
old hypothesis will be modified, but he will still maintain that the name of
Bornholm IS an -und derivation.
33 Cf. Fra Natvonalmuseets Arbe tds mart: for the years in question.
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evidence that the inhabitants were taken by surprise,
buried their treasures, and fled before foreign invaders,
never to return.
It is very tempting to connect the archreological
evidence with our theories about the Burgundians and
their supposed invasion of Bornholm. But still it is
unlikely that in Bornholm the lack of ordinary Danish
place-name types, such as -inge, -lese, -leu, -sted, has
anything to do with a break in the history of the
settlement, circa 500 A.D., when the whole population
emigrated or was wiped out in raids. Types like -torp,
-tved, -red, -holi, -bel, which are decidedly later, are also
missing. \Ve must therefore look for other explanations.
First of all, the remote position of the island may
account for the fact that customs from the other Danish
lands - including those of name-giving - rarely or
never reached it. We have already heard that villages
on the Danish model never came into existence in Bornholm, and most of the Danish habitation-names of
current types are attached precisely to such villages.
With special regard to the late types of place-names,
the natural conditions of the island have not afforded the
opportunity for new settlements to be made in the same
way as in the rest of Denmark. There were no large
woods, awaiting clearance, but rocky barren soil. The
interior of the Island was covered with heather, which
it remained for much later ages to put under plough.
The general consequence is that the problems of dating
Bornholm place-names are quite different from those of
the rest of the country, and far more difficult to solve.
Some consider the names, as a whole, to be very late,
others maintain that they are comparatively 01d,34 but
what is an old age when talking about place-names?
The names of the towns - Ronne (charter from 1319),
Nexo (1346), Svaneke (1500), Allinge, Sandvig, Hasle
(1500) - are generally considered to be old; but Akirkeby
34

Bornholms Stednaine p. x.
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(1346) must have originated after the introduction of
Christianity into the island.P and so also the peculiar
names of the parishes, which for the most part are called
after the saint to whom the church is dedicated (with
the exception of Aker(sen) , Nyker(sen) , Rutsker(sen) ,
Ro(sen)): e.g. Knztdsker(sen) i.e. St. Canute's church
parish. The -sen (from sogn) and sometimes -kersen
(kirkesogn) is now usually omitted: Bodilsker(sen) ,
Ibsker(sen) , Klemensker(sen) , Nylars(kersen), Olsker(sen) ,
Pedersker(sen) , Pmtlsker(sen) , Vester Marie i-markersens,
aster Lars(kersen) , aster Marie (-markersen).

Undoubtedly of very ancient origin, perhaps going back
to the Iron Age - though at present there are no means
of proving this - are the obscure short-names: ancient
derivations, which have always puzzled the scholars,
and which have not yet been fully explained, such as:
(i) Biela, Glappe, Slamra, Skrulle, Sose. On the other
hand Levka looks obscure and of the same type, but
nevertheless conceals a personal name of recent date, the
seventeenth century.:" Such is the nature of place-name
research: it continually puzzles the scholar, and it is that
which makes it fascinating.

35 Shortly after r060 A.D. Bornholmernes Land I, p.
36 BOYl1h~lms Stednaune p. 40.
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J6N STEFANSSON
By EIRiKUR BENEDIKZ

R.

Jon Stefansson, one of the founder members of the
D
Viking Society (or Viking Club as it was first called)
died in Reykjavik on the zoth July, 1952.
Dr. Steiansson was born in Iceland on 4th November,
1862. He was educated at the Reykjavik Grammar
School and went afterwards to the "University of
Copenhagen where he studied English Language and
Literature under Professor George Stephens.
During his undergraduate days he was awarded the
University's Gold Medal for an essay on dialects in
Wycliffe's Bible translation. In 1889 he graduated as
M.A. and two years later the University accepted his
doctors thesis on Robert Browning (Robert Br07.f'IZ£ng
(1812-1889); et titeraturbillede fra det tnoderne England).
Dr. Stefanssori's book on Browning was one of the first
serious attempts to make this poet known to the literary
public of the Scandinavian countries.
At about this time the chair of English in the University
of Copenhagen became vacant and it was generally
considered that Dr. Stefansson would be appointed to this
post. This was, however, not to be, as Dr. Otto Jespersen,
who had attacked Dr. Stefansson's book on Browning
just before a decision was made on the appointment,
obtained the post.
Shortly after Professor Jespersen's appointment Dr.
Stefansson left Copenhagen and went to London where
he was to spend more than fifty years of his life with
short breaks only.
In London he soon became acquainted with many
well-known scholars, especially those who were interested
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in Icelandic literature and language. Among these were
William Morris, Sir Israel Gollancz, W. P. Ker, Viscount
Bryce and A. "\Y. Johnstone, the founder and secretary of
the Viking Society.
During his long stay in London Dr. Stefansson never
had any permanent post, except that he was for a few
years lecturer in Icelandic and Danish at King's College.
In fact I do not think it suited his temperament to be
tied down to an office or a teaching post. He had to be
free to work on what interested him most at the time and
to do it in his own wa~'. Althouah Dr. Stefansson
undoubtedly acquired a vast amount of learning during
his long life of research work in the British :\Iuseum, his
printed works are surprisingly few. They mostly consist
of articles in newspapers and periodicals, British,
Scandinavian, French and German.
In 1899 he published, in collaboration with W. G.
Collingwood, a book called .-:1 Pilgrimage to the Saga-steads
of Iceland. Dr. Stefansson was responsible for the text
but the illustrations were by Collingwood.
His largest printed work, apart from his memoirs,
appearecl in 1916, in the Stories of the Nntions Series
and is called the History of Denmark a tid Sweden icith
Iceland and Finland. In addition to these he left behind
him in MS a history of Iceland in English.
In 1918 Dr. Stefansson marrie.l a French lady from
Mauritius. Shortly after the wedding they went to live
there, but it seemed as if he could not settle away from
London so they parted and he returned to his studies at
the British Museum. Here he lived until late in the year
1948 when he went back to Reykjavik to spend there
the last few years of his life. In 19-Vl his memoirs were
published in Reykjavik, under the title Uti i Heinii.

